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ABSTRACT FOR 

Between Churchill and Stalin: 

The Cripps Mission arid its Aftermath 

by 

STEVEN M. MINER 

Sir Stafford Cripps was sent to Moscow in 1940 to 

secure an Anglo-Soviet trade agreement, Cripps believed he, 

as a socialist, could induce the Soviets to cooperate 

with Britain. His persistent efforts remained fruitless. 

Frustrated, he argued that Britain should recognize Soviet 

territorial gains of 1939-40» thereby winning Stalin's 

trust. 

Stalin ignored British approaches, preferring partner¬ 

ship with Hitler until the latter attacked Russia. Even 

then, Anglo-Soviet relations remained poor. Gradually, 

Anthony Eden was persuaded by Cripps, and by Soviet chilli¬ 

ness, to recognize Soviet sovereignty over the Baltic 

States, and he in turn convinced a divided British Cabinet. 

But Stalin took no notice of unilateral British sacrifices; 

close friendship with the Soviet Union, as envisioned by 

the British, was impossible, and misguided efforts to win 

Stalin's trust were foredoomed. The episode needlessly 

strained Anglo-American relations and weakened the Western 

position in Eastern Europe. 
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NOTES ON SOURCES 

A word must be said here about my use of footnotes. 

There are several possible methods of documenting material 

from the Public Records Office, Kew, England: I have chosen 

the method used by Sir Llewellyn Woodward in his official 

history of British wartime diplomacy. I have, for greater 

clarity, prefaced each citation of British Government docu¬ 

ments with the initials PRO, for Public Records Office. 

The following is an explanation of a typical footnote 

from the Public Records Office: 

N1300/5/38? 

N=Northern Department of the British Foreign 
Office; 

1300=page number; 

5=file number; 

38=country number (38 was the number for the 
Soviet Union). 
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When the British declared war in September 1939, they 

did so in admirable if belated defence of a simple prin¬ 

ciple: that territorial revisions must not be brought about 

by force. The British public was overwhelmingly convinced 

of the necessity for war, as it had been in 1914, though 

this time there was none of the public jubilation of twen¬ 

ty-five years before. In its place was a grim realization 

of the nation's limited options. The forces of good and 

evil seemed clearly delineated, and as A. J. P. Taylor has 

written of his country's mood, "Those who experienced it 

Ml know that it was a war justified in its aims...." 

Britain did not enter war under ideal circumstances. 

Chamberlain's government, shocked by Hitler's March 15 in¬ 

vasion of the rump of Czechoslovakia in blatant disregard 

of the Munich Agreement, had made what Churchill has de- 

(2) scribed as a "'Right-about-turn'" v ' and had drawn the 

line against further German aggression by extending a hasty 

guarantee to Poland. Chamberlain's abrupt reversal was 

"taken at the worst possible moment and on the least satis- 

(3) factory ground...." x ' The Prime Minister's fury, commen¬ 

dable though it was, led him to make perhaps the greatest 

British diplomatic blunder since Munich: the guarantee of 

Poland prior to conclusion of an understanding with the 

USSR. 

Had the British better understood Stalin's mentality 

they might have tied him down to concrete agreements before 

extending their guarantee to Poland; at least they would 
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have been well-advised to have done so. A fascinating and 

convincing insight into Stalin's diplomatic thinking is 

provided by a little-known conversation between Neville 

Butler, of the British Foreign Office, and Leon Helfand, 

who defected from Russia's Embassy in Rome in the summer 

of 1940. Helfand claimed "that Stalin had been nibbling 

for an agreement with Hitler since 1933," but that Hitler's 

repeated rejection of Soviet approaches meant that Britain 

had, in early 1939» missed a chance of concluding an agree¬ 

ment with the USSR. The failure of Anglo-Soviet talks had 

been largely due, Helfand felt, to the British "refusal to 

swallow the indirect aggression formula as regards the Bal¬ 

tic States." In other words, the British had been unwill¬ 

ing to hand over Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania to the ten¬ 

der mercies of the Soviet Union. 

Helfand's assertions were at odds with the official 

Soviet explanation of the Nazi-Soviet Pact,which claimed, 

then as now, that the Munich Agreement "had shown the whole 

world that the official bourgeois democratic West was uni¬ 

ted in shutting its eyes to Hitler's aggression and chan¬ 

neling it to the East, in the direction of the USSR." 

Faced with such perfidy, the Russians claimed, Stalin came 

to terms with Hitler "having no better alternative for get- 

(5) ting out of the situation that had arisen." ' 

But Helfand told another story. According to Butler's 

account, 

I asked (Helfand) whether the exclusion of Stalin from 



the Munich conversations had been a prime obstacle to 
an Anglo-Soviet agreement in 1939. He did not think 
so. He said that our great fault had been to give 
Poland the guarantee before we had got an agreement 
with Russia signed and delivered. He insisted that 
Stalin and Molotov believed that we should keep our 
word to Poland and therefore that the Western Powers 
would embroil themselves without the Soviet needing 
to give any undertakings. 

Helfand claimed, correctly as it turned out, that Stalin, 

having rounded out his gains in the West during the first 

year of the Pact, intended to expand in two directions: 

toward the Dardanelles and the Persian Gulf. The imme¬ 

diate prospects of driving a wedge between Hitler and Sta¬ 

lin were not good, Helfand told the British, since the So¬ 

viet dictator would cooperate with the Nazis "any way until 

Germany had been rendered much weaker." 

In the summer of 1939 Stalin had faced two alterna¬ 

tives: either to conclude an alliance with the Western 

Powers in an attempt to avert a war, or to extract the max¬ 

imum price from Hitler merely to stay out of the war which 

the Führer evidently wanted so badly, and then move in when 

wartime exhaustion had weakened both sides to such an ex¬ 

tent that intact Soviet power could be the arbiter. As 

long ago as January 1925* in a speech to the Central Com¬ 

mittee, Stalin had shown which option he would be more 

likely to choose: 

If war breaks out we shall not be able to sit with 
folded arms. We shall take action, but we shall be 
the last to do>so in order to throw the decisive 
weight into the scales, the weight that can turn the 
scales. 

The Anglo-French guarantee Of Poland—the only viable 
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route for a German invasion of the Soviet Union—enabled 

Stalin to retain his flexibility by not committing himself 

to the Western Powers. It must have seemed the best of 

two worlds: de facto protection by the democracies and con¬ 

crete payment from Nazi Germany. This payment took the 

form of a vast addition of real estate to the Soviet Em¬ 

pire from the Baltic to the Black Sea. Russian gains 

would have been even more far-reaching, with Iran and Tur¬ 

key as the focal points, had Russo-German cooperation not 

ended abruptly in June 1941» v 1 

In the end Stalin opted for the German offer because 

the chaos of war would more likely advance Soviet aims by 

creating a ’’revolutionary situation” in Europe than would 

the continuation of what was, in Soviet eyes, an unsatis¬ 

factory status quo. German and Russian aims did indeed 

coincide in 1939, as the Soviets repeatedly claimed. Sta¬ 

lin was remarkably frank about this when he spoke to the 

British Ambassador, Sir Stafford Cripps, in July 1940: 

During the pre-war negotiations with England and 
France the USSR had wanted to change the old equili¬ 
brium, for which these two countries stood, but... 
England and France had wanted to preserve it. Ger¬ 
many had also wanted to make a change in the equili¬ 
brium, and this common desire to get rid of the old 
equilibrium had created the basis for the rapproche¬ 
ment with Germany. 

Once having realigned Europe's equilibrium, Stalin 

was loath to part with his ill-gotten gains after Hitler 

invaded Russia. He almost immediately began to press his 

new-found Western allies for what Vojtech Mastny has called 
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his "minimum aims"—that is, the status quo ante, even 

though the Germans were, at that time, in occupation of 

the disputed areas. Why was he so attached to these terri¬ 

tories when they had done so little to blunt the German in¬ 

vasion? Again, Mastny argues the territories provided Sta¬ 

lin with psychological if not actual security, "And his 

craving for security was limitless." There may have 

been another reason as well. Possession of the territor¬ 

ies, which had been acquired at very little cost in lives, 

was tangible proof of Stalin’s supposed genius as a dip¬ 

lomat, to which the dictator could point in refutation of 

clàims that the Nazi-Soviet Pact had been an unrelieved 

fiasco. 

The often times heated debate over whether Stalin's 

territorial aims were aggressive or defensive begs the 

point since, after a point, excessive defensive demands 

become offensive. It is in the nature of empires, it would 

seem, to identify threats to their existence as stemming 

from every independent bordering territory. In Stalin's 

case this tendency was particularly dangerous since it was 

backed by a dogma justifying each Soviet gain as a forward 

step on the road of history. 

This brings us back to our first point? Britain's 

reasons for declaring war. If Germany was to be force¬ 

fully denied territorial aggrandisement, then the same log¬ 

ic might well apply to the Soviet Union's new acquisitions. 

After the shocks of the Nazi-Soviet Pact, Russia's role in 



the liquidation of Poland, and then the Soviet invasion 

of Finland, it seemed to many in Britain that Nazi Germany 

and Soviet Russia were tarred with the same brush. As one 

historian has noted: "Stalin and Hitler were depicted by 
(11 \ 

British cartoonists as virtually the same person.” ' ' 

But to other Britons, such as Sir Stafford Cripps, 

former Solicitor General and Left Wing gadfly of British 

politics, the USSR represented the last real hope of de¬ 

feating Nazi Germany and Fascism in general. Cripps1 

attitude, and he was not alone, showed that the unity of 

the British nation in the face of German aggression would 

be considerably weakened should the Government decide to 

include the Soviet Union among its enemies. 

During the winter and spring of 1940, British policy 

towards the Soviet Union wavered between two poles: should 

the USSR be treated as an ally of Germany, and thus be made 

the object of Allied military action; or should another 

attempt be made diplomatically to wean Stalin away from 

Germany. Facing this tough choice—neither option offered 

a clear hope of success—Chamberlain's Cabinet adopted a 

characteristic attitude; they dithered. Eventually the 

limitations of Allied resources compelled a choice; Chur¬ 

chill's Government, which replaced Chamberlain's in May, 

resolved to attempt a diplomatic solution of the Russian 

problem, dispatching Sir Stafford Cripps, a long-time ad¬ 

vocate of a pro-Soviet British foreign policy, to Moscow 

as Ambassador. It is intriguing, if useless, to speculate 



upon what course history might have taken had Anglo-French 

strength been greater. 

The history of British efforts, through the medium of 

Sir Stafford Cripps, to disrupt Russo-German cooperation is 

the subject of the first half of this work (Chapters 1-4)» 

That these efforts were ultimately fruitless does not de¬ 

tract from the importance of the attempt. As we shall see, 

Britain’s diplomats taxed their ingenuity to find some 

modus vivendi with Moscow, only repeatedly to meet with 

Russian indifference. The experience of Cripps in this 

matter is particularly instructive; he journeyed to Moscow 

confident that years of misguided British policy had driven 

the Russians reluctantly into the arms of the Germans. But 

while in Moscow, Cripps found that winning Stalin's confi¬ 

dence was a far more difficult task than he had imagined. 

Despite his best efforts, Cripps was unable to drive a 

wedge into the Nazi-Soviet partnership. 

Cripps was only the first Western wartime representa¬ 

tive to believe he knew the secret for soothing Soviet 

paranoia and for transforming Moscow into a friend of the 

Western Democracies; Cripps was followed by Lord Beaver- 

brook, Anthony Eden, Winston Churchill, Franklin Roosevelt, 

and others. Each at one time or another, as we shall see, 

thought he alone understood Stalin and knew how to win his 

trust; each, in turn, failed. If we can learn the reasons 

for their failure then we might, perhaps, learn not to ex¬ 

pect spectacular results from negotiations with the Krem- 



lin. It is particularly apt in this context to recall 

that, as Cripps bent all his energies to forge Anglo- 

Russian friendship, his former colleagues on the British 

Left continued to believe, as Cripps had before going to 

Moscow, that ill-advised British policy was the sole im¬ 

pediment to Anglo-Russian friendship. We shall examine 

Cripps’ efforts in some detail to see how each British 

avenue of approach towards understanding with Russia ran 

into a wall of unresponsiveness. 

Hitler’s invasion of Russia forged the rapprochement 

between London and Moscow long desired by the British 

Left; but the new Anglo-Russian friendship was not all the 

British had hoped for. Stalin was transformed overnight 

into an ally of Britain, not a friend, and the transforma¬ 

tion had not been the result of any British act or gesture 

Stalin had clung—pathetically in the end—to his profit¬ 

able Nazi connection; clearly he had done so for his own 

reasons. 

The British could not fathom their new ally; there 

was none of the free communication between London and 

Moscow that the British had enjoyed with the French, and 

were engaging in with the Americans. London’s efforts to 

find some means by which a closer military and political 

alliance with Moscow could be forged form the subject of 

the second half of this work (Chapters 5-7). Ultimately, 

of course, these further efforts to win Russian trust also 

failed: though the Western Allies provided the Russians 
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with much needed supplies, and though the Red Army broke 

the back of the Wehrmacht, Western military cooperation and 

coordination with Russia remained.of the most rudimentary 

sort. 

The thread uniting the two halves of our otherwise 

split subject is the question of the Baltic States. The 

British refusal to approve a Russian takeover of these 

States, and of Finland, had in large part been the reason 

why Chamberlain’s Government had been unable to secure a 

defensive alliance with Moscow in 1939» Stalin confirmed 

this on the second day of his talks with Eden in December, 

1941» In 1939 the British had refused to sanction the Rus¬ 

sian claim on these States; by 1942 the pressures of war, 

and the perceived need for closer cooperation with Moscow, 

caused the British Government to abandon its earlier re¬ 

solve. As we shall see, the London Government—odd as it 

may seem—felt that Stalin was demanding a British sacri¬ 

fice of principle over the Baltic States question as the 

price of Russian trust. One might be excused for thinking 

that the British might have learned the futility of making 

such sacrifices to totalitarian governments, but they had 

not. In the end only a new factor, American intervention, 

prevented the British from recognizing by treaty Russian 

sovereignty over the Baltic States. 

A study of the three-cornered discussions between Lon¬ 

don, Moscow, and Washington over the fate of Eastern Eur¬ 

ope, during the spring of 1942, can contribute to our un- 
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derstanding of the history of Second World War diplomacy. 

One of the most widely-held beliefs about Western relations 

with Russia during the war holds that the British in gener¬ 

al, and Churchill in particular, identified the emerging 

Russian threat to Europe long before Roosevelt and the Am¬ 

ericans, and that the British struggled, in the face of Am¬ 

erican incomprehension, to restrict Russian gains in East¬ 

ern Europe. This view, most ably propounded by Churchill 

himself, might be accurate if one only looks at the years 

1943-1945» but it is therefore all the more interesting to 

examine the negotiations of spring, 1942, when the Ameri¬ 

cans, opposed by the British, strove to resist Russian ex¬ 

pansion. There is some evidence that Britain's leaders 

later felt uncomfortable with their role in these negotia¬ 

tions: Churchill chose to deal very lightly with this per¬ 

iod in his otherwise fulsome memoirs, and at one point 

shielded Anthony Eden by discretely editing a quoted docu¬ 

ment, without informing the reader that he had done so. 

Eden was more straightforward. As we shall see, in his 

memoirs he actually distorted the meaning Of a crucial 

memorandum. 

None of this is to claim that the Americans possessed 

any special insight into dealing with Stalin. What resis¬ 

tance there was to Soviet demands in Washington seems to 

have come largely from Sumner Welles; Roosevelt was not so 

much inclined to confront Stalin on points of principle, 

but rather to postpone, as long as possible, settlement of 
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difficult questions. Whatever one thinks of the relative 

merits of recognising Russian sovereignty over the Baltic 

States, North Bukhovina, and Bessarabia, it is surely im¬ 

portant to understand that Western attitudes towards Russia 

were a much more complex phenomenon than is commonly re¬ 

cognized . 

Perhaps the most important aspect of our story con- • 

cerns Stalin’s motives. We have no access to Kremlin ar¬ 

chives, and can, therefore, not speak about Soviet aims 

with the same assurance with which we discuss questions of 

Western diplomacy. However, the relative scarcity of au¬ 

thoritative Russian documentary material should not dis¬ 

courage us from making an effort to understand Soviet for¬ 

eign policy; after all, the student of Stalin’s foreign 

policy is in no way worse off than a historian of Byzan¬ 

tium, or of the Ottoman Empire. In fact, we are probably 

in a better position as regards documentary material than 

most historians of periods prior to, say, 1800; although 

Soviet archives are shut tight for the foreseeablé future, 

Western documents—particularly British, American, and Ger¬ 

man—fill many of the more yawning gaps. The capture of 

Nazi archives in 1945 has given historians a valuable addi¬ 

tional insight into Soviet policy. We can attempt a form 

of historical navigation: by fixing three points—i.e. the 

Soviet position vis-a-vis the Americans, British, and Ger¬ 

mans, as revealed in these countries' documents—we can 

guess the location of the missing fourth point, Stalin's 
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overall goals. That said, the process still involves some 

conjecture, and the conclusions drawn below will certainly 

not suit everyone's taste. 

Stalin's decision to cooperate with Hitler in 1939» 

and to carry that cooperation on into 1941» had enormous 

impact upon the history of Europe, and of the world. The 

old European equilibrium, which Stalin told Cripps he want¬ 

ed to "get rid of," was dealt a blow from which it has 

never recovered. The Soviet dictator's judgement in decid¬ 

ing to work with Hitler was vindicated—if only just; he 

came within a hair's breadth of losing everything, and was 

eventually forced to work with his old enemies, the Bri¬ 

tish, to rid the world of his erstwhile ally, Hitler. 

Stalin’s reasons for cooperating first with Hitler, and 

then with the Western Democracies, are certaiiily worth 

examining, since many of the after effects of his policies, 

in the form of Europe's retreat from the world and the cold 

war, are still with us today. 

In one respect, at least, our story is an optimistic 

one: Anglo-Russian relations traveled from a nadir during 

the Russo-Finnish War, where our story begins, to the sig¬ 

nature of the Anglo-Russian Agreement of May, 1942, where 

our story ends. The two nations were transformed from vir¬ 

tual enemies into allies, albeit not terribly close ones. 

Genuine "peaceful coexistence" and, indeed, coopera¬ 

tion towards a common end for the first time characterized 

Anglo-Soviet relations. We in the West are unlikely, in 
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the foreseeable future, to cooperate with Moscow in a 

similar venture; we are accustomed to rivalry with the 

Soviet Union, even though we do not seem fully to have 

the knack of it yet. Perhaps we may learn something of 

the Soviets by studying what it was like to be their al¬ 

lies. At the very least we might learn that, however 

small the common ground, the USSR and the West can work 

together if it is in both sides' interest, even though 

cooperation will invariably be laced with distrust. 

During the Russian Civil War Churchill, then Secretary 

of State for War, had been the leading advocate of British 

aid for the White forces, who were striving to crush the 

Bolshevik regime. On March 24, 1920 he had written Lloyd 

George: "I do not of course believe that any real harmony 

is possible between Bolshevism and present civilisation.” 

(12) v ’ Stalin, for his part, had fully reciprocated Chur- :i 

chill's hostility in the years before 1941» True harmony 

may well have been absent from the Anglo-Russian alliance 

of 1941-1945* but it is one of the curious ironies of mo- . 

dern history that in 1942, as Prime Minister, Churchill 

would sign a treaty with Molotov, Stalin's representative, 

pledging twenty years of Anglo-Soviet friendship and co¬ 

operation. Politics do indeed make strange bedfellows. 
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Had anyone asked the British man in the street for 

his assessment of the state of Anglo-Soviet relations in 

late August, 1939, the response might well have been that 

these relations could get no worse, Stalin and Molotov 

had hosted Joachim von Ribbentrop, Hitler*s Foreign Minis¬ 

ter, in the Kremlin, when the Soviet dictator had actually 

toasted the health of the Führer—though this latter fact 

would not be known to the world until the capture of Ger¬ 

many’s archives at the end of the war. What the world did 

know in 1939 was omimous enough: Stalin had rejected the 

offer of a defensive alliance from the Western Democracies 

in favor of a non-aggression pact with the Nazis; an Anglo- 

French military mission had even been in Moscow ironing 

out the details of a military protocol when the news had 

broken of the Nazi-Soviet Pact. 

Our average Briton would have been wrong had he 

thought Anglo-Soviet relations could deteriorate no further 

than they had by August: they quickly did just that. In a 

secret protocol attached to the Nazi-Soviet pact, Stalin 

and Hitler had portioned up much of Eastern Europe between 

themselves. Though the existence of the secret protocol 

was another secret revealed only after the war, the out¬ 

ward manifestations of this little scrap of paper would 

soon make themselves evident to one and all; once war had 

broken out, and the German Army was on the verge of crush¬ 

ing Polish resistance, the Red Army moved into Eastern Po¬ 

land— ostensibly to restore order, in fact to enforce pre- 
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arranged Soviet territorial claims. Fuzzy black and white 

photographs portray smiling Nazi officers side by side with 

grinning Red Army men—each representing what many had as¬ 

sumed to be fundamentally hostile ideologies — as .minor 

adjustments were made to what was then the new border of 

the German and Soviet empires. 

The collapse of Poland did not lead immediately to 

fighting between Germany and the Western Democracies; in¬ 

stead, the two sides quietly faced each other throughout 

the winter of 1939-40 in what became known derisively as 

the ’’Stizkrieg," or ’’Phony War.” And the war did indeed 

have a distinctly unreal air about it; for months, for 

example, the British and French high commands debated 

whether if they sowed mines in German rivers and canals 

Hitler would be provoked to retaliation. 

But the war was, unfortunately, real enough. On 

November 30 Stalin, once again acting on the basis of his 

secret protocol with Hitler, declared war on Finland, in 

order to Create a buffer zone north of Leningrad and to 

further extend the Soviet sphere of influence. It is one 

of the paradoxes of the early period of the Second World 

War that as most eyes were riveted on the Western Front, 

expecting the liveliest action there, it was in fact the 

Red Army which was the most active force between Septem¬ 

ber, 1939 and April, 1940. 

We now know that Nazi-Soviet friendship was a short¬ 

lived phenomena; but from August, 1939 to June, 1942 
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Western leaders could not be quite so sure. Relations be¬ 

tween Moscow and Berlin seemed at times to be quite close 

and nobody in the West knew certainly whether or not the 

Soviet Union had in fact joined the Axis Powers in formal 

alliance* , 

The Soviet attack on Finland provoked widespread dis¬ 

gust in the West and even the Russians themselves were evi¬ 

dently surprised by the virulence of world disgust. Having 

watched the Germans redraw the map of Europe for the past 

few years before opposition finally coalesced, Stalin must 

have assumed that, with world attention fixed on the 

French-German border, the Finnish operation could be done 

quickly and quietly. World outrage, combined with evidence 

of Red Army inefficiency revealed by the Finnish campaign, 

must have come as a rude shock in Moscow. In a final meet¬ 

ing with the departing British Ambassador, who was with¬ 

drawn because of the Finnish War, Molotov dropped his nor¬ 

mal icy.demeanor, and revealed the extent of Soviet fears, 

when he told Ambassador Seeds that "Finland would never 

have been so openly hostile to the Soviet Union even during 

the negotiations had she not been instigated by us,^Great 

Britain}. Nobody in their senses would instigate a people 

of three millions against one of one hundred and eighty 

millions." ^ 

In Britain reaction to the war veered from fear, that 

Russia must now be considered as an enemy on a par with ", 

Germany, to jubilation and more than a bit of smugness 
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when Finnish resistance proved stronger than expected. Ac¬ 

cording to Churchill, "In British circles many people con¬ 

gratulated themselves that we had not gone out of our way 

to bring the Soviets in on our side, and preened themselves 

on their foresight. The conclusion was drawn too hastily 

that the Russian Army had been ruined by the purge, and 

that the inherent rottenness and degradation of their sys- 

(3) tem of government and society was now proved.” v ' This 

attitude was reflected in one of Sir William Seeds' last 

telegrams from Moscow on January 2nd. When reporting the 

sudden departure of the Italian Ambassador he wrote: "This 

is very satisfactory from every point of view...the French 

Ambassador has also been recalled. Thus the British, 

French, and Italian Ambassadors will all have left Moscow 

for an indefinite period within a week of each other. It 

is a pity that Mr. Steinhardt (the American Ambassado^) 

didn't go too." Russia was for the moment a moral 

leper for whatever that was worth in real terms. 

To understand British diplomatic thinking at the be¬ 

ginning of 1940, it is necessary to take a look at Bri¬ 

tish military strategy as it affected policy towards the 

USSR. The central point in British strategic thought a- 

round which all else revolved was the war against the Ger¬ 

mans; operations in theaters other than France were defin¬ 

itely subsidiary and the worth of such operations was 

judged solely by their likely effect upon the German war 

effort. In prosecuting the war against the Germans the 
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British not unnaturally drew upon what they felt to be 

the lessons of World War I. The first such lesson was that 

a repetition of trench warfare and attrition, with its en¬ 

ormous casualty lists, should be avoided at all costs, and 

consequently out of the fear of attrition grew the idea 

that naval blockade would prove once again to be the de¬ 

cisive strategic factor. So the War, Cabinet rather op¬ 

timistically hoped for a repetition of the success of World 

War I without the costs: the Maginot Line would be held 

with the fewest possible casualties while at the same time 

the Germans would be starved into submission like an en- 

(5) ormous medieval siege. w/ 

For such a seige to be successful, the naval blockade 

would have to be nearly airtight; but it was here where 

the analogy to the First World War broke down. In the 

First War, the Germans were virtually swept from the high 

seas where the British Navy was largely able to control 
t 

enemy merchant shipping. In 1939-40 the British Navy was 

more than a match for its German adversary, but the situa¬ 

tion on the Continent differed from 1914-18. There was 

no Eastern Front as yet and the neutrals, especially Rus¬ 

sia, leaked contraband like a sieve. 

The Germans fully realized the importance of Russia 

as a chink in the British blockade, as the German author 

of a memorandum on the Russo-German Commercial Agreement 

of February 11, 1940 noted: 

If we succeed in extending and expanding exports to 
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the East in the required volume, the effects of the 
English blockade will be/decisively weakened by the 
incoming raw materials. ' ' 

Ivan Maisky, the well-informed, sometimes perceptive and 

always thoroughly amoral Soviet Ambassador to Britain, 

summed up the situation beautifully in a conversation with 

the Yugoslav ambassador. 

It seems to me, he said, and this is the view of 
a great number of people in leading English circles, 
that neither the Maginot Line, nor the Siegfried Line 
can be broken. The war must be decided by three fac- . 
tors, the economic.factor,..the naval factor,..and the 
political factor. The last means that that side will 
win which succeeds, at the psychological moment, in 
finding new and powerful allies or in preventing the 
other side from doing so. ' 

Until June 22, 1941 an analysis very much like Mais¬ 

ky's formed the basis of British policy towards Russia. 

The Soviet Union, the British reasoned, must either be 

divided from the Germans by means of an Anglo-Russian 

agreement, or at the very least closed off as a conduit 

for contraband supplies to Germany. However, in the early 

part of 1940 there seemed precious little chance, as seen 

from London, of splitting Germany and Russia by a deal 

with the latter, since Russo-German collaboration looked 

far too cozy for that. This drove British planners re¬ 

luctantly to consider the second option: some sort of 

military action against the USSR. 

Aside from extending the naval blockade to Russian 

shipping there were only two realistic points of contact 

where the British could inflict any serious damage on the 
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Soviets: Scandinavia and the Caucasus. In the War Cabinet 

Churchill, as First Lord of the Admiralty, was the strong¬ 

est advocate of aid to the Finns. Any British military aid 

to Finland, he argued, would have the added benefit of 

denying Swedish iron ore to Germany. On January 9th, the 

War Cabinet considered such a Scandinavian operation as 

well as possible moves against the Soviets in the Middle 

East. On the 10th, they discussed an eighteen page "Re- 

view of Military Policy in the Middle East.” This report 

concluded that any attack on the USSR would involve Bri¬ 

tain in a far greater struggle than her slender and al- 

(8) ready overextended resources would warrant. v ' 

However, the Cabinet did not firmly reject military 

action in the Middle East, in part because the negative 

review had been prepared earlier and was somewhat out of 

date. Fitzroy Maclean, the hawkish Russian expert at the 

Foreign Office, commented in a minute on the Review that, 

"in my opinion there are several new aspects of the situa¬ 

tion which it does not take sufficiently into account, no¬ 

tably the repercussions of the Finnish War, the evidence 

of close Soviet-German collaboration and our decision to 

regard the Soviet Union as an actual rather than a poten- 

(9) tial enemy.” w/ 

For the time.being, aid to Finland appeared to be the 

most effective means of striking a blow at Russia, and 

through her at Germany. On January 17th a Foreign Office 

memorandum concluded "that in assisting Finland, His 
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Majesty’s Government are best serving their own interests.” 

The fundamental consideration regarding any British move, 

it was stressed time and again, must be the probable effect 

of such a move on the war against Germany. The author of 

the memorandum felt that aid to Finland would be unlikely 

to push Germany and the Soviets closer together and might 

in fact disrupt their cooperation by tying the Soviets down 

arid forcing them to divert resources which might otherwise 

be channeled to Germany. On February 2nd, this line 

of thinking was further developed in another Foreign Office 

memorandum: 

The obvious conclusion is that it is in our interest 
to continue to afford all possible support to Finland, 
regardless of the consequences, and do everything in 
our power to damage Soviet interests on the grounds 
that the prolongation of the war in Finland must nec¬ 
essarily make it difficult for the Soviet Union ei¬ 
ther to afford any help to Germany or to embark on 
any further military adventures in regions where Bri¬ 
tish interests are more directly concerned. 

The problem with aiding Finland militarily was the 

attitude of the Scandinavian neutrals, without whose help, 

or at least acquiescence, any British assistance would be 

impossible. Norway and Sweden were markedly cool to the 

idea of a British force crossing their territory en route 

to Finland. The Swedes even balked at the idea of British 

naval forces operating in Norwegian territorial waters in 

retaliation for German sinkings there, as Oslo felt this 

might provoke the Germans into occupying Denmark, or even 

all of Scandinavia. On January 7th Erik Boheman, Secretary 

General of the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, rather 
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acidly told a British diplomat that "I should have thought 

that the British Government had the fate of a sufficient 

number of smaller states on their consciences as it is." 

(12) v ' Clearly no help could be expected from that quarter. 

In mid-January the British hoped that the Italians, 

who had not yet irrevocably cast their lot with the Nazis, 

might send some aid to the Finns, perhaps for example air¬ 

craft and pilots with experience in the Spanish Civil War. 

(13) The Foreign Office even heard from the French Am¬ 

bassador that the Pope might favor such a course. "He 

himself was naturally opposed to war as such, but he felt 

that if the Italians were going to fight there was no bet¬ 

ter cause than a crusade against the Bolshevik abomination 

of desolation." v Although eventually the Italians did 

in fact send some equipment to Finland, the aid was mini¬ 

mal and made no impact on the military situation there. 

In the Middle East, British policy also suffered at 

the hands of frightened and hesitant neutrals. The Russian 

invasion of Finland had understandably sent a shock wave 

through the Soviet Union's smaller neutral neighbors. The 

Iranians adopted the rather curious attitude that Finland 

had somehow brought her troubles on herself and "had acted 

precipitately in breaking off their conversations (in 

Moscow) and that with a little more patience they might 

have reached an agreement more satisfactory both to the 

(15) Soviets and to themselves." 

The position of Turkey was more ambivalent since the 
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Turks regarded the Soviets as a very real threat, but, like 

the Iranians, were reluctant to take steps which might an¬ 

ger Moscow. The British Ambassador in Angora (Ankara}, 

Sir Hughe Knatchbull-Hugessen consistently warned London 

of the Soviet threat to the British position in the Middle 

East and relayed Turkish fears to London. Responding 

to one of these dispatches the Deputy Under Secretary of 

State, Sir Orme Sargent, wrote to Knatchbull-Hugessen that 

"It is extremely satisfactory that the Turkish Government 

should not only be taking active measures in their defence 

against the Soviet Union, but should also discuss these 

measures with us." It would be best, Sargent reasoned, 

for Turkish-British cooperation to receive wide publicity 

in the hopes of "deterring (the Soviet0 strongly from em¬ 

barking on any such adventures." Then, if such deterrence 

should fail, and if the Russians should attack Afghanis¬ 

tan or Iran: 

we could with the support of Turkey, if the need a- 
rose, make a counter attack against the Caucasus, 
and particularly against the oil wells of Baku and 
the Batum-Baku pipe line. With Turkey as our active 
ally we should be able to send a force into the Black 
Sea; and we should also stand a much better chance of 
stirring up a rebellion in the Caucasus. With the 
Caucasus in a state of turmoil and the oil supplies 
cut off, we should have little to fear from the Rus¬ 
sians anywhere élse. 

Sargent concluded by pointing out that "the success of any 

action we decide to take against the Soviet Union depends 

(17) in the ultimate analysis upon Turkey." v 7 

With these considerations in mind, Turkey became one 
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of the focal points of British Foreign Policy. Consider¬ 

able effort was expended trying to contact anti-Soviet 

elements in the Soviet areas bordering Turkey that might, 

at the appropriate moment, cooperate with any British move 

against the USSR. On February 2nd Knatchbull-Hugessen 

telegraphed the Foreign Office that the Afghan Ambassador 

felt that "the whole Moslem element in Russia was ready 

for revolt if Russia's present difficulties lasted long." 

(18) 

During a visit to Rumania, R. M. A. Hankey, Minister 

without Portfolio, discussed the Caucasus with two Polish 

experts on the USSR from the Bucharest Embassy. They told 

Hankey that "the Achilles heel of European Russia was the 

Caucasus and the Caucasus was a fertile field for subver¬ 

sive propaganda, if only (Jhe British} would take a hand." 

The Poles also noted an Italian interest in the Caucasus, 

but regretted that, since the Turks coveted the area, they 

would by no means wish to see the Italians there. Coopéra- 

f 1 9) tion with Mussolini in this matter was impractical. v 71 

Such considerations evidently did not restrain the British 

Ambassador to Rumania who, in a telegram commenting on 

this talk, addressed Halifax. 

Your Lordship will observe that the Poles assert that 
the Italian Government is taking a considerable inter¬ 
est in the Caucasus. One is therefore almost tempted 
that some importance should be attached to Monsieur 
Gafencu's (Rumania's Foreign Minister) suggestion re¬ 
garding the possibilities of interesting Italy in 
that area. (2°) 

On the basis of such information about instability in 
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in the Caucasus, the British made contact with a Georgian 

separatist movement based in Paris under the leadership of 

an M. Gugushvili. In the end nothing came of such links. 

Nevertheless, Foreign Office records indicate that they 

were maintained at least until October 1940, by which time 

the German occupation of Paris meant, as one Foreign Office 

official minuted, "we must exercise, if possible, even 

greater reserve in our dealings with (Gugushvili) than we 

(21 ) have up to the present." v ' 

On February 20th William Strang, Assistant Under¬ 

secretary at the Foreign Office, met with another dissi¬ 

dent group called "Young Russia.” This group was, from 

the British point of view, less satisfactory than the 

Georgian separatists for an interesting reason: it was 

composed of ethnic Russians. Strang had suggested that 

the group might volunteer for service in Finland; but they 

had declined, saying that they could not fight against 

their own countrymen. A Foreign Office minute by Maclean 

highlighted the difficulties of dealing with the Russians: 

Whatever part H.M. Government may take in overthrow¬ 
ing the present regime in Moscow, the less they have 
to do with the establishment of a new one the better.. 
.. There is something to be said for the theory that, 
so long as Transcaucasia and Turkestan are under the 
sway of Moscow, there is likely to be trouble between 
the Governments of Moscow and London. 

Far better, it would seem, for the rulers of India to de¬ 

tach bits of Russia's Empire than simply to overturn the 

Communist Government in Moscow. 

Maclean was simply airing the traditional Foreign 
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Office fear of Russian designs on India. And indeed much 

of the pressure for improved relations with the Turks came 

from those persons most closely associated with the ad¬ 

ministration and defence of India, who hoped to use Turkey 

as a counter weight to the Soviet Union. The Secretary of 

State for India, for example, wrote Halifax on February 

21st that "it is most desirable to secure the cooperation 

of Turkey in our endeavours to improve our intelligence 

with regard to matters within Soviet Russia and particular- 

(23) ly along the frontiers of Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan." ' ' 

But the Foreign Office was receiving contradictory 

signals from the Turks. Plans for stirring up trouble in 

the Caucasus were seemingly doused with cold water by the 

Turkish Foreign Minister who told the British Ambassador 

that "the Turkish Government were reluctant to engage in 

anything which involved sending agents into Russia, also he 

thought that many local chiefs...were too well known to be 

of any use." v But three days later, on February 29th, 

the same British Ambassador telegraphed that the Deputy 

Chief of the Turkish General Staff seemed most helpful and 

that he was "willing to place all information at our dis¬ 

posal." 

In addition to inciting the Caucasus to rebel against 

the Moscow regime, British planning ran along a second 

track as well: direct military action. The origin of the 

idea to bomb the Caucasus oilfields remains obscure, but 

the strong implication in Sir Lewellyn Woodward’s official 
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British Foreign Policy in the Second World War , is 

that it was a French idea which arose sometime in late Feb¬ 

ruary, 1940. However, the idea must have emerged earlier, 

as a telegram from John Le Rougetel, the British Chargé' d* 

Affaires in Moscow, proves. On January 11th, Le Rougetel 

told Collier at the Foreign Office that any military ac¬ 

tion against Russia would be highly unlikely, in his opin¬ 

ion, to provoke retaliation against the British position in 

the Middle East. The Finnish fiasco proved, he reasoned, 

"the palpable inability of the present Russian regime to 

organise difficult operations and of this scale, 

they are more exposed to attack by us than vice-versa.” 

He then suggested that British bombers stationed in Egypt 

and Iraq might be used to destroy the Caucasus oilfields 

and, with what seems in hindsight to be astounding optim¬ 

ism, concluded that "The effective and continuous bombard¬ 

ment of Baku should therefore present no great difficulty 

to us and it alone should be sufficient to bring Russia 

(27) 
to her knees within a very short time." v ' 

Even if the original suggestion to bomb the Caucasus 

oilfields was not French in origin:, the French were rbnthusi- 

astic champions of any course which might shift the center 

of military action away from their borders. Paris pressed 

their allies for some sort of direct action against the 

USSR either in Scandinavia, in tandem with the Finns, or 

in the Caucasus, giving little weight to the risks this 

might entail for the security of the British Empire. Most 
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of the British War Cabinet took a much graver view of these 

risks than did Le Rougetel and, moving at a glacial pace, 

resisted pressure from the French, Churchill, and the hard¬ 

liners at the Foreign Office to make a definite commitment. 

For a time the Cabinet’s policy of waiting on events 

seemed to work. Since Seeds’ departure from Moscow, there 

had been only one official contact with the Soviets, a 

meeting between Maisky and Richard A. Butler, Parliamentary 

Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. Maisky had 

tried to pour oil on the troubled waters saying with re¬ 

markable cynicism, according to Butler's account, ’’that he 

understood that we might object to what the Soviet Gov¬ 

ernment were doing in Finland, and might even help the 

Finns; but we must not be too spectacular, and on the rest 

of the front, both sides must try to maintain their diplo- 

(28) matic relations." v ' Such a relationship, though hardly 

cozy, at least avoided all-out war. But the pressures of 

war doomed such an ambivalent policy. From the end of 

February through March Anglo-Russian relations reached a 

crisis. 

As Finnish resistance began to crack in late February, 

the Western Allies were faced with the prospect of a Red 

Army freed for mischief elsewhere, British inaction became 

less tenable and a concerted effort was made to deliver 

bombers along with a small number of troops to Finland. On 

March 8th the War Cabinet met to discuss a report by the 

Chiefs of Staff on the military implications of the French 
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proposals to attack Russia. They concluded that war with 

the USSR would only be worthwhile if it "might cause the 

early defeat of Germany, capture of the Gallivare orefields 

would be a case in point.” As for the idea of an aerial 

campaign against the Soviet oil cities in the Caucasus: 

assuming the cooperation of Turkey, (a) successful 
attack on the Caucasian oilfields might result in 
the ecomomic and military collapse of Russia, which 
in turn would deprive.Germany of any hope of supplies 
from that source. 

The Russians began to sense the harsher Allied atti¬ 

tude, possibly via Maisky in London. In his memoirs Mais¬ 

ky claims that on February 25th: 

I learned that the British refusal to mediate (in the 
Russo-Finnish ¥a£) was partly to be explained by 
strong pressure from Paris, where the wave of anti- 
Soviet fury still stood very high. (30; 

Whatever the source of information, and most probably the 

Russians were receiving such hints from many different 

quarters, during late February and early March the Soviets 

became inordinately polite and conciliatory. The Foreigh 

Office began to receive information from neutral countries 

that the Russians were worried about Allied military act¬ 

ivity in the Middle East, especially the army being assem- 

(31 ) bled in Syria. x ' In Moscow, the American Ambassador, 

Laurence Steinhardt, told Le Rougetel on March 3rd that 

when he had met Molotov the latter had "oozed niceness" 

and that "Stalin (was) now hypnotised by (the) bogey of 

Allied intervention in the Caucasus while he is still 

entangled in Finland." Molotov had also seemed quite im- • 
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pressed when an American had told him that the ground 

around Baku was so soaked in oil that bombing would start 
( 30) 

a fire the like of which the world had never seen. v ' 

The Turkish Ambassador told Le Rougetel that he had spoken 

to Molotov on the 5th when he "was particularly struck by 

M. Molotov’s tone, which was far calmer and more concilia¬ 

tory than at any of their recent meetings, although he was 

still extremely nervous about Allied activities in the 

(33) Middle East." It is not hard to guess why Molotov was 

so polite when one considers Turkey's strategic position in 

relation to any conceivable Allied attack upon the Cau¬ 

casus. Further convincing evidence that the Russians knew 

that something was going on was a telegram from Knatchbull- 

Hugessen on the 29th of February in-which he said that he 

had learned that the Russians were mining their Black Sea 

ports. (3U) 

It is in the context of these Russian worries that 

Cripps' first trip to Moscow must be seen. Cripps was on 

what American Congressmen call a "fact-finding tour," tra¬ 

velling around the world when, speaking to the Soviet Am¬ 

bassador in China, the proposition was made that he should 

travel to Moscow to hear from Molotov himself why British 

policy had brought Anglo-Russian relations to an impasse. 

Cripps decided to make the journey and, after a grueling 

trip, arrived in Moscow on February 16th, and reported the 

results of his talks with the Soviets in a six page tele¬ 

gram to Halifax on March 4th. 
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In a preliminary talk with M. Tikchomerov, of the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Cripps "gained...the...impres¬ 

sion of anxiety for a rapprochement with Great Britain and 

also for some undisclosed reason (jihat) they considered the 

matter urgent." (Cripps, unlike the Soviets evidently, was 

not privy to Allied military plans so his curiosity was 

justified.) A one and three quarter hours meeting with 

Molotov followed during which the Foreign Minister treated 

his receptive visitor to a brief summary of the by now 

familiar Russian arguments in justification of the Nazi- 

Soviet Pact and the Finnish War. 

Cripps then pressed Molotov for an explanation of the 

lack of a Russian response to the British trade proposals 

of the previous October. Molotov brushed this request 

aside with the assertion that Britain had been ’interfering1 

to prevent success of Russo-Finnish negotiations. He did 

not therefore consider (the3 political situation favourable 

for arriving at QO trade agreement." "In fact," Cripps 

noted, "he seemed more anxious about politics than about 

trade relations." Molotov pointed out that the search and 

seizure of Russian shipping and the rough handling of the 

Soviet Trade Delegation in Paris v ' proved "both Great 

Britain and France were bent on antagonising Russia." But 

Cripps completely missed the point and continued to talk 

about trade. Molotov "made it quite clear," Cripps wrote, 

"in answer to a specific question that Russia was quite 

prepared to make a trade or political agreement with Great 



Britain provided that Great Britain was prepared to act 

in a friendly and not hostile way to Russia." Molotov then 

said that such a deal must come soon if it were to come at 

all: "He indicated very clearly that any long delay might 

lead Russia to commit herself elsewhere." K:> 1 Convinced 

of the urgency of the matter, Cripps closed his telegram 

with a plea to Halifax for a'speedy response. in 

addition to this long telegram he sent two smaller ones in 

which he offered to return to Moscow as His Majesty's re¬ 

presentative and, in the second, asked Butler to use his 

(38) 
influence to prod Halifax. w 1 

Back in London, Maclean was quite unimpressed with the 

meeting, seeing nothing new in the Soviet protestations and 

noting that "They appear to have found a willing tool in 

Sir Stafford Cripps." The Foreign Office thought little of 

Molotov's threat about pulling closer to the Germans: 

We know by experience that the fact that they were 
negotiating with us would not be likely to deter the 
Soviet Govnernment from drawing still closer to the 
Germans, or still less cause them to dissolve a pro¬ 
fitable connexion on our account. 

The reason for Molotov's offer, the memorandum concluded, 

was Stalin's "blunder" of embarking upon a protracted war 

with Finland while his southern flank was vulnerable. 

But Stalin's Finnish nightmare was rapidly approaching 

an end, and late on March 12th a peace treaty was signed. 

Allied efforts to help the Finns had been too little and 

too late as Alexander Cadogan, the Permanent Under Secre¬ 

tary at the Foreign Office, noted the next day in his 
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diary: 

So the Finns have capitulated. I don’t blame them as 
we could only (honestly) offer them 13*000 men by the 
second half of April. And I don't blame us as we 
couldn’t (honestly) promise more. A black day, but 
there it is. (^0) 

The War Cabinet met on the day the treaty was signed, 

but before they knew it's specific terms, to discuss again 

possible action against Russia and to consider yet another 

report by the Chiefs of Staff on the problem. Once again, 

the authors of the report "had reached the conclusion that 

there was no action which we could take against Russia 

which would bring about the early defeat of Germany." 

This was, of course, the fundamental consideration, even 

though a rather sanguine view was taken of the possible 

effects of bombing Russia's oilfields. 

We had no experience of such an operation, but the 
air staff estimated that three bomber squadrons, 
operating for a period of six months, would probably 
put the oilfields out of action altogether. 

The discussion then revolved around possible counter¬ 

measures the Russians might be likely to take should the 

decision be made to bomb the Caucasus, and the conclusion 

was drawn that they would be "more in the nature of em¬ 

barrassing diversions than vital blows." 

It was generally agreed that if war with Russia did 
break out, it would probably be limited to certain 
theatres and would not amount to a formal declaration 
of war. 

Regarding any Russian move towards India, Churchill thought 

that air forces alone would be enough to "delay their ad¬ 

vance for a very long time." 
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The Lord Privy Seal injected a note of reality into 

the discussion when he reminded Churchill "that air forces 
( /-| \ 

were not at present available for such an operation." 

Woodward claims that the War Cabinet concluded at this 

meeting "that it was not in our interest to declare war on 

Russia." 7 However it is clear from the record that the 

matter was still left up in the air—a common occurrence 

during Chamberlain’s years as Prime Minister. He said 

that "it might be as well to wait the outcome of present 

developments in Finland before embarking on an exhaustive 

enquiry into the possibility of an expedition into Afghani¬ 

stan." In conclusion the Cabinet agreed that "a decision 

(about war with Russia) should be deferred for a few days." 

(43) 

The Russo-Finnish peace and the lack of any clear 

direction from above triggered a wave of speculation in 

the Foreign Office which lasted until the Supreme Allied 

War Council met on March 28th. The reaction to the news 

from Finland was not the abandonment of war planning a- 

gainst Russia. On the contrary, as Maclean pointed out 

in a memorandum: "it is for consideration whether we ought 

not to seek alternative means of disabling Germany's only 

ally." 

In a remarkably cold-blooded memorandum of March 23» 

Cadogan weighed the arguments for and against an attack on 

the Caucasus. 

I confess I am very doubtful as to the ability of 
three squadrons of bombers to knock out the Cauca- 
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sian oilfields. But that is a technical question, 
outside my ken. If I had a sure sign that they could, 
I shd (sic) advocate it. We shall have to rely on 
air experts for an opinion on this. 

As we have already seen, the air experts had assured the 

War Cabinet on the 12th that such an operation was indeed 

possible, and likely to be effective. Cadogan went on to 

assess the political aspects of the problem. 

We should have to pick a quick quarrel with the So¬ 
viet, I suppose, before we launched our bombers. 
This I think could be done on the blockade issue. 
Cannot we refer to the German-Soviet economic agree¬ 
ment, which we can maintain establishes the Soviet as 
a supplier of contraband to Germany? Then stop every 
shipment to Russia that we can catch. If that doesn’t 
goad her into war, can’t we then demand that she cease 
supplying certain articles to Germany? She certainly 
won't cease—or we can complain that she hasn’t ceased 
—and we might then take action. 

The most critical aspect of the problem, besides the effect 

on Germany’s war effort, was the possible reaction of the 

neutral nations. ’’Turkey might wink at our flying over 

Turkish territory,” Cadogan noted referring to an assess- 

( A5) ment received from Angorra on the 15th t ’’but if we 

’aggress’ in this way, that will give her a splendid ex¬ 

cuse (which I shd think she wd be glad of) for not coming 

into the war.” 

The problem of neutral opinion was examined further 

in a memorandum by Sir Orme Sargent on the 24th, in which 

he argued that Japanese help would be vital in closing off 

Vladivostok and that such help would force Russia to divert 

forces to the East. 

I do not suggest that we should make our decision to 
attack Baku, thus involving ourselves in war with Rus- 
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sia, dependent upon either Turkish or Japanese co¬ 
operation. But I do think that we ought at once to 
work systematically to bring these two powers in. 
Turkey is evolving in the desired direction, but it 
would be dangerous to rush her. If, however, we set 
the example of a successful attack on Baku, this might 
go a long way to encourage her to follow suit at 
Batoum. 

The Japanese, he felt, might also respond to such an exam¬ 

ple. But the problem with any cooperation with Japan would 

be the effect on American opinion, which was decidedly 

anti-Japanese due to the Sino-Japanese War. On the 26th, 

Cadogan took note of this problem, but pointed out that the 

British could do very little to extract Japan from her 

Chinese quagmire "and any direct help that we gave in that 

direction," he wrote, "would get us into trouble with the 

United States." 

One result of the Foreign Office debate was the dis¬ 

patch of a telegram to the British Embassy in Angora asking 

the Ambassador to ascertain the probable Turkish reaction 

to an Allied attack on the USSR. Halifax wrote: "I pre¬ 

sume Qihat the) Turkish Government could not be induced to 

join in, or give facilities for this; but I should be glad 

if, without consulting them, you will telegraph your esti¬ 

mate of their probable reaction to an air attack on Baku 

over Persian territory a) if Turkish territory were not af¬ 

fected or b) if, as is unlikely, it were necessary to fly 

over Turkish territory as well." 

A reply was received from Sir Knatchbull-Hugessen on 

the 27th, but it was not all the Foreign Office might have 
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hoped. The Turks, it seemed, were preparing against a 

Soviet invasion, but they were equally concerned about 

Italian designs. The telegram drew the conclusion that, 

if the Allies were to attack the Caucasus, then 

They would not have Turkey with them if the war start¬ 
ed now but if (thQ attack took place later when Tur¬ 
key was more prepared and had previously (beeii) taken 
into (±he Allies) confidence and also satisfied as 
regards Italy they.would probably obtain Turkish 
participation. 

This is how the matter stood on the eve of the meeting 

of the Supreme Allied War Council, a meeting where the Bri¬ 

tish must have known the French would continue their agita¬ 

tion for an attack on the Soviet Union. Chamberlain and 

Halifax were faced with the prospect of an extremely risky 

attack on the USSR which might well be a mere pin-prick, 

but which could lead to unspecified Russian counter-moves. 

against the British Asian Empire, and on top of all this 

there was little encouragement from the neutrals concerned. 

Understandably the War Cabinet was ''doubtful" about the 

Baku idea when it met on the 27th, as Cadogan recorded 

in his diary. 

Therefore, the Russians chose a perfect moment psycho¬ 

logically to submit an offer of trade talks. Maisky met 

with Halifax later on the 27th and told him that the So¬ 

viets were now willing to negotiate along the lines of the 

British October proposals to which, he told the Secretary of 

State, his Government had not replied to "for various 

reasons." Halifax pressed the Ambassador to explain just 
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what these various reasons were, but the latter ducked the 

question by complaining about the seizure in February of 

the ’'Selenga” and the "Mayakovsky," two Russian vessels 

bound for Vladivostok. 

Halifax pointed out that it would be difficult for the 

British Government to deal with a power that was apparently 

in such close alliance with Nazi Germany. Maisky took ex¬ 

ception to this, asserting that 

Many people, both in this country and in others, seemed 
to be under a misapprehension as to the extent and 
the nature of Soviet trade with Germany, which was 
merely a business proposition undertaken because it 
was of advantage to the Soviet Union, who, incident¬ 
ally, was doing far less for Germany in the economic 
sphere than the United States, for example, were doing 
for the Allies. 

This was cold comfort for the British and Halifax told 

the Ambassador that any future improvement in relations 

would hinge on "the attitude of Qhassia) towards the at¬ 

tempts to break the Allied blockade." At this point Mai¬ 

sky revealed his lure. The Soviets might, he said, be 

willing to assure the British Government that any goods re¬ 

ceived from the Empire would not be re-shipped to Germany. 
( 51 ) v ' This was not much to go on perhaps, but it was enough 

to fertilize the seed of doubt which had hitherto prevented 

Chamberlain's Cabinet from reaching a definite conclusion 

about Russia. 

The timing of the offer was masterful. The day before 

the Allies were to meet and discuss possible military meas¬ 

ures to close off Germany's pipeline to the East, the 
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Soviets were apparently offering the possibility of at 

least partially achieving the same end by trade agreement. 

In characteristic Soviet fashion, once the offer was made, 

agitation for negotiations was pursued at all levels, from 

the Ambassador to lower level contacts with sympathetic 

newspapermen. Only two days after the Maisky-Halifax 

meeting a Mr. Peake of the Foreign Office met with the edi¬ 

tor of the "Daily Herald" and M. Korj, of the Soviet Em¬ 

bassy, who told him that "if we would release the two So¬ 

viet ships almost anything might be possible." But M. 

Korj set the tone for future talks, and showed that his 

"anything" might have very real limits when, in answer to 

a question about possible Soviet restraint in re-shipment 

of imported goods to Germany, he testily declared that 

"Russia is an independent great power and cannot be dic¬ 

tated to in connection with its relations with other coun- 

trie,." <52) 

In the meantime the Supreme Allied War Council which 

met on March 28th came to no definite conclusion about 

what measures should be taken regarding the Soviet Union. 

Reynaud, who had replaced the more cautious Daladier, as 

French Prime Minister, pressed Chamberlain to take active 

steps to close the Russian gap in the blockade. His as¬ 

sessment of the possible effect of a successful attack on 

Baku was really quite extraordinary, believing that it 

would dislocate Russian agriculture "and might even help 

(53) 
in bringing Russia to the side of the Allies." 



Chamberlain stalled, saying that the Allies must be 

patient in order to allow the blockade to bite and that 

Miasky's approach the day before might offer an alternative 

solution to the Russian problem. He did, however, as a 

sop to the French, agree that the details of an aerial 

campaign against Russia’s oilfields should be further 

studied. 

The Foreign Office was less inclined than the Prime 

Minister to take the Soviets at their word. The former 

Ambassador to the Soviet Union, William Seeds, submitted 

his thoughts on the Halifax-Maisky talk and concluded that 

the Russian approach ’’does not indicate a change of heart 

but only an attempt to secure free passage for Soviet 

ships." He also thought the Russians were likely to grab 

military concessions in the Baltic States "if conditions 

are favourable," but that they would "not go to war with 
( 55 ) 

us if they can possibly help." ' ' 

The War Cabinet met the day after the Council and re¬ 

viewed the situation. Halifax thought that Maisky had been 

ordered to communicate with him because, as he had told 

the Foreign Secretary, the Russians were concerned about 

"the intentions of the Allies in certain quarters of the 

globe." After Halifax had recapitulated the essence of 

his conversation with the Russian Ambassador, Churchill 

"stressed the importance of using the threat of bombing 

Baku as a weapon in any negotiations of this character." 

The Prime Minister, speaking from bitter experience, de- 
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dared that the talks should not "be drawn out...as part 

of a scheme to use the interval in improving the defences 

of Baku." 

On the same day, March 29» Molotov delivered a major 

speech on foreign policy to the Supreme Soviet in which he 

took a very hard line on relations with the Allies, whom he 

accused of standing by while Czechoslovakia and Albania 

were attacked only to spring into action when the Soviets 

invaded Finland. He accused Chamberlain of prolonging the 

Finnish War "thus turning his ’peace loving' imperialist 

soul inside out for all the world to see." Why, he asked, 

did the democracies draw the line against aggression by 

aiding Finland? (apparently he chose to forget Poland) 

This assistance is to be explained by the fact that in 

Finland they had a place d' armes ready for an attack upon 

the Soviet Union. But their plotting, he said, had come to 

naught. "These plans were thwarted by the brilliant suc¬ 

cesses of the Red Army." Towards the end of the speech 

Molotov delivered an ominous warning about Bessarabia 

"whose seizure by Rumania the Soviet Union had never re- 

(57) cognised." w,/ At no point in the speech did Molotov re¬ 

fer to the possibility of an improvement in relations with 

the Allies. 

What were the British to make of such a negative 

speech delivered so soon after Maisky's demarche? Le 

Rougetel, in reporting the speech's contents, included an 

assessment of its import. "The main impression which I 
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have derived from the speech," he wrote, "was that it was 

intended primarily for internal consumption and that the 

Soviet Government intend to pursue a policy of prickly 

negativity, at any rate until the considerable wastage of 

the Finnish War has been made good." Although Le Rougetel 

felt that Molotov’s description of the origins of the war 

between Germany and the Allies "might have been taken from 
n 

a speech by the German Führer" he also pointed out "that 

little positive light was shed upon the question of German- 

Soviet relations." Another possible reason for Molotov’s 

uncompromising tone, .which Le Rougetel did not suggest, 

might have been a Russian desire to convey a message of 

trustworthiness to Berlin. 

In London the search continued for some middle ground. 

On March 30 Cadogan’s private secretary, Gladwyn Jebb, 

wrote that, since the primary British concern in the matter 

was to deny an energy-starved Germany access to Soviet oil, 

the best course might be for the British to buy the oil 

themselves. Then, he continued, "unless they can guaran¬ 

tee us at least half-a-million tons a year, there will not 

ohly be no trade agreement with us, but we shall be quite 

unable to answer for the consequences." In other words, 

why not blackmail them? 

It is possible (I do not think that it is very likely) 
that the Russians may react to such treatment as this, 
and if they did we should get most of the advantages 
which would accrue from the bombing pfQBaku without 
its very considerable disadvantages. 

This seemingly common-sense approach formed the basis of 
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British thinking until the middle of April. British plan¬ 

ning proceeded along two tracks: detailed consideration of 

the Baku operation side by side with efforts to conclude a 

trade deal which would limit Soviet raw materials shipments 

to Germany. In fact, what was happening was that, faced . 

with two unpalatable alternatives, Chamberlain continued 

to vascillate hoping something would come along to rescue 

him from his dilemma. Truthfully, the British had no real 

Russian policy at all. 

On April 2 the Joint Intelligence Committee started to 

draw up extensive plans for an attack on Baku , and on 

the next day Leith-Ross, the Minister of Economic Warfare, 

submitted some thoughts on Russian oil supplies. He claim¬ 

ed that with "slight internal rationing Qbhe Soviet Union) 

could make additional quantities available for export" but 

that any British purchases "would undoubtedly reduce thé 

quantities available to Germany and pro tanto embarrass 

her." Nevertheless, if the British were to trade such Em¬ 

pire raw materials as jute, nickel, and rubber, he conclud¬ 

ed that it must be as part of a comprehensive war trade 

agreement in which the Russians would agree to cease trans¬ 

shipment. Unfortunately, he felt such an agreement to be 

highly unlikely. Sir A. Faulkner, of the Mines De¬ 

partment, agreed with Leith-Ross that oil was the Achilles 

heel of Germany and saw nothing wrong with a large purchase 

of Russian oil. 

But the Foreign Office was wary of the Soviets and 
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thought that Maisky’s approach may have had the full 

blessing of Berlin. Germany, the author of one memoran¬ 

dum argued, ”is able to derive far greater benefits from 

a neutral than from'a belligerent Soviet Union.” The au¬ 

thor then considered the problem of trans-shipment to Ger¬ 

many. 

Of the two methods of preventing this that are open 
to us, viz. by diplomacy or by force, the latter would 
seem infinitely more likely to prove effective. If, 
however, in order that it may not be said that H.M.G. 
have not explored every possibility of achieving their 
object by peaceful means, it is decided to attempt the 
former, it would seem essential to set a strict time 
limit to any negotiations, and meanwhile to tighten 
the blockade of Soviet ports such as Vladivostok and 
to continue active preparations for action of a more 
drastic kind should the need arise. 

Domestic political considerations would, as the memorandum 

suggested, play a part in the ultimate decision by any Bri¬ 

tish government: but in this matter Chamberlain was acutely 

sensitive to the accusation of doing too little to secure 

Soviet assistance after the pounding he had weathered when 

the Nazi-Soviet Pact was signed; and on April 8, only four 

days after the memorandum above, the Prime Minister re¬ 

ceived fresh evidence of what lay in store for him should 

he decide to bomb before talking had been exhausted. Sir 

Staff ord ' Gripps, .who by .“this time hàd reached - Washington, re¬ 

newed his suggestions via telegram that Britain should 

accept the Soviet offer of talks. He argued that the Rus¬ 

sians would like to see the war end before they could be 

dragged in, and ”that the Soviet and Germany are fundamen¬ 

tally antagonistic." He also claimed that "the present 
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imports via Vladivostok are merely replacing goods nor¬ 

mally imported through European ports,” though where he got 

his information and how he felt able to contradict the Min¬ 

istry of Economic Warfare must remain a mystery. 

Cripps again stressed the urgency of the matter, claiming 

that time was short if the Allies wished to prevent an out¬ 

right alliance between Germany and the USSR. 

The tide was beginning to turn against the idea of 

bombing. Cripps had gained one invaluable ally, "Rab" 

Butler, the man responsible for defending the Government's 

foreign policy in the House of Commons. In a hand written 

minute referring to Cripps' Washington telegram^Butler 

wrote : 

I think, tho overstated, there is a lot in what Sir 
S. Cripps.. .say(js) . I am prepared to tell Maisky that 
we accept in principle the idea.of exploring what 

i erst out of t-rado talks. Vbpj 
we 

can get out of trade talks. 

Far more important in British considerations than any 

telegram from Cripps was the German invasion of Scandina¬ 

via, which began on April 9th. This, understandably, threw 

British plans into confusion and made any diversion of 

force appear less attractive. Though the German attack 

was not the decisive factor in the British decision to 

postpone an attack on the Soviet Union indefinitely, it was 

simply the final, and most convincing justification for the 

rejection of a course for which the temperament of the Gov¬ 

ernment was entirely unsuited. 

If the rapid success of the German invasion was an 
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unwelcome shock for the British, in Moscow the situation 

was viewed quite differently. Von Schulenburg, the German 

Ambassador to the Soviet Union, noticed a marked change in 

his hosts' behavior after the attack. Before, they had 

been sullen and uncooperative, but when he met Molotov on 

the 9th, after news of the invasion had been received, 

"Herr Molotov was affability itself." Von Schulenburg 

guessed the reasons for this: 

In my opinion there is only one explanation for this 
about-face: our Scandinavian operations must have re¬ 
lieved the Soviet Government enormously—removed a 
great burden of anxiety so to speak. What their ap¬ 
prehension consisted of, can again not be determined 
with certainty. I suspect the following: the Soviet 
Government is always extraordinarily well-informed. 
If the English and French intended to occupy Norway 
and Sweden it may be assumed with certainty that the 
Soviet Government knew of.these plans and was appar¬ 
ently terrified by them. 

The Allies had indeed intended to invade Scandinavia and 

were only preempted by the Germans. If the Russians had 

got wind of this, as von Schulenburg thought, they must 

have feared a re-opening of the Finnish ulcer in combina¬ 

tion with an attack on the Caucasus. 

There was little likelihood of that now. On the 15th 

the War Cabinet discussed the Scandinavian problem and the 

French fear of a Soviet move on Narvik. The decision was 

made, with which the French later agreed, that any further 

plans to attack the Soviet Union must wait until "some hos- 

tile act had been committed by the Soviet Government." ' ' 

The War Cabinet returned to the matter four days lat¬ 

er, and by this time the emphasis was on negotiating, 
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rather than on military tactics. Referring to Cripps and 

those who shared his views, Halifax noted that: 

The matter had its political aspects in our country; 
an attempt to negotiate a trade agreement with Russia 
might act as a- lubricant, to ensure a better reception 
in certain Parliamentary quarters for our recent trade 
agreement which we hoped to negotiate with Italy. 

Chamberlain reiterated that the Russians should not be 

allowed to string the talks along, but Halifax assured him 

that ’’this danger could be averted by giving the Russians 

at the appropriate stage of negotiations, a time limit of, 

say, a month...." For this reason the Cabinet agreed that 

the blockade of Vladivostok and other Russian ports should 

be continued during the negotiations to keep the pressure 

on Moscow. But British options were rapidly shrinking; at 

f 68) 
this meeting there was no talk of bombing. v 1 

Acting on instructions from the Cabinet, Halifax sum¬ 

moned the Soviet Ambassador to tell him that the British 

Government was interested in his suggestions of March 27 

and handed him a memorandum to that effect. After scan¬ 

ning the slip of paper Maisky quickly picked out the phrase 

which said that "His Majesty’s Government would wish to be 

reassured as to the amount of Soviet goods going to Ger¬ 

many and as to the destination of goods imported into the 

Soviet Union from abroad...." He pointed out that this 

might well be difficult for his Government to accept since 

it implied an infringement of their sovereignty. Halifax 

assured the Ambassador that this was not His Majesty’s 

Government’s last word and that he expected the Russian 
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reply to suggest changes. "I had little doubt," he told 

Maisky, "that the Soviet leaders would make criticisms of 

any formula, since I had already found them adept at this 

art." 

The British did not receive an official reply immedi¬ 

ately but, in an ominous return to the tactics of the pre¬ 

vious spring, they did get a clear indication of what such 

a reply might be when, three days later, the "Daily Worker" 

referred to the "shiftiness and insolence'.' of the British 

note. A Foreign Office minute noted wearily that "in the 

absence of any comment in the Soviet press the present ar¬ 

ticle may be taken to represent the Soviet reaction to our 

reply." in an informal meeting with Maisky the next 

day, Butler got confirmation of this when the Ambassador 

told him that "any request by us as CsicD to limit the Rus¬ 

sian exports to Germany of her own produce would be doomed 

to failure." In a rather interesting subsequent discussion 

of the European situation Maisky "remarked with a leer that 

Italian policy was very simple. They had only to choose a 

winner and then place their bet." Presumably Russian po¬ 

licy was not similarly opportunistic since whichever side 

they might eventually choose would, perforce, have the 
(71 ) 

sanction of History. v ' 

The official Soviet response was delivered by Maisky 

on April 29 and, as expected, it gave the British very 

little to hope for regarding the possibility of shutting 

down the Soviet conduit. The memorandum declared uncom- 
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promisingly that: 

The Soviet Government has a trade agreement with Ger¬ 
many which it is carrying out, and intends to carry 
out in the future. The Soviet Government considers 
this agreement its internal affair, which cannot be 
made the subject of negotiations with third countries. 

The memorandum hinted that the Soviets might agree not to 

re-export any goods received from the British Empire but 

added the proviso that "the best possible condition en¬ 

abling trade negotiations to be -commenced" would be the 

release of the "Selenga" and the "Mayakovsky," the two 

Russian ships seized by the British blockade. 

After discussing the memorandum, the conversation 

turned to the situation in Scandinavia and Halifax warned 

Maisky that Sweden was in danger from a possible German 

attack. The Ambassador "implied that Swedish neutrality 

was threatened by the Allies as much as by Germany." If 

further evidence were needed, it was clear from this con¬ 

versation that an Anglo-Russian agreement would be; very 

difficult to engineer. 

Paticularly annoying to the British was the Soviet 

habit of leaking distorted accounts of the negotiations to 

the neutral press in London, especially U.P.I. Since cen¬ 

sorship was still incomplete in Britain, such leaks made it 

look as though the British were making unreasonable demands 

of the Soviets and increased the pressure on the Government 
( 73 ) 

to be more accommodating. On the 30th, the War Cabi¬ 

net discussed the problem but decided to continue the talks 

since Maisky, though abrasive, gave the impression that his 
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Government was serious. 

The Foreign Office was as usual less optimistic, and 

in one memorandum Maclean even decided that ”In the circum¬ 

stances it is hard to see what use there would be in pres¬ 

sing the matter further or, if it were decided to do so, 

what our next step should be." Nor was the opinion of the 

General Department of the Foreign Office any more favor¬ 

able. The only hope of closing Vladivostok, one depart¬ 

mental memorandum argued, would be to secure Japanese help 

—but this would annoy the Americans whose support was ab¬ 

solutely vital to Britain. In short, the matter was com¬ 

plex and British freedom of maneuver was shrinking daily. 

The memorandum continued: 

If we close with the Russian offer we shall not only 
not be able to use the failure of our negotiations 
with them as an excuse with the United States for 
dealing with the Japanese, but having ourselves com¬ 
pounded with the Soviet devil we shall be in no posi¬ 
tion to ask the United States to re-enforce the moral 
embargo if that were ever to become possible. We 
shall also have to desist from stopping Russian ships. 
(75) 

But the Cabinet was unwilling to make the leap into 

the unknown by courting the Japanese wholeheartedly and 

preferred to respond to the Russians, yet again hoping 

that something might turn up. The war in Norway was going 

badly for the Allies, with the evacuation from central Nor¬ 

way being made on May 1 and 2, so for the time being it 

seemed better to wait. At what Cadogan called a ’’Long 

Cabinet and a very bad and gloomy one” v ' Halifax was 

(77) authorized to draft a response to the Soviets. 
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He delivered it to Maisky two days later, who respond¬ 

ed unfavorably, saying that the "present note simply re¬ 

peated in a more elaborate form the arguments put forward 

in the memorandum which (Halifax) had handed him on the 

19th April." The USSR would tolerate no interference in 

its internal affairs, but, he insisted, "if the Soviet Gov¬ 

ernment had made a proposal for trade negotiations, Qthe 

British) might assume that the possibilities of trade ex¬ 

isted." He lay the blame for bad relations squarely on His 

Majesty’s Government and asserted that "If-there was to be 

any improvement in relations it would certainly not be 
/ 70 ) 

achieved by such exchanges as these." ' ' 

To Robert Vansittart, Halifax's chief diplomatic as- 

visor, such talks with the Russians were quite distasteful, 

as he made clear in a letter to his chief. 

M. Maisky's attitude is most impertinent. I hope you 
will give him no encouragement. Personally I regret 
to see that these conversations are being started at 
all, and, had I been consulted, I would not have en¬ 
couraged them, because they seem to me both undigni¬ 
fied and unlikely to lead to any result. w9) 

By the beginning of the second week in May time had 

run out for Chamberlain's policy of watching and waiting. 

The House of Commons, and the public, were in an uproar 

over the Norwegian fiasco, for which Churchill was largely 

responsible though the fury was directed at Chamberlain. 

In a two day Commons debate on the issue on May 7 and 8, 

it became clear that, even though the Government was still 

able to win a vote of confidence, the Prime Minister's 
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support had slipped. Events were moving fast and, as 

Churchill replaced Chamberlain on the 10th, the Germans 

launched their offensive in the West. 

The pressure to accommodate the Soviets, far from let¬ 

ting up, increased after the change in government. On the 

11th an article in the "New Statesman and Nation" blasted 

the government for even thinking of selling out China in 

order to gain Japan's help against the Soviet Union. Show¬ 

ing definite signs of influence from Maisky, the article 

made the accusation that: 

While Downing Street asks for an undertaking, which 
it can get for the asking, that nothing imported from 
the British Empire shall reach Germany, it still pur¬ 
sues thealternative plan of a blockade of Vladi- 

As we have seen, the Soviets had not offered any such guar¬ 

antee without extensive strings attached, and even if they 

had there would have been no means of verification. Be¬ 

sides that, agreement with the Soviet Union was, in and of 

itself, valueless unless it would lead to a reduction of 

Russian raw materials exports to Germany, and the Rus¬ 

sians had explicitly stated that they would continue to 

trade with the Nazis at the current level, trade deal or 

no. Nevertheless, this would have been difficult to ex¬ 

plain to the British public, especially those who leaned 

to the Left, since the German offensive made it seem im- 

(81 ) perative to grab at any straw. v 1 

The new War Cabinet, including as it did men from the 

Labour and Liberal Parties, was even more receptive to such 
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pressures than Chamberlain's Government had been. In 

their discussions of 14-15th May there was a greater 

sense of urgency to make some gesture, even though it 

was still felt that the only real result would be a limit¬ 

ed barter deal. Clement Attlee, the new Lord Privy Seal, 

suggested that in order to avoid Soviet obfuscation it 

might be wise to send an important British political fi- 

gure to Moscow to attack the problem directly. v 1 

Attlee's idea was given impetus when Butler met with 

Maiksy on the 16th, when the latter came to protest the 

seizure of another Russian ship. The Ambassador said that 

he thought his Government unlikely to respond to the Bri¬ 

tish note of the 8th, and that the only way forward would 

seem to be by direct high-level contacts in Moscow. v 

After his visit to Moscow and his years of advocating 

cooperation with Russia, Cripps seemed the obvious man for 

the job, though some had doubts. Butler, who was more in 

touch with the mood of the House than Halifax, wrote to 

the Secretary of State advocating Cripps' appointment after 

his talk with Maisky. "There is a fairly strong urge in 

this new Govt, both on right and left for a rapprochement 

and you will only be pressed if Cripps doesn't go." v 

On the 18th, the War Cabinet met again and held a long 

discussion on the Russian problem. Halifax thought that 

the Russians "were uneasy at the German advance" and that 

this might prove to be the opening for which the Government 

had long hoped. Acting on Maisky's suggestion to Butler 
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about sending a British representative to Moscow, Halifax 

told the Cabinet that he had talked with Sir Stafford 

Cripps. Cripps still felt that the British Government was 

at fault for the poor relations between the two countries, 

but indicated that he was not unwilling to go to Moscow to 

try and clear things up—though he did not ask for the v 

duty. The Cabinet agreed that Cripps should go, though it 

must be made clear to him that his purpose in going was 

merely to explore the ground and not to sign any agreement. 

Clearly there were still some doubts about. Cripps' politi¬ 

cal judgement and, though the Cabinet records do not tell 

us who raised the idea that Cripps should be accompanied 

by a '‘watchdog," the diary of Hugh Dalton, the new Minister 

of Economic Warfare, sheds some light on the matter. He 

recorded a conversation with Halifax the day before: 

H(âlî)fax wants to send Cripps to Moscow. I throw 
some doubts on his suitability. Hfax thinks he might 
seem new and persona grata to them. I say that I have 
had an uncomfortable experience of him, and that it 
fell to me when the Labour Party finally despaired of 
training him in the House, to put him outside. Hfax 
asks what my relations with him are now. I say "ra¬ 
ther sketchy." It is between us that, if he goes he 
must have a policeman from my Ministry and must have 
very close instructions and no power to make a settle¬ 
ment on his own. 

This was curious indeed. The suggestion to send Cripps 

came from the Conservatives and the strongest brake came 

from the new Labour Ministers. 

Evidently then, it was on Dalton's suggestion that the 

Cabinet agreed; "that at least one experienced advisor 

should be attached to Sir Stafford Cripps on a "special 
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mission" rather than appoint him Ambassador. The reason 

for this is unclear, but perhaps Churchill did not want the 

dispatch of an Ambassador to the USSR, and a Left-wing one 

at that, to be one of his first acts as Prime Minister. He 

may also have felt that if Cripps' mission were to fail, it 

would be much more embarrassing if he were a full Ambassa¬ 

dor rather than a mere messenger. At any rate, Halifax 

was authorized to approach Maisky with the suggestion that 

Cripps be sent. 

In the next few days Cripps was briefed on the policy 

of His Majesty's Government in various parts of the world 

and told just what should and should not be revealed to 

his future hosts. On the 21st, he met with Butler who dis¬ 

cussed travel details, briefed Cripps some more and subtly 

let it be known that the mission was purely exploratory 

and that no agreement should be signed. 

The briefings show just how little hope the British 

Government held for successful cooperation with the Rus¬ 

sians even in the unlikely event of Cripps' success. In 

fact, it was believed that too close an identification with 

the Soviets in the Far East might be counterproductive, in¬ 

ducing the Japanese to turn southwards against Hong Kong 

and Singapore. Moreover, if the British and Russians were 

seen to be working together, Hugh Dalton, the author of 

the Far East briefing, concluded that this 

would be likely to have the effect of throwing Chiang 
Kai-shek into Russia's arms with a consequent spread of 
communist influence in unoccupied China and the possi- 
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bility of,a civil war on an ideological basis as 
in Spaing87' 

Regarding the Balkans, Cripps was told that it was in the 

British interest for the nations there to form a ’’united 

front" to resist aggression not only from Germany, but from 

Russia as well. Cripps was told quite clearly that "We 

should not welcome any Soviet expansion or increase of 

Soviet influence in the Balkans." 

In order to prevent any such increase of influence, and 

in case the Baku project were ever to be revived, Turkey, 

Cripps was informed, was to be wooed patiently to the Allied 

side. 

Generally speaking our policy towards Turkey in re¬ 
gards to the Soviet Union is to put Turkey in a state 
of willingness...to help us against the Soviet Union 
in the event of our needing such help.(°°) 

Fitzroy Maclean wrote the main brief which drew a ra¬ 

ther gloomy picture, and as it turned out a remarkably ac¬ 

curate one, of the possibilities of drawing the Soviets away 

from their Nazi partners. He argued that the frequently re¬ 

peated claim (one which Cripps himself espoused) that the 

Russians were just waiting for an excuse to reverse their 

policy and aid the Allies, was unfounded. In his opinion; 

M. Stalin is concerned, first, to avoid hostilities 
with any great power, and secondly, to prolong the war 
between the Allies and Germany in the hope of weaken¬ 
ing both sides. 

Maclean felt that Stalin had decided to help the Nazis for 

two reasons: they were the weaker side strategically so 

long as the British Navy could keep the German Fleet bot¬ 

tled up. The second reason was that the Germans, if riled, 
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could more easily strike against the USSR than the Allies; 

so Stalin was trying to appease them. Maclean questioned 

the reasoning of those who felt that the German break¬ 

through in France SCare the Russians into chang¬ 

ing sides. Militarily the Russians would be poorly advised 
* nr 

to attack the Germans, he argued, and any economic pres¬ 

sures they might exert would be too long-term to affect 

the situation in France. 

In other words, the stoppage of supplies from Russia 
and even Soviet intervention would not materially af¬ 
fect the prospects of an early German-victory, while 
a last minute change of attitude on the part of the 
Soviet Government would be likely to have unpleasant 
consequences for the Soviet Union should Germany 
achieve such a victory. 

Indeed, thé assumption that Stalin was afraid of an Allied 

defeat, Maclean thought, might be fundamentally wrong since 

such a defeat could lead to a revolutionary world situation 

providing opportunities for Communist expansion. 

It would involve the collapse of the British Empire, 
which has always stood for everything that the rulers 
of Russia, whether Imperial or Bolshevik, have most 
detested, and would in particular remove the limits, 
which we have set to Russian expansion in Asia. 

The next day, May 22, Maisky seemed to confirm Mac¬ 

lean's analysis when he delivered the Soviet response to 

the British proposals of May 8. The reply, which as Hali¬ 

fax sharply pointed out had already been leaked to the <> 

press, claimed that the British had made the first ap¬ 

proach, but that the retention of Soviet ships and Bri¬ 

tish insistence upon a restriction of Russo-German trade 

made any agreement unlikely. Still, Maisky claimed that 
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face to face talks in Moscow could iron out these pro¬ 

blems. Maclean, who was present at the meeting, spoke 

privately in Russian with Maisky before he returned to the 

embassy. The Ambassador said that the most the British 

could hope for was "a simple barter agreement" and, as 

Maclean recorded, Maisky said "that if we insisted on a 

war trade agreement there was no prospect of coming to 

terms." He did hold out one shred of hope, however, when 

he did not flatly deny that a political agreement might 

(92) follow a successful trade pact. w ' It may be, as Maisky 

claims in his memoirs, that he was "delighted" with the 

appointment of Cripps, but from these conversations it is 

difficult to see how any real improvement could have been 

made in Anglo-Russian relations considering the differing 

( 93 ) Soviet and British aims. w ' Much more likely is that the 

Russians, no longer feeling directly threatened by the Al¬ 

lies, did not care much one way or the other about the pro¬ 

gress of the negotiations. Their aim in talking was now 

limited to gaining free passage for their ships through the 

British blockade. 

Also on the 22nd, TASS published an article which 

closely followed the official Russian response. As in 

the note, the article claimed that the current round of 

trade talks had been set in motion after a British approach 

in February and that Maisky's meeting with Halifax on March 

27 had merely been a response. Nor did the Soviets accept 

the British assertion that the "Selenga" and Mayakovsky" 
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were in French hands and therefore beyond the control of 

the British. The article ended with a blast at the Bri¬ 

tish request for a restriction of Russian trade with Ger¬ 

many . 

The Soviet Government points out that the very fact 
that the English Government' brought forward for dis¬ 
cussion questions which fall exclusively within the 
competence Of the Soviet Government shows that the 
English Government has no desireQto conduct trade 
negotiations with the U.S.S.R. 

It looked as though Cripps would have a difficult time in 

Moscow. 

When Butler met with Maisky the next day the Ambassa¬ 

dor again seemed more encouraging than his Government. In 

what must surely rank as an unusual event, he admitted that 

the TASS article had been mistaken in claiming that the 

British had raised the idea of trade talks ; an admission 

he indirectly adhered to in his memoirs by not mentioning 

(95) the article at all. ' . Butler recorded his impression 

that ’’The Ambassador seemed to attach considerable impor¬ 

tance to Sir Stafford Cripps* visit and said that if a bar¬ 

ter trade agreement could be reached, other more important 

decisions could follow.” It is difficult to tell at 

this distance whether this is just another example of But¬ 

ler's perennial optimism, or if Maisky was genuinely ser¬ 

ious. Certainly Maisky was unprepared to be so forthcoming 

in public; but, as Cripps believed, this may have been from 

fear of possible German retaliation. A more convincing ex¬ 

planation is that Maisky, who from the tone of his memoirs 
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appears to have developed a small degree of sympathy for 

the British, may have privately disagreed with his Govern¬ 

ment's line. This would explain the consistent disparity 

in the signals the British were receiving from the Rus¬ 

sians. The true test would be how negotiations would pro- 

( 91) ceed in Moscow. v7
 ' 

In a very interesting conversation the next day, Hugh 

Dalton tried hard to convince Maisky that the change in 

government was like a new broom. Dalton gave the Foreign 

Office a memorandum on the conversation! 

I strove to persuade him that there was a new spirit 
here, a firmer will and a much stronger drive to win 
the war, and a keen desire to get rid of all the stale 
old misunderstandings on both sides between his coun¬ 
try and ours. I said I thought that the recent ex¬ 
change of notes between the two Governments was worse 
than useless, causing irritation and leading to no 
progress. What were wanted now, I said, were frank 
talks aiming at practical results. 

The Foreign Office was understandably a bit sceptical of 

such sweeping optimism—one is tempted to say naivete— 

and Orme Sargent noted next to this passage "How frank and 

plausible it all sounds!" Dalton, and many others new to 

the problem, would have to learn the hard way that Anglo- 

Soviet distrust and conflict sprang not so much from per¬ 

sonalities of those in charge, as from fundamentally dif¬ 

ferent world views. 

The two touched upon other matters in their talk. As 

he recorded in his diary, Dalton "gave Maisky foreknowledge 

of our attitude about the two Russian ships detained at 

Saigon." (98) ge -the Ambassador that Cripps was 
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empowered to release the ships "as a gesture of good 

will.” By tipping his hand in this dubious effort to curry 

favor, Dalton had in a stroke undercut any concessions 

which might have beén extracted in return for the release 

of the ships. 

Dalton also inquired about the Russian Government's 

attitude to the two advisors accompanying Cripps. One, 

Professor Postan from the Ministry of Economic Warfare had 

been born in Bessarabia, but was a naturalized British cit¬ 

izen. Maisky assured him that there would-be no protocol 

problems. 

Nevertheless, problems emerged immediately. The day 

after his talk with Dalton, Maisky, presumably acting on 

orders received from Moscow, met Halifax and told him 

"that the Soviet Government had no objection to receiving 

Sir Stafford Cripps or anyone else in whom His Majesty's 

Government had confidence, but were anxious that whoever 

was sent should proceed to Moscow, not as a special en- 

199) voy, but as a regular Ambassador." W7/ The War Cabinet 

had already debated whether to send Cripps to Moscow as 

Ambassador, but had rejected the idea for reasons dis¬ 

cussed above. (^0) mo-fcives of the Russians 

which are the most interesting in this matter. It has been 

claimed that the request for Cripps' appointment as Ambas¬ 

sador stemmed from the Russian desire to talk with a more 

( 101 ) official figure than a mere "messenger boy." But 

Russian motives may well have been quite the opposite. 
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The day on which Maisky delivered the Russian message, 

May 26, the British began their final withdrawal from the 

continent at Dunkirk and the Soviets may have thought that 

Cripps, coming as he was on "special mission," might be 

sending the wrong signal to the Germans, If Cripps were 

simply an Ambassador, then the event would seem less out of 

the ordinary, and consequently less likely to provoke the 

Nazis, 

As for the British, one member of the Government had no 

objections to naming Cripps Ambassador, Dalton wrote in 

his diary on the 27th that the Russians 

want a proper Ambassador, They are very touchy and 
troublesome,,,. I tell Butler that I am quite pre¬ 
pared for Cripps to be given any title or status that 
they like...it might as well be worth considering 
whether we should not leave him in Moscow as a per- 

tages from another anBj.o/. 

Cripps had been a headache for the Labour Party and Moscow 

was a suitably distant spot for exile. 

The Government took some time to decide what title to 

give Cripps as their attention was riveted on the evacua¬ 

tion from France. But rather than recall him (he had left 

England on his roundabout journey to Moscow on the 27th) 

the Cabinet decided on the 31st to appoint Sir Stafford 

Cripps as Ambassador to the Soviet Union. 

As soon as the decision was made, the news was leaked 

to the press in Moscow, as Le Rougetel informed the For¬ 

eign Office on June 1 : 

Some hours before I could possibly have seen M. Molo- 

manent Ambassador advan- 
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tov, 0>h0 Moscow correspondent of the United Press 
had heard that agrément for Sir S. Cripps had been 
asked for. 

Maclean blamed Moscow for the leak, though he presented no 

hypothesis for why the Soviets were being so prickly. They 

continued to be difficult when, on the 5th June, they re¬ 

fused to admit the same Professor Postan about whom Maisky 

had assured Dalton. Perhaps the rulers in Moscow felt that 

the admission of a Bessarabian-born diplomat, just before 

they intended to seize that unfortunate province, was not 

the best idea. 

As Cripps slowly proceeded towards Moscow via the Bal¬ 

kans, we have a fascinating insight into the thinking of 

the Foreign Office at the time. Sir Orme Sargent wrote a 

long analysis of the matter which deserves to be quoted at 

some length: 

The Soviet Government do not trust Sir Stafford Cripps 
whom they no doubt look upon as a renegade inasmuch as 
he is serving His Majesty's Government. At the same 
time théy know perfectly well that he is not in the 
confidence of H.M. Government. I suspect therefore 
that Stalin, who probably has a keen sense of humour, 
is going to make the most of the false position into 
which he has now manoeuvred us. 

Sargent felt that the Russians would claim the Cripps mis¬ 

sion was a replay of the Strang mission of the previous 

summer, when the head of the mission also had no real 

authority to conclude a deal. 

I fear therefore that in the immediate future we must 
face the fact that we may have to give Sir Stafford 
Cripps full authority to negotiate a settlement and 
trust to luck that he will not commit us beyond a 
harmless barter agreement, since this is all the Rus¬ 
sians want to obtain from us, i.e. just enough to an- 
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noy the Germans without provoking any unpleasant 
measures of retaliation from them. 

In Sargent's opinion Russian motivation in inviting a Bri¬ 

tish representative to Moscow at all was in order to pres¬ 

sure the Germans to accept their occupation of "either 

Lithuania or Bessarabia or both." He worried that» if 

Cripps were given more authority, he might agree to such 

a Russian move "for the sake of Russian 'goodwill.'" 

Alexander Cadogan was even less enthusiastic about 

giving Sir Stafford Cripps free rein than his colleague: 

I shd be very apprehensive of what Sir S. Cripps might 
sign. He is an excellent lawyer & a very nimble de¬ 
bater in Parliament, but he has not yet won his spurs 
in diplomacy.... 

Cadogan was less concerned than Sargent about offending the 

Russians : 

I personally attach no importance whatever to Russia. 
Russia is in no event going to do us any good: and I 
am optimistic enough to think she won't do us much 
harm. Enthusiastic individuals like Sir S. Cripps... 
think they can "swing" a country. I'm afraid I don't 
share their enthusiasm. 

Halifax had the last word in this amusing exchange and, 

characteristically, he advised patience: 

We must see how the affair develops and hope that all 
Sir 0. Sargent's forebodings will not be realisedl 
(105) 

So with profound misgivings in the Foreign Office back 

in London, Stafford Cripps arrived in Moscow on June 12, 

only one week after the completion of the evacuation from 

Dunkirk. He would have his work cut out for him trying to 

vindicate his belief that the Soviet's real desire was to 
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aid the Western Allies and that they had only been pre¬ 

vented from doing so by the ineptitude of British diplo¬ 

macy. 

* # * 

Clearly the British Government's decision to dispatch 

Sir Stafford Cripps to Moscow was a critical moment in 

Anglo-Soviet relations; or rather, the period leading up to 

the decision was critical. It requires little imagination 

to envision that the history of the war, and perhaps of the 

world, would have been quite different had the Western Al¬ 

lies decided as part of their war with Germany to launch an 

attack on the Soviet Union. One can easily understand the 

Cabinet's reluctance to make such a decision precipitously. 

In the end, the new British Government under Churchill de¬ 

cided to try talking once more; Cripps' mission might not 

produce much, but the imponderables of an attack on Russia 

were frightening indeed. 

Curiously, the British decision to talk with Moscow 

rather than fight has received little attention from his¬ 

torians; indeed the incident is generally discussed paren¬ 

thetically, if at all. The volume of Martin Gilbert's mas¬ 

sive biography of Winston Churchill dealing with the first 

years of the war, for example,devotes only one paragraph 

to the Cabinet's decision to send Cripps and ascribes the 

decision solely to a perception in London that the Soviets 
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were scared by the rapidity of Hitler’s advance into France, 

and the hope that Moscow would thus welcome closer ties 

with London. The only scholarly article to examine 

the Cripps mission in any detail—by H. Hanak—correctly 

pinpoints the origin of Cripps’ appointment as the February 

meeting between Molotov and Cripps in which the former 

dangled the carrot of an Anglo-Soviet trade agreement be- 

(1 07) fore his guest's eyes ' 7; however, Hanak does not show 

how Soviet enthusiasm for such an agreement waned rapidly 

after the successful German invasion of Norway and, even 

more seriously, does not discuss the Allied debate over 

whether to bomb or talk with the Soviets. 

It would be inaccurate to claim that either Gilbert 

or Hanak is entirely wrong; their explanations are fine as 

far as they go: Churchill's Cabinet certainly decided that 

German military successes might provide an opening for an 

Anglo-Russian rapprochement ; and Molotov's approach to Sir 

Stafford Cripps indisputably planted the seed of the Cripps 

mission. However, as we have seen, the Cabinet's decision 

to send an ambassador to Moscow five months after the re¬ 

call of the previous ambassador^ Sir William Seeds, was the 

culmination of a lengthy and complex process. If there 

was one central cause it was this: the British Government 

hoped, by means of a trade agreement with the Kremlin, to 

restrict the transport of strategic commodities to Nazi 

Germany through the Soviet Union. London decided that the 

risks of trying to shut the Soviet conduit by air attack 
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were far too great, especially after the German offensive 

in France made it imperative to avoid any dispersal of Al¬ 

lied forces. An improvement in Anglo-Soviet relations 

would be a welcome byproduct of a trade agreement; however, 

such an improvement was not, as Hanak and Gilbert suggest, 

the primary purpose of Cripps' mission. 

The inter-Allied debate over whether or not to bomb 

the Soviet Union was not as lunatic as it might seem at 

first sight. To be sure an air of unreality pervades the 

predictions by some British leaders that Russia could be 

brought to her knees in a very short time by an air assault 

on the Baku oilfields. We must not, however, be unduly 

harsh on those who did not yet know the strengths and weak¬ 

nesses of aerial bombardment. Wild overestimations of the 

efficacy of such bombardment were current during the inter¬ 

war period, as the following from Giulio Douhet, the Ita¬ 

lian aerial theorist, shows: 

A complete breakdown of the social structure cannot 
but take place in a country subjected to this kind of 
merciless pounding from the air. The time would soon 
come when, to put an end to horror and suffering, the 
people themselves, driven by the instinct of self- 
preservation, would rise up and demand an end to the 
war—this before their army and navy had time to mo¬ 
bilize at all! 

Given the actual performance of air forces during the war, 

as opposed to such hair-raising predictions, it was perhaps 

just as well that the British Cabinet decided to give the 

arts of diplomacy one more chance rather than launching an 

air offensive on the USSR. 
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An important, and perhaps decisive factor leading the 

British towards a diplomatic solution of the Russian pro-, 

blem was the Cabinet change of May. Churchill’s coalition 

Government included Labour members, almost all of whom were 

more inclined to view the USSR sympathetically than had the 

members of Chamberlain's Government. Hugh Dalton, for ex¬ 

ample, the new Minister of Economic Warfare, believed that 

the British should have handed over the Baltic States to 

the USSR in the spring of 1939 as the price of an alliance 

with Moscow. ' * He was prepared to go even further in 

1940: "I would gladly let them have India if they would 

change over to our side. This has been a favorite idea of 

(110) mine for yearsi” v 

By late May, 1940 the Allies no longer had the mili¬ 

tary power to deal the Soviet Union a serious blow while 

simultaneously fighting off the Germans. The Cripps mis¬ 

sion—the success of which few British diplomats expected— 

was the result. As Lord Kitchener said in 1915: "one makes 

(111) war, not as one would like to, but as one must." ' 

Russian thinking during the period January-May, 1940 

is more difficult to reconstruct with certainty than Bri¬ 

tish. Certain points are clear, however: the Soviets 

clearly sensed Allied preparations for an attack, either 

via Scandanavia or in the Black Sea region. Molotov's 

conversation with Sir Stafford Cripps and Maisky's follow¬ 

up meeting with Lord Halifax were certainly not unrelated 

to these Allied military preparations. As von Schulenburg 
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noted, Stalin was quite well-informed and it is hard to 

believe that the astute Soviet diplomacy of spring, 1940 

was not supported by an excellent intelligence network. 

In an article written about the Nazi-Soviet Pact for 

the "Tribune*" but unpublished, Cripps wrote that "The Rus¬ 

sians have always been realists in their foreign policy." 

(112) 
Looking at each Russian diplomatic move, it is in¬ 

teresting to note that they can be traced to some specific 

facet of the European military situation: when they were 

worried about a possible Allied attack, they became con¬ 

ciliatory and proposed negotiations. But as soon as the 

threat vanished, so did Soviet conciliation and they began 

to dig their heels in over details which, if they were 

truly interested in an agreement, could have been dispensed 

with in hours. Then, as the French front collapsed, the 

Russians sent the proper signal to Berlin by demanding that 

Cripps be made Ambassador. 

Without claiming crudely that the Russians only under¬ 

stood force, it can be said that they had a greater per¬ 

ception of its properties than did most Britons. This feel 

for the realities of power meant as we shall see in the 

next chapter, that, after the collapse of France left Ger¬ 

many the dominant Continental Power, the Soviets pulled 

closer to the Germans, not the Allies. 

So, paradoxically, even though the crisis in Anglo- 

Soviet relations had passed and the threat of an Allied 

attack was dissipated, the two sides were no closer to 
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an understanding than before. 
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When Stafford Cripps was appointed British Ambassador 

to the Soviet Union on May 31» 1940, it was the first gov¬ 

ernmental post he had held since the collapse of the second 

Labour Government in August 1931. This hiatus in practi¬ 

cal governmental experience was important, accentuating as 

it did certain extreme.aspects of Cripps’ character. Since 

he is one of the central figures involved in Anglo-Soviet 

affairs from 1940-42, it is worth examining his background 

in order to understand his behavior as Ambassador. 

Cripps came from a family with a long tradition of 

political activity in reformist causes. On his mother’s 

side one of his ancestors had backed the colonies during 

the American War of Independence, while a later relative 

had been an M.P. siding with John Bright. Cripps’ father, 

Lord Parmoor, was himself a politician who defied the laws 

of political gravity by moving leftward as he became older. 

He was an M.P. in a Tory Government, received a peerage 

from the Liberals, and ministerial rank from Labour. 

Religion was as important in Cripps' upbringing as 

was the family tradition of politics, but it was an ecu¬ 

menical Christianity—an important factor in Cripps’ fu¬ 

ture mental outlook. His mother, a sister of Beatrice 

Potter Webb, the famous Fabian, died when Stafford was only 

four, but she sketched her wishes about how the children 

should be raised. 

I should like them to be trained to be undogmatic 
and unsectarian Christians, charitable to all Churches 
and sects, studying the precepts and actions of Christ 
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as their example, taking their religious inspiration 
directly from the spirit of the New Testament. 

His parents’ univeralism left its mark on Cripps. 

Cripps received his education at Winchester, where 

he developed a close relationship with the headmaster, Dr. 

Burge, whose religious views were not unlike those of 

Cripps’ parents. On leaving Winchester, Cripps took the 

unusual step of turning down a place at Oxford in order to 

study science at University College, London. He was adept 

at his work? but there was little likelihood of putting his 

training to use in industry. Instead, social and family 

pressures aimed him in the direction of law and public ser¬ 

vice, as the following extract from a letter written to 

Cripps’ father from his future father-in-law illustrates: 

We have to look further ahead than they at their time 
of life are likely to do, and the day will probably 
come when the necessity of amassing money in business 
will no longer exist. 

So, with the characteristic public-school bias against a 

career in industry firmly implanted, Cripps turned to law 

and was called to the Bar in 1913. He eventually became 

one of Britain's most highly-paid barristers. 

As with many of his generation, the World War was a 

shattering experience for Cripps. Though unable to serve 

on the front lines because of poor health, he drove an am¬ 

bulance in France until the Government, aware of his exper¬ 

ience in chemistry, called him back to Britain to help in 

the operation of a munitions factory. There he worked so 
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hard that within a short time he suffered a physical 

collapse. 

Gripps had been a whole-hearted supporter of the war 

effort until this time, 1916; but during his recuperation 

he came under the influence of his father, who had opposed 

(3V the war from its early days. v Later in his life Cripps1 

resentment against the war and its leaders became quite 

intense. He believed talk of the German threat had been 

a capitalist-imperialist hoax and regarded the war itself 

as an "orgy of capitalist profiteering." In his opin¬ 

ion the high ideals of the generation of 1914 had been 

deliberately utilized for wicked purposes, as he put it 

in a 1935 speech: 

I cannot rid my mind of the sordid history of capital¬ 
ist deception. The empty and hollow excuses,of 1914 
which I was then fool enough to believe.... 

During the 1920s Cripps, working again with Dr. 

Burge, participated in an attempt to prevent future wars 

by promoting international Christian cooperation; "The 

World Alliance for Promoting International Friendship 

through the Churches." This episode sheds light on the 

dominant strain in Cripps' personality, his idealism, and 

his belief, derived from his ecumenical upbringing, that 

men of Christian goodwill are all aiming at essentially the 

same goals. The World Alliance failed, through doctrinal 

differences and largely because the bitterness generated 

during the war marred cooperation between the various na¬ 

tional churches. But Cripps, undaunted, refused to aban- 
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don his belief that such heterogeneity could be fused into 

a common effort, if only the obstacles could be removed. 

The Labour Movement seemed to offer the means to root 

out the secular impediments blocking mankind's reconcilia¬ 

tion. He had been impressed by the MacDonald-Henderson 

foreign policy of the First Labour Government and conse¬ 

quently upset by Conservative moves to reverse it, such as 

the severing of diplomatic relations with the USSR in 1927. 

The idealism of the young Party fired Cripps* imagination 

as well, as one of his biographers notes: Labour "had no 

history of the compromises that make up-so much of practi¬ 

cal politics...." ^ 

Herbert Morrison, who was on the lookout for the kind 

of badly-needed legal and technical expertise Cripps pos¬ 

sessed, was largely responsible for drawing him into the 
(7) 

Party. v 7 As a result of his legal skills,Cripps, unlike 

most Labour leaders, bypassed service in the Party's lower 

echelons. Instead, he entered at the top as Solicitor Gen¬ 

eral of the Second Labour Government, before even gaining 

a seat in the House of Commons. After one unsuccessful 

attempt to remedy this, Cripps found a constituency in 

East Bristol and became an M.P. on January 1é, 1931. His 

platform was fairly low-key judged by his later career, 

being limited to calls for improved social services and 

(8) disarmament. v 7 

The collapse of the Labour Government in August 1931 

was a seminal event in Cripps' life, on a par with the 
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Great War. Believing the financial crisis to have been 

artificially engineered by the capitalists to destroy the 

Labour Party, Cripps agreed with Attlee, who regarded Mac¬ 

Donald's creation of a "National Government" as "the great- 
(o) 

est betrayal in the political history of this country." w/ 

If the capitalists were going to use extra-constitutional 

methods to thwart the verdict of the electorate, Cripps 

reasoned, then this was nothing less than a declaration of 

class war. His politics veered sharply to the left, far 

outpacing the bulk of the Party. 

Most of the Labour Party refused to join their old 

chief in the National Government and were martyred for 

their beliefs in a massive electoral reverse. Suddenly 

Cripps, who with George Lansbury and Clement Attlee was 

one of the few prominent Labour men to retain his seat in 

the House, became a major leader of the opposition after 

less than a year in Parliament. Deprived of power, and 

hence of responsibility, Cripps was able during the 30s 

to spin out his left wing theories about a sweeping re¬ 

construction of society having had, in his extremely short 

political career, almost no experience of the practical re¬ 

straints on political effectiveness. And as luck would 

have it, his new-found prominence gave his theories a 

greater audience than they might otherwise have had. 

It is difficult to describe Cripps’ political views 

since he never did so himself in a comprehensive manner. 

He wrote a number of books and articles dealing with the 
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broad goals of Socialism as he saw them, expecially con¬ 

centrating on the mechanics by which a future Socialist 

Government could speed up legislation. But he never 

examined the bases of his belief in the Socialist Paradise 

which he nevertheless felt was destined to prevail. Faith 

was the root of his vision, and his Christianity mingled 

with his Socialism until the two were completely indis¬ 

tinguishable, and until political opponents appeared not 

as men with alternative views of the world, but as evil 

men barring the road to humanity’s progress for their own 

selfish purposes. A messianic tone pervaded his writing: 

At the end of the road we shall... discern our goal, 
the Kingdom of Heaven here on earth, the.social salva¬ 
tion of our people and of the world. '■'1’ 

He rejected Adam Smith's idea that men, by acting in their 

own interests are guided by an "unseen hand*’,’ unconsciously 

benefiting all mankind.. What was needed to^eradicate war, 

poverty, and scarcity in the world, Cripps felt, was "to 

pull down the building and start its erection upon more 

(12) 
secure foundations." ' The ultimate goal, as the So¬ 

cialist League Constitution stated, was the creation of 

"The Socialist Commonwealth": 

The purpose of this Commonwealth is to create an en¬ 
vironment within which all its citizens may achieve 
self-expression and happiness as cooperating members 
of a society animated by a common purpose. 

"That purpose*" Cripps later wrote, "is not (for indivi¬ 

duals) to enrich themselves, but to serve the community." 

( 1 A) v Such a common motivation was impossible, Cripps 
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felt, with all of capitalism's inequalities: 

A prosperous and priviledged ruling economic class 
necessarily means an exploited working class and a 
world of comparative scarcity. The very structure 
of capitalism demands it, however much it may be re¬ 
gulated. 

The nationalization of the means of production would guar¬ 

antee that goods and services would be provided for the 

benefit of the workers rather than for profit. 

The Conservative efforts to rescue capitalism from 

its historically, scientifically, and divinely ordained 

collapse meant that Britain was being "steadily driven,,, 

towards more and more totalitarian conceptions." The 

choice was stark; either a slow drift to Fascism in a vain 

attempt to save capitalism and to cling to "outworn demo- 

(17) cratic forms," x 7 or else the adoption of Socialism: 

So long as we are ruled by those who regard capitalism 
as their real religion, it must mean the abandonment 
of all true democracy and Christianity in favour of 
capitalism, just as it has done in Fascist countries. 
(18) 

The Conservatives may pay homage to democracy but: 

Inevitably the Fascist tendencies must win in the long 
run because of their,far greater efficiency in pre¬ 
serving capitalism. 

It is quite true, as Colin Cooke claims in his lauda¬ 

tory biography, that Cripps repeatedly confirmed his belief 

that Socialism could be created by peaceful and Parliamen¬ 

tary means—in Britain at least. However, Cooke attempts 

to explain away Cripps* extraordinary string of political 

gaffes in speaking about the tactics a future Socialist 

Government would have to use: 



It must be said... that Stafford Cripps' passion 
for honesty in politics led him.into statements which 
did not represent his mind. ^20; 

Cooke's contention is that Cripps was too frank about the 

means by which a Socialist Government should deal with po¬ 

tential extra-constitutional threats, whereas the accepted 

practice in British politics was not to anticipate or to 

publicly discuss problems which might never arise, thereby 

reducing political friction. Cripps' habit of thrashing 

everything out in public did him no great service politi¬ 

cally since: 

It is foreign to the peculiar political genius of 
this island to consider anything but ends. (21) 

This explanation is fundamentally faulty since it assumes 

Cripps saw clearly all the ramifications of his political 

beliefs. He did not. Cripps was a very busy person, pur¬ 

suing an active and hugely successful legal practice as 

well as maintaining a man-killing political schedule. 

Such frenetic activity gave him little time to reflect on 

the logical consequences of his ideas: ideas which were, 

as his aunt noted in her diary, often times "immature” 

(22) and "slapdash.” v Cripps' gaffes were not lapses from 

some unwritten political code, but rather the consequences 

of what was a fundamentally un-democratic political philo¬ 

sophy-even though Cripps argued, and genuinely believed, 

that he stood for a higher form of democracy. 

One unquestioned assumption underlay all Cripps' cal¬ 

culations: that it was possible to create a Socialist 
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society in which all social tensions would vanish. He 

had no criteria by which to judge the possible failure of 

the Socialist "experiment." Consider Cripps* predictions 

about the course the creation of Socialism would run in 

Britain. Although he believed Socialism could be created 

by Parliamentary means—if everyone cooperated—he felt 

that extra-constitutional opposition by the capitalists was 

inevitable. He stated uncompromisingly that a Socialist 

Government would brook no such behavior and that "those 

who use unconstitutional means must not complain if they 

(23) 
are met with force." Although this seems reasonable 

on the surface, and is in fact no more than any government 

would maintain, Cripps* definition of unconstitutional tac¬ 

tics was sufficiently broad as to be quite disturbing. For 

example: 

The coming power of a Labour Government would be the 
immediate signal for an attempt by the capitalists to 
precipitate a crisis. 

Cripps never seems to have given a thought to the possi¬ 

bility that such a crisis might be the result Of a sponta¬ 

neous fear of expropriation fueled in part by his own ex¬ 

tremism, rather than by conscious design or deliberate 

sabotage by a capitalist cabal. 

And if capitalist opposition in the opening stages of 

a Socialist Government was inevitable, what was to happen 

to these opponents after the transition? Would they be 

imprisoned? (After all, Cripps wrote of the class "war".) 

Or would they be converted by the self-evident success of 
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Socialism? One can search Cripps’ writing in vain for an 

answer. 

In fact, like many Utopians, Cripps focused his 

thought on two points; vague descriptions of the coming 

Socialist society, and detailed discussions of the neces¬ 

sary mechanics to overcome the transition crisis. In a 

phrase which probably caused him more political headaches 

than any other he ever wrote—but which, significantly, 

he never retracted—Cripps explained how a Socialist Gov¬ 

ernment would have to deal with such a crisis: 

It is unlikely that a Socialist Party will be able 
to maintain its position of control without adopting 
some exceptional means such as the prolongation of 
the life of Parliament for a further term without 
an election. ' 

Four years later, in 1937, the controversy over this com¬ 

ment was still very much alive. Cripps wrote to Lennox- 

Boyd, a fellow Labour candidate who was having trouble 

explaining this passage to his constituency: 

The implication G>f the passaged) is that the Labour 
Government which failed in the first five years to 
carry through a real programme of change would find 
itslef fsicj in the impossible position of having to 
try and prolong Parliament as the only way out, and 
that this was put forward to prove the necessity for 
a drastic programme of action in the first five years. 
(26) 

Again, because of his implicit faith in the desirability 

and practicability of Socialism, he never seems to have 

asked himself the obvious questions. What if the Social¬ 

ist experiment failed? When could it be considered to have 

failed, or what should be done if the electorate found the 
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sacrifices on the road to the Socialist Utopia too great 

to bear? 

His political program was a recipe for disaster, 

since anything short of complete success (which was itself 

never defined precisely) could be explained as resulting 

from illegal capitalist machinations, justifying the indef¬ 

inite continuance of a Labour Government. And from Cripps* 

writings it is clear that he believed capitalist plots, like 

streetcars, would trundle along at regular intervals during 

the creation of Socialism in Britain: 

If a policy of real Socialism is to be followed out 
then we anticipate the most active?opposition from 
every capitalist in the country. 

Having recognized the probable necessity of extending the 

term of office beyond its constitutional limits, he elimi¬ 

nated in advance any objective standards for judging the 

failure of the Socialist experiment. 

Cripps was holistic in his thinking, believing that 

one enormous change—state acquisition of the means of pro¬ 

duction—would eliminate the divisions which have plagued 

mankind since the dawn of history. But his holism was both 

dangerous—since it defied the restraints of law, tradition 

and etc.-—and unscientific, despite Cripps* claims to the 

contrary. As Karl Popper writes: 

While the piecemeal engineer can attack his problem 
with an open mind as to the scope of the reform, the 
holist cannot do this; for he has decided beforehand 
that a complete reconstruction is possible and neces¬ 
sary. This fact has far-reaching consequences. It 
prejudices the Utopianist against certain sociological 
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hypotheses which state limits to institutional cont¬ 
rol.... By a rejection a priori of such hypotheses, 
the Utopian approach violates the principles of scien¬ 
tific method. '28T 

His was not so much a political philosophy as a religious 

faith. As with his ecumenical upbringing and his attempts 

to unify the Christian Church in the 1920s, so in politics 

Cripps was tolerant of those who proclaimed Socialism as 

their goal. Cripps1 test for approval of others* political 

views was whether or not their belief in the ultimate Uto¬ 

pia was genuine; if so, then all methodological divergence 

could be dismissed as mere tactical vicissitudes on the 

road to Socialism. This explains why, of all the leaders 

of the Labour Party, Cripps was most inclined to cooperate 

with the Communists. At the 1933 Conference the Labour 

Party had declared uncompromisingly: 

Fascism and Communism alike are a challenge to our 
democratic institutions and to the system of society 
based on political, social and economic equality 
which we seek to establish, 

Cripps rejected this view, and in the same year wrote: 

There is an essential difference between dictator¬ 
ships of the right and of the left, not so much in 
their form asnin the class objective which under¬ 
lies them. '**u' 

In comparing Nazi Germany with Soviet Russia he felt: 

The two types of government are essentially different, 
though in some matters of detail the means adopted to 
seize or maintain power are similar Çsince witîp Com¬ 
munism the objective is to destroy privilege and to 
put the economic power% effectively into the hands'of 
the common people. 

The terrain of Cripps* political perception comprised 

a great continental divide: the precipitation on one side 
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flowed towards the great Socialist sea, whereas water fall¬ 

ing on the other side flowed towards the Fascist pit. Par¬ 

ties of the Left, whether Britain's Labour Party or Soviet 

Communists, were, Cripps felt, all groping towards the same 

end. If Stalin seemed a bit brutal to British Socialists, 

that was simply because the Bolsheviks had faced such tre¬ 

mendous obstacles dragging their country into the 20th 

century. Cripps explained this to a doubting friend in 

February, 193 9 î 

I myself do not think that there is any other method 
by which Cthe Russians} could make the advances they 
have made during the recent years, and the Tsarist 
regime had completely prevented any possibility of a 
real democracy in the early stages, and I am convinced 
that by no other way could the Russian people have 
made the advances in standards which they are now un¬ 
doubtedly enjoying in spite of the enormous sacrifices 
they have had to make for armaments in view of the 
hostility of their neighbors. ^ ' 

This passage reveals a great deal about Cripps' world 

view. He could dismiss suffering in the Soviet Union 

since he saw it as a temporary phenomenon, to be endured 

only during the creation of Socialism. In Britain, how¬ 

ever, Cripps remained a vocal opponent of rearmament right 

up until the outbreak of war, in September, 1939. He saw 

Chamberlain's efforts to rearm as a step calculated both 

to impoverish the workers, thereby increasing capitalist 

profits, and to prepare for an aggressive imperialist war. 

Such behavior was in the very nature of capitalist govern¬ 

ments , Cripps felt. In the only major work he wrote deal¬ 

ing with the world situation, The Struggle for Peace, he 
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argued that as long as there are capitalist governments 

there will be rivalry and war “because war is inherent in 

(33) a system which is based upon economic competition." ' ' 

Therefore, capitalist control of Britain's Government made 

it a greater threat to peace than the USSR: 

Had we a Worker's Government in this country, as they 
do in Russia, the whole situation would be completely 
different. Then, with a Socialist Government, there 
would be no risk of imperialist or capitalist wars 
being pursued. ^4/ 

This outlook made Cripps a bitter opponent of the 

Chamberlain-Halifax foreign policy. He was able to see 

the faults of Nazi Germany more clearly than many of his 

Conservative counterparts; but his equation of British 

Conservatism with Nazism meant, paradoxically, that he op¬ 

posed the British Government's measures to prepare for war 

against Germany: 

The armaments which are being now so busily prepared 
will not be used to crush fascism. Indeed it is clear 
now that, as some of us have always insisted, they 
will be used in all probability to crush democracy 
and the workers and to uphold fascism and capitalism. 
(35) 

m 

Cripps eventually went too far for the more conserva¬ 

tive Transport House leadership of the Labour Party. His 

proposals for a United Front of the Left, including the 

Communists, and his funding Of a private campaign contrary 

to the decisions of previous Party Conferences and deci¬ 

sions of the National Executive Committee, led to his ex- 
/ 04 \ 

pulsion from the Party in 1939. ' Cripps' increasing 

extremism alienated potential supporters, many of whom 
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rejected Sir Stafford’s portrayal of British politics as 

a struggle between the forces of good and evil. Even 

Cripps’ son, Richard, was disturbed by the stridency of 

the Unity Campaign.' In March, 1939 he wrote his father: 

I was at your meeting at the Empress Hall last Sun¬ 
day night. I was interested in hearing the speeches, 
but rather 'put off' by the very vulgar doggerel 
rhymes about Neville Chamberlain. Whether one agrees 
with him or not, there is no reason to think that he 
is politically less sincere in his views than are his 
opponents. I should have thought that poetry of this 
nature would have the opposite effect of that intend¬ 
ed, and I was interested to note the»very feeble re¬ 
sponse to the community singing. 

Because of his extremism Cripps had become a political li¬ 

ability for the Labour Party and few were surprised at his 

expulsion. 

Though out of the Party, he continued to flail away 

at Conservative foreign policy and, though troubled by the 

Nazi-Soviet Pact and the Russian invasion of Finland, the 

suspension of his considerable critical faculties when 

dealing with the Soviet Union meant that Maisky was easily 

(38) 
able to win him over in their frequent meetings. ' In 

an article written for the "Tribune" on September 19, 1939, 

but not published, he wrote a despicable justification of 

the Soviets’ collusion in the destruction of Poland. 

Though conceding that "from the Polish point of view this 

looks like a fresh aggression" Cripps was able, from his 

safe vantage point in London to rise above such subjectiv¬ 

ity. Russia, he wrote:. 

will remain in Poland until the war is over, for her 
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own protection and to assist and to encourage the Po¬ 
lish people in their struggle against the landlord 
class that has—up till this moment misgoverned and 
exploited them. 

To rush hastily into diatribes against Russia is 
to do nothing but join in the "Red Scare" which has 
already done enough damage in the world since 1917. 
There are of course large bodies of people in this 
country and in other countries who will delight in 
the opportunity to misrepresent the actions of their 
hatred (sic) enemies the Soviet Union. All the Anti- 
Communist feeling will be stirred up in all political 
parties and will present this country with a distorted 
picture that will bring with it the imminent danger 
of adding Russia to our enemies. 

It can be seen how far the British Government was pre¬ 

pared to bend in conciliating the Soviets by sending such 

a man to Moscow as Ambassador. But in one of the more 

amusing ironies of history this policy backfired, as Chur¬ 

chill noted after the war: 

We did not at that time realise sufficiently that 
Soviet Communists hate extreme left-wing politicians 
even more than they do Tories or Liberals. The near¬ 
er a man is to Communism in sentiment, the more ob¬ 
noxious .he. is to the Soviets unless he joins the 
party. UOJ 

Cripps might as well have been a Nazi for all the good 

his pro-Soviet sympathies did him in working with the Rus¬ 

sians. The man who had likened Chamberlain to the Führer, 

found himself the uncomfortable subject of a similarly un¬ 

just comparison when he arrived in Moscow. 

* * # 

The ability to admit having made a mistake—always 

an endearing characteristic in an individual—is for some 
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reason not a highly valued trait among politicians. Mis¬ 

takes are generally explained away, papered over or, most 

commonly, simply denied. Stafford Cripps was particularly 

adept at this art, applying his legally trained mind to the 

creation of quasi-theological explanations for his numerous 

political failures. It may be true, as Hugh Dalton felt, 

that Cripps had "the political judgment of a flea," 

but even so, to anyone who had studied his career, it is 

clear that he was never at a loss for self-justification, 

even if at times overly elaborate. Perhaps that is because 

the first person he was able to convince by his arguments 

was himself. 

As we have seen, he believed that Russia, by virtue of 

her economic organization, must by definition be a peace¬ 

ful power. It then followed, he felt, that they must be, 

if given the chance, more inclined to ally with the Western 

Democracies than with Nazi Germany. In the past they had 

been prevented from doing so by what Cripps considered the 

Conservatives’ pro-Fascist sympathies, and this experience 

had, in Cripps’ words, "taught the Soviet Government to I. 

look upon (the British) as fundamentally hostile to the 

Soviet Union." Now, in her hour of.need, His Majesty's 

Government was rushing to secure Soviet assistance. In. 

an extraordinary simile that speaks volumes about Cripps' 

world view, in a letter to Halifax he likened British po¬ 

licy to 

the attitude of a Nazi to a Jewish shopkeeper. The 
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Nazi has no desire to have any really friendly rela¬ 
tions with the shopkeepers and may even pose as his 
friend for the moment in order to get the advantage 
that he desires for himself. 

Nevertheless, in his visit to Moscow in February 1940» 

Cripps had wholeheartedly accepted Molotov’s line that the 

Russians were willing and eager to reach an agreement with 

Britain, and moreover would do so quickly if given the pro¬ 

per inducements by Britain. Why then did the Russians not 

immediately desert the Germans upon Cripps' arrival in Mos¬ 

cow? In a review of Russian policy after his first six 

months as Ambassador, Cripps, true to form, was not with¬ 

out an explanation: 

Ever since the collapse of France, Soviet policy, de¬ 
spite minor variations dictated by external events 
and actuated by bargaining needs, has been founded on 
a) the conviction that the USSR will ultimately be 
confronted with a German attack, b) determination 
to remain neutral until these dangers can be faced 
with prospects of success. Thus while the Soviet 
Government are seizing every opportunity to strengthen 
their position further c) they cannot afford, until 
Germany's position becomes much weaker, to endanger 
Soviet-German relations by any overt political agree¬ 
ment conjointly (with Britain} aiid the light of past 
experience they are convinced that no agreement with 
us could be kept secret. 

Cripps could not admit that the Russians were simply try¬ 

ing to squeeze the German connection for all it was worth, 

since this would have struck at the base of his entire po¬ 

litical faith—«the idea that nationalization of the means 

of production guaranteed a non-aggressive foreign policy. 

Also, the fact that he himself,a Socialist, was representing 

His Majesty’s Government meant that British policy could 
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no longer be entirely at fault—though as we shall see he 

had many differences with the Foreign Office approach. So 

Cripps was forced to perform intellectual gymnastics by 

explaining the reluctance of the Soviet Government to come 

to terms with Britain by the vulnerable position in which 

the fall of France had left her. 

Cripps is not alone in identifying the French collapse 

as a watershed in Soviet Policy. Max Beloff, in his book 

on Soviet Foreign Policy, agrees, believing it ’’put a new 

complexion upon Soviet-German relations.” But he draws 

different conclusions from the event; 

Although Soviet economic aid for Germany was still 
forthcoming, the acute hostility earlier shown towards 
Great Britain was slightly,moderated in favor of a 
more genuine neutrality. '45/ 

A more contemporary account claims much the same: ’’The Rus¬ 

sians (went} through an agonising reappraisal—to use an 

( / 5 ) 
anachronistic term—of their policies.” 

The theory that all Stalin’s plans were upset by Ger¬ 

man successes has gained some credence from Khrushchev’s 

account written over 20 years later: 

I remember we were all together in the Kremlin when 
we heard the news over the radio that the French Army 
had capitulated and that the Germans were in Paris. 
Stalin’s nerves cracked when he learned about the fall 
of France. He cursed the Governments of England and 
France: ’’Couldn’t they put,up any resistance at all?" 
he asked despairingly. 

This sounds quite convincing, but there are some pro¬ 

blems with Khruschev’s story. It is hard to credit that 

French capitulation should have come as a sudden shock 
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after Sedan and Dunkirk, especially since the French did 

not sue for peace until several days after the fall of Par¬ 

is . It is unlikely that the two events would have been an¬ 

nounced simultaneously on the radio. 

But a more important question than the accuracy of 

Khrushchev's memory is this: did the French disaster really 

trigger a change in Soviet policy? Certainly, as we shall 

see, the Russians did not suddenly become more accommodat¬ 

ing towards the British, far from it; they eventually be¬ 

came less accessible as Cripps discovered to his chagrin. 

Instead, the events in France seem to have triggered a 

comparatively brief period of uncertainty in Moscow as Sta¬ 

lin fretted over British staying pdwer. As soon as he re¬ 

ceived assurances that London was in the war to the end, 

Soviet policy slipped back into its old track being a loy¬ 

al, if somewhat demanding, quiet partner of the Nazis. In¬ 

deed, Soviet worries were completely unnoticed by the Ger¬ 

mans! "xr Von:. Schulenburg told the German Foreign Office: 

There is no reason for apprehension concerning Cripps' 
mission, since there is no reason to doubt the loyal 
attitude of the Soviet Union toward us and since the 
unchanged direction of Soviet policy toward England 
precludes damage to Germany or German vital interests. 
There are no indications of any kind here for belief 
that the latest German successes eaused_alarm or fear 
of Germany in the Soviet Government. 

At any rate, when Cripps arrived in Moscow he had no 

clue about how difficult the Russians would be and plunged 

immediately into vigorous efforts to persuade the Soviets 

to declare for the Allies. On the day of his arrival, 
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June 12, he met with M. Labonne, the French Ambassador, to 

coordinate their approaches to the Russians, Unused as 

yet to the delicate wording of the Foreign Office telegrams 

—indeed he never seems to have learned the secret—Cripps 

reported the conversation back to London: 

In view of the extreme gravity of the present situa¬ 
tion in France (M. Labonne) intends to remind the Sov¬ 
iet Government of the fact that German successes in 
the West are imperilling (th0 military equilibrium 
in Europe, His purpose will be to compel the Soviet 
Union to decide once and for all whether they are pre¬ 
pared to take, or to threaten to take, action which 
would result in a diversion/og\German military forces 
to their eastern frontier. ' 

Halifax was more accustomed to the snails' pace at which 

talks with Russia generally moved and sent a word of warn¬ 

ing to his enthusiastic representative: 

I do not think that you can expect to compel the So¬ 
viet Union to decide once for all a possible turn of 
policy the implications of which they have always 
dreaded. 

Ten days after his arrival, Cripps had an hour-long 

meeting with Molotov, who was no doubt interested to see 

if Cripps had brought any useful new information. After 

saying that he hoped there would be no delays in the trade 

talks, Molotov aimed a string of questions at his visitor. 

From Cripps' account it appears as though he did most of 

the talking making as his main point that he felt a French 

collapse to be unlikfely, but that if it were to occur "the 

British would continue the struggle whatever happened in 

France." Cripps showed how little he understood Soviet 

motives when he raised the issue of the Balkans: 
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Our policy... was to maintain independence of the 
Balkan States against German and Italian aggression 

and that in this I believe that we had common 
cause with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
who might assist in bringing the Balkan countries 
together for this purpose. I said that we were glad 
that the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics had ap¬ 
pointed a minister at Bucharest. 

At this point Molotov undoubtedly suspected greater guile 

than Cripps was capable of, 

On this subject he said the Soviet policy in the Bal- 
kins was well known and that they had special interest 
in certain areas such as Rumamia and it was to guard 
these, that they had sent a minister to Bucharest. 
(51) 

Small wonder that Molotov was quick to react when the 

subject of the Balkans and Eastern Europe was raised since, 

on the same day as his interview with Cripps, the Soviets 

began to rake in the booty received in exhange for their 

collusion with the Germans. That very evening an ultimatum 

was presented to the Lithuanian Government followed by So¬ 

viet occupation the next day. Estonia and Latvia suffered 

the same fate on the 17th. The British Government were, 

as Stalin no doubt expected, far too preoccupied with 

events in France to press effectively their objections 

to these new Soviet moves. But after they had recovered 

their balance this issue was to be the central bone of 

contention in Anglo-Russian relations right up until May 

1942. *5 

Those who contend that France's travail had a cathar¬ 

tic effect on Russian policy point to an incident at this 

(53) time as evidence. w The Germans discovered on June 14th 
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that Mme. Kollontai, Soviet Ambassador to Sweden, had told 

the Belgian Minister "that it was to the common interest 

of the European Powers to place themselves in opposition 
(Cl) 

to German imperialism." This, it is claimed, proves 

that the Soviets had begun to doubt the desirability of 

continued German successes. True enough, the Russians 

yearned for a repetition of the trench stalemate of the 

Great War which would leave both sides exhausted allowing 

Russian power to be the arbiter. Stalin had predicted such 

a policy as long ago as January 1925, when he had told the 

Central Committee: 

If war breaks out we shall not be able to sit with 
folded arms. We shall take action, but we shall be 
the last to do so in order to throw the decisive 
weight into the»scales, the weight that can turn 
the scales. '''' 

But did an exhortatory remark by the eccentric Mme. Kollon¬ 

tai signal a sea change in Soviet policy? To believe this 

would necessitate believing that the Soviets had previously 

tried to facilitate a German victory, or that they were now 

prepared to take concrete steps to prevent such a victory. 

This is just not so. At any rate, von Schulenburg thought 

the matter so unimportant that he did not even raise it 

when he met with Molotov. Soviet policy remained essen¬ 

tially unchanged. 

Cripps, whose enthusiasm had been sustained by meeting 

Molotov, still felt that he could "swing" the Soviets over 

to the British side. As he told the Foreign Office on the 

16th: 
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I am having a preliminary meeting with Mikovan this 
afternoon and it is evident to me that (the) Soviet 
Government are extremely anxious to get.down to busi¬ 
ness at (the} first possible moment. 

Be that as it may, the Soviets became more reticent with 

Cripps who, after the meeting, described Mikoyan as "en- 
(57) 

tirely noncommittal.” w ' But Cripps was as yet undaunted, 

believing that assurances of American cooperation were all 

that were needed to bring the Soviets to the Allied side. 

(58) 

The Soviets were clearly stalling, waiting to see 

what would happen in France. On the 15th, only one day 

before the French asked for an armistice and one day after 

the capitulation of Paris, Labonne met with Molotov in a 

vain effort to "compel" the Soviets to act before it was 

too late. The latter coldly asked what price the French 

were willing to pay: 

M. Molotov (asked) whether the French Government had 
modified their attitude with regard to Bessarabia and 
whether they were ready to accept the Soviet point of 
view.... •• 

Labonne equivocated, saying he would have to ask his Gov¬ 

ernment before he could answer. Molotov, who had a better 

deal in hand from the Germans, was not interested. 

M. Molotov next observed that the French Government’s 
change of attitude towards the Soviet Government was 
very sudden.... In conclusion M. Molotov recalled 
that Soviet policy was based on neutrality, in accord¬ 
ance with the declaration made by the Soviet Govern¬ 
ment at the beginning of thgxwar and with their in¬ 
ternational obligations. 

In retrospect it is surprising the French Ambassador 

was not immediately willing to promise the moon, though by 
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this time the battle in France had been decided; therefore, 

a surrender of principle would have been worse than wrong, 

it would have been useless. 

Seeing that there was apparently very little the 

Western powers were prepared or able to give them, the So¬ 

viets once again raised procedural obstacles. In their 

meeting, Molotov had assured Cripps that there would be no 

problem regarding credentials, but on the 17th the 

Russian Foreign Minister wrote to Halifax saying that 

Cripps’ credentials must be sent soon if he were to 

continue as ambassador. In normal times there would have 

been no problem for the British to comply with this re¬ 

quest, but with Italy’s declaration of war and the closure 

of the Mediterranean as well as the German occupation of 

Scandinavia, communications between Russia and Britain be¬ 

came circuitous and dangerous. In his memoirs, Maisky 

makes light of this incident and makes it appear as though 

the delay was caused by British stuffiness and a reluctance 
r £o \ 

to break tradition by wiring Cripps’ credentials. v ' 

However, the British records make it clear that the Rus¬ 

sians were purposely being difficult. Having heard that 

Cripps brought no momentous offer with him, the Russians 

had decided to stall, waiting to see what the Germans would 

do next. 

But if the Russians hoped for little in the way of 

results from the Moscow trade talks, it was clearly in 

their interests to see that the British should continue 
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the war against Germany. It is worth repeating that, at 

this point, there was some fear that Britain would seek 

terms. What was needed was both a little stiffening of 

resistance in London and some recognition of that stiffen¬ 

ing in Berlin; this would require some concrete demonstra¬ 

tion. So, on the 17th M. Andrew Rothstein, chief London 

correspondent of TASS, approached the Foreign Office with 

a proposal that Churchill should publicly call Maisky in 

for consultations. When Mr. Ridsdale of the Foreign Of¬ 

fice suggested that Halifax should speak to the Ambassador 

rather than to the Prime Minister, Rothstein revealed the 

Soviet motive: 

There is really no novelty in Monsieur Maisky and 
Lord Halifax seeing each other. If the Prime Minister 
sent for the Ambassador it would be an interesting 
gesture. 

In other words, the meeting was to be purely cosmetic, de¬ 

signed to make a splash in Berlin. This explains why the 

Russians were being so prickly with Cripps, with whom it 

would have been necessary to negotiate anything of sub¬ 

stance, while on the other hand trying to convince the For¬ 

eign Office in London that they were ready to change sides. 

Rothstein told the British what they wanted to hear: 

Let us look at it frankly. It is no more in the So¬ 
viet's interest than it is in the interests of Bri¬ 
tain and France that Germany should be all-powerful 
in Europe. Russia knows that some day she must have 
a settlement with Hitler: she has known it all along. 
It is for that reason that she has taken her present 
line about Lithuania—a development that certainly 
will not be popular in Berlin. ' J 

This remark was clearly designed to buck up British 
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resistance by holding out the carrot of eventual Russian 

intervention against Nazi Germany. However, Rothstein was 

being less than candid; Hitler could hardly have been sur¬ 

prised by the Soviet invasion of the Baltic States, since 

back in September, 1939 he had agreed "that the territory 

of the Lithuanian State falls to the sphere of influence of 

the USSR." Another thing Rothstein did not reveal to 

the British was the timing of the blow which he said Moscow 

was planning to deliver to Hitler; had he done so, the Lon¬ 

don Government would not have been thrilled. In December, 

Maisky would tell the Turkish Ambassador in London "that 

each day he reckoned up the military damage Q.n the war 

between Great Britain and Germany} not in two columns but 

in one column showing the total loss to the non-Russian 

belligerents." v 0
' If ever she were to intervene, an un¬ 

certain prospect at best, Russia would do so only after 

both sides had been sufficiently weakened to enable Soviet 

power to act as arbiter. In the meantime, comments such 

as those by Rothstein were aimed at keeping the two war¬ 

ring sides battering away at each other. 

As for Rothstein1s request that Churchill summon Mais¬ 

ky, for the "novelty" of it: such a meeting would certainly 

remind the Germans that continued Soviet quiescence was 

worth paying a diplomatic price. The Soviets in truth ex¬ 

pected to achieve nothing more by talking with Churchill 

than to send a message to Berlin. Had the Kremlin wanted 
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to conclude anything of substance with the British, they 

would have done so in secret talks with Sir Stafford Cripps 

in Moscow, rather than shunning the Ambassador as they con¬ 

tinued to do. But a request from Churchill to see Maisky 

would be safe from the Soviet point of view, since it would 

not appear in Berlin that the Russians were courting the 

British, while at the same time reminding Hitler not to 

take Moscow’s friendship for granted. 

- For the next few days Cripps was held at arms length 

by the Kremlin. He had still not overcome his reflexive 

habit of blaming delays on London and believed, mistakenly, 

that his difficulties in arranging a meeting with Molotov 

stemmed from his as yet undelivered credentials. On the 

21st he telegraphed the Foreign Office: 

Uncertainty regarding the present position which cuts 
me off from all normal official contact is becoming 
increasingly embarrassing and may even leadLto ad¬ 
verse comment in diplomatic circles here. ' ' 

Maisky faced no such problems of access, meeting on 

the same day in London to examine Cripps* credentials. 

Maisky’s tone was hardly that of a worried man, rather it 

would seem he enjoyed watching the British squirm. Accord¬ 

ing to Butler’s account: 

(Maisk£) said that the leaders of the Soviet Union 
examined the international chessboard with much more 
attention than the leaders of any other country, to 
whom they were superior in their power of assessing 
the rival worth of the different nations. He, M. 
Maisky, had never been under any illusion as to the 
real state of France. Now that France had collapsed, 
he agreed with me that European equilibrium had been 
considerably upset. 
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Maisky then justified Russia’s invasion of the Baltic 

States : 

he said that his country had observed the manner in 
which the Albert Canal had been crossed, and did not 
intend Germany to do the same with the bridgehead of 
Lithuania, 

This was all well and good, and Butler seems to have been 

convinced» but the Germans had not yet crossed the Albert 

Canal back in September when the Russians had laid their 

claim to Lithuania, 

Maisky said that he felt the Germans still intended to 

move East-—a good motive to keep the British in the war. 

For this reason, 

M, Maisky considered that there was distinct value in 
Turkish-Russian friendship, but he did not leave me 
with a clear impression as to whether the Soviet would 
"sell" Turkey, and themselves keep.out, or whether o 
they would stand with Turkey and Iran against an east¬ 
ward German drive, themselves taking payment by in¬ 
creased Soviet influence in Iran-_and a possible re¬ 
ward from the Mosul oil field. 

Molotov’s visit to Berlin in November would shed more light 

on just how the Soviets intended to deal with Turkey and 

Iran. 

In Moscow Cripps was frustrated after nearly a week 

of being stiff-armed by the Russians. On the 22nd he had 

asked Molotov for another audience, only to be told that 

"owing to unusual pressure of work Monsieur Molotov will 

have great difficulty in receiving me for another 2 or 3 

days." Cripps had been shaken by a Soviet broadcast on 

that day which denied allegations that Russian troops 

were massing on the German border and which concluded 
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that î 

the good neighborly relations, resulting from the 
conclusion of the Nonaggression Pact between the USSR 
and Germany, cannot be shaken by any rumours or petty 
poisonous propaganda, because their relations are not 
based on motives of opportunism but,on»the fundamental 
interests of the USSR and Germany. 

The next day Cripps telegraphed the sad news to the For¬ 

eign Office that he felt the Russians had, from fear, fi¬ 

nally cast their lot with the Germans. The poreign of¬ 

fice, which had long experiences in dealing with Soviet 

stalling tactics,iwere amused that Cripps should have been, 

in MacLean’s words, "so easily discouraged." L. Collier 

wrote: 

What has happened is only that it has now become 
obvious that the Soviet Government are not going 
to allow their relations with Germany to deterior¬ 
ate, for the time being. We have never had any il¬ 
lusions about that in the Foreign Office; but to Sir 
S. Cripps it comes as more of a surprise, no doubt. 

Sir Orme Sargent was even more pointed: 

Sir S. Cripps, in his capacity as an ordinary Ambas¬ 
sador and not a special Envoy, had no means of pro¬ 
tecting himself against these Soviet methods of pro¬ 
crastination and boycott. Stalin has meanwhile got 
Sir S. Cripps exactly where he wants him, that is to 
say, as a suppliant on his doormat holding his pathe¬ 
tic little peace offerings of tin in one hand and rub¬ 
ber in the other. Stalin hopes to be able to counter 
any German browbeating and nagging by pointing to 
Sir S. Cripps on the doormat, and by threatening to 
have him in and start talking with him instead of with 
the German Ambassador. 

Butler, who had gambled on a favorable Soviet response, was 

less inclined to levity, telling his sardonic civil ser¬ 

vants that "I am not despondent nor do I think that Sir S. 

Cripps will throw up the sponge." He felt poking fun at 
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Cripps was in poor taste—especially since he had shared 

Cripps enthusiasm: 

We must be very careful about comment on such Envoys 
who with complete disregard for their own private 
convenience undertake duties such as this which might 
at times be odious. ' 

Of course, the political benefits of a successful mission 

would have been anything but nodious.” 

If the Russians were, as Cripps felt, trembling from 

fear that a talk with the.British Ambassador would trigger 

a German invasion of the Soviet Union, then it becomes dif¬ 

ficult, if not impossible, to explain the rounding out of 

their territorial acquisitions. On the 23rd, Molotov, 

adopting Hitlerian phrasing, told Schulenburg: 

The solution of the Bessarabia question brooked no 
further delay. The Soviet Government was still striv¬ 
ing for a peaceful solution, but it was determined to 
use force, should the Rumanian Government decline a 
peaceful agreement. 

Indeed even the Germans were astonished by the Russian de¬ 

mands, especially by their claims to Bucovina "which" as 

Schulenburg noted, "never belonged even to Tsarist Russia 

( 72 ) 
...." w * But Molotov, again taking a page from Hitler’s 

book, "countered by saying that Bucovina is the last mis-. 

(73) sing part of a unified Ukraine." N Finally German re¬ 

quests made the Russians limit their demands to only the 

northern part of Bucovina along with all of Bessarabia. 

In London there were varying interpretations of the 

Russian agitation for Bessarabia. As Sargent told Halifax: 

(Dalton) would like us to be more forthcoming about 
Bessarabia, on the grounds that it is in our interests 
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to encourage Russia to occupy Bessarabia in present 
circumstance, presumably on the ground that if they 
do so they will equally occupy the Roumanian oil¬ 
fields. I cannot believe that the Russians in any 
circumstances would do anything as foolish as this. 
If they occupy Bessarabia it is not in order to push 
westwards and come into contact with the Germans, but 
to ush southwards in order to threaten the Straits. 

As it turned out it did not matter a great deal what the 

British did, since two days later, on the 26th, the Rus¬ 

sians presented an ultimatum to the Rumanians who, lacking 

any aid from the Germans, caved in on the 28th, ceding 

Bessarabia and North Bucovina to the USSR. 

In the meantime, the British came to the conclusion 

that the only way to break the log jam in Anglo-Russian 

relations was to go directly to the center. Sargent tele¬ 

graphed to Cripps on the 24th: 

As Stalin alone controls Soviet policy, I feel that 
our one chance of securing change in Soviet policy is 
GO personal approach to him. I presume he would not 
refuse you an audience if you tasked for one as bearer 
of Ça) special message from Q;he) Prime Minister. 

Sargent also gave Cripps some advice regarding the touchy 

situation in the Baltic: 

Should the question of the Baltic States be raised 
you may affect to believe that the Soviet Government’s 
recent action was dictated by the imminence and magni¬ 
tude of the German danger now threatening Russia.... 
(75) 

Cripps would not have to "affect” such an attitude since 

he was already a true believer. As with the Russian in¬ 

vasion of Poland, he would have no trouble in explaining 

the destruction of the Baltic States as a purely defensive 

move. In fact, as we shall see, Cripps later became ob- 

(7 
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sessed with the Baltic States dispute. But for the Bri¬ 

tish Government this was merely a tactical move. Until 

the German offensive had spent itself there was little to 

be gained in alienating the Soviets by being prickly about 

the Baltic States. Besides which, there was still some 

hope that Cripps might prove more successful than expected. 

The best way to obtain an audience with Stalin, the 

British felt, was for Cripps to deliver a personal message 

from Churchill. In the message, which was sent to Cripps 

on the 25th, the Prime Minister stressed the German danger 

to all of Europe and Britain's determination to fight on: 

The fact that both our countries lie not in Europe 
but on her extremities puts them in a special posi¬ 
tion. We are better enabled than those less fortun- e 
ately placed to resist Germany’s hegemony, and as you 
know the British Government certainly intend to use 
their geographical position and their great resources 
to this end. 

Paradoxically, Churchill's efforts to assure Stalin of Bri¬ 

tain’s will to resist would make cooperation less, not 

more, likely since Stalin was interested in seeing the Ger¬ 

mans distracted, not in entering the war himself. 

One thing that Cripps was not authorized to mention 

to Stalin was the Soviet claim on Bessarabia, about which 

Molotov had spoken on March 29th. The Cabinet re¬ 

jected Dalton's reasoning in favor of Sargent's. Any Rus¬ 

sian move into Rumania would be viewed in London as offen¬ 

sive, not as directed against German oil supplies. There 

were other reasons militating against recognition of the 

Soviet claims, as Halifax wrote to Dalton on January 26th: 
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if we were to show ourselves more forthcoming, the 
Russians would immediately suspect (and in this they 
wouldn't be too far wrong) that we were trying to 
bring about a clash between them and the Germans, or 
between them and the Turks.. Finally, there is always 
the danger that particulars of our approach may become 
known, and the fact that we had egged on the Russians 
to invade Roumania would take a good deal of explain¬ 
ing away. ' 

Cripps was told to avoid the issue if possible. 

The situation in the Far East was another touchy sub¬ 

ject. The French surrender had left the British even more 

vulnerable in Asia than they had already been and any word 

reaching the Japanese of Anglo-Soviet collusion might, 

the Foreign Office reasoned, precipitate an attack on Bri- 

( 79) tish Far Eastern possessions. ' Cripps was instructed 

to limit his discussions of the matter to vague general¬ 

ities about the British desire for peace in China. 

When Cripps met Molotov on the next day, the 27th, 

he informed the Foreign Minister that he wished to deliver 

Churchill's message directly to Stalin. Although the Sov¬ 

iets had delivered the long-expected ultimatum to Rumania 

the previous day, the record of this conversation suggests 

that, true to his instructions, Cripps did not mention the 

Bessarabian situation. 

On July 1st Cripps finally got his interview with Sta¬ 

lin and if the course of the conversation can hardly be 

judged satisfactory for the British, for Cripps the mere 

fact of meeting the General Secretary was in itself en¬ 

couraging after having been ignored for so long. His six 

telegrams sent immediately after the talk convey his 
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ebullience and the feeling that finally relations were 

moving in the right direction. 

Cripps had given Molotov a copy of Churchill's mes¬ 

sage an hour and a half before the meeting so the Russians 

would be able to examine it. Part of Stalin's reaction to 

the Prime Minister's message has already been quoted above. 

v ' Stalin responded to Churchill's warning about the de¬ 

struction of the European balance of power by Germany with 

the chilling comment that "If the Prime Minister wishes to 

restore the old equilibrium we cannot agree with him." 

The Russians had signed the Nazi-Soviet Pact, Stalin told 

Cripps, "to get rid of the old equilibrium." 

The rest of the conversation was no warmer. In one of 

his short telegrams Cripps assured the Foreign Office that 

"I did not, of course, touch upon the question of terri¬ 

tories occupied by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

(82) since the war...." ' 1 This was strictly true since the 

actual names of the occupied territories never came up. 

But in a broader sense Cripps managed to convey the wrong 

message to the Soviets. Speaking of the Balkans Cripps 

told Stalin that: 

What he had suggested (to Molotov in a previous con¬ 
versation) was that without a lead in this part of the 
world by some major and neighboring power who desired 
to bring these countries together, it would be diffi¬ 
cult to insure any stabilization in the Balkans. M. 
Stalin here interjected that this was easier said than 
done. 

In what, in retrospect, seems an astonishing scenario, the 

British Ambassador was encouraging a reluctant Stalin to 
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pursue a more aggressive Balkan policy. Stalin told 

Cripps that: 

In general it seems to me that anyone who gets into 
the Balkans with the idea of acting as a super-arbi¬ 
trator has every chance of getting embroiled. 

Showing his historical ignorance, Cripps 

said that in this matter it would seem that Russia and 
Turkey, with their traditional friendship and exten¬ 
sive interests in the Balkans, might be able to assist 
in bringing about more stable conditions. 

Stalin thought that "the Turks are too fond of the politi¬ 

cal game'!....to be reliable partners. (The man who said 

that "Sincere diplomacy is no more possible than dry water 

(83) or iron wood" v JJ was presumably not "fond of the poli¬ 

tical game.") Turkey, he felt, might launch an offensive 

against the Near East: 

It is difficult to say in what direction (Turkey) 
will make a spring. The Soviet Union has no wish to 
assume the role of super-arbitrator or to get em¬ 
broiled in the Balkans. 

Stalin made it appear as though Turkey were a greater 

threat to the stability of the Balkans than Germany whom, 

he felt sure, would not "disperse her forces by sending 

troops to the Balkans." The General Secretary appears to 

have been laying the groundwork for future claims against 

Turkey for which, we know, Molotov would press the Germans 

in November. Cripps reported that: 

M. Stalin went on to say that it was wrong for the 
control of the Straits to be under the control of one 
power, which might abuse it; the other Black Sea 
Powers ought to have a say in the matter. 

The Soviets had evidently changed their tune since July 
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1936 when, at the end of the Montreux Conference on the 

Straits, Litvinov, then Foreign Minister, had said: 

It seems to me that all those who have taken part 
in the conference will leave_it satisfied, and there 
will be none dissatisfied. 

This sinister reversal in the Soviet attitude apparently 

confirmed Foreign Office fears that Russian expansion into 

the Balkans was aimed at the Straits rather than at German 

oil supplies. Stalin felt no need to take active steps to 

curb German designs. 

In fact, he explicitly played down the German threat. 

When Cripps, quite naturally stressing German weaknesses 

and British strengths, pointed out that Britain’s control 

of the seas would prevent rapid German domination of Eur¬ 

ope, Stalin agreed, going further: 

M. Stalin said that he was not so simple-minded as 
to believe what individual German leaders said as to 
their not wanting to dominate Europe or the world. He 
was however aware of the physical impossibility of 
their dominating Europe or the world, which was the 
same thing, and it was this that convinced him, ra¬ 
ther than their assurances that they did not desire 
to do so. 

Since Stalin felt the German threat was as yet remote, 

he was quite unreceptive to Cripps’ talk of a trade agree¬ 

ment. Regarding the issue of trans-shipment, he told the 

Ambassador that some of the raw materials the USSR might 

import from the British Empire would be sent to Germany in 

order to fulfill Russian orders for German manufactured 

goods. ' ''' If the Soviets were unprepared to accept re¬ 

strictions on the use of British imports, they surely were 
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not itching for a chance to doublecross Germany by ally¬ 

ing with Great Britain. 

But Cripps refused to face the obvious meaning of 

Stalin's words. Since he was intellectually unable, or 

unequipped, to believe Stalin was committed to a restruc¬ 

turing of Europe in collusion with the Germans, he was 

forced to reinterpret Stalin's arguments. He told the For¬ 

eign Office: 

My general impression gained from (th£) interview 
was that Stalin is at the moment professing to accept 
German protestations at their face value to excuse 
himself (?from) acting in concert with us against 
Germany. He probably feels that QbbO Union of So¬ 
viet Socialist Republics is not ready and that any¬ 
way he can stall off a German attack until it is too 
far on in the year to make such an attack likely be¬ 
fore the frost breaks next Spring. 

Cripps* impression was completely inaccurate, even if 

understandable when his mental outlook is taken into ac¬ 

count. Stalin certainly did not disregard the possibility 

of a German attack, but it is clear from his remarks that, 

unlike Cripps, he did not regard such an invasion as in¬ 

evitable or even likely. On the contrary, Hitler had re¬ 

peatedly stressed the fact that Germany's mistake in the 

first World War had been to fight on two fronts simulta¬ 

neously, and Stalin took him at his word. The fact that 

the General Secretary suffered some form of nervous reac¬ 

tion after the German invasion in June 1941 has long been 

known, but the reason is more than just fear of defeat. 

His daughter has given us the best explanation: 

He had not guessed or foreseen that the pact of 1939» 
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which he had considered the outcome of his own great 
cunning, would be broken by an enemy more cunning than 
himself. This was the real reason for his deep de¬ 
pression at the start of the war. It was his immense 
political miscalculation. Even after the war he was 
in the habit of repeating, "Ech, together with the 
Germans we would have been invinciblel” 

Stalin projected his own caution in foreign policy 

upon Hitler. As he told Cripps, he felt that the domina¬ 

tion of Europe by a single power was highly unlikely and, 

as for Hitler’s ideological crusade against Bolshevism, 

had the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact not shown that this was 

flexible to say the least? In truth, so long as Germany 

was faced with a defiant Great Britain led by the inflexi¬ 

ble Churchill, the Russians would mine the German vein, 

taking advantage of the coincidence (even temporary) of 

’’the basic national interests of both countries." v ' 

Only two days after Cripps* meeting with Stalin, the 

Soviets received confirmation that the British were going 

to be in the war for some time yet and that a German in¬ 

vasion, if one were attempted, would be without the bene¬ 

fit of adequate seapower. Responding to the fear, entire¬ 

ly justified, that the French Fleet would fall intact into 

the hands of the Germans, on July 3rd the British attacked 

and sank most of the French navy stationed at Oran in Al¬ 

geria. 

The attack impressed the Soviets as it encouraged the 

British. Maisky gives great weight to the event in his 

memoirs, noting the immense relief of Members of Parlia¬ 

ment of all parties when Churchill spoke in the House of 
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Commons the next day. "It was obvious that," Maisky wrote, 

"... a mountain had fallen from their shoulders." And, 

one might add, from Stalin's shoulders as well; for as 

Maisky continues; 

For me as Ambassador of the USSR the events of 3-4 
July were also of great significance. They demonstra¬ 
ted convincingly»that Britain really would continue 
to fight on. 

Stalin was now reassured that Britain, regardless of 

anything the Soviets might do, would continue to fight. 

Consequently, he showed how little he cared for improved 

relations with London by relaying an astonishingly accurate 

account of his talk with Cripps to the Germans. The only 

point not included was Stalin's assertion that German domi¬ 

nation of Europe was a physical impossibility. He doubt¬ 

less felt it unwise to tempt fate. (90) 

As for the British, they faced the daunting prospect 

of resisting Germany unaided, at least for the time being, 

and the Foreign Office saw no flicker of hope for a change 

in this dismal situation from Stalin's words. In a meeting 

held to discuss the Cripps-Stalin conversation, the deci¬ 

sion was taken that there was very little common ground for 

improving relations in spite of Sir Stafford Cripps' op¬ 

timism. In fact, having failed to bring about a rapid 

Rapprochement, Cripps became more of a hindrance than a 

help. His mission is a striking lesson of the folly of 

sending a man with an independent political base and with 

views fundamentally at odds with those of his Government 
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in order to placate a hostile power. The longer Cripps 

remained in Moscow, the more likely he was to surrender 

various points of principle and to relay confused signals 

to and from Moscow. Consider his conversation with Stalin: 

Vojtech Mastny claims that "The British documentation does 

not permit definite conclusions about how far Ambassador 

Sir Stafford Cripps exceeded his instructions by offering 
( gi ) 

specific inducements." w ' But as we have seen, in his 

May briefings Cripps was told that the Soviets were as 

great a threat to the Balkans as were the Germans and that 

the Turks shbuld be patiently coaxed to resist pressure 

(92) from both powers. ' 

Instead of obeying his instructions, Cripps had struck 

out on his own quite early in his conversation with Stalin, 

reversing British policy by himself raising the question of 

creating a Balkan bloc under a Soviet aegis and by sugges¬ 

ting that the British Government might sweeten the pot by 

extracting concessions from the Turks as payment for a more 

cooperative Soviet attitude towards Britain. It was Stalin 

who downplayed the practicability of this line, unlikely as 

it may seem now. The Germans, he must have reasoned, were 

more likely to deliver on such promises than the British. 

Cripps* first telegram gave a fragmented account of 1 

the conversation and conveyed the incorrect impression that 

( 93) 
Stalin had broached the idea of leaning on the Turks. 

The Foreign Office was unimpressed: 

In the circumstances M. Stalin*s proposal, even as 
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presented by Sir Stafford Cripps, does not seem to 
offer a very satisfactory basis for Anglo-Soviet co¬ 
operation. On the contrary, it very much looks like 
an attempt on the part of M. Stalin to make us spike 
one of our most valuable guns. It must be remembered 
that in the event of a long war Soviet economic sup¬ 
port to Germany, which M. Stalin shows no inclination 
to withhold, may become a decisive factor. There are 
also signs that Russian ambitions in the Middle East 
are reviving so that before long we may find the So¬ 
viet Union cooperating with Germany in the West and 
attacking our interests in the East. In such circum¬ 
stances we might feel obligated to retaliate and.this 
we could only do if Turkey were on our side. v94) 

After Oran Stalin felt safe enough to continue riding 

the tiger. For the price of a little oil and wheat he had 

been able to reclaim Russia’s losses at Versailles. The 

British could offer nothing comparable, and those in the 

Foreign Office realized it, even if Sir Stafford Cripps did 

not yet. 
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The tenor of Sir Stafford Cripp's audience with Stalin 

convinced all those privy to his account that Anglo-Russian 

rapprochement would be a difficult thing indeed to engineer. 

But Sir Stafford and the London Government differed over 

what could, or ought to be done to break the impasse. 

Cripps on the one hand believed that the British must prove 

to Stalin their reliability as an ally. He argued that a 

sweeping British gesture, such as the recognition by London 

of Soviet sovereignty over the Baltic States, would over¬ 

come the suspicion which the Soviet leaders held in their 

hearts about British intentions. Such Soviet distrust, 

Cripps felt, stemmed from British intervention against the 

Bolsheviks during the Russian Civil War and could only be 

overcome by a large British concession towards the needs of 

Soviet security. 

The Foreign Office was considerably less optimistic 

than the Ambassador about the prospects of quickly gain¬ 

ing the trust of the USSR. However, British diplomats 

felt that, given enough patient effort and some luck, 

Britain could still exert some influence on the nature, 

if not the extent of Soviet trade with Germany. The idea 

of using military measures to close the Soviet gap in the 

blockade of Germany had become, with the fall of France, 

even more unrealistic than it had been the previous spring. 

And Stalin had told Cripps quite clearly that he did not 

intend to stray from the conditions of the German-Soviet 

Trade Agreement of February. Therefore, the only option 
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open to the British —and it offered a slim chance of suc¬ 

cess— was to attempt to conclude their own trade deal 

with Moscow, buying those Russian commodities most needed 

by the Germans. 

In the meantime, the British continued to enforce their 

navicert system, searching Russian shipping for contraband 

goods which the Soviets were importing for transshipment 

to Nazi Germany. This policy had already led to the sei¬ 

zure of two Russian ships in the early part of 1940, and, 

predictably, to Russian diplomatic protests. 

( 11 In a review of Soviet Policy referred to above v,/, 

the Foreign Office had identified Soviet trade with Germany 

as a possibly-decisive factor in a protracted war. But 

in the summer of 1940 the British were by no means certain 

that the war would last much longer. The Germans threat¬ 

ened a massive aerial assault — the destructiveness of 

which nobody could predict — followed by an invasion, for 

which the British were ill-prepared. London was trans¬ 

fixed by the German threat, and everything else, especially 

long-term planning for a protracted war, took a back seat. 

For this reason, and because of an understandable reluc¬ 

tance to appear as supplicants to Stalin, the British were 

hesitant to make a renewed approach to the Kremlin. 

Nor were the Russians for their part particularly in¬ 

terested in what the British had to offer, though they 

followed the course of the Battle of Britain intently. 

Having given Cripps his hearing, the Soviets once again re- 
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active man, chafed at the bit, as Dalton wryly noted in 

his Diary: 
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Cripps from Moscow is grumbling that no-one will re¬ 
ceive him. He has been kept waiting twelve days for 
an interview with Molotov, for which he has asked on 
three occasions. He is refusing to see subordinates. 
If this goes on, he says, he thinks he should be re¬ 
called. This is both amusing and troublesome. 

The Government decided it would be inappropriate to recall 

Cripps since to do so would simply broadcast British fail¬ 

ure. There may have been another motive, judging by Sir 

Alexander Cadogan's comment in his Diary that Cripps' un¬ 

rewarding experiences dealing with the Soviets would be 
( 3) 

"damned good for him!" v ' 

The education of Sir Stafford Cripps was not such a 

clearcut matter though, since, as a participant in the ne¬ 

gotiations, he was only aware of one side's activities. 

Cripps’ ignorance of Soviet motives and moves engendered 

some confusion. For example, in mid-July Cripps was out¬ 

raged by a leak to the London press of an account of his 

talk with Stalin. On the 17th Halifax telegraphed Cripps 

that publication was unpreventable since it was difficult 

adequately to control the activities of neutral correspon¬ 

dents in London. But, he assured Cripps "Every effort is 

being made to prevent it from receiving undue prominence." 

From the Foreign Office records it appears that the 

British Government learned that a Mr. Kuh of U.P.I. had 

somehow acquired an account of the conversation. The Bri- 
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tish felt Maisky had leaked the information and so author¬ 

ized two BBC broadcasts to pre-empt what they felt would 

surely be a biased version. 

Cripps was not mollified. On July 18th he telegraph¬ 

ed London: 

A leakage in the British press would have been bad 
enough. But I cannot expect Q-he} Soviet authorities 
to believe what I find it hard to believe that after 
a year of 11 total war" His Majesty's Government are 
still unable to prevent a thoroughly pernicious piece 
of political news, in the circumstances where secrecy 
was known to be essential, from being broadcast.... 
(5) 

Unfortunately, Cripps' righteous indignation was misdirec¬ 

ted. His Russian hosts had given the Nazis a detailed ac¬ 

count of his talk with Stalin on the 13th, three days pri¬ 

or to the leak in London. The Russians were no doubt using 

the bourgeois press in London to confirm the veracity of 
/ / \ 

their reportage to Berlin. ' ‘ 

At the end of one month in Moscow barren of positive 

results, Cripps became the subject of pressure from a new 

and, for him, surprising quarter. The British Left was not 

convinced that everything possible was being done to secure 

Russian friendship. Willie Gallagher, the Communist M.P., 

contacted R. A. Butler with the proposal that a delegation 

of British Communists should be sent to the Soviet Union to 

give the talks some much needed impetus. The War Cabinet 

was cool on the idea, but was concerned about the perhaps 

negative appearances of turning down the Communists' offer. 

(7) 
In a memorandum on the subject, Butler revealed the 
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attitude which had in the past made him amenable to ap¬ 

peasement ; 

if we are going to improve our relations with Russia, 
we have to take a scientific interest in the Communist 
Party in Great Britain, and not regard them as pariah 
dogs. Perhaps the degree of improvement in our rela¬ 
tions with Russia will depend upon our attitude to the 
Communist Party. We may never be able to embrace 
Russia to the extent she desires, since we shall al¬ 
ways have a distaste for Communists. All therefore 
we can do at the present is to stop them being fifth 
Column, and not offend them by positive action. 

Cripps, jealous of his own turf, did not feel the need 

for any aid from the British Communist Party, though he had 

no objection to Harry Pollit coming, with whom he had es- 
(Q) 

tablished close relations during the Unity Campaign. V7/ 

He argued, conveniently forgetting his own foray into 

Anglo-Soviet relations in February, that the Soviets would 

only listen to official representatives of His Majesty’s 

Government. 

If Cripps felt he could forgo British Communist help, 

he did not feel the same about Foreign Office assistance. 

At the end of July he sent a series of telegrams asking 

London to persuade the Soviets to grant him an audience. 

(10) difficulties in obtaining an audience with Molo¬ 

tov did not incline him to be any less tolerant than pre¬ 

viously of Soviet policy, however. On July 27th he gave 

the Foreign Office his interpretation of the motives be¬ 

hind Stalin's territorial acquisitions and his predictions 

for the future. The Russians, he argued, were "inclined to 

work with Turkey and Iran against German danger which has 
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become more immédiate.” But, he felt, the Soviets would 

only cooperate with Turkey and Iran "so long as (the} two 

latter countries keep together." If they did not, then: 

it is not by any means outside possibility that Cthe3 
Soviet Government may come to (the} conclusion that 
Germany is too strong to antagonise and that conse¬ 
quently it must at all cost work with Germany even to 
extent of agreed joint pressure upon Turkey and Iran 
with contemplation that in case of need a new bribe 
treaty will be made with Germany, with Russia yield¬ 
ing a part of Cthe}/Ukraine and obtaining compensa¬ 
tion in the South. 

Cripps was wildly misinterpreting Soviet considerations. 

As we shall see, during Molotov’s visit to Berlin in Nov¬ 

ember the Russians would prove eager to expand in the dir¬ 

ection of the Straits and the Persian Gulf. Their eager¬ 

ness to do so would not be the result of a fear of German 

strength, but rather the result of Stalin’s perception that 

Hilter was in a tight spot. 

A more authoritative exposition of Soviet policy thah 

that offered by Sir S. Cripps, was delivered by Molotov a 

few days later, on August 1st, when the Foreign Commisar 

addressed the Supreme Soviet. His reference to Anglo- 

Soviet relations, in what was a major review of Soviet 

foreign policy, was both brief and grim. Molotov mention¬ 

ed the publication by the Germans of captured French docu¬ 

ments revealing Allied plans for an attack on the Caucasus. 

Molotov proferred no olive branch to London. He did con¬ 

cede that "the appointment of Sir Stafford Cripps as am¬ 

bassador to the USSR does, possibly, reflect a desire on 

the part of Britain to improve relations with the Soviet 
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Union”; but he gave no indication that this desire would 

be satisfied. Instead, after referring to the manner in 

which the grateful peoples of the Baltic States, Bessara¬ 

bia and Bukhovina had clamored to join the USSR, he berated 

both the United States and Great Britain for their refusal 

to recognise Russia's gains, and their seizure of the Bal¬ 

tic States' assets. Molotov warned: 

We can only remind both the Government of the United 
States and the Government of Great Britain...of their 
responsibility for these illegal acts. 

He proceeded to point out that the collapse of France and 

the weakening of Britain had made "the question of a re¬ 

division of the colonies ,.,ever more acute." Russia he 

said, was taking steps to prepare for "a world imperialist 

war" over the spoils. Russia's territorial gains, which 

had, Molotov boasted, added 23 million souls to the Soviet 

Empire, could not, of course, be labelled as imperialism. 

(12) 
Molotov's speech shows just how wrong Cripps had been 

in his analysis of Soviet conduct. The Kremlin was clear¬ 

ly expecting the war between Britain and Germany to devel¬ 

op into a world-wide scramble for colonies. The vulner¬ 

able British Empire would present the Nazis with a more 

tempting target than the meager pickings to be had in the 

Soviet Union. Surely Hitler would continue his drive 

westwards, Stalin reasoned, and for that opportunity the 
If 

German Führer would be willing to pay. a price for continued 

quiet in the East. 
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It is enlightening to contrast Molotov’s indignant 

reaction to the Anglo-American seizure of the Baltic 

States’ assets with the Soviet’s own handling of an ana- 

lagous situation. Back in late June when the Russians were 

pressing the Germans over the Bessarabian question, von 

Schulenburg had suggested that a little moderation might 

oil the wheels of diplomacy. Schulenburg informed the For¬ 

eign Office in Berlin: 

To my statement that a peaceful solution might more 
easily be reached if the Soviet Government would re¬ 
turn the Rumanian National Bank’s gold reserve, which 
had been transferred for safekeeping during World War 
I, Molotov declared that this was absolutely out of 
the question,.since Rumania had exploited Bessarabia 
long enough. (13) 

The situation in the Baltic States was, it must be admit¬ 

ted, different since the Soviets did not intend to exploit 

the unfortunate states for twenty years, but indefinitely. 

War Cabinet decisions of July 26th and August 12th 

set British policy against recognizing the Soviets’ gains 
( 1 / ) 

in the Baltic. ' Opinion in Britain, especially reli¬ 

gious opinion, opposed the extension of Russian sovereign¬ 

ty to the three little Baltic nations, and the Cabinet felt 

the liabilities of recognition would outweigh the dubious 

advantages. 

On August 7th Cripps finally had an interview with 

Molotov, after Halifax had leaned on Maisky to arrange an 

invitation. Cripps opened the conversation by scolding 

Molotov for Soviet unreceptiveness and said that Russian 

behavior ’’did not show a strict neutrality or an encourage- 
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ment to Great Britain to cultivate better relationships.” 

According to Cripps' account he then, 

sketched the history C°f his mission) and emphasised 
the eight weeks delay without (a Soviet) reply, ex¬ 
cuse or indication of their attitude and asked for a 
statement as to whether the Soviet Government desired 
to proceed with these negotiations. I stated that we 
did not want to negotiate for the sake of having nego¬ 
tiations but only if they, as we, intended to arrive 
at a satisfactory agreement as soon as possible. If 
they did not want to proceed or if they wanted for any 
reason to delay negotiations, I asked that they would 
frankly say so. 

Molotov replied with the most detailed Soviet ex¬ 

planation to date.. He said there were eight reasons why 

the Soviet Union was friendlier with Germany than with Bri¬ 

tain: 1) The Soviets had a non-aggression treaty with Ger¬ 

many; 2) The Germans had acquiesced to Soviet territorial 

gains or, as Molotov put it, "we were able to secure our 

interests in the Western Ukraine and White Russia”; 3) 

’’Agreements with Germany have thus been of real value. 

Soviet interests are protected by these pacts and agree¬ 

ments”; 4) ’’the adjustment of our relations with the Bal¬ 

tic States"; 5) a favorable trade agreement; 6) the failure 

of the talks with Britain in the Summer of 1939; 7) Bri¬ 

tain had not fulfilled past trade agreements; 8) "geogra¬ 

phical situation." 

Such frankness was refreshing indeed, though, as usu¬ 

al, Molotov had seen fit deliberately to misinterpret cer¬ 

tain questions. Britain had offered to meet Soviet demands 

on all points except 2, 3, and 4. Point 8 was, of course, 

irremediable. Indeed, the British had gone further than 
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Germany in one respect, by offering a full defensive al¬ 

liance, as opposed to a mere non-aggression pact, as long 

ago as May 28, 1939. The sticking point then, as in 

1940, had been the refusal of the British to hand over the 

Baltic States to the Soviet Union. Molotov's arguments 

were a clear admission of Soviet motives: they had coolly 

stood back in 1939 waiting for the best offer, which had 

finally come from Germany. Now they were committed and 

there was nothing sufficiently tempting that the British 

could offer them to change course. 

The Soviet Foreign Minister tried out a new line on 

Sir Stafford, claiming that the Soviets were, for their 

part, willing to let byegones be byegones, 

though it could hardly be expected that the Soviet 
Government would make Cthe^ first gesture towards 
better relations as they were the injured party in 
the matter of the CBaltic StatesQ gold. 

This sort of tactic might have worked back in February; 

but Cripps, who was after all an excellent lawyer, was now 

learning the ropes as a diplomat and would not allow such 

a spurious argument to pass unanswered. He fired back at 

Molotov: 

I...emphasised that there had been a six weeks de¬ 
lay by the Soviet Government as regards trade nego¬ 
tiations before any question of the Baltic gold arose, 
of which delay there had so far been no explanation. 
Monsieur Molotov did not give me any 
ly realised the force of the point. 

For a moment it seemed that Sir Stafford Cripps. had fi¬ 

nally begun to plumb the depths of Soviet duplicity and 

would henceforth be more circumspect in his dealings with 
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the Kremlin. But, unfortunately, he continued to display 

that curious divorce between his extraordinarily impressive 

grasp of detail and a simple ability to draw the obvious 

conclusions. Having just demolished Molotov's use of the 

assets gambit, Cripps turned around and told the Foreign 

Office that only a more forthcoming policy on the Baltic 

question would move the Soviets. He telegraphed London 

that the situation 

demands some sacrifice and a thoroughness equal to 
that of Germany. Soviet Government are not yet con¬ 
vinced of genuineness of His Majesty's Government's 
professed desire for better relations and in parti¬ 
cular it is evident that the action of His Majesty's 
Government in respect of Baltic assets and Baltic 
shipping in (theD United Kingdom is a stumbling 
block to any real improvement. (18; 

The only answer, he felt, would be to bow to Soviet de¬ 

mands: only this would show British "genuineness." 

Sir Stafford Cripps, the passionate proponent of • 

"Christian Socialism" was advocating a restructuring of 

British policy along lines akin to those of ,Nazi Germany. 

The difference would be, of course, that for Hitler the 

destruction of the Baltic States had not been a "sacri¬ 

fice" at all, since the Soviet Union would, he felt, some 

day go the way of Poland. Having bitterly critizised 

Chamberlain for Munich, Cripps was willing to try a simi¬ 

lar policy with the Soviet Union. 

The Foreign Office remained immune to Cripps' reason¬ 

ing, as a letter from Robert Vansittart to Halifax shows: 

"no amount of sacrifice will avail unless and until we both 
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become and remain stronger.” The Russians, Vansittart 

felt, had opted for the Germans because "We were simply 

not a tempting proposition.” Fitzroy Maclean recommended 

the line which the British Government was to adopt: simply 

”to let Anglo-Soviet relations go on as best they can, 

(19) while standing up resolutely for our own interests.” v ' 

There was a distinct air of resignation about Hali¬ 

fax's reply to Cripps' proposals. The Foreign Secretary 

wrote Cripps on August 13th: 

as regards recognition, I have given full weight to 
considerations you advance, but I see great diffi- . 
culty in granting de jure recognition...it is impor¬ 
tant that we should not be driven into a position 
where we shall find it difficult to refuse recognition 
of every fait accompli achieved by countries like Rus¬ 
sia and Japan, who are taking advantage of the war 
situation, and that we should not provide precedents 
for the recognition of German faits accomplis by other 
countries. 

In a policy decision which, as we shall see later, would 

have enormous impact upon Anglo-Soviet relations, Halifax 

concluded: 

In these circumstances Cthe3 only safe course is to 
adhere to (the3 logically defensible principle that 
political changes produced during this war ought not 

Cripps was told that, for the time being, considering the 

unpromising Soviet attitude, any formal negotiations with 

Russia which might be necessary would be better handled in 

London, while he was to concentrate upon a "psychological 

improvement in Qhe} atmosphere." 

Another reason for curbing Cripps was continuing doubt 
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about his judgement. On the 17th Cadogan confided in his 

Diary: 

Cripps argues that we must give everything recogni¬ 
tion, gold, ships and trust to the Russians loving us. 
This is simply silly. Agreed to tell him to sit 
tight. We will see what we,can do here with Maisky. 
Exactly nil, I should say. 

Three days later, Cripps was told that he "need not, 

for the time being at least, attempt any negotiation with 

(22) the Soviet Government." v ' But, just as the British had 

seemingly halted their attempts to persuade Moscow, and for 

the first time since Cripps’ arrival in Russia, the Soviets 

approached the Ambassador with trade proposals on their 

own. On the 22nd he was called in to see Mikoyan, who said 

the Soviet Government were desirous of a barter agreement 

trading Russian flax for rubber from the British Empire. 

Cripps was, as one can well imagine, taken aback. The Rus¬ 

sians seemed quite well prepared, having already arranged 

for "this transaction to be handled by an Iranian firm and 

delivery to be effected at (the} Iranian Rail Head on the 

Caspian." 

Having recovered from his initial shock, Cripps be¬ 

came cagey: 

I replied that the circumstances had probably altered 
during the ten weeks delay and I doubted whether His 
Majesty’s Government would be attracted by a limited 
deal of this_kind as they wished for an all-in barter 
agreement. 

But Mikoyan would have none of this, as his instructions 

had evidently been to limit the deal to a simple barter 
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arrangement. The Russian referred to grievances ’’too nu¬ 

merous to specify" which stood in the way of a comprehen¬ 

sive agreement. But, after Cripps applied his best court¬ 

room technique, Mikoyan "grudgingly admitted that the only 

real obstacle was the dispute regarding the Baltic gold and 

shipping." This was what the Ambassador was waiting to 

hear, and he ended his account with a renewed plea to the 

Foreign Office for recognition of the Soviet seizures. 

What were the British to make of this sudden Russian 

demarche? Cripps felt the Soviets simply wanted the rub¬ 

ber, but what he could not have known then was that only 

two days later—and upon Russian request—trade talks were 

begun in Moscow between the USSR and Germany, in which the 

former traded raw materials for manufactured goods. What 

better commodity to trade than rubber, which Germany need¬ 

ed acutely? 

But, if that was the Soviet aim—as it almost certain¬ 

ly was—the glacial pace of British policy-making foiled 

the attempt. The Foreign Office did not reply until the 

19th of September, a full week after the Russo-German talks 

had ended, and even then the answer was not an unqualified 

affirmative. Cripps was told that he should protest Miko- 

yan’s August 23rd article in Izvestia in which the latter 

flaunted the importance of the USSR as a gap in the Brit¬ 

ish blockade of Germany. Halifax wrote: 

Such boasts that (the) Soviet Union is helping Ger¬ 
many to defeat our blockade do not increase our anx- 
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iety to supply (jthe^ Soviet Government .with rubber, 
of which Germans stand in great need. ^24J 

Mikoyan’s behavior was not really the height of tact, 

boasting so only one day after asking the British for a 

trade deal. It showed with what scorn the Soviets viewed 

the British, who were at this time very much alone in the 

war. The British Ambassador was, so far as the Russians 

were concerned, simply waiting on the doormat to be sum¬ 

moned when convenient, as Sir Orme Sargent had warned in 

June. 

After this brief, discouraging interval, Anglo-Soviet 

relations slipped back into their former routine. On Sep¬ 

tember 4th Butler met Maisky in a fruitless exchange of 

views on the Baltic problem. The Soviet Ambassador attemp¬ 

ted, unconvincingly, to explain why his Government was pre¬ 

pared to conclude a trade deal with the United States. Af¬ 

ter all, the United States had, as the British, seized the 

Baltic States’ assets. Maisky was at a loss to explain why 

the Kremlin was prepared to discuss trade with the U.S. 

while at the same time shunning the British. Butler, no 

doubt believing that he was delivering a sharp riposte to 

Maisky’s complaints, told the Ambassador—in a poorly 

judged, though remarkably revealing phrase—that Maisky’s 

country had done pretty well out of the acquisition 
of the three new States, part of Poland and a large 
province of Bessarabia Csic").... ("The British Govern¬ 
ment were not adopting an unreasonable or lachry¬ 
mose attitude about the passing of the States, but 
a decent attitude at the funeral.was surely what he 
would expect from this country. 
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Butler was never at his best when dealing with Maisky, but 

this was a bit much. He made it appear as though the Brit¬ 

ish stance on the Baltic issue was merely so much window- 

dressing. One can hardly imagine Molotov surrendering such 

a point for nothing in return; it tells us a great deal 

about the difference between the British and Soviet nego¬ 

tiating methods. 

Events seldom stand still, and are naturally less 

likely to do so in wartime. On the surface Anglo-Russian 

relations appeared becalmed, but just below things were 

beginning to churn, making untenable the British policy 

of benign neglect of the Soviet Union. In an ironic twist 

of history Cripps, who owed his present post as Ambassador 

largely to his consistent and vitriolic charges that the 

Conservatives had incompetently handled relations with the 

USSR, was, after less than half a year in Moscow, the sub¬ 

ject of criticism from his old political friends of the 

Left of British politics. On September 14th D. N. Pritt, 

like Cripps a Socialist, barrister, and a long-time poli¬ 

tical ally, gently accused Sir Stafford of being a cats- 

paw for Halifax’s fascist policy in an open letter printed 

by the New Statesman arid Nation: 

Dear Stafford, Many of your innumerable friends here 
in Britain are very worried. We suspect that Halifax 
is using you as a screen to blind public opinion 
while he destroys the chances of better relations 
with the Soviet Union. 

Pritt then related an account of the Anglo-Soviet talks 

which could only have come from Maisky: 
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It was sinister enough that, although the Soviet 
Government has proposed negotiations as early as 
March 27th, Halifax had blocked and parried the pro¬ 
posal for eight weeks before you were appointed. 
But today it is worse; nearly three months have gone 
since Stalin received you, and there is not the sligh- 
est fsieQ sign of an agreement. 

As we have seen, the situation was by no means so one¬ 

sided. Even Cripps, whose patience with the Soviets ver¬ 

ged on uncritical indulgence, had been upset by Soviet lack 

of response. Pritt put his finger on what he felt was now 

blocking an Anglo-Russian agreement: 

without any legal justification, (the British Govern¬ 
ment]} seized or arrested the gold of the Baltic Banks, 
which had been lawfully transferred to the USSR be¬ 
fore the change in the status of the Baltic States. 
And then they openly paraded their affection for the 
Bàltic Fascist regimes by refusing to recognise the 
decision of those States to enter the Soviet Union. 
Surely it is sheer hypbcrisy to send you along to 
offer a trade agreement in the atmosphere they have 
created by this conduct. 

Mr. Pritt had swallowed the Soviet line in its entirety 

using an argument to justify the Soviet invasions strik- 
v 

ingly like that with which Cripps had excused Russian beha¬ 

vior in Poland. Pritt objected to Halifax acting as though 

the Baltic States were still independent, since they "be¬ 

yond doubt have effectively entered into the Soviet Union." 

He accused Halifax of "publicly asserting that the real 

will of the peoples of those countries is expressed by the 

groups of bankers, landowners and manufacturers which re- 

f 27) cently ceased to hold power." ' ' Evidently concentration 

of wealth—if indeed Pritt had been accurate about this— 
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could now be a legitimate casus belli. 

Pritt's article, and arguments of a similar nature, 

had a damaging effect, since they reinforced Cripps’ in¬ 

clination to believe that inept British policies, rather 

than his own inflated hopes, were at fault for his disap¬ 

pointment in Moscow so far. 

Problems could not be as easily disposed of in Moscow 

as they could in the pages of the New Statesman. Had the 

British been anxious to cave in on the Baltic issue, which 

they certainly were not, they could not have done so easily 

on their own. One major difference in approach to foreign 

policy between the Chamberlain and Churchill Governments — 

arguably the greatest difference—was the extent to which 

Britain under Churchill attempted to dovetail its policy 

with that of the United States. In September an exchange 

of telegrams with Washington was enough to show the British 

that any recognition of Russia’s Baltic occupation would be 

very unpopular in the United States and might lead to an 

alienation of public opinion there which the British had 

(28 ) 
been trying to nurture patiently. v ' 

The only way around the problem, the British felt, was 

to agree with the Russians to some form of postponement of 

a permanent solution. Cripps met Vyshinski on September 

14th, the same day Pritt’s article was published in London, 

and suggested that the two sides might agree to lay aside 

their differences for six months in order to remove this 

stumbling block to better relations. Vyshinski, who like 
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most Soviet diplomats had no real authority, said that he 

would pass the proposal on to his Government. He probably 

did so; it is hard to tell since the Soviets did not deign 

(29) to respond. ' But Gripps was nothing if not determined 

and, when he spoke to Vyshinski again on the 20th, he pres¬ 

sed for an answer. What he got was the run-around. Cripps 

asked why the Baltic dispute should interrupt trade talks. 

According to Cripps1 account, Vyshinski 

suggested that trade matters were for Mikoyan and 
said he knew nothing of them. I said Mikoyan dis¬ 
claimed knowledge on Q.he3 political side: could not 
someone come to a decision, taking (?trade) and poli¬ 
tical situation together?... He expressed the view 
that the Soviet Government were ready and anxious 
to talk trade and suggested that I should see Mikoyan 
again. I replied that that was of no use if Mikoyan 
was again to say that Qbhe3 political situation made 
trade talks inopportune. He promised that either he 
or Mikoyan would see me again in a day or two and let 
me know definitely about continuing trade talks. I 
pointed out that we were still awaiting Gan3 answer 
to our proposals of June 15th. 

Cripps must have felt like a tennis ball. Still, he seemed 

to see a glimmer of hope. He told the Foreign Office that 

Britain’s air victories were beginning to impress Moscow 

and might soon convince the Soviets to talk in earnest. He 

dispensed a good piece of advice, saying he thought it best 

not to- make piecemeal barter deals with Russia, but rather 

to hold out for a full agreement; in his words: "something 

more valuable may be achieved by waiting a little longer." 

There is quite a contrast, to say the least, between this 

account and Pritt's "Open Letter." 

With a unity of purpose that is one of the more strik- 
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ing aspects of Soviet diplomacy, Maisky added his weight to 

the Russian attempts to hoodwink the British into surrend¬ 

ering on the Baltic issue. In a meeting with A. V. Alex¬ 

ander, the First Lord of the Admiralty, Maisky rather bru¬ 

tally argued that the British should give in in order to 

cultivate Soviet goodwill. But Alexander was not fooled by 

castles in the air. In his account: 

The implication behind (Maisky's suggestions3 is, of 
course, that we must do what his Government wants in 
questions such as that of the Baltic States because we 
shall need their help against Germany, but...he always 
avoids producing any evidence to show that we shall 
ever get that help...he now gives the peace conference 
as the earliest date at which we might expect advan¬ 
tage from cultivating Soviet friendship. 

Maisky was barking up the wrong tree with Alexander, who 

branded the Soviet justification for the Baltic seizures 

f 31 ) "an 'imperialist' argument if ever there was one." ' 

Like water running down a hill, the Soviets continued 

to seek out and erode the weak spots in the British posi¬ 

tion. On October 7th Maisky met with Butler asking the 

under-secretary if the British would put any obstacles in 

the way of supplies being sent from the Soviet Union to 

China. The question was such an odd one that it immedi¬ 

ately put Butler on his guard: the British were unlikely, 

even unable, to stop transport between the USSR and China. 

Then Maisky dropped the other shoe: 

The Ambassador said that the part of the world in 
which his Government were particularly interested 
was the route via the Caspian Sea, Iran and Basra; 
would we impose any restrictions on goods passing by 
this route? 
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Butler ended his account of the talk sent to Cripps with 

a request of the Foreign Office: 

I should be obliged for the Office comments as to 
whether they think there is, in their view, anything 
behind this request (by Maisky} , since this would 
seem to be not unlikely. '32j 

The most plausable explanation of Soviet motives came 

from Professor M. M. Postan of the Ministry of Economic 

Warfare: 

I suggest that the Soviet Government are anxious lest 
Russian goods, if exported via the Trans-Persian Rail 
way, should have difficulties from British naval con¬ 
trols in the Persian Gulf. \33) 

Maisky’s talk about supplies for China was simply a smokè- 

screen; he presented a scenario to which he knew the Brit¬ 

ish were least likely to object in order to extract infor¬ 

mation about the extent of the British blockade. 

In the meantime, Cripps barraged the Foreign Office 

with telegrams advocating recognition of the Baltic sei¬ 

zures. On October 8th he wrote Halifax: 

As you are aware, I consider it hopeless to play our 
present hand with small stakes grudgingly advanced. 
(Jhe) Other side have always played fantastically 
high, and although so far Soviet Government have re¬ 
paid them by taking most of the pool for themselves, 
this state of things cannot be expected to continue 
indefinitely. '34/ 

This time Cripps’ arguments made some impact, as Cadogan 

wrote in his Diary oh the 10th: 

Had a talk with H.(alifax) about Cripps' telegram 
from Moscow proposing fresh approach to Soviets. 
Might be a good way of drawing Molotov.... 

Why the sudden change? Had Cripps' eloquence finally won 

the day? 
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The answer is provided by a telegram sent to Cripps 

on the 12th in which the Foreign Office informed the Ambas¬ 

sador that they had received military information about 

German strategic intentions. According to an unnamed 

source, the Germans were about to coordinate an assault 

on Suez with a "drive through the Balkans." ' Corrob¬ 

oration for the theory that the Germans were preparing a 

move in Eastern Europe came from the way in which Berlin 

had distributed Rumanian provinces to Bulgaria and Hungary, 

suggesting an attempt to turn the Balkan States against 

( 37) each other. Perhaps most important of all was the 

defeat which the Germans had suffered in the Battle of 

Britain. Unable to assault the British mainland effec¬ 

tively, the Germans were casting about for ways to loosen 

the British grip on the Mediterranean. As with Napoleon 

before, the British felt, this would lead Hitler to attack 

Egypt. 

In his response the next day, Cripps once again brand¬ 

ed this as "almost the last opportunity of moving Russian 

policy in our direction." But, he cautioned, it would not 

be enough simply to warn the Soviets of the German danger. 

What was needed was recognition of their territorial gains 

and especially guaranties of post-war cooperation: 

They...fear that after the war if we are victorious 
(?we will) form an anti-Soviet alliance out of the 
rest of the world which will be more dangerous for 
them than a victorious and war-weakened Germany. 

In a key paragraph, Cripps outlined his suggestions: 
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Is it not possible in order to make a real effort to 
change (Sovieif) policies for us to inform them that 
in the event of their behaving to us in as friendly 
a way as they behave to Germany and substituting a 
benevolent neutrality at least towards Turkey and 
Iran in event of either of them being attacked, we 
would a) guarantee in the event of our being victor¬ 
ious to consult with them fully on post-war settle¬ 
ment of Europe and Asia in association with other 
victorious powers, b) Not to form or enter any anti 
Soviet alliance after the war. c) for the time being 
till after the war (?recognise) their de facto sover¬ 
eignty of the Baltic States and part of Poland, Bess¬ 
arabia and Bukhovina which they have occupied, d) Ar¬ 
range to supply them with articles they require and 
we can spare for arming themselves against Axis should 
they be attacked, e) Guarantee that they will not be 
attacked from the south from Iran or Turkey and es¬ 
pecially that Baku will not be attacked from these 
countries by us or any of our allies. 

Cripps was arguing that all these points should be surren¬ 

dered in return for what the Russians already claimed they 

were pursuing, simply genuine neutrality. In closing he 

emphasized that, for fear of German reprisals against the 

(38) USSR, the matter must be kept secret. w ' 

On October 15th thé War Cabinet considered Cripps' 

proposals and a draft response. Halifax said that he had 

at first thought prior agreement with the United States 

would be necessary, but he now felt it would be adequate 

simply to inform the American Government of the British 

position on the Baltic States. That position should be, 

he felt, that His Majesty's Government would recognize 

de facto Soviet control "which,” he said, "we should be 

unable to alter, at any rate until the end of the war." 

Halifax made it clear, if any still doubted, that this 

new approach to the Soviets was a long shot: 
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It would be imprudent to build any hopes on the out¬ 
come of a new approach to Russia, which was mainly 
influenced by fear of Germany. Nevertheless, it was 
right that at the present juncture one more approach 
to Russia should be made, and that it should be on 
record that we had made it. (39) 

This time, unlike August 1939, the British Government would 

not leave itself open to the accusation of not having done 

enough to win over the Soviets. 

The same day- a telegram was sent authorizing Cripps to 

approach the Soviets "on (the]) lines you suggest.” But 

some of his points were softened. For example, he was told 

that the Russians must promise to aid Turkey if she were 

attacked by the Germans ”by all steps consistent with tech¬ 

nical neutrality, as the United States have done for us, 

and as the Soviets themselves have done for China.” As for 

the guarantee of post-war cooperation, Halifax was not pre¬ 

pared to give Stalin thé carte blanche Cripps had desired: 

Guarantee of post-war consultation would not of course 
imply readiness to accept Soviet views on future of 
Europe or Asia, and undertaking not to form anti-: 
Soviet alliance must necessarily be conditional on 
Soviet Government undertaking nothing against our in¬ 
terests either directly, or indirectly through re¬ 
volutionary agitation. 

As for the central issue, the territories occupied by the 

Soviet Union, the British were prepared to go as far as 

possible short of de jure recognition—which would have 

been extremely unpopular in both Britain and the United 

States. Halifax said the Cabinet had "no objection" to 

de facto recognition but "de jure recognition Qrould]) 

gravely compromise post-war position; and I fear this is 
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what they want." As for the assets problem, the Foreign 

Secretary said the Government was prepared to return the 

Baltic ships seized in Britain, but would retain some of 

the gold in British banks "to set off British claims to 

confiscated property." Halifax closed his telegram with 

a rebuttal of Cripps* analysis of Soviet fears: 

Ready as I am to give you all the support I can in 
your efforts, I confess that I find it difficult to 
think that G-he]) Soviet Government are really more 
afraid of,our post-war attitude than of a victorious 
Germany. 

In a separate telegram Cripps was told that it might 

be impossible to keep the negotiations a secret since cen¬ 

sorship was still incomplete in Britain and, as Halifax 

pointed out, "It is particularly those organs of Cthe3 

press who are most sympathetic to Cthe3 Soviet Union and 

in closest touch with Q.h€) Soviet Embassy here who are the 

worst offenders." 

Because of this British decision, made by the War Cab¬ 

inet on the 15th, to try once again to accommodate the So¬ 

viets, October was the crucial month in Anglo-Russian re¬ 

lations between the abandonment of Allied plans to bomb the 

Caucasus, sometime in April, and the German invasion of 

Russia in June 1941» The proposals outlined above repre¬ 

sent the high water mark of British efforts to conciliate 

the Soviets during this period. Politically, and indeed 

morally, the War Cabinet felt they could offer no more. 

As we shall see, the British offer was not sufficiently 

compelling to tempt the Russians to sever their Nazi con- 
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nection; but the crucial question is whether anything the 

British might have offered could in fact have been enough 

to sway the Soviets. Halifax did not think so, as one can 

plainly see from the resigned tone of his dispatches to 

Cripps, and in retrospect it is difficult to disagree with 

the Foreign Secretary's judgement. 

German defeat in the Battle of Britain, though of 

course adding immeasurably to British security, had actu¬ 

ally lessened Britain's chances of converting the USSR into 

an ally. Stalin still believed that he could successfully 

cooperate with the Germans so long as a defiant Britain, 

backed by the industrial might of the United States, con¬ 

fronted Hitler in the West. The Russians meant what they 

said when they repeatedly told Cripps that political con¬ 

ditions were not favorable for a full rapprochement between 

Great Britain and the USSR. According to standard Soviet 

procedure, Moscow never slammed the door in Cripps face, 

since doing so would have deprived them of bargaining 

strength with the Germans. Also, Stalin might have felt, 

if an outright break with London were avoided, the British 

might be forced in desperation to make unilateral conces¬ 

sions in an effort to bribe the Russians. Therefore, with 

each British offer of compromise, the Soviets taxed their 

ingenuity to find plausible objections so that, like a jug¬ 

gler, they could keep the maximum number of balls in the 

air at one time. 

The problem with the British offers was that London 
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only promised to recognize gains already made by the Soviet 

Union—and only de facto recognition at that. The Germans 

were prepared to pay in specie. Stalin must have inter¬ 

preted this as a sign of Berlin's weakness; whereas in re¬ 

ality the magnitude of the German concessions was merely a 

reflection of Nazi ruthlessness. Sitting in Moscow, tot¬ 

ting up the relative strengths of the opposing sides, Sta¬ 

lin must have reasoned that he was supporting the weaker 

though, paradoxically more threatening side. He hoped to 

keep the pot boiling as long as possible, while at the same 

time building up Soviet industrial and military might for 

intervention in the war at the decisive moment.- The whole 

analysis was seductive; but it rested on a fundamental 

overestimation by Stalin of the extent to which German 

military strength was interdicted by Britain. Not until 

the rapid collapse of both Yugoslavia and Greece in the 

spring of 1941 would Stalin realize how much German power 

lay untapped. This belated realization would put the fear 

of God into the Kremlin; but by then Soviet options had 

shrunk. 

On the evening of October 16th Cripps met with Miko- 

yan, though, probably because of slowness in translation, 

he did not present his Government's offers. Mikoyan was 

not encouraging about a comprehensive agreement, prefer¬ 

ring a "group barter" deal. One rather ominous note was 

sounded as Mikoyan dealt with the route which the bar¬ 

tered goods might take; 
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His proposal was that Cthe3 Soviet Government supply- 
commodities via (jthq) Trans-Iranian railway.. .and he 
stated that they were prepared to use that railway to 
the fullest capacity. 

Acting on this, Cripps asked the Foreign Office for parti¬ 
ez 3) 

culars about the Iranian rail route. y 

The Soviets were showing an increasing, and for the 

British disquieting, interest in Iran. Maisky had men¬ 

tioned the Iranian route in his strange meeting with But¬ 

ler on October 7th, and, more to the point, the Foreign 

Office learned from the Aga Kahn that the Russians had 

approached the Iranians ’’with a friendly proposal that they 

be allowed to lease air bases on Cthe} Persian Gulf." 

Clearly something was up, but the British did not know 

what as yet. 

Cripps presented the British proposals on the 22nd, 

but the initial omens were not favorable: Molotov refused 

to see the Ambassador, fobbing him off on Vyshinski in¬ 

stead. Cripps opened the discussion with a warning about 

the ever increasing German threat and the statement that 

"the fate of countries still neutral is largely bound up 

with the success or failure of the British defence, though 

some may not at present be able to acknowledge this open- . 

ly." All that was wanted of the USSR, Cripps said, was 

"benevolent neutrality" which: 

may be nearly as valuable as armed assistance in 
shortening the war and bringing nearer the creation 
of that sane and constructive atmosphere in which we 
hope that a new and sounder international order may 
be worked out by the victorious powers and their as¬ 
sociates . 
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Vyshinski was given a text of the British proposals written 

by Cripps and including what was hoped for from the Soviet 

Government in return. There were four British desiderata: 

a) benevolent Russian neutrality towards Britain; b) the 

same towards Turkey and Iran, "especially in the event of 

either or both of them becoming involved in war with either 

or both of CtheO Axis powers" ; and d) to conclude a non¬ 

aggression pact with Britain "in the event of Ça3 trade 

or barter arrangement." 

In return the British text promised five points: a) 

a "guarantee that the opinions of the Soviet Government 

shall be taken fully into account in any peace settle¬ 

ment"; b) a promise "not to form or enter into any alliance 

directed against (the3 USSR" with the provisos referred to 

by Halifax; c) recognition of the "de facto sovereignty of 

the USSR" over the territories it had occupied since the 

outbreak of war including "those parts of Cthe} former Pol¬ 

ish State now under Soviet control"; d) to supply the So¬ 

viet Union with war material not required by Britain as 

part of a barter or trade deal; and e) a promise not to 

attack the USSR "by way of Turkey or Iran." ^5) Cripps 

did not convey Vyshinski's reaction, but the impression 

from the documents is that the latter merely promised to 

convey the offer to his Government. 

Cripps dispatched another telegram to the Foreign 

Office recounting a conversation he had with the Turkish 

Ambassador shortly after meeting Vyshinski. What the 
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Ambassador told him convinced Sir Stafford of the urgency 

of winning the Soviets over as quickly as possible. Ac¬ 

cording to the Turk, the German Ambassador had returned to 

Moscow with a sheaf of offers for the Soviets, including a 

"free hand in Iran." Cripps told the Foreign Office that 

"both (the Turkish Ambassador) and Cthe3 Iranian Ambassador 

have noticed a slight but sudden worsening of Russo-Iranian 

relations since Cthe3 German Ambassador's return." 

Foreign Office reaction to Cripps' presentation was 

not one of uniform joy. Two instances of Sir Stafford's 

wording were objectionable, as one Foreign Office minute 

explained: 

(Sir Stafford) was authorised to say that we shall 
continue to act on the assumption that the Soviet 
Government are in de facto control of the Baltic 
States and the occupied parts of Poland and Rouma- 
nia; but what he has said is that we are prepared 
to recognise their de facto sovereignty, which goes 
rather further and which they may interpret in such a 
way as to cause trouble with the Polish and U.S. Gov¬ 
ernments. '^7; 

The second Foreign Office objection was their Ambassador's 

use of the phrase "former Polish State," since the British 

had gone to war specifically to defend that State. 

Cripps' deviance from his instructions presented the 

British with a knotty problem, as Halifax told Churchill: 

we shall have to try, if the negotiations proceed, to 
get this phraseology altered. This will clearly not 
be easy, as if the Soviet reply is at all satisfactory 
and we then go back on Cripps, they will,accuse us of 
watering down our original offer.... 

Once again the Foreign Secretary must have wished that his 

Ambassador in Moscow was more attuned to the wishes of the 
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London Government and that Cripps would follow his instruc¬ 

tions to the letter. 

Seven days after Cripps’ meeting with Vyshinski, 

Butler saw Ivan Maisky who did not even refer, to the Bri¬ 

tish proposals. Instead, the Soviet Ambassador harangued 

his host about the ships seized by Britain, ignoring the 

fact that the British had promised to return them as part 

of a general settlement. Indulging in a bit of theater 

Maisky said that "the requisitioning of the ships had been 

a great personal shock to him; his moral sense had been 

offended." If Maisky’s attitude was indicative of 

the Soviet stance in general, then Halifax’s worries about 

repairing the damage done by Cripps’ wording were un¬ 

necessary. 

Nevertheless, the Foreign Office objections had been 

sent to Sir Stafford Cripps* who dispatched a testy reply 

on Halloween. The Ambassador argued that the document 

which he had given Vyshinski was imprecise and not in¬ 

tended as a text, though anybody familiar with Soviet ne¬ 

gotiating techniques would immediately see that Cripps' 

arguments were not to the point; the Russians would seize 

upon any favorable wording, official or not. As for the 

flap over his use of the word "sovereignty," Cripps argued, 

correctly, that the term used in the Russian translation, 

"vlast," could be translated as either control or sover¬ 

eignty. In explanation of having referred to "the 

Former Polish State," Cripps became quite didactic: 
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I was not aware that His Majesty’s Government desired 
to maintain (the} fiction that Çthe3 former Polish 
State (as distinct from the Government) still exists 
de facto. Existence or not-existence of a state at a 
given moment seems to me a question of ascertainable 
fact (see e.g. Hall’s International Law, p.17 lines 5 
to .9 + p.22 lines 23 to 27) and to maintain this de 
facto recognition of Soviet control.... I appreciate 
however that it is undesireable psychologically to use 
the term ’’former Polish State” in a definite text when 
it comes to be drawn up. 

Cripps had ducked responsibility for his blunder, though 

it is hard to believe he had Hall’s book in mind when he 

composed his note to Vyshinski. In London, Maclean was 

unimpressed; in a memo he wrote: "With all due deference 

to the Ambassador's knowledge of international law, I find 

it hard to accept his justification of the term ’’Former 

Polish State.” 

Foreign Office objections to Cripps' presentation 

were largely -pro forma since they did not expect the Rus¬ 

sians to respond favorably. Indeed, in a memo Halifax 

sounded as though, had he been in charge of Soviet policy, 

he would have turned down the British offer: 

All this hardly seems to me very attractive from the 
Soviet point of view, but their reply should give a 
useful indication of the main lines of their imme¬ 
diate policy. 

And so it should have, had the Soviets bothered to respond. 

But they did not. 

Like a huge oil tanker, British diplomatic planning 

had tremendous inertial force. Even though those on the 

bridge saw no convincing reason to proceed, the vessel 

continued moving long after the engines had been cut. The 
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lower echelons busied themselves with planning the route 

by which the goods traded with Russia might be delivered, 

and were especially worried by Russian designs on the Iran 

route. So were the Iranians, as Stafford Cripps discovered 

in discussion with that country's Ambassador. On November 

1st Cripps cabled the Foreign Office that the Iranian 

has noticed a definite deterioration in Perso-Soviet 
relations, and he considers that Cthe3 Germans, who 
are undoubtedly instigating Russian pressure on Iran, 
are quite capable of arranging for "loss” or sabotage 
of consignments on Qhe Iranian^ railway thus provid¬ 
ing G-heJ Russians with a ready’-raade excuse for deman¬ 
ding a share in the administration of control of line. 

Amazingly, Cripps felt the Russians were being duped by 

the Germans and that they had no aggressive designs of 

their own on the route to the Persian Gulf. He told the 

Foreign Office that such German moves should be countered, 

"because CtheO USSR would thereby be distracted from coun- 

(53) tering German advancement in the Balkans." 

Others,.remembering perhaps the role railways played 

in the Japanese conquest of Manchuria, were less inclined 

to give Moscow the benefit of the doubt. Professor Postan, 

of the Ministry of Economic Warfare, felt that the Russians 

might deliberately clutter up the Basra railway "with more 

cargo than it can move" and then "they might...turn to the 

Shah and demand physical control of the route in order to 

ensure greater efficiency." This was quite likely, 

Postan reasoned, since the Persian railways were ramshackle 

and most probably unable to handle even modest traffic. 

The next day, November 8th, Hugh Dalton developed Postan's 
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argument in a letter to the Foreign Secretary, stating 

that "in view of (jbhe Russians Q ancient ambitions in Iran, 

it is most likely that they would se.i2e.the first oppor- 
( K K ) 

tunity" for grabbing control of the railway. 

Intelligence reports of Russian designs on both Iran 

and Turkey were being received regularly in London. One 

such report is enlightening both of Soviet aims and the 

way by which the British Foreign Office gathered informa¬ 

tion. Mr. Rendel, the British Ambassador to Bulgaria, 

relayed a bit of gossip received from the Archbishop of 

Sofia, who had spoken to the Soviet Ambassador's Bulgarian 

teacher "to whom," the Archbishop said, "he speaks freely 

though he says little to anyone else." The Russian had 

said that his country was not yet ready for involvement in 

the war and was busily repairing the Red Army's defects 

revealed by the Finnish War: 

Moreover both Germany and Qhe} British Empire were 
still too strong and it was desireable that the war 
should continue till they were both further enfeebled 
but Russia would keep her hands free. Germany had 
offered her access to the Persian Gulf but,this was 
no substitute for control of the Straits. 

In early November this line gained further credence when 

the British learned from a source in Belgrade that Vyshin- 

ski had told the Yugoslav Ambassador that, in order to pro¬ 

tect their interests in the Straits, the Russians were pre¬ 

pared to join the Germans if the latter were to attack Tur¬ 

key. The author of a Foreign Office minute thought this 

information might well be accurate, noting that "in the 
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case of Turkey'# as in that of Poland, (the Russians) would 

no doubt feel that unless they staked out their claim im- 

(57) mediately there would be no claim left to stake.” w// 

The Russians were busy doing just that, that is, 

staking out their claims. And in the process they were 

giving Sir Stafford a rude shock. As the British were hard 

at work preparing and delivering their trade offers, on the 

other side of the hill the Russians had accepted a German 

invitation for Molotov to visit Berlin. In fact, the Ger¬ 

mans had beaten their enemy to the punch, since Ribben- 

trop’s invitation had been extended on October 13th, nine 

days prior to delivery of the British proposals. The word¬ 

ing of Ribbentrop’s note to Stalin, doubtless written in a 

style which the Germans felt would appeal to the General 

Secretary, is worth quoting. In a phrase which echoed Sta¬ 

lin’s remarks to Cripps on July 1st, Ribbentrop argued that 

Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia ’’were animated in the same 

degree by the desire for a New Order in the world as a- 

gainst the congealed plutocratic democracies....” The 

Foreign Minister continued: 

In summing up, I should like to state that, in the 
opinion of the Führer, also, it appears to be the his¬ 
torical mission of the Four Powers—the Soviet Union, 
Italy, Japan, and Germany—to adopt a long-range poi. 
licy and to direct the future development of their 
peoples into the right channels by delimitation of 
their interests on a world-wide scale. ^8; 

On the 21st the Soviets had accepted the German invitation 

and, while Cripps delivered the British proposals and 

waited patiently, even optimistically, for an answer, 
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Stalin and Molotov had been preparing their Berlin shopping 

list. 

Upon learning of Molotov's departure for Berlin, 

Cripps confronted Vyshinski in what must have been a rather 

unpleasant meeting. The Ambassador delivered what he call¬ 

ed "a strong statement" accusing the Russians of bad faith: 

Vyshinski's previous assurance to me that Molotov's 
refusal to receive me had no political significance 
was now conclusively disproved by Cthe latter's3 Ber¬ 
lin visit. Molotov's treatment of myself and my non- 
Axis colleagues was unprecedented and shewed (sic) un- 
mistakeably his completely un-neutral attitude. I 
presumed that the Berlin visit must be taken as (the} 
Soviet Govnerment's reply to my proposals, but/ifsso 
(the^ form of reply was most discourteous.... 

Cripps asked Vyshinski two questions: 

a) Have the Soviet Government decided not to proceed 
with the very important proposals put forward by His 
Majesty's Government? b) Am I to impress on my Gov¬ 
ernment that Molotov's visit to Berlin indicates the 
Soviet Government's unwillingness to improve relations 
with His Majesty's Government? 

Vyshinski reverted to tried and true Soviet stalling tac¬ 

tics, but this time Cripps would have none of it. The Rus¬ 

sian claimed that Molotov's visit was merely in return for 

Ribbentrop's visit to Moscow, but Cripps fired back: "I 

said I was not quite so simple as he seemed to think and 

that we should see (the visit's3 purpose when we heard the 

results." Sir Stafford threatened to withdraw the 

British proposals, since "Twice already we had put forward 

proposals for such an agreement without receiving even the 
/ £ 1 \ 

courtesy of an answer." ' ' The interview concluded in 

this unpleasant atmosphere with Vyshinski nonsensically 
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accusing Great Britain of forming an anti-Soviet alliance. 

(62) 

The episode left something of a mark on Cripps. In 

Maclean's words, "Sir S. Cripps seems to have lost his 

(63) 
temper;..." ' Henceforward the Ambassador was to take a 

much stronger line in dealing with the Russians, though as 

we shall see he was unable, or unwilling, to be uniformly 

firm. On November 20th he telegraphed the Foreign Office 

for permission to withdraw the British proposals in retal¬ 

iation for Russian behavior. With iron-clad logic Cripps 

employed an argument which only six months ago the Foreign 

Office might well have used on Cripps himself: 

However undesireable it may be to invite accusation 
that we do not desire an improvement of Anglo-Soviet 
relations, the one fatal error of tacticians is to 
show that whatever line (the} Soviet Government may 
take in major political questions our attitude towards 
them will remain unchanged. 

Sir Orme Sargent could only agree with the Ambassador, 

writing in a minute that, "this little homily is particul- 

ly noteworthy as coming from Sir S. Cripps, I wish he 

would address it to some of his friends in this country." 

Maclean also could not rise above a little gloating 

over Sir Stafford's abrupt conversion. In a minute he 

wrote: "It is amusing that after only six months in the 

Soviet Union the Ambassador should have become so strong an 

(65) 
advocate of a firm line with the Russians." v ' 

Sir Stafford Cripps' vanity had been wounded. For 

many years he had comfortably sat in the wings of inter- 
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national relations, condemning the British players for 

their incompetence, only to fall flat on his face in his 

debut as diplomat. Cripps was not the first, and sadly 

not the last, Western politician who felt he could single- 

handedly manage the Soviets if only given the chance. Con¬ 

fronting his failure, Cripps momentarily lost his equili¬ 

brium, and his temper. Earlier in November an exasperated 

American diplomat had told Dalton that 

In his opinion Sir Stafford Cripps did not really 
understand what he was up against; the Russians were 
not people you could, or should expect to behave in 
a reasonable fashion. If you did you were exploited; 
immediately and thoroughly. 

The Russians, he moaned, "were not reasonable people." 

Next to the passage referring to Cripps lack of under- 

standing, Maclean penned "He is beginning to now." ' J 

He certainly was; though after recovering his balance, 

Sir Stafford seemed to forget some of his lessons. 
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Sir Stafford Cripps1 disillusionment with the Soviets 

would have been even greater than it was had he known the 

tone of the Berlin talks. Far from being bullied by the 

Germans, Molotov eagerly entered into the spirit of the 

occasion—-a spirit which still has the capacity to shock 

after so many years by its cynicism and brutality. The 

Germans were eager to direct Soviet attention towards the 

vulnerable British Empire which was, Hitler assured his 
(1 ) 

guest, "a gigantic world-wide estate in bankruptcy.” v ' 

"The Russian Empire,” Hitler told Molotov, who voiced no 

objection to the term, "could develop without in the least 

prejudicing German interests. (Molotov said this was quite 

correct)." 

The Russo-German talks appeared to contemporaries as 

the apex of cooperation between the two dictators, but the 

veneer of mutual friendship covered a deepening rift. 

George F. Kennan has, with some exaggeration, called Molo¬ 

tov’s forty-eight hours in Berlin "the real turning point 

(3) of World War II." Kennan's argument, which probably 

stems from too close a focus on Soviet motives, is that 

Stalin, feeling Hitler was in a bind with an unfinished 

war on his hands, pressed the Führer too hard for conces¬ 

sions in exchange for Soviet goodwill. Hitler, arrogant 

and enraged, Kennan argues, turned on his erstwhile ally 

and ordered the planning of "Barbarossa." 

Hitler was, most probably, angered by 'Russian intran¬ 

sigence, though after Molotov's visit he remarked that he 



"hadn't expected anything of it anyway." But in fact the 

November conference was not the catalyst for Barbarossa; 

as long ago as July the Führer had decided that an inva¬ 

sion of the USSR should be launched in spring 1941» and 

treated the meetings with Molotov as camouflage. His dir¬ 

ective Number 18, issued on the day of the Russian Foreigh 

Secretary's arrival in Berlin, decreed that, regardless of 

the outcome of the visit, "all preparations for the East 

already verbally ordered are to be continued." Hit¬ 

ler's long-range strategy dictated an eventual offensive 

against "Jewish Bolshevism" in pursuit of "Lebensraum," 

and it is highly doubtful whether anything the Russians 

might have offered could have permantly dissuaded him. 

Molotov's Berlin sojourn was merely the last nail in the 

coffin. ^ 

Be that as it may, if November, 1940 gave the Russians 

a last opportunity to at least postpone if not prevent a 

German invasion, then they bungled the chance by absurdly 

overplaying their hand. Molotov harangued his host about 

the presence of German troops in Finland, and brushed a- 

side Hitler's efforts tb distract him with grand promises 

of territorial gains at Britain's expense by curtly re¬ 

plying that the two sides "should only contemplate a con¬ 

tinuation of what had been begun." Molotov shunned 

generalities, declaring that "Stalin had given him exact 
( 7 ) 

instructions." v ' He pursued these instructions with 

characteristic single-mindedness, taking the Germans to 
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task for their activities in Rumania, and demanding recog¬ 

nition of Russian spheres of influence in Bulgaria, the 

Dardanelles, and Finland. Molotov revealed what lay in 

store for the latter country, asserting that his Govern¬ 

ment desired a settlement there Mon the same scale as in 
( o) 

Bessarabia,» i.e. annexation. ' ' Molotov extracted a 

promise from the German dictator that he "would be prepared 

at any time to help effect an improvement for Russia in 

the regime of the Straits." In his last meeting with the 

Germans, on November 13» the Russian Foreign Commissar 

made it quite clear to Ribbentrop that a simple revision 

of the Montreux Convention would not satisfy his boss, 

since "paper agreements would not suffice for the Soviet 

Union; rather, she would have to insist on effective guar- 

(9) antees of her security." w/ 

Twelve days later, on November 25th, showing how 

wrongly he had interpreted Hitler’s intentions, Stalin of¬ 

fered to join the Tripartite Pact if certain conditions he 

specified were met. One historian has rightly pointed out 

that Stalin's offer of alliance had been "too often for¬ 

gotten." Stalin continued to view Hitler through the Marx¬ 

ist prism, overestimating Hitler's economic and underesti¬ 

mating his racial motivation. Much of the Western world 

lay at Germany's feet, and defeat of Britain would remove 

a much greater economic competitor than would destruction 

of the USSR. For Hitler to turn West, Stalin felt, would 

make greater economic sense than a drive against the 
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impoverished USSR. 

The four Soviet conditions for joining the Axis con¬ 

clusively disprove the contention that Stalin was actuated 

purely by defensive purposes during the period of the Nazi 

Soviet Pact. Only the first condition was defensive, call¬ 

ing on the Germans to withdraw completely from Finland. 

The other three demands were, to say the least, expansion¬ 

ist. The second condition was a demand for the scrapping 

of the Montreux Convention and "the establishment of a base 

for land and naval forces of the USSR within range of the 

Bosporous and the Dardanelles.” The third condition had 

been predicted by Leon Helfand as long ago as September: 

"that the area south of Batum and Baku in the general dir¬ 

ection of the Persian Gulf is recognised as the center of 

aspirations of the Soviet Union.” The final demand was 

that Japan drop her claims to economic concessions in Nor- 

f 11 ) them Sakhalin. ' ' Hitler, of course, ignored Stalin’s 

demands and continued to plot his invasion of the USSR. 

While the Soviets were trying to extract the last 

possible drop of blood from Germany’s supposed vulner¬ 

ability, the British decided that, for the time at least, 

they would not continue putting themselves out to obtain 

Russian goodwill. On November 12th the War Cabinet decided 

that the Baltic States’ ships seized in Britain should now 

(12) be employed in the British merchant marine. 

Sir Stafford Cripps was prepared to go even further. 
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On the 19th he cabled the Foreign Office for permission 

to withdraw the British proposals "to keep pressure on the 

(13) Soviet Government in all directions,"•'v But the Ambas¬ 

sador’s indignation with the Russians did not draw him any 

closer to the British Government, Once again, as in the 

case of his conversation with Stalin in July, Sir Staf¬ 

ford's proposals to the Russians had been leaked to the 

press and he was angry that more had not been done to pre¬ 

vent this. He wrote: 

I fear that this publication has removed the last 
chance of effecting anything here and will merely 
make Cthe} Soviet Government even more convinced 
that it is not safe for them to try to come to any 
secret arrangement with us—even if they should wish 
to do so, which is not, of course, at all certain. 
(14) 

Cripps did not seem certain who he should blame for his 

failure, the Russians or his own Government. He accused 

his hosts of behaving abominably by shunning him and rush¬ 

ing off into the arms of the Germans while, at the same 

time, he illogically claimed that leaks in the British 

press had forced the Russians to do so—even though the 

leak had occured after Molotov had already announced his 

intention to visit Berlin. Cripps could simply not accept 

the fact that his own inflated hopes were at the root of 

his disillusionment. 

The Foreign Office were not prepared to authorise a 

withdrawal of the British offers merely to satisfy Cripps' 

amour propre. The author of one memorandum agreed that to 

do so would "simply afford (the Russians} an opportunity of 
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declaring, not without some justification,..that we had 

never been genuinely anxious for an improvement in Anglo- 

(15) Soviet relations.” Cripps' proposed course would, the 

Foreign Office reasoned, only have played into Moscow's 

hands, allowing them to stir up discontent among the Bri¬ 

tish Left. 

Withdrawal of the proposals was not the only way to 

tighten the screws on the Russians. On the 20th Cripps 

argued that a Soviet request to exchange visits of military 

attaches should be "held in suspense pending more definite 

information regarding results of CMolotov's^ Berlin visit.” 

^ ' When he was informed that his advice had been dis¬ 

regarded and that the exchanges would proceed, Cripps fired 

back an angry reply: 

It is of little use trying to maintain CO firm ne¬ 
gative attitude, which I have advocated so strongly 
during the last few weeks, if His Majesty's Government 
gives way in London to the first attempt by the Soviet 
Ambassador to put pressure on them, and if I am con¬ 
scious that at any time,decisions may be reversed 
without consulting me. * ' 

How strange this must have sounded in London. The British 

Government, not having suffered from exaggerated hopes 

about Soviet helpfulness in the first place, was less in¬ 

clined than Cripps to begin retaliatory measures now. The 

Foreign Office realised that, for the time being at least, 

they needed the Russians more than vice versa and that 

furthermore it was inadvisable to appear too disconcerted 

by Moscow's unresponsiveness. To do so might vent British 

frustration, but it would be unlikely to convince Stalin 
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that his own interests were bound up in the defeat of Nazi 

Germany—which was, after all, the object of British dip¬ 

lomacy. On December 2nd Halifax told Cripps that with¬ 

drawal of the British proposals would be bad tactics at the 

moment; but if "the situation should deteriorate...1 should 

naturally be ready in consultation with you to reconsider 

the question without delay in the light of the new circum¬ 

stances ." ' ^ 

The Foreign Office had further reasons militating a- 

gainst withdrawal of their October proposals; information 

reaching London suggested that Molotov's visit to Berlin 

had been a failure and that, 

any attempt that Herr Hitler may have made to enlist 
Soviet co-operation and support in a German move a- 
gainst Allied interests in the Near and Middle East 
encountered an unresponsive attitude on the part of 
the Soviet Government. Indeed, there have been clear 
indications that the Soviet Government are not only 
not prepared to further German designs in the Balkans 
and elsewhere, but that their policy tends to run 
counter to German interests there. 

As we have seen, this was only partly true. German and 

Russian designs were indeed on a collision course and the 

Balkans—especially Rumania—might have been one point of 

impact; but the Russians had not been entirely uncoopera¬ 

tive with the Germans. Instead, they merely tried to drive 

a hard bargain in exchange for their continued services. 

Be that as it may, anyone trying to understand the past 

should have it engraved on their consciousness that what 

is believed to be true is often as, or more, important 

than what was in fact true. The British Foreign Office 
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felt that the Russians were drifting away from the Germans 

and decided to act on this belief—even though their infor¬ 

mation was, in this instance, faulty. Halifax continued: 

my own impression is that the Soviet Government are 
genuinely anxious to preserve their independence of 
action and to avoid involving themselves too deeply 
with the Axis powers. If so, I feel that in the cir¬ 
cumstances our attitude towards the Soviet Government 
should continue wherever possible to be forthcoming 
and helpful, and that while leaving the Soviet Govern¬ 
ment to make the next move we for our part should ab¬ 
stain from any action which might suggest impatience, 
suspicion or irritation. 

But Cripps' anger was not so easily dispelled. In 

his reply to Halifax the next day, the Ambassador said he 

agreed with Foreign Office analysis of Russian policy but 

rejected the conclusions drawn. He still believed the Bri¬ 

tish offers should be withdrawn: 

a firm and dignified attitude of reserve is more 
likely to succeed than any attempt to court the 
Soviet Government.... Having received no encourage¬ 
ment whatever as regards either our political or our 
commercial proposals, we should at all costs avoid 
the appearance of running after the Soviet Government 
(which would only be interpreted as weakness) and 
should await advances from them. 

Cripps argued that the British should make the most of 

those Empire commodities most needed by the Russians, such 

as rubber and tin. He proposed to deliver a letter to 

Mikoyan "recounting in moderate language" the dismal his¬ 

tory of his mission, and arguing that the British proposals 

must be withdrawn to dispose of Britain's "surplus com¬ 

modities." He would add that "it naturally remains open 

to the Soviet Government to put forward counter-proposals 

if they wish." Cripps did not believe that such a note 
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would work a miraculous transformation in Soviet policy 

"But it would, I am sure, go a long way towards convincing 

them that we are not to be trifled with...." 

On the 8th Cripps sent the Foreign Office a draft of 

his proposed note to Mikoyan which was not notable for its 

"moderate language." After a recapitulation of the pre¬ 

vious six months’ talks, stressing Russian rudeness and 

deviousness, Cripps wrote: 

The only interpretation which I am able to give to 
the facts set forth above is that the Soviet Govern¬ 
ment have never had any serious intentions of coming 
to any arrangement with His Majesty’s Government on 
(?questions of) trade. 

Cripps felt he had been deceived by the Soviets and was 

clearly resentful. The Foreign Office thought such frank¬ 

ness, though perhaps good for the morale of British diplo¬ 

mats, would be counterproductive. Maclean wrote: 

It has always been maintained by one school of thought 
(which evidently now includes Sir Stafford Cripps) 
that the best way of dealing with the Soviet Govern¬ 
ment is to take a strong line with them. If it is 
our intention to give this policy a trial, the letter 
which Sir Stafford Cripps proposes would seem to an¬ 
swer the purposes very well. If, on the other hand, 
it is intended that we should continue our policy of 
uniform amiability, the note will clearly have to be 
redrafted completely. 

In considering the two options open, -Maclean could not re¬ 

sist a barbed comment on the dejected Cripps: 

his well-known sympathy for and personal contacts 
with the Soviet regime shodld enable him to judge 
how best to approach the Soviet Government in matters 
of this kind. 

Cripps draft letter was handed around the British Gov¬ 

ernment for comment and suggestions. It was decided that 
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his frankness must be toned down if an outright break 

with Moscow was to be avoided. But those who knew Cripps, 

like Dalton, felt that the Ambassador might resign if his 
( 21 ) 

advice was not followed. % ' 

While London was pondering Cripps* letter, the Ambas¬ 

sador continually pressed for a favorable response. On 

the 16th he told the Foreign Office that even his opinion 

about recognition of Russia's territorial gains had now 

altered: 

Although I was strongly in favour of giving way at the 
very beginning of the difficulty, I do not now think 
any value would be obtained from such action unless 
(theO Soviet Government were to make 
specific proposal for a settlement. 

He now argued that "we had a legal right to requisition 

Cthe Baltic StatesQ ships" and that there was no com¬ 

pelling reason to surrender this point so long as the 

Soviets remained obstinate. 

The Foreign Office sent Sir Stafford Cripps a watered 

down redraft of his letter to Mikoyan on the 18th, which 

Cripps felt was too "feeble." The British Government had 

decided that, as much for domestic political reasons as for 

anything else, it would be best not to risk a break in re¬ 

lations with the USSR. Cripps, though he did not threaten 

to resign, complained that the proposed text, "definitely 

burkes the question as to who is responsible for the fail¬ 

ure" of negotiations—-oblivious to the fact that this was 

precisely the Foreign Office intention. Speaking now from 

bitter experience, the Ambassador dispensed a bit of sage 

(22J 
e direct ana 
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advice: 

It is absolutely essential to appreciate the mental¬ 
ity of the Soviet Government in these matters. They 
will take every advantage of apparent weakness and 
are more likely to respond to a firm and dignified 
line...." v23J 

Cripps' concerns might well have been political: how could 

he return to Britain empty-handed to face inevitable ac¬ 

cusations of having been duped? He had staked his poli¬ 

tical reputation upon his ability to swing the Soviet Union 

and if he were to return to Parliament without a shred of 

an agreement, then he would at least want to explain why 

he had not been responsible for failure. 

Two days before Christmas, Cripps sent London an anal¬ 

ysis of Soviet policy based on his first six months' ex¬ 

perience in the USSR. He was, understandably, not hopeful. 

However, he felt the best way to move forward would be an 

attempt to separate Stalin from his supposedly pro-German 

advisors: 

The Red Army and popular sentiment...is more anti- 
German than that of the political leaders. Hence the 
wrangle while Stalin's principle advisers remain Molo¬ 
tov and Mikoyan, who are both pro-Axis and the latter 
of whom, as an Armenian, is anti-Turk and anti- 
Iranian as well. 

Cripps then continued his series of lectures to the Foreign 

Office on Soviet guile, with an exposition which sounds 

remarkably modern: 

It is essential to realise the following character¬ 
istics of Soviet diplomacy: 1) Soviet Government are 
definitely un-sentimental, realist and nationalist; 
2) They attribute "gentlemanly" diplomatic methods to 
weakness; 3) they will use all kinds of indirect me¬ 
thods of approach to create an atmosphere without 
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actually doing anything CCripps must have felt a 
twinge as he wrote this}; 4) they are very touchy 
where their national pride is concerned and desire 
quite naturally to be treated as a power of first- 
rate importance. 

Cripps' attribution of Soviet-German cooperation to per¬ 

sonal intervention by Molotov and Mikoyan is a vivid il¬ 

lustration both of how far his own ideas had changed, and 

how practical experience of diplomacy is likely to temper 

theoretical notions. In 1936 Cripps had written that 

"Policies are not made and carried through by individuals; 

they are the reflection of the economic interests that con- 

(25) 
trol Governments." ' ' Now the USSR was pursuing a course 

which, according to Cripps long-held beliefs, should have 

been impossible. In theory, the Soviet Union, having e- 

liminated the economic causes of a belligerent foreign 

policy by nationalizing the means of production, should by 

its very nature have been resisting Nazi aggression. In 

fact, they were abetting Hitler. This led Cripps to aban¬ 

don his talk of impersonal "economic forces" and to attri- 
* 

bute Soviet behavior to misguided, or evil, individuals. 

Reading Cripps' wrestling match with his conscience, as re¬ 

vealed in his didactic telegrams, is a fascinating insight 

into the sobering effect of responsibility upon a theore¬ 

tician. Cripps' lectures to the Foreign Office poorly 

camouflaged his own crisis of confidence. 

Cripps' efforts to persuade the London Government to 

withdraw their trade proposals were derailed by an act of 

God. Lord Lothian, the British Ambassador to the U.S., 
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had died on December 12th, leaving Britain's most important 

ambassadorial post vacant. The post was of such crucial 

importance to Britain's war effort that it required a per¬ 

son of obvious national prominence. After briefly consid¬ 

ering the octogenarian Lloyd George, Churchill eventually 

decided to ask Lord Halifax to accept a demotion by moving 

to Washington. There were more reasons for sending Halifax 

than his unquestionable stature: he was a political lia¬ 

bility. Churchill is quite frank about this in his mem- 

iors : 

(Halifax's3 high character was everywhere respected, 
yet at the same time his record in the years before 
the war and the way in which events had moved left 
him exposed to much disapprobation and even hostility 
from the Labour side of our National Coalition. (26) 

Halifax was replaced by Anthony Eden, who enjoyed a large¬ 

ly undeserved reputation for having opposed appeasement in 

Spring 1938, and who was therefore more acceptable to the 

Labour members. 

The newcomer to the Foreign Office was, in some re¬ 

spects, not unlike Sir Stafford Cripps. Eden too was a 

believer of the theory that the personality of British 

diplomats could have a major effect upon Soviet policy 

and, again like Cripps, was susceptible to a little 

flattery. Eden wrote to Sir Stafford that to give Miko- 

yan the harsh note which the Ambassador had proposed, 

might give the Soviets the wrong idea—that Eden did not 

desire rapprochement. On December 28th the Foreign Minis¬ 

ter telegraphed Cripps: 
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If such a communication is made at this juncture to 
the Soviet Government the latter may well conclude 
that it represents a new policy in Anglo-Soviet re¬ 
lations which I have personally introduced on becoming 
Foreign Secretary. M. Maisky has been to see me and 
appealed for my help to try to better Anglo-Soviet 
relations and he has frequently stated that I sou 
to do this when I was Foreign Secretary before. ( 

(One must admire Maisky's diplomatic touch.) Later, in 

his formal greetings on becoming Foreign Secretary, Eden 

returned to this theme, telling Cripps that he felt it "an 

advantage that the Russians profess to regard me as one who 

has no prejudice against them." v ' 

Cripps reluctantly accepted Eden's logic, but said 

he would retain the second draft of his letter to Mikoyan 

"so that if at a later date it is decided to send such a 

letter the draft will have been settled." (^9) 

In his conversation with Maisky on December 27th, 

Eden discussed probable German intentions and, predictably, 

was harangued by the Russian about the outstanding dispute 

over the Baltic States. There were three points of con¬ 

flict: 1) The Baltic States' gold, seized by Britain in 

compensation for nationalisation of British subjects' pro¬ 

perty; 2) Baltic ships seized in Britain, which the Bri¬ 

tish were using while paying rent for usage into a blocked 

fund until ownership could be determined (they of course 

did not yet recognise Russian ownership); 3) The fate of 

Russian sailors who had been on the ships when seized. 

After his talk with the Russian Ambassador, Eden felt 

that some progress at least could be made on point three 
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without raising the issue of sovereignty. Cripps was in¬ 

formed by telegram that the mechanics of repatriation could 

best be handled in Moscow, and was asked if he would not 

give it a try. 

Cripps* reply, sent on the 29th, was rambling, con¬ 

fused and contradictory. He misinterpreted the Foreign 

Office request to negotiate repatriation of the crews to 

be an order to negotiate a full settlement of all the out¬ 

standing problems. Always quick to take offense, Cripps 

replied that he had repeatedly tried in the past to reach 

an agreement with the Russians: 

These were turned down (by ‘the Foreign Office} and 
His Majesty’s Government have never come to a firm 
decision as to what their final offer is to be or how 
far they are prepared to go to get a settlement on 
these questions. 

As we have seen, this was just not so. To be sure the Bri¬ 

tish position remained short of the full recognition de¬ 

sired by the Soviets? but the proposals of October had cer¬ 

tainly represented a "firm decision,” and even Cripps had 

at least seemed to think so at the time. Indeed, the Bri¬ 

tish proposals had been largely drafted by Cripps himself, 

with mere semantic alteration by the Foreign Office—and 

even those alterations were made privately after the pro¬ 

posals had already been handed to the Soviets; the Russians 

had not even bothered to respond negatively. Nevertheless, 

Cripps now thought the British should go further: 

First necessity is in my opinion to acknowledge the 
de facto sovereignty (jthat word again} of the Soviet 
Government in the Baltic: States from which you must 
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not follow that Csicl His Majesty's Government would 
acknowledge the Soviet Government as entitled to ne¬ 
gotiate about questions as to gold and ships. 

Did this mean that Cripps now felt such action by the Bri¬ 

tish might incline the Soviets towards a more genuine neu¬ 

trality? Cripps wrote: "even if we were to get the Baltic 

questions settled,..other forces Q-.e. fear of German at¬ 

tack and influence by pro-German officials such as Molotov) 

would be the determining factor as regards any improvement 

in relations." 

Cripps suggested that his Government should offer to 

settle the three outstanding Baltic questions by agreeing 

to "acknowledge de facto the right of the Soviet Government 

to the gold..." in exchange for compensation for national¬ 

ised British property: "So far as ships are concerned it 

could be repeated that we had a legal right of the neces¬ 

sity (sicl to seize them and that we cannot give CthemJ 

up"; but that the British would agree to charter them 

from the Soviets. The crews should, Cripps felt, be re¬ 

patriated. 

The Foreign Office were nonplussed by the Ambassador's 

attitude. His telegrams since November had stressed the 

need to bargain in as tough a manner as possible with the 

Russians, and now he was suggesting that the British should 

make a unilateral gesture. For what? Even Cripps admitted 

that "the making of a fresh offer would no doubt encourage 

(the Russians^ to press for more." Even more extraordinary 
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though, was the fact that each of the points Cripps made 

had already been discussed with the Russians as part of a 

general trade agreement back in October. Only on the third 

point, repatriation, were the British prepared to act uni¬ 

laterally. In a long minute analysing Cripps proposals 

Maclean admitted his confusion: 

I cannot help feeling that Sir Stafford Cripps tends 
to put the wrong emphasis on our attitude in these 
matters. In point of fact, we have proposed to the 
Soviet Government quite reasonable solutions of each 
of the Baltic problems, which, however, they have 
failed to take up. Sir Stafford Cripps, through whom 
these offers were made, must be well aware of this. 

Laurence Collier, head of the Northern Department in the 

Foreign Office, was equally surprised, taking Cripps to 

task for proposing a solution ”in which, as is shown by 

the last paragraphs of Qiis3 telegram, Sir Stafford Cripps 

himself does not believe. Sir Stafford Cripps, in short, 

had got the whole matter in the wrong perspective." Noting 

the discrepancy between the Ambassador’s repeated requests 

for a firm line with the Russians and his strange proposals 

about the Baltic issues, Collier guessed at a reason: 

I find it difficult to understand...why he should 
take up a different attitude on Baltic questions 
alone, except on the assumption that he has a pater¬ 
nal weakness for the idea of recognising Soviet own¬ 
ership of the Baltic ships, which was originally his 
own. Logically it stultifies his whole position. 
(32) 

Collier was partly right; Cripps tiras loath to admit 

a mistake. But there was more to Cripps’ extraordinary 

behavior than Collier’s remark would suggest. Cripps' 

continued advocacy of a British surrender on the Baltic 
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States issue was so consistent, and was such an important 

feature of Anglo-Russian relations during our period, that 

it requires an explanation. And Cripps' thinking on this 

matter can only be explained if one first understands his 

interpretation of the history of Anglo-Soviet relations 

since 1917. Though Cripps found the obtuseness of Soviet 

policy frustrating, and even felt the Russians were harm¬ 

ing their own long-term interest^, Sir Stafford neverthe¬ 

less attributed Russian suspicions to what he felt was an 

understandable reaction to the hostility of Britain's Con¬ 

servative Governments towards the USSR in the past. As he 

wrote Lord Halifax in October 1940: the experience of the 

last 20 years "has taught the Soviet Government to look 

upon Qhe British Government^ as fundamentally hostile to 

(33) the Soviet Union." ' Britain's Conservatives argued 

that their hostility to Bolshevism had simply been a reac¬ 

tion to Soviet efforts to promote violent world revolution; 

but Cripps dismissed this excuse with the assertion that 

"Russian policy had turned from the idea of international 

revolution with the disappearance of Trotsky." ' He 

remained oblivious to the fact that Marxism was so plastic 

that it could generate such broadly divergent interpreta¬ 

tions as "Permanent Revolution," and "Socialism in One 

Country." And the Soviet Leaders, the self-appointed 

keepers of the truth, could flip from one interpretation 

to another at will, only to snap back again should it suit 

their passing needs. To Cripps, the Soviets had to be 
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blameless for the abysmal state of Anglo-Soviet realtions, 

After all, the communists were a Party *of the Left, of pro¬ 

gress, and were aiming at the same Socialist Utopia as Bri¬ 

tain’s Labour Party. 

Since Cripps attributed the blame for Soviet hostil¬ 

ity to Britain’s misguided policies in the past, it natur¬ 

ally followed that the solution for this unfortunate state 

of affairs was within Britain's power. He felt that a sur¬ 

render on the Baltic issue might be a sufficiently grand 

gesture to show Moscow that the British had mended their 

ways. 

Eden, trying to smooth things over, suggested that a 

different approach might well work: a personal note to Sta¬ 

lin from the new Foreign Secretary. As he told Cripps: 

While I do not expect any very sensational results, I 
cannot help feeling that such a move on my part might 
help to dispel doubts that M. Stalin, who is of a no¬ 
toriously suspicious nature, may feel as to the sin¬ 
cerity of our desire for cooperation. 

Sir Stafford may have thought this tactic a good one in the 

previous summer: but now he felt personal intervention 

would be unlikely to prove effective. In answering Eden's 

telegram the Ambassador reverted to one of his favorite 

themes: the press leaks of his conversation with Stalin in 

July meant that the latter was chary about direct talks 

with the British. It would not be possible, Cripps felt, 

to get an audience with the dictator and the two alter¬ 

native options open, either a letter or a meeting with Mo¬ 

lotov, would not provide any valuable information. A 
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simple letter would be undignified and Molotov, if he 

agreed to meet the Ambassador at all, would rant about 

Britain’s alleged 11 criminal” behavior. 

For the time being* taking Cripps' arguments into 

account, Eden decided that a personal note to Stalin was 

f 361 not the way to move forward. 1 In view of the poor 

prospects, the Foreign Office decided that in this instance 

it might be better to try nothing with the Soviets. Re¬ 

membering perhaps the inability of the British Government 

to put relations with Russia on the back burner in Septem¬ 

ber, the author of one Foreign Office memorandum argued 

that this time steps should be taken to quell press specu- 

(37) 
lation about Russia. v ' 

For these reasons January 1941 was a quiet month in 

Anglo-Soviet relations. And the Russians, for their part, 

did not court the British, in spite of the fact that their 

relations with Germany were rapidly deteriorating. Stalin 

had not received a response to his November 25th offer to 

join the Tripartite Pact and, furthermore, German moves in 

Rumania and Bulgaria were the cause for some concern in the 

Kremlin. Molotov had explicitly stated that Bulgaria was 

Russia's sphere of influence when he had spoken to Hitler, 

and German troops in Rumania posed a direct threat to the 

Soviet Union. On January 17, 1941 Molotov summoned von 

Schulenburg and questioned him on these matters. v ' 

The German reply, that their activity in the Balkans was 

aimed at countering British moves in Greece, was cold 
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comfort to Stalin, since German behavior fell far short 

of the full cooperation he had proposed in November. 

In mid January, back in London, Maisky began angling 

to get a meeting with the new British Foreign Secretary. 

It would be reading far too much into his efforts to regard 

them as a reaction to the harsher German attitude since, in 

Moscow, the Soviets continued to ignore Sir Stafford 

Cripps. In fact, the author of one Foreign Office minute 

suggested that the British should retaliate by cold-shoul¬ 

dering the Russian Ambassador. At any rate, the minute 

argued "there is nothing that we particularly want to say 

to M. Maisky, and, to judge by past experience, it is un- 

(39) likely that he has anything of interest to say to us." v ' 

Eden ignored the advice of his subordinates and chose 

to meet Maisky, which he did on January 29th. The For¬ 

eign Secretary complained that Molotov, who was after all 

Foreign Minister and should therefore be accessible to 

ambassadors, had not seen Cripps in three and one half 

months, even though he had repeatedly met with the German 

and Italian Ambassadors. Maisky argued, without convincing 

Eden, that Molotov was a very busy man since he was also 

Prime Minister. The Foreign Secretary said that if Cripps 

was to receive such treatment then he, Maisky, could expect 

the same. (40) 

Eden's arguments had immediate effect, incidentally 

showing how unnecessary Cripps' isolation in Moscow had 

been. Cripps was invited three days later to visit the 
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Kremlin and, judging from the result of the subsequent 

Cripps-Molotov talk, Eden might just as well have spared 

himself the effort. Molotov displayed the curt, slippery 

quality that made him such an exasperatingly effective 

diplomat. To Cripps' obvious agitation about his treat¬ 

ment, Molotov responded calmly, assuring the Ambassador 

that there was no problem except "an accumulation of un¬ 

friendly measures on the part of His Majesty’s Government" 

which, Molotov claimed, had created a situation which was 

"quite sad." Molotov even became personal, telling Cripps: 

"He wished...to put on record that expectations which the 

Soviet Government had entertained on the Ambassador's ap¬ 

pointment to Moscow had not been realised." This point 

struck home with the touchy Cripps, who told the Foreign 

Office that "I presume QFrom Molotov's remark} that he 

wished, somewhat stupidly so far as I am concerned, to 

create a sense of my personal failure, in order to stimu¬ 

late my efforts to settle Baltic questions." 

Cripps persistently hammered away at Molotov, claiming 

the latter "was wrong in his analysis of the situation," 

and "that the offers which Qbhe British^ had made in 1940 

showed quite clearly that they were genuinely anxious for 

better relations with the Soviet Union." Cripps pressed 

on, asking whether, if the "present difficulties" could 

be disposed of, the Russians might agree to a general 

settlement, Molotov's reaction is informative: 

M. Molotov (who by this time was showing signs of 
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boredom and impatience) replied that of course if 
the existing problems were disposed of there would 
be a better basis for an improvement in relations. 
To this he had nothing to add. 

Molotov must have though Cripps a bit slow to take a hint. 

The Foreign Commissar had surrendered nothing, saying that, 

if the British were to be entirely forthcoming then there 

would merely "be a better basis for an improvement in rela- 

tions," not an actual agreement. ' 

The tone of Cripps* shorter analytical telegrams was 

dejection itself; the Russians offered no way forward. As 

Cripps* wrote: ** Qflolotov^ made no reference of any kind to 

any method by which the existing difficulties might be 

solved.*' One can only agree with Cripps summation: 

Whole interview was quite un-productive though Molotov 
was polite. His only objects appeared to be to dis¬ 
prove the contention that he is inaccessible and to 
give some semblance of a reply regarding Qmr} politi¬ 
cal proposals while pretending that it had already 
been given. (42) 

Cripps ended his account with a familiar plea: 

I am still in favor of attempting a settlement on the 
Baltic questions, though my repeated.suggestions to 
this effect have not been accepted. (437 

Cripps* persistence in this matter is truly remarkable and 

can only be explained as the result of an ideological haze, 

separating him from the plain evidence confronting him; 

Molotov had told him, and Cripps had seemingly understood, 

that a full British cave-in on the Baltic issues would not 

automatically lead to a general agreement—or indeed to any 

concrete improvement in relations. Collier, once again, 

attributed Cripps* obtuseness to "paternal weakness," and 
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Eden minuted "It certainly seems that Sir S. Cripps' ad¬ 

vice is contradictory." But why Sir Stafford should be so 

passionate about abandoning the peoples of Estonia, Latvia, 

and Lithuania to their fate remained a mystery to the For¬ 

eign Office. 

Molotov's clear lack of enthusiasm did not tend to 

incline the British towards compromise, and Cripps, true 

to his post-November form, continued to press for tough 

measures against the Russians on every issue—except for 

the Baltic imbroglio. Sir Stafford argued against admis¬ 

sion to Britain of a Soviet air attache , and he urged 

a tighter application of the British blockade, a suggestion 

upon which the British Government acted by persuading the 

Americans to tighten exports to the USSR. Speaking to the 

Foreign Office about certain Soviet contraband Cripps tele¬ 

graphed: 

You are in a position to intercept any or all of these 
cargoes. I think it would be far better to act first 
and talk afterwards. Qlh0 Soviet Government responds 
more favorably to deeds than threats.... ^4->J 

In the meantime, Maisky again suggested to Butler 

that unilateral British concessions might incline his Gov¬ 

ernment towards negotiation with the British. Cripps, 

learning of this, returned to the attack: 

all Maisky's promises, hints and suggestions as to 
what the Soviet Government may do if this or that 
concession is made must henceforth be wholly disre¬ 
garded by all departments of His Majesty's Government. 
iThe) Soviet Government should be made to understand 
that we attach no importance whatever to them and will 
not meet their requirements in any way—however appar- 
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ently unimportant—until they are prepared to nego¬ 
tiate some general agreement, rather than to be vague 
about it. 

Just to confuse the issue, Cripps added: 

this telegram represents my considered view at this 
stage of our relations. If at any point it gives 
the impression of varying what I have.said before, 
what is said here should prevail. 

Did this mean Cripps had changed his mind about the Baltic 

impasse? He gave no clue beyond stressing the need for 

firmness with the Russians, and it is impossible to guess 

since his views could, as we have seen, change from dis¬ 

patch to dispatch, indeed even vascillating within the same 

telegram. The obvious question is: to whom was Cripps ad¬ 

dressing these scattered gems of advice? Nobody on the 

British side, with the exception of Cripps himself, and, to 

a lesser extent Eden, advocated a conciliatory line with 

the Russians. Perhaps the Ambassador was simply letting 

off steam. 

On February 21st, pursuant to the Foreign Office 

decision to purposely de-emphasize relations with the So¬ 

viet Union, Cripps was finally authorized to withdraw the 

British proposals of October 22, 1940. He did so in a note 

to Mikoyan; but left the door open should the Soviets 

change their minds. The proposals, the note said, could 

be kept on the table no longer, but His Majesty's Govern¬ 

ment "will be willing to consider" any new Russian offer." 

(48) 

The next day Cripps, learning that Eden was to journey 

to the Middle East, wired the Foreign Secretary asking him 
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to visit Moscow, assuring him that "Stalin agreed to 

see you." '^7/ But Eden was not prepared to turn up at 

the Kremlin's door solely on the invitation of the British 

Ambassador. He gently rejected Cripps advice, wiring: "I 

have always shared your view that it is bad policy for us 

...to run after the Soviet Government," though he was, he 

stated, prepared to come to the Crimea or Odessa if in¬ 

vited by the Soviet leadership. ($0) That Cripps should 

ask the Foreign Secretary to Moscow—with no prior Soviet 

invitation—while at the same time rejecting exchanges of 

air attachés on the grounds that the Russians should first 

agree to serious negotiations,is curious indeed. 

Although Eden did not wish to visit the Soviet Union, 

he did invite Cripps to meet him in Angora; so Cripps left 

Moscow on February 27th, arriving the next day in Turkey. 
( 51 ) 

' While there, he argued the case for a settlement of 

the Baltic questions with some measure of success. Eden 

was inclined to accept the USSR as, in his biographer's 

words, "a genuine ally of liberal democracy and an agent 

(52) of 'progress.'" ' ' To be sure, Eden, was more inclined 

to this view after June 22nd, but the tendency was evident 

before in his willingness to accommodate the Soviets, and 

his fatuous belief, already mentioned, that his personal 

assurances of goodwill might lessen Stalin's paranoia. 

While Eden and Cripps were conferring in Turkey, 

Russo-German relations continued to deteriorate. Von 
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Schulenburg explained to Molotov the accession of Bul¬ 

garia to the Three Power Pact, assuring the Commissar for 

Foreign Affairs that this "was in no way prejudicial to the 

interests of the Soviet Union." Molotov was not pleased, 

stating that "it was unfortunately not evident to him that 

events were unfolding within the framework of the Soviet 

Governments démarche of November 25." Indeed they 

were not; the indications began to multiply that Germany's 

aims and those of Soviet Russia were no longer as histori¬ 

cally congruent as Stalin had once imagined—or hoped. 

The German refusal to accept the Soviet Union among 

the ranks of its allies led Stalin to take measures in the 

Balkans to counter German influence in the hopes of creat¬ 

ing a defensive glacis. On March 1st, the same day as von 

Schulenburg's talk with Molotov, Bulgaria announced that 

it had signed the Tripartite Pact and German troops entered 

the country. Two days later in a statement broadcast on 

Soviet radio, the Kremlin aired its displeasure; 

The Soviet Government cannot share the view of the 
Bulgarian Government as to the correctness of its at-: 
titude in this question; as this attitude, indepen¬ 
dently of whether the Bulgarian Government wished it, 
leads not to the consolidation of peace, but to an 
extension of the sphere of war and the involving of 
Bulgaria in war. 

One might assume that, in a logical world, the in¬ 

creasing Soviet suspicions of Hitler's aims might have 

led the Kremlin to pull closer to the British. But this 

would have to wait until June. Stalin was prepared to 

conclude non-aggression pacts with neutrals which the 
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Germans might possibly invade; but to negotiate with Bri¬ 

tain, a power already at war with the Nazis, was a far 

greater, and far riskier step, Anglo-Soviet talks, if 

Berlin were to learn of them, would, Stalin must have fear¬ 

ed, rule out the possibility of future fruitful collabora¬ 

tion with Germany, For once Cripps' warnings that the 

Russians were chary of talking with the British for fear 

of leaks may have had some truth—even though the Soviets 

themselves had to this point done the lion's share of leak¬ 

ing. 

On March 5th Cripps returned from Turkey determined to 

bring about closer cooperation between the Turks and the 

Russians in hopes of countering German influence. On March 

10th, reflecting the new Soviet mood, Vyshinski told the 

Ambassador that such cooperation might now be in order, and 

that the Soviet Government had told the Turks that, in case 

of a German attack, Turkey could count on "full understand¬ 

ing and neutrality of the USSR." ^55) Cripps thought this 

a tremendous step forward and communicated his enthusiasm 

to the Foreign Office. 

Eden too felt that at long last a new era of Anglo- 

Soviet cooperation may have dawned, and told Cripps on 

March 21st that he should press the Soviets to move further 

and faster. But when Cripps met Vyshinski the next 

day, suggesting that the Soviets should reassure Yugoslavia 

as well as Turkey, the latter once again fended off the 

Ambassador's attempts to discuss strategic matters with 
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the statement ’’that conditions did not exist for discus¬ 

sion of such general political questions as that of Yugo¬ 

slavia between our two Governments.” Evidently the Soviets 

were willing to inform the British of decisions already 

made, but not to discuss future policy. In explaining his 

Government's unwillingness to discuss strategic problems, 

Vyshinski for once did not harp on the Baltic question, in¬ 

stead claiming that the British blockade and pressure on 

the US to curb exports to the Soviet Union revealed a "gen¬ 

eral policy of hostility to 0;he) USSR" on the part of the 

British Government. Cripps, flogging a dead horse, argued 

that Soviet behavior had done nothing to ease agreement and 

that as for the blockade, the British Government had legi¬ 

timate worries as to what goods might be reaching Germany 

via the USSR. 

Writing to the Foreign Office afterwards, Sir Stafford 

was unaccountably optimistic about the meeting, describing 

Vyshinski's recriminations as "a milder attack than I had 

expected," and claiming that the Russian argument "shows 

they still attach importance to Baltic questions, but they 

are beginning to take second place to the blockade." He 

also claimed that the Russians "desire to prepare the ground 

for possibility of a rapprochement with us." Cripps con¬ 

cluded that, for the time being, the British should continue 

to enforce the blockade since this might compel the Soviets 

to talk—at last. 
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In considering whether the Russians were indeed pre¬ 

paring the ground for a future rapprochement, several con¬ 

tradictory factors must be taken into account. The first 

is that Cripps, who was after all best able to judge the 

tone of the interview, sensed a softening of the Soviet at¬ 

titude, This, combined with the harsher Russian stance to¬ 

wards the Germans after the rejection of their November pro¬ 

posals might suggest that Cripps was finally correct in 

reading the Kremlin's mood. However, the evidence militat¬ 

ing against Cripps argument is, in balance, more persuasive. 

Sir Stafford Cripps' judgement had proven too optimistic in 

the past and, unless he omitted something from his account 

of the talk with Vyshinski, there is nothing in the written 

record to suggest that the Russians had abandoned their cus¬ 

tomary obduracy and coolness towards the British. 

When Maisky met with Eden on March 26th the Ambassa¬ 

dor's comments showed that the Soviet's aims remained un¬ 

changed, in spite of their growing disapproval of German 

activity. Maisky expressed his opinion that "it would... 

be a good thing if one great nation, namely the Soviet 

Union, remained neutral and was available at the end of the 

war to act as a makeweight." w ' One could hardly hope 

for a clearer admission of Soviet aims than this remark¬ 

able comment. To be sure, Stalin was afraid of possible 

German moves, especially since Hitler had rejected the full 

cooperation Moscow desired; but Stalin was only prepared to 

make small, veiled steps to curb Germany. He was not ready 
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for, nor did he desire, closer relations with the British, 

whom he regarded as the primary bulwark of the old order. 

The Germans were by far the preferable partner if only Hit¬ 

ler would continue to see reason. 

It was partially to rein in the erratic Hitler that 

Stalin concluded the toothless non-aggression pact with 

Yugoslavia after that country’s anti-Fascist coup on the 

night of 26-27 March. The Russian move was so hastily 

conceived and inept that in late April Hitler actually 

asked von Schulenburg "what the devil had possessed the 

Russians to conclude the Friendship Pact with Yugoslavia?" 

(59) 
' Knowing Hitler’s perverse psychology, Stalin may have 

cynically hoped that the Friendship Pact would actually 

goad the Germans to invade Yugoslavia, embroiling them in 

a further campaign and buying time for the Soviet Union. 

Indeed, the Germans learned through Turkish leaks that it 

was Stalin’s fond hope that Yugoslavia would hold out long 

enough—say two months—to allow the British to intervene. 

This would burn up the best months for an attack on the USSR, 

and would therefore buy the Soviets more time, until next 

year's campaigning season. The Soviets did not hope 

to deter Hitler from invading Yugoslavia; on the contrary, 

such an invasion might, they.reasoned, be all to their ad¬ 

vantage. So long as the Germans were distracted, they would 

not prepare an assault on the Soviet Union. 

Stalin's failure to anticipate the eventual German 
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attack on the USSR was certainly not the fault of his in¬ 

telligence services (his information network might well 

have been the best in Europe), nor was he ill-informed from 

other sources; his was a failure of interpretation. The 

British, for their part, were receiving frequent and re¬ 

liable reports of Hitler's intentions, such as the Nazi 

dictator's comment to Prince Paul of Yugoslavia that he 

intended to invade Russia in late June—-a comment which 

reached American ears and was eventually passed on to Lon- 

don and Moscow. v ' One British attempt to warn the So¬ 

viets of the impending attack led to tragi-comic results. 

In late March Churchill became convinced that the intelli¬ 

gence reports being received from Eastern Europe conclu¬ 

sively pointed to German offensive preparations, and de¬ 

cided to act upon this information by warning Stalin in a 

personal message to be delivered through Sir Stafford 

Cripps. Churchill wrote: 

I have information from a trusted agent that when the 
Germans thought they had got Yugoslavia in the net, 
that is to say after March 20th, they began to move 
3 of the 5 panzer divisions from Roumania to Southern 
Poland. The moment they heard of the Serbian revolu¬ 
tion this movement was countermanded. Your Excel¬ 
lency will readily appreciate the significance of 
these facts. 

Cripps was ordered to pass this note to Stalin as soon as 

possible with the following points stressed: 

You (CrippsO would of course not imply that we our¬ 
selves required any assistance from the Soviet Gov¬ 
ernment or that they would be acting in any interests 
but their own. What we want them to realise, however, 
is that Hitler intends to attack them sooner or later, 
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if he can, that the fact that he is in conflict with 
us is not in itself sufficient to prevent him from 
doing so if he is not also involved in some embarrass¬ 
ment, such as now confronts him in the Balkans, and 
that consequently it is in the Soviet interests to 
take every possible step to ensure that he does not 
settle his Balkan problem in the way that he wants. 
(62) 

This simple request by the Prime Minister triggered a minor 

controversy which has only recently been laid to rest. Sir 

Stafford Cripps did not feel it would be wise to deliver 

such a message to Stalin, and told Churchill so two days 

later, on April 4th. He wrote, convincingly, that the Gen¬ 

eral Secretary would only consider the message as an attempt 

by ’’perfidious Albion" to embroil the USSR with the Ger¬ 

mans and that, furthermore, "it is quite out of the ques¬ 

tion in the present circumstances to try to deliver per¬ 

sonally any message to Stalin," since he would be unlikely 

to receive the Ambassador. But Churchill was not so easily 

dissuaded and answered that, if an audience with Stalin was 

impossible then the information was of such importance that 
/ / o \ 

it should be delivered at any rate through Molotov. ' 

Cripps could be as stubborn as Churchill, and dug his 

heels in over the matter, on April 6th once again refusing 

to deliver the message with the terse comment that the So- 

( 6l) 
viet Government "are fully aware" of the German danger. ' * 

Two days later Cripps repeated his arguments, stressing his 

belief that the proposed message "might well diminish ser¬ 

iously the strong effect of Prince Paul's" information. 

This time Cripps' arguments convinced one important person, 
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Sir Alexander Cadogan, who agreed with Cripps' view that 

it might be unwise to appear to be pressing Stalin. v 

But the Prime Minister persisted, writing in his own hand 

that: 

It is my duty to have the facts conveyed to the head 
of the Russian State. It makes no difference to the 
importance of the facts that they or their channel is 
unwelcome. Make sure that M. Stalin gets my message. 
(66) 

The reason for the Prime Minister*s obstinacy had puz¬ 

zled historians ever since the war, especially as Chur¬ 

chill’s own explanation in his memoirs is so unconvincing. 

He claimed that, though the Foreign Office had been receiv¬ 

ing regular hints of German plans to invade the USSR, to 

this point they had been fragmentary. But, he wrote, the 

transfer of the three panzer divisions was different: 

To me it illuminated the whole Eastern scene like a 
lightning flash. The sudden movement to Cracow of so 
much armour needed in the Balkan sphere could only 
mean Hitler's intention to invade Russia in May. 
(67) 

But could it only mean this? One modern historian has 

concluded that "Churchill's deductions do not appear to have 

been entirely logical..." since the Germans could have at¬ 

tacked the Soviet Union from Rumania as easily as via Po¬ 

land. In fact the transfer of the Panzers might just as 

well have signalled a German intention to move the armor 

closer to Western Europe for a projected cross-channel 

(68) invasion. v 7 

The answer to this puzzle was only provided with the 
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revelation in 1974 that the British had before the war 

broken the German military code, the enigma cipher, and 

continued to read German radio traffic throughout the war. 

As one historian of "Ultra," the British code-breaking 

effort, has written: "The Cripps episode is only explic¬ 

able in terms of the precisely detailed picture that Ultra 

and other sources had been establishing about the Barbar- 

ossa buildup." The source of the information concerning 

the transfer of the panzer divisions may well have been, 

as Churchill claimed, a spy, but "the mountain of evidence 

about Barbarossa" came from Ultra. Knowing the source 

of Churchill's information, his impatience to see Stalin 

informed is readily understandable. 

After having refused for over a week to deliver 

Churchill's warning, Sir Stafford Cripps on April 11th 

took the extraordinary step of handing a note to Vyshinski, 

composed by Cripps himself, warning of the impending Ger¬ 

man attack—minus the Prime Minister's information. It 

was a long, rambling note recapitulating British efforts 

to resist German aggression and prefaced with the remark 

that they were Cripps' "personal views," which were ."the 

result of continuous study of and thought upon, these 

problems." He suggested that the Soviets take "the most 

vital step" of cooperating with Turkey to insure that Ger¬ 

many would be faced with threats from as many directions 

as possible. He closed with a warning: 
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If...no action is now taken, then no doubt Germany 
will continue with her policy of dealing with countries 
one by one, in the meantime giving the fullest assur¬ 
ances to those she is not yet ready to attack.... The 
avoidance of war on several fronts has always played 
into the German hands. Now, owing to the Greek and 
Yugoslav resistance, there is already war on two fronts 
and the opening of a third or fourth might prove a 
decisive end to the German menace. 

Having acted unilaterally, Cripps telegraphed the For¬ 

eign Office that he could not now deliver the Prime Minis¬ 

ter’s message: 

Were I now to convey through Molotov Prime Minister’s 
message, which expresses the same thesis in very much 
shorter and less emphatic form, I fear that the only 
effect would be probably to weaken impression already 
made by my letter to Vyshinski. (TheJ Soviet Govern¬ 
ment would not, I feel sure, understand why so short 
and fragmentary a commentary, of facts of which they 
are certainly aware, without any definite request 
for explanation of Soviet Government's attitude or 
suggestion of action.bv.them, should be conveyed in 
so formal a manner. 

This was very strange: Cripps had resisted delivery of 

Churchill's note on the grounds that Stalin might sense an 

attempt to embroil him with the Germans. Now, Cripps 

claimed, the problem with the Prime Minister's note was 

that it contained no "suggestion of action." The For¬ 

eign Office was nonplussed, Sir Orme Sargent writing that 

"Sir S. Cripps is indeed incalculable." Eden wrote to 

Churchill saying that, since Cripps had already acted on 

his own, "I think there may be some force in Sir S. Cripps' 

arguments." 

But Churchill was livid and answered Eden on the 

1 6th: 
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I set special importance on the delivery of this 
personal message from me to Stalin. . I cannot under¬ 
stand why it should be resisted. The Ambassador is 
not alive to the-military significance of the facts. 
Pray oblige me. ^'2' 

The Prime Minister's message was finally delivered on the 

19th; but the whole episode left a sour taste in Chur¬ 

chill's mouth. He was still angry in 1950 when he wrote: 

"If I had had any direct contact with Stalin I might 

perhaps have prevented him from having so much of his 
(73) 

air force destroyed on the ground." ' ' 

Most historians have regarded Churchill as too hope¬ 

ful about the possible effects his personal warnings might 

have had on the ever suspicious Stalin, quoting Zhukov's 

comment that Stalin ignored "information coming from im¬ 

perialist circles," and Stalin's own reaction when in Aug¬ 

ust 1942 the Prime Minister reminded the dictator of the 

incident: "I remember it (Stalin said). I did not need 

any warnings. I knew war would come, but I thought I 

( 1L) might gain another six months or so. Still, it is 

hard to disagree with Churchill's claim that a note from 

the Prime Minister, promptly delivered, would certainly 

have had greater impact than a statement of "personal 

views" by His Majesty's Ambassador. By the time Sir 

Stafford chose to deliver Churchill's warning Yugoslavia 

had already surrendered, robbing the message of any chance 

of effectiveness. 

Yugoslavia's rapid collapse worried Stalin, who en- 
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tered into a phase of abject submission to Germany. In 

place of the prickly sensitivity the Soviets had shown 

over such matters as Finland and the Danube Commission 

duripg 1940» Stalin now prostrated himself, trying to 

avoid the slightest hint of provocation to the Germans. 

For example, the Russians counted over 300 German viola¬ 

tions of Soviet airspace by reconnaissance aircraft, 

but their reaction was tepid to say the least. When 

Colonel-General Kuznetsov, commander of the Baltic Spe¬ 

cial Military district, tried to limit the effectiveness 

of these flights by instituting partial blackouts, his 

orders were specifically countermanded, from the Kremlin. 
( 75 ) v ' The Nazis, in turn, reacted to Soviet weakness with 

typical arrogance. When the Russians finally attempted 

to force one of the German reconnaissance planes to land 

(unsuccessfully) the Germans had the nerve to protest 

f V6 ) 
"wanton Soviet firing on a ’weather plane.'” ' ' 

That Stalin was not heedless of the growing German 

menace can be seen from the enthusiasm and haste he showed 

in securing his non-aggression pact with the Japanese, 

which was signed in Moscow on April 13. In normal cir¬ 

cumstances this would have been a coup of the first or¬ 

der: Stalin had loosened the Axis vice grip on the Soviet 

Union in one deft stroke. In a widely reported incident 

Stalin appeared on a Moscow railway platform to bid 

Matsuoka farewell—in itself a sign of the unusual im- 
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portance and urgency the Kremlin attached to relations 

with Japan, Then, within earshot of Western reporters, 

the drunken dictator told the Japanese Foreign Minister: 

"We will organise Europe and Asia,... We will organise 

the Americas," bursting into a "guffaw." And in a further 

display of sickeningly false bonhommie, Stalin turned to 

the German representative, Colonel Krebs, saying "We 

(77) will remain friends with you—in any event." ' 7 

Stalin was pulling out all the stops trying to en¬ 

courage his Axis partners to become further ensared with 

the Anglo-Americans, hoping that they would thereby leave 

the USSR alone. The willingness of the Japanese to sign 

a non-aggression pact, without even demanding the cessa¬ 

tion of Russian supplies to China, must have suggested 

to Stalin that Japan was preparing to attack the United 

States and British holdings in Asia. Surely, Stalin must 

have reasoned, Hitler would postpone an attack on the USSR 

until he could be sure of Japanese support. At the very 

least, the Russo-Japanese treaty should give the German 

dictator pause. 

But then, normal considerations flew out the window 

when one dealt with the Nazis. Far from being deterred, 

the Germans rightly interpreted Stalin's rush to befriend 

the Japanese as a conclusive manifestation of Soviet weak¬ 

ness. In his diary Joseph Goebbels exulted in the fear 

inspired abroad by German strength: 
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Big sensation: Russo-Japanese treaty of friendship 
and Non-Aggression. Mutual guarantees of Manchuria 
and Mongolia. Stalin and Molotov escort Matsuoka 
to his train. Stalin embraces the German military 
Attache" and declares that Russia and Germany will 
march together towards the goal. This is marvelous 
and for the moment extremely useful. We shall bring 
it to the notice of the English with all appropriate 
force. It is a fine thing to have power. It seems 
that Stalin has no desire to make the acquaintance 
of our German Panzers, 

The evidence pointing to a German attack mounted, 

but Stalin continued to rule out, or at least play down 

the omens of invasion; F. I. Golikov, chief of the Gen¬ 

eral Staff Intelligence Administration (GRU), although 

alive to the German threat, pandered to his boss’s in¬ 

clinations by sorting all intelligence data,into two 

categories, ’’reliable" and "doubtful"; all evidence poin¬ 

ting to preparations for a German attack were shuffled 
( 79) 

into the doubtful pile. v ' Such sycophancy also led 

Stalin to overestimate the strength of the Red Army. 

As the foremost historian of the Soviet military has 

written: 

Locked up in the Kremlin, the master of a world 
which he had created by his own selective killings 
and which reflected back upon him only those images 
he had himself ordained, steeped in his own "genious" 
and fed on its outpourings, Stalin could rage away 
dissension and doubt, from whatever quarter it came. 
(80) 

Stalin—-though afraid—continued to believe that his 

hand was stronger than it was in fact, and that by re¬ 

fusing to give Hitler any cause for displeasure, and by 

signing a Tilsit or Brest-Litovsk-style peace if neces- 
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was certainly true: in Stalin’s strategic thinking there 

was no place yet for a closer retationship with the Bri¬ 

tish. 

The Germans noted the increasingly emmolient tone 

of Tass releases. Once again Joseph Goebbels accurately 

divined the Soviet mood: 

Stalin is obviously afraid, it seems. What a dif¬ 
ference from the Tass denials ([That Russia was mas¬ 
sing her forces on her western frontier) of a few 
months ago, in which we were openly or covertly 
insulted. So times change, when the cannon-mouths 
stand waiting and ready. 

But Stalin's obsequiousness availed little. The Nazi- 

Soviet link had from the beginning been a marriage of 

convenience. And with the British unable to establish 

a firm foothold on the European continent, Hitler now 

felt free to turn his attention towards the acquisition 

of Lcbensraum at the expense of his erstwhile ally. 

Stalin no longer had any leverage against Hitler. As 

Goebbels put it: "The Russian card is no longer trumps." 

(82) 
The British, reading the signs in Eastern Europe 

differently and far more accurately than the Russians, 

felt that, for the first time since October, the condi¬ 

tions might be propitious for a renewed approach to the 

Kremlin, if only Moscow could be made to face the facts. 

The impetus was provided by two telegrams from Cripps, 

one, the by now almost ritual call for a settlement on 
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the 17th reporting that the German Ambassador had re¬ 

turned to Moscow with an entirely new set of offers for 

the Soviets. 

The decision to try once again with the Russians 

reflects the influence of Anthony Eden, who as we have 

seen was temperamentally and intellectually more attuned 

to Moscow—so he thought—than Halifax, and, having not 

been involved in the previous negotiations—and disap-:t 

pointments—was less jaded about the prospects of success 

Eden telegraphed to Cripps that, in a conversation with 

Maisky, the Soviet Ambassador had hinted that his Gov¬ 

ernment might now be prepared to listen to the British 

and invited Eden to formulate proposals. v Eden was 

more inclined to recognize the Russian territorial ac¬ 

quisitions than his predecessor had been, provided that 

the Russians would make counter-concessions. The For¬ 

eign Secretary telegraphed Cripps to this effect, warn¬ 

ing that: "Very careful timing will be necessary if we 

are to get full value for our Baltic concession.’! ' 

This new line was disturbing to some in the For¬ 

eign Office who saw it as an abandonment of principle. 

Collier, for example, listed the disadvantages of such 

a course and wrote that: "I personally have always been 

of the opinion that they outweigh the very problematical 

advantages which it might bring us. It has now been 
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decided, however, to see if the policy will work and 

to explain our change of front to the U. S. Government.” 

(86) 
Encouraged by Eden's attitude, Cripps hastily compos¬ 

ed a note which he delivered to Vyshinski on the 18th, 

once again pointing out that continued German successes in 

the Balkans posed a threat to the security of the Soviet 

Union, and calling on the Russians to join the war against 

Hitler. The note also contained a threat which sounded odd, 

coming as it did from Cripps: 

if the war were protracted for a long period...there 
might be a temptation for Great Britain (and espe¬ 
cially fer certain circles in Great Britain) to come 
to some arrangement to end the war on the sort of 
basis which has recently been suggested in certain 
German quarters, that is, that Western Europe should 
be returned to its former status, while Germany 
should be unhampered in the expansion of her "liv¬ 
ing space" to the east.... In this connexion it 
must be remembered that the maintenance of the integ¬ 
rity of the Soviet Union is not a direct interest of 
the British Government.... 

But, having said this, Cripps then lessened the impact of 

his threat by assuring Vyshinski that "At the moment there 

is no question whatever of the possibility of such a nego¬ 

tiated peace so far as His Majesty's Government are con- 
f on \ 

cerned." v ' Vyshinski, who was transfixed by the imme¬ 

diate German threat rather than some far-off British ac¬ 

tion, was unflapped, telling Cripps yet again that;'"So far 

as the Soviet Government was concerned no question of im¬ 

proving relations existed, as they had done nothing to wor¬ 

sen them." Cripps seems to have understood the point— 
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for the time at least-closing his account of the talk with 

the comment: "I have (th0 strong impression that the So¬ 

viet Government have not turned at all in our direction as 

(88) 
a result of recent events....” ' ' 

But the very next day Cripps was once again harping on 

the Baltic issue, spurred on by Eden’s sympathetic atti¬ 

tude, an attitude which Cripps described as "welcome news.” 

Incredibly, Sir Stafford believed that the Baltic dispute 

was one of, if not the, major stumbling blocks preventing 

Stalin from attacking Hitler. He wrote: 

I have no illusions as to the purchasing power of a 
Baltic concession, but negatively Baltic dispute is 
a heavy weight on the wrong side of the scale of 
Anglo-Soviet relations. Its existence will not pre¬ 
vent rapprochement if the Soviet Government are con¬ 
vinced that one is desireable any more than its set- 
tlement will achieve one Unless they are so convinced, 
(my emphasis) 

It is difficult to know what to make of such fuzzy think¬ 

ing. In a remarkably cynical paragraph that reveals how 

deeply his convictions about open diplomacy ran, Cripps 

wrote that the British might once again try promises of 

simple de facto recognition but: 

If as is possible this proved insufficient we (should 
tell the Russians that we) would be prepared before 
the end of the negotiations to go so far as to recog¬ 
nise without reservation as final and definite the ab¬ 
sorption of the Baltic States in the USSR provided 
that if possible a formal declaration to this effect 
should be avoided. 

It is difficult to disagree with Laurence Collier’s ver¬ 

dict on Cripps’ reasoning: "This-is an extraordinary tele¬ 

gram, and shows how far Sir S. Cripps’ judgement has been 
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warped by his obsession over the Baltic States.” (89) 

Churchill, who as we have seen was convinced that a 

German attack was imminent, did not believe that Stalin 

would long remain blind to German preparations. Referring 

to Cripps1 message, the Prime Minister wrote: 

None of this seems to me to be worth the trouble it 
has taken to send. (The Russians) know perfectly well 
their dangers and also that we need their aid. You 
will get much more out of them by letting these forces 
work than by frantic efforts to assure them of your 
love. This only looks like weakness and encourages 
them to believe they are stronger than they are. Now 
is the moment for sombre restraint on our part, and 
let them do the worrying. 

The Prime Minister’s lack of enthusiasm put a damper 

on the British move to conciliate the Soviets, as did a 

conversation between Butler and Ivan Maisky on April 26th, 

when the latter said that Ambassador Cripps letter to Vy- 

shinski had made no impact at all on the Soviet Government. 

"Europe was now a jungle,” Maisky said, "what was needed 
( 91 ) 

was not words but deeds.” He did not, of course, 

specify just what "deeds: were needed, since it was not the 

Soviet intention to give the British an opportunity to re¬ 

dress the Russian’s alleged grievances. In the light of 

this discouraging atmosphere, Cripps was told on the 26th 

that if the Soviets desired to reach a compromise on the 

Baltic issue, they were aware of His Majesty's Government's 

position; for the moment the British would go no further. 

From the end of April until June 22nd the British made 

no more attempts to reach a comprehensive agreement with 

the Soviets; instead they concentrated on passing along 
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warnings of German preparations in the hope that the So¬ 

viets might see the light. One of the most important such 

warnings was given by Eden to Maisky when the Foreign Se¬ 

cretary summoned the Ambassador on June 2nd. After com¬ 

plaining about Soviet recognition of Rashid Ali in Iraq 

(92) 
' , Eden gave the Ambassador detailed information about 

the German buildup on the Soviet border. Maisky, after 

asking if Eden knew the information to be accurate, said 

that "he found it very hard to believe that Germany con¬ 

templated taking military action against the Soviet." He 

then enumerated the Soviet strengths, domestic and mili¬ 

tary; but his performance was unconvincing, as Eden wrote: 

"While M. Maisky delivered this statement with emphasis, I 

had a feeling that he might be trying to convince himself 

(93) 
as he went along." 7 

Maisky mentions another warning in his memoirs, this 

one from Alexander Cadogan on June 10th. The Permanent 

Under-Secretary had evidently summoned the Ambassador to 

the Foreign Office to give him details, according to Mai¬ 

sky's account: 

Cadogan began to dictate from documents lying before 
him: 'On such-and-such a date two German motorized 
divisions passed through such-and-such a point in the 
direction of your frontier.... On such-and-such a date 
six German divisions were concentrated at such-and- 
such a point near your frontier.... During the whole 
of May there passed through such-and-such a point in 
the direction of your frontier twenty-five to thirty 
military trains a day.... On such-and-such a date in 
such-and-such a district bordering on your frontier 
there were discovered such-and-such a number of Ger¬ 
man troops and planes.' (94) 
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The information, though Maisky admitted at the time he 

felt it to he "exaggerated," was so precise and detailed 

that it shook the Ambassador, who telegraphed the details 
( 95 ) 

to his Government. w ' 

Three days later London received an answer to their 

warnings in an article published by TASS denouncing "clumsy 

fabrications" and claiming that, 

According to Soviet data Germany, like the USSR, is 
also strictly observing the stipulations of the So¬ 
viet-German non-aggression pact, and therefore, in the 
opnion of Soviet circles, rumours of Germany's inten¬ 
tion to break the pact and open,aiKattack on the USSR 
are devoid of all foundations. 

Stalin was clinging to his belief, or hope, that the pro¬ 

fitable German connection would last a little while longer, 

and to the last minute he would have nothing to do with the 

British. As Maisky has pointed out: "The shaft in the dir¬ 

ection of Britain with which the TASS communique began left 

no room for doubt that it was the reply to the warning 

(97) given by Cadogan." 

By this time the British knew that German prepara¬ 

tions for the invasion of the USSR were nearly complete. 

In view of the critical situation, Anthony Eden telegraphed 

Cripps on June 2nd, the same day as his talk with Maisky: 

"The development of Soviet Foreign policy in (th0 immedi¬ 

ate future is of such importance that I would like to see 

you come home for consultation as soon as possible." (98) 

On the 6th a healthy Cripps left Moscow "ostensibly to see 

(99) 
a throat specialist." W7/ The news of Cripps’ return was 
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leaked to the press almost immediately causing, as one 

Foreign Office memorandum noted, a ’’considerable sensa¬ 

tion.” time, nobody in the Foreign Office 

seemed upset by the leaks—even though speculation about 

Cripps' route might conceivably have endangered the Am¬ 

bassador's life—leading one to assume that the British 

Government itself disseminated the news to underline the 

seriousness of the German threat. 

The British Government no longer seemed worried that 

the Nazi buildup in the East might merely be designed to 

force economic or territorial concessions on Stalin. As 

Cripps told the Polish general and leader Sikorski on June 

18th: "Hitler wants to dispose of the Russian military dan¬ 

ger once and for all." Nor was the impression generally 

held in London that the Soviets would long resist the Ger¬ 

man onslaught. In the same conversation with Cripps, Si¬ 

korski opined that, "The Red Army will probably fight, but 

it will not be able to stand the impact." Cripps could 

only agree: "It will not," he said, "and it will surely 
( 1 oi ) 

break down." ' 1 Cripps, though he would one day regret 

having aired such an opinion, was merely echoing the ac¬ 

cepted wisdom of the day. The Red Army purges and general 

Soviet inefficiency would, most felt, guarantee a feeble 

Russian military performance. 

* * # 

When Hitler's troops crossed the Bug into Soviet ter- 
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ritory at 03.30 hours on June 22, 1941—the 129th anniver¬ 

sary of Napoleon’s invasion—they did more than embark 

upon the bloodiest campaign of the Second World War; they 

also worked a miraculous transformation in Anglo-Russian 

relations. Once Soviet Russia entered the war against 

Nazism, those who, like Sir Stafford Cripps, had cham¬ 

pioned the Soviet cause during the 1940’s felt themselves 

vindicated, and their own nagging doubts vanquished. 

And there had been cause enough for doubt, as when, 

on October 31, 1939* Molotov denounced the Allied war ef¬ 

fort as "something in the nature of an ’ideological’ war 

on Germany reminiscent of the religious wars of olden 

times." Molotov told the world that: 

One may accept or reject the ideology of Hitlerism 
as well as any other ideological system; that is a 
matter of political opinion. But everybody should 
understand that an ideology .cannot.be destroyed by 
force, that it cannot be eliminated by war. 

The Soviet attitude shook Western fellow travelers who had 

believed in the intrinsic conflict between Communism and 

Fascism, as we can see from a letter written by Cripps to 

a supporter on November 7, 1939; 

Although I much admire all that the Communist Party 
has done for the Workers in this country. I think 
in the last six weeks their leadership has been bad 
and confused. H04) 

Now, less than two years after the Nazi-Soviet Pact 

and Molotov’s speech, Great Britain and the Soviet Union 

found themselves on the same side in the crusade against 

Nazism. Churchill’s famous speech of June 22, 1941 un- 
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doubtedly reflected the thinking of many Britons: 

No one has been a more consistent opponent of Com¬ 
munism than I have for the past twenty-five years. 
I will unsay no word that I have spoken about it. 
But all this fades away before the spectacle which 
is now unfolding. 

Russia, Churchill argued, was now on the side of the an¬ 

gels: 

The Russian danger...is our danger, and the danger 
of the United States, just as the cause of any Rus¬ 
sian fighting for his hearth and home is the cause,, 
of free peoples in every quarter of the globe. 

Many on the British Left were prepared to go even 

further, seeing in Hitler's invasion the heretofore miss¬ 

ing justification for the harshness of Soviet Gommunism. 

The screen was torn away, the grand design of history was 

laid bare for all to see; but only Stalin had seen it in 

time. The man was genius personified. Here was justifi¬ 

cation in spades for collectivization, for brutal indus¬ 

trialization, for the purges, for the Nazi-Soviet Pact, the 

Finnish War and the seizure of a "protective belt" of ter¬ 

ritory on the USSR's western borders. All Russia's tra¬ 

vails had, some argued, been in preparation for the histor¬ 

ically inevitable struggle to the death with Nazism. The 

General Secretary’s foresight was truly astounding; and 

Cripps, who had at times been doubtful, now joined the 

chorus paying homage to the great man. He told readers in 

Sheffield: "For (J>talin's) courage, his ceaseless labours, 

his leadership and consummate skill, we and the world owe 

the deepest debt of gratitude." ^ Similarly obsequious 
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passages littered the pages of contemporary British news¬ 

papers. 

Forty years later the myth that Stalin's cooperation 

with Hitler was a calculated step to buy time while build¬ 

ing for an inevitable war is still very much alive. One 

recent history asserts: 

The British Government claimed that the Munich agree¬ 
ment in September 1939 "bought time" to prepare for 
the coming struggle. Whatever the truth in that, we 
cannot deny the Russians the right to make the same 
claim for their time of neutrality.^ 

Can we not? 

The riddle of Stalin's motives in working with Ger¬ 

many is one of the central questions of the period covered 

by this work. One cannot simply grant the Soviets the 

"right" to claim that their collusion with the Nazis was 

a temporary expedient designed to buy a couple of years, 

if such a scenario is at variance with the available 

facts. And, indeed, the evidence does not sustain such a 

theory. The Munich agreement, despicable and misguided 

though it was, was intended by the British to satisfy 

specific German claims and, when Hitler exceeded the terms 

of the agreement, the British eventually went to war re¬ 

sponding to further aggression. The Nazi-Soviet Pact was, 

quite differently, an open-ended arrangement. When Stalin 

offered to ally with Hitler in November 1940» building on 

the base of the Pact, he did so with the Führer's assur¬ 

ances that.Nazi-Soviet collaboration would "find an ample 

field of activity for fifty to a hundred years." 
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If Stalin intended to fight Hitler all the while he 

was working with Germany, then Soviet intentions were mas¬ 

terfully veiled. As we have seen, at no point during 

Cripps’ mission—nor indeed from August 1939 until June 

1941—did Moscow betray a genuine desire to develop closer 

ties with Great Britain; a nation whose assistance would be 

invaluable, indeed indispensable, in defeating Hitler. On 

the contrary, much Soviet activity was designed to impair 

Britain’s war effort and to exploit her weakened position. 

It is not sensible behavior to go about crippling ones’ 

potential allies. Each time the British tried to pull 

closer, the Soviets refused to specify the steps necessary 

for rapprochement, refering instead to grievances ’’too nu¬ 

merous to specify” as Mikoyan had remarked to Cripps in 

August 1940. ^109^ 

Soviet unwillingness to work with Great Britain is 

not in itself sufficient evidence to prove the Russian in¬ 

tention and desire to work with Nazi Germany towards a re¬ 

structuring of the European balance of power. Conceiv¬ 

ably, though doubtfully, evidence from Soviet archives 

could disprove such a theory. However, in the absence of 

such materials the preponderance of evidence does not in¬ 

cline one to give Moscow the benefit of the doubt. 

To be sure, Stalin did not believe Soviet cooperation 

with Nazi Germany would or could be a permanent fact of 

international life; but it was, he felt, an essential step. 

Stalin's circumspection in foreign affairs has long been 
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recognized as one of his more effective characteristics; 

one historian has termed Stalin's tactics in foreign po¬ 

licy as, "his historic mix of expansion—and—accommoda¬ 

tion, or revolutionary assertiveness—and peaceful coexis¬ 

tence, which served the Soviet state so well for so long 

(110) .... v 7 Stalin's combination of advancement and re¬ 

trenchment was based on Leninist practice, as reflected in 

a confidential memorandum the latter had written in May 

1918, after Brest-Litovsk: 

The foreign policy of the Soviet power must not be 
changed in any respect (Jrom its world-revolutionary 
aimsj. Our military preparation is still not com¬ 
pleted, and therefore our general maxim remains as 
before—to tack, to retreat, to wait while continu¬ 
ing this preparation with all our might. '‘7 

Based on such a policy, the 1930s had been a period 

of relative Soviet quiescence on the international scene 

as the industrial strength of the USSR was being built 

up; abroad, Stalin tried to divide the capitalist camp, 

as for example when he was instrumental in splitting the 

working-class movement in Germany, abetting Hitler's rise 

to power. He acted so because he felt a revanchist Nazi . 

Germany would more likely embroil the capitalist powers 

with each other than a democratic or weak, and possibly 

Trotskyite Communist Germany. As he told the German Com¬ 

munist Heinz Neuman, in 1931; 

Don't you believe, Neuman, that if the Nationalists 
seize power in Germany they will be so completely 
preoccupied with the West that we will be able to 
build up socialism in peace? '112) 
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Bolshevik experience had taught that war creates 

revolutionary opportunities bringing with it the possi¬ 

bility for aggrandizement of Soviet strength; this aspect 

of Soviet behavior has often been termed "catastrophism." 

The Soviet state itself had, of course, been partly, if not 

wholly, the product of the First World War. When it be¬ 

came obvious in Moscow that Hitler wanted war, and when 

Stalin was presented with an opportunity in the Summer of 

1939 to stand aloof and pick up the pieces of a Europe 

weakened by war, the opportunity was too great to miss. 

It appeared as though the balance of forces had shifted 

towards the Soviet Union and that Communism could reverse 

its post Brest-Litovsk retreat by entering into a phase of 

expansion. It would not be an untidy Trotskyite sponta¬ 

neous revolutionary uprising throughout Europe though; 

but rather what Robert Tucker has described as "imperial 

communism," or incremental expansion from the Russian 

(113) center outwards. v ' 

Thus, Nazi-Soviet collaboration should be seen not as 

a manifestation of Soviet weakness, as many have felt, but 

rather as the exploitation by Stalin of what he perceived 

as German discomfiture. In return for an unfavorable 

trade arrangement, and for Soviet quiescence during Hit¬ 

ler's war against what Ribbentrop called "the congealed 

plutocratic democracies," Stalin was able to expand the 

Communist Empire considerably. v The Soviet note of 

November 25, 1940 shows how Stalin wanted to go further 
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down the road with Nazi Germany, if only Hitler would have 

stayed the course. 

In June, 1940 the Kremlin had a brief scare when 

France surrendered, leaving the USSR virtually alone on 

the continent with an untamed Nazi Germany. But a deter¬ 

mined Britain, backed by the tremendous industrial strength 

of the United States, remained in the war distracting Ger¬ 

many in the West, providing some measure of reassurance for 

Moscow. Not until April, 1941» when the rapid German vic¬ 

tories in the Balkans revealed Russian vulnerability—and 

also the tremendous reserve of offensive force in the Ger¬ 

man Army, in spite of the war against Britain—did Soviet 

behavior towards Germany become abject. Even then, as we 

have seen, Stalin did not approach Great Britain, believing 

instead that he might yet keep the wolf from the door by 

being prepared to surrender to German demands. The General 

Secretary’s surprise at the German invasion in June stemmed 

not from a dearth of warnings, but from the fact that Hit¬ 

ler presented no ultimatum, giving the Kremlin no oppor- 
/ -1 i \ 

tunity to cave in and avoid war. v p' 

The principal lesson of Cripps’ first year in Moscow 

was that the Western Democracies’ broad goals—even if 

framed by Socialists—and those of the Soviet Union were 

vastly different, and that no amount of good will or dis¬ 

plays of ingenuousness by Western diplomats would change 

this one wit. Amazingly, Cripps failed to learn this. In 

August 1941 Oliver Harvey, Eden’s private secretary, wrote 
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in his diary: 

Cripps has written to suggest that his task is now 
done with Soviet Russia in the war and should come 
back to England and be used as a link for coordinating 
post-war relations between the two countries. Poor 
man—he flatters himself.that it was he who brought 
Russia into the. war. 

Cripps’ belief in his powers to effect such changes in 

world history is unusual in a man of his age and exper¬ 

ience, but not unique. However, this is largely a matter 

of personality. Far more serious was the tendency by many 

in Britain—and eventually in the United States as well— 

to forget that the rulers of Soviet Russia had a fundamen¬ 

tally different world view and were in the war for their 

own reasons. This lapse of memory was ominous indeed. 
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Not until July 3rd, twelve days after the German in¬ 

vasion, could Stalin bring himself to address the nation 

the diplomatic affairs of which he had so badly mishandled. 

Thanks to the Nazi-Soviet Pact Hitler had achieved a de¬ 

gree of domination over the European continent unknown 

since the time of Napoleon. And like the French Emperor, 

Hitler turned against Russia to consolidate his hold on 

(1 ) that continent. v In his broadcast to the Soviet peo¬ 

ple, Stalin tried to answer the inevitable charges of in¬ 

eptitude levelled at himself: 

It may be asked: how could the Soviet Government have 
consented to conclude a non-aggression pact with such 
treacherous monsters as Hitler and Ribbentrop? Was 
this not a mistake on the part of the Soviet Govern¬ 
ment? Of course notl A non-aggression pact is a pact 
of peace between two States. It was such a pact that 
Germany proposed to us in 1939. Could the Soviet 
Government have declined such a proposal? I think 
that not a single peace-loving State could decline 
a peace treaty with a neighboring Power, even though 
the latter was headed by such monsters and cannibals 
as Hitler and Ribbentrop. 

Realizing, undoubtedly, that such a feeble explanation 

would quell few doubts, Stalin developed the line which 

many British, including Cripps, would eventually adopt: 

What did we gain by concluding the non-aggression 
pact with Germany? We secured our country peace for 
a year and a half and the opportunity of preparing its 
focus to repulse fascist Germany should it risk an at¬ 
tack on our country despite the pact. This was a de¬ 
finite advantage for us and a disadvantage for fascist 
Germany. 

"Germany ...," Stalin claimed, "has lost politically by 

exposing itself in the eyes of the entire world as a blood- 

(2) 
thirsty aggressor." ' 
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Astute readers in the West might have noticed that, 

in the last phrase, Stalin was making a serious admission: 

Hitler had not become a "bloodthirsty aggressor” until the 

invasion of the Soviet Union. When Germany attacked the 

Western Democracies this had simply been a quarrel between 

equally evil, and doomed, imperialist states. The miracu¬ 

lous transformation in Soviet relations with the Western 

Democracies was, and would remain, a one-sided affair. 

Stalin had not addressed his people immediately upon 

the German invasion; he delegated this unpleasant task to 

Molotov in a strange parallel with Hitler who, as his mili¬ 

tary fortunes waned, left to Goebbels the unpleasant busi¬ 

ness of speaking to the German nation. At twelve noon on 

the 22nd, Molotov told his stunned listeners over the radio 

that: 

Today at four in the morning, without any claims hav¬ 
ing been presented to the Soviet Union, without a de¬ 
claration of war, German troops ’attacked our country, 
attacked our borders at many points, and bombed our 
cities from the air.... This unheard of attack on our 
country is perfidy unparalleled in the history of civ¬ 
ilised nations. ^3) 

Molotov's speech to the nation represented the final aban¬ 

donment of hoped for a mediated peace, hopes that had-not 

immediately died with the German invasion. As John Erik¬ 

son has pointed out, the eight hours between the German 

attack and Molotov's speech were spent searching for an 

accommodation with the Nazis: "Soviet radio massages rain¬ 

ed down on the Auswartiges Amt in Berlin and, in one gro¬ 

tesque squirm, Stalin had even turned to the Japanese for 
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’mediation’ in resolving this Soviet-German ’crisis'.” 

Not by accident did Molotov stress in his speech the fact 

that the Germans had presented no list of demands. The 

Kremlin found it hard to believe that Hitler wanted a war 

when he could have gained so much simply by diplomacy. 

The depth of Soviet fears for their survival is re¬ 

vealed in one interesting passage in the Molotov broad¬ 

cast when the Commissar for Foreign affairs told his lis¬ 

teners—hoping some German Communists were in the audience 

—that: 

This war has been forced on us not by the German 
people, not by the German workers, peasants and intel- 
ligensia, whose sufferings we can well understand, but 
by the bloodthirsty clique of Germany's fascist ru¬ 
lers.... (5) 

Having consigned Germany's Communists to the tender mercies 

of the Nazi Party in 1933, Stalin was now clinging to the 

desperate hope that Hitler’s attack on the Worker's State 

would provoke an uprising, or at least some resistance, 

among the German proletariat. In 1918 Lenin had doused 

similar wishful thinking by the "Left Communists" when the 

Bolsheviks had been faced by a far less terrible enemy. 

(6) 
In June 1941 Moscow was grabbing at straws. v ' 

Confusion in Communist policy mirrored Stalin's per¬ 

sonal crisis of confidence. Though accounts of the Gen¬ 

eral Secretary's nervous breakdown may perhaps be fabri¬ 

cations by self-serving diplomats written during the era 

of de-Stalinisation. it is clear that Stalin was deeply 

shaken by the German attack and reluctant to appear before 
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the Soviet people. Having for years cultivated the im¬ 

pression of his own invincibility and control over the So¬ 

viet State, Stalin now made a desperate effort in his 

speeches and military orders to hide behind collective 

government, and to dissociate himself from personal re¬ 

sponsibility. As Khrushchev had pointed out in his me¬ 

moirs : 

Directives continued to be issued from (Stalin) with¬ 
out his signature. Sometimes they appeared over his 
title, "Commander in Chief,” but never over his name. 
And this was no accident. Nothing that Stalin ever 
did was an accident. '' ' 

Stalin’s anxiousness to appear as simply one of many 

Soviet leaders reveals one of the reasons for his nervous¬ 

ness in June 1941» At the end of the war, speaking at a 

Kremlin banquet in honor of the victorious Soviet leaders, 

he expressed his admiration for and gratefulness to the 

Russian people, claiming that most other nations "would 

have said to the Government: ’You failed to justify our ex¬ 

pectations. Go away. We shall install another govern- 

ment.’" v ' In June 1941 Stalin clearly feared retribution 

at the hands of an outraged nation as much, or even more 

than defeat by the Germans, and was surprised when the Rus¬ 

sian people remained loyal to the Soviet State. 

If docility of the Russian people came as a surprise 

to the Communist leadership, then so did the willingness 

of Britain readily to embrace the Soviet Union as an ally. 

A British offer of aid was extended by Eden almost immedi¬ 

ately after the German attack and was snapped up by Moscow 
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on the 23rd. On the 27th Cripps returned to Russia with 

a military mission in tow to arrange for British deliveries 

of war materiel and, in stark contrast with his previous 

treatment at the hands of the Kremlin, was received by 
(Q) 

Molotov on the very day of his arrival in Moscow. wy 

The Soviet Government required a clarification of re¬ 

lations with Britain, Molotov said, and asked three ques¬ 

tions to this end. What was the British position on: 

1) degree of cooperation which we Q>he British) pro¬ 
posed; 2) Whether it included political cooperation; 
3) Whether we were prepared to conclude a political 
agreement to define the basis of co-operation. 

For once Cripps, who barely concealed his relish for his 

new role, was in the position of being courted by the So¬ 

viets. He responded to Molotov's questioning cagily, re¬ 

jecting for the moment any concrete political agreement, 

on instructions he had received while in London. 

Our new relations (Cripps sai5) had only existed 
since last Sunday and it was better to wait 'till we 
had learned to trust each other over a period of mili¬ 
tary and ecomomic cooperation before trying to put 
our political relations into the form of a written 
agreement. 

In further discussion, Cripps asked why the Russians had 

been so obviously surprised by the German attack when they 

had received such accurate warnings from the British. 

Molotov's reply supports the hypothesis that the Soviets 

had been prepared for an abject surrender to Nazi demands. 

He told Cripps that "though Soviet military authorities 

had anticipated the possibility of war, they had never ex¬ 

pected that it would come without any discussion or ulti- 
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matum." The Germans were not interested in a nego¬ 

tiated peace, wanting the total extinction of the USSR. 

The Soviets were fighting for their lives and needed allies 

badly. Cripps had quite suddenly become Moscow’s comrade 

in arms, and was treated more deferentially than before. 

If Cripps expected the Soviets to remain chastened 

for long, then he must have received a rude shock when, on 

the 29th, the Ambassador was presented with an astonishing 

Soviet shopping list for aid from the Democracies’ arsen¬ 

als. The Russians asked for 3,000 other aircraft, includ¬ 

ing radar and night-fighting equipment, and 20,000 light 
(11) 

anti-aircraft guns. ' The Soviet request—or demand— 

was couched in less than diplomatic language, prompting 

Cripps to telegraph the Foreign Office, saying that it 

might be necessary to see Stalin personally in order to 

overcome the suspicion and surliness of his subordinates. 

The attitude of these subordinates, Cripps wrote, "at pre¬ 

sent..., is that it is more blessed to receive that to 

,, (12) give." v 

The renewal of Soviet blustering as they recovered 

from the shock of invasion was reflected in Maisky’s chang 

.ing attitude. When he met with Eden on the 26th he had 

been slightly sheepish, referring to the need to overcome 

British suspicions of the Soviet Union by increasing cul¬ 

tural ties. (He suggested the printing of an inexpensive 

edition of War and Peace.) By June 30th Maisky’s brazen¬ 

ness had returned; he said that he was impressed by the 
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rapid dispatch of the British military mission to Moscow, 

and twitted Eden, asserting that "This was in sharp con¬ 

trast to his experiences two years ago when our two missions 

(13) had gone by slow stages by sea." 

For the time being the British were content to keep 

cooperation with their newfound friends on a purely mili¬ 

tary basis. Russia might not be in the war very much long¬ 

er, London reasoned, but in the meantime the war in the 

East would be a major drain on the German war effort. 

Therefore, Britain would do all in her power to shore up 

Russian resistance, short of committing herself to the re¬ 

storation of Russia's pre-war frontiers, as she had done 

for the French and Polish. The Communists were still in 

very low regard among Britain's dominant Conservative Par¬ 

ty, and there was as yet no compelling reason for false 

camaraderie. The great wave of pro-Russian spirit in Bri¬ 

tain would only grow with Russia's ever more impressive 

war effort. 

Although there was as yet no cause for a complete 

political mending of fences between Moscow and London, 

Churchill felt it would be a good idea to establish re¬ 

lations at the highest level, and consequently dispatched 

a note to Stalin. The General Secretary received the first 

of his personal messages from the British Prime Minister 

on July 8th, delivered personally by Sir Stafford Cripps. 

The emphasis of the note was heavily upon the military aid 

Britain could offer, with no hint of a political reassess- 
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ment. Churchill wrote: "We shall do everything to help 

you that time, geography and our growing resources allow. 

The longer the war lasts the more help we- can give." The 

message closed with a typically loquacious Churchillian 

exhortation: "we have only got to go on fighting to beat 

the life out of the villians." 

Cripps was able to speak with Stalin for an hour, in 

what was only their second formal talk since Cripps* ar¬ 

rived in Moscow. The latter, who was far from confident 

of continuing British cooperation, was unctuous, praising 

Churchill* rather belatedly, as an improvement on Chamber- 

lain, since "the present Prime Minister understood the 

needs of the workers"; thus, "it had been possible to form 
(15) 

a real Government of national unity." v ' Stalin told the 

Ambassador that "some agreement between the two countries" 

was necessary, "without which in his opinion co-operation 

was not possible." Cripps understood this to mean that 

the Soviets desired a comprehensive agreement on all out¬ 

standing political questions; but Stalin showed that he did 

not feel himself secure enough to make such a demand. The 

dictator said what he wanted was an agreement "of a pure¬ 

ly general nature" about two questions: 

1) Mutual help without any precision as to quantity 
or quality, 2) Neither country to conclude a separate 
peace. He (Stalin) said, that without this, Russia 
felt isolated in view of all the agreements which Ger¬ 
many had against her, and he thought that would be 
most valuable for the morale both of Cthe} USSR and 
of Great Britain. 

Stalin knew full well what he would have done had he been 
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in Churchill's shoes, and wanted a promise at the earliest 

possible moment that the Soviet Union would not be cut ad¬ 

rift to face her own separate fate. 

Cripps, whose orders in London had evidently been 

quite strict on this matter, told Stalin that "it was not 

necessarily easy or advisable to reduce (jinglo-Soviet co¬ 

operation) to a formal agreement at this early stage." 

But the Ambassador was so surprised by the apparent rea¬ 

sonability of Stalin's requests that he hinted the British 

Government would have no trouble agreeing to the two 

points. In Cripps account: 

Both in Great Britain and in America there were still 
elements of public opinion which needed converting to 
this idea (of extensive cooperation). I suggestedQto 
Staliiï) that there might possibly be an exchange of 
notes on this basis and that I would recommend this 
to my Government. 

The idea never seems to have dawned on Cripps that Stalin 

was unsure of British support and that the British had been 

thrust overnight into a formidable bargaining position. 

But then, even if such an idea had flashed across Cripps' 

mind there is little reason to suppose he would have acted 

on it by pressing Stalin for political concessions. 

Cripps was easily persuaded by Stalin and advised the 

Foreign Office to agree to the General Secretary's two 

points. Completely misreading Stalin's position, Cripps 

told the Foreign Office: 

My own very strong recommendation is that we should 
seize this opportunity without delay in order to bind 
the Russians to continuing this resistance. I can see 
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no possible drawback to our stating our determination 
to do so and a very great advantage in getting them 
publicly committed before their own people and the 
world.(“6) 

As we have seen, the Russians had precious little choice 

about "continuing their resistance." They had not chosen 

to go to war, rather it had been thrust on them, and there 

were no German peace terms short of the destruction of the 

Soviet State. 

In a Foreign Office memorandum analyzing the Cripps- 

Stalin meeting, Sir Orme Sargent pointed out that Cripps 

had shifted his position since his talk with Molotov on the 

28th. He had indeed, though Cripps' shift stemmed from his 

misunderstanding of Soviet objectives. Sargent wrote that 

there were four options open to His Majesty's Government: 

1) sign nothing, as Cripps had originally told Molotov; 2) 

"an exchange of notes," as Cripps now suggested; 3) "a 

joint declaration"; 4) "a formal treaty of mutual assist¬ 

ance." Sargent felt that the British Government should 

make no definite decision before consulting the Dominion 

Governments and the United States. He also wrote: 

In any agreement with the Soviet Government we shall 
presumably not want to pledge ourselves, either ex¬ 
plicitly or implicitly, to go to war with Finland, 
Roumania and Hungary, merely because they happen to 
be cooperating with Germany in the attack on Russia. 
(18) 

In considering Stalin's proposals, the British Gov¬ 

ernment worked with surprising speed. On the 9th Eden met 

with John G. Winant, the American Ambassador, asking him 

what he thought of the Russian request. Winant felt it 
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would be better, if possible, to avoid a full-blown treaty 

( 1 9 ) since this might upset American opinion, ' 71 

Also on the 9th, Churchill, whose political touch was 

never surer, discussed with Eden a draft of a personal re¬ 

sponse to Stalin's proposals. The Prime Minister must have 

felt that now was the time to press the Russians for pro¬ 

mises, as the last paragraph of his draft note shows: 

You (Stalin) will of course understand that at the 
victorious Peace Conference in which the United States 
will certainly be a leading party, our line would be 
that territorial frontiers will have to be settled in 
accordance with the wishes of the people who live 
there and on general ethnographical lines, and second¬ 
ly that these units, when established, must be free to 
choose their own form of government and system of 
life, so long as they do not interfere.with the simi¬ 
lar rights of neighboring peoples. 

Such a formula would, of course, have ruled out the Sov¬ 

iet absorption of the Baltic States and, if carried to its 

logical conclusion, might have raised some touchy issues 

striking the very heart of the Soviet Empire. 

The ever-touchy Eden was not so enthusiastic about the 

Prime Minister's note since, if Churchill were to take too 

close an interest in relations with Russia it would surely 

eclipse the position of the Foreign Secretary. He wrote 

Churchill: 

as regards the form, I think that it would be more 
appropriate if you would agree to this being handled 
through me to Cripps rather than by a direct message 
from yourself to Stalin. I think that we must keep 
the latter for occasions of capital importance (this 
was not such an occasion?) and I do not want you to 
become involved in the day to day details of diplo¬ 
macy. Once we get down to texts, changes in wording 
are always called for and this is beneath Prime Minis¬ 
ters! ^21) 
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The oleaginous last line was obviously an attempt to sweet¬ 

en the pill for Churchill. 

Eden’s intervention was not entirely effective, though 

in the War Cabinet discussion late that night he did manage 

to delete the reference to "ethnographical lines." This 

was done partly to assuage Soviet sensibilities and to help 

the Poles since, in the Cabinet discussion "it was pointed 

out that this might make difficulties for the Poles in 

their negotiations with the Russians...." The Prime Minis¬ 

ter was able to convince the Cabinet that the urgency of 

the situation warranted a personal note from the head of 

the Government; but the original character of the communi¬ 

cation was altered beyond recognition. The Cabinet decided 

against a full treaty in favor of a joint declaration, Sar¬ 

gent’s third option. 

Time and again we shall see how , as in this case, 

Churchill's initial impulses to limit Soviet gains by fa¬ 

vorable agreements will be altered either by pro-Soviet 

subordinates or by Churchill himself when, on reflection, 

he realized that Britain's far-flung commitments often 

ruled out the uniform application of a seemingly laudable 

principle. In this instance perhaps the most appropriate 

moment to wring a considerable concession from the Soviets 

—i.e. recognition of the principle of self-determination— 

would be allowed to slip away because of Britain’s prior 

commitment to the restoration of Poland’s borders. The 

tragic irony of the situation was, of course, that later 
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in the war when Britain's bargaining strength had been 

immeasurably weakened, Poland would be "moved" 200 miles 

to the West, making the British fears of July 1941 seem 

almost hopeful. By 1945 the British no longer had the 

strength either to restrict Russian territorial gains, 

or to assist the Polish cause. 

Early on the 10th Cripps received a telegram from the 

Foreign Office containing his Government's acceptance of 

Stalin's two points, conditional upon agreement by South 

(23) 
Africa, Australia and Canada. v ' Cripps communicated 

the British note to Stalin, who suspected a trick. He had 

not yet learned-—perhaps he never did—that power in the 

so-called "bourgeois" democracies was genuinely difuse, a 

fact which did not always facilitate rapid diplomatic ac¬ 

tion. He tried, transparently, to threaten Cripps: 

He stated that (the Russian Government) were most an¬ 
xious to ensure the signature at the earliest possible 
moment as some Communist speakers in this country were 
speaking in a pro-German sense and this would enable 
him to put a stop to it. '^4-' 

It is difficult to conceive of an emptier threat. Not only 

were there no pro-Nazi Communists in July 1941—-unless 

they were suicidal—but to actually be speaking publicly 

in "a pro-German sense"; it seems highly unlikely. By 

resorting to such a ruse Stalin showed how eager he was to 

get a British commitment to remain in the war. 

After approval was received from the Dominions, the 

"Agreement for Joint Action" between Great Britain and the 
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USSR was duly signed on July 12th. The Agreement, based 

closely on Stalin's two proposals, was perfunctorily 

praised in Pravda as a "document of greatest historical 

(25) 
and political significance." N Stalin must have felt 

that he had scored his first wartime political success in 

dealing with the British, as indeed he had, though for 

different reasons than he thought. The British had neith¬ 

er the intention, nor the political power to sign a separ¬ 

ate peace with Germany as Stalin feared. 

To be sure there was some sentiment in the House of 

Commons in favor of leaving the Russians to their own fate 

by coming to terms with Hitler. The Government might con¬ 

ceivably have been able to form a majority favoring a sep¬ 

arate peace, but such a policy would have destroyed the 

coalition government, and certainly would have violently 

split British public opinion. 

Stalin's success had consisted in the abandonment by 

the British of an important principle—for the moment — 

at a time when its acceptance by Moscow would have been 

highly likely. 

The British Government had decided not to press the 

Russians on the ethnographical issue; and they had done 

so before even presenting the idea to Moscow. The debate 

had taken place beyond earshot of the Soviets and the Bri¬ 

tish had bargained themselves down. In the Agreement there 

was no mention of the notion of self determination. 

The two central clauses of the joint agreement as it 
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was fully signed were as follows: 

1) The two Governments mutually undertake to render 
each other assistance and support of all kinds in the 
present war against Hitlerite Germany. 2) They further 
undertake that during this war they will neither ne¬ 
gotiate nor conclude an armistice or treaty of peace 
except by mutual agreement, '^6; 

The most interesting facet of the two points was the last 

part of point number one, which was included on Stalin's 

insistence. The war was to be against "Hitlerite Germany." 

If there were a Communist revolution or coup d'etat in Ber¬ 

lin, then the whole matter of a separate peace would have 

to be-reconsidered. 

The crucial question the British now had to answer for 

themselves was, now that they felt able to send either ma¬ 

terial or military aid. Stalin for his part had no doubts 

about the extent of British aid he desired. On July 18th 

he sent his first personal message to Churchill, describ¬ 

ing the position of Russia's armies as "strained." The 

note continued: 

It seems to me, therefore, that the military situa¬ 
tion of the Soviet Union, as well as of Great Bri¬ 
tain, would be considerably improved if there could be 
established a front against Hitler in the West- 
Northern France, and in the North—the Arctic. 

Now was a good time to open such fronts, Stalin argued, 

since Germany was tied down in Russia. An invasion of 

France would be good, but: 

It is still easier to establish a front in the North. 
Here, on the part of Great Britain, would be necessary 
only naval and air operations, without the landing of 
troops or artillery. The Soviet military, naval and 
air forces would welcome it if Great Britain could 
transfer to this theatre of war something like one 
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light division or more of the Norwegian volunteers, 
who could be used in Northern,Norway to organise re¬ 
bellion against the Germans. ' ' 

This message was the first shot in a propaganda war 

over the "second front" issue that continued until D-Day 

(June 6, 1944)» and even to the present. But as Chur¬ 

chill's reply of the 20th shows, each Soviet request for 

a second front ignored the fact that Britain simply did 

not have the resources Stalin attributed to her; it was 

an easy matter for Moscow to dispose of nonexistent Bri¬ 

tish forces. Churchill explained to the General Secretary 

the "limitations imposed upon us by our resources and geo¬ 

graphical position." The Prime Minister rejected the in¬ 

ference that Britain was not doing her part, writing: "You 

must remember that we have been fighting all alone for more 

than a year...." As for Stalin's main request, Britain 

would step up Arctic naval operations, Churchill vowed, 

but : 

There is no Norwegian light division in existence, 
and it would be impossible to land troops, either 
British or Russian, on German occupied territory in 
perpetual daylight without first having obtained 
reasonable fighter air cover. We had bitter exper¬ 
ience at Namsos last year/and in Crete this year of 
trying such enterprises. ' ' 

In the past, it is true, as Churchill admitted, the Bri¬ 

tish had dispatched their forces on risky missions in 

Greece, and indeed in Norway itself. But they had not yet 

attempted a landing on a German held coastline, which would 

have been a far more serious matter. 

But if the British were reluctant to commit their 
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forces to a hastily conceived second front—for what they 

felt were very good reasons—they were not hesitant to de¬ 

liver military supplies to the Soviet Union. The problem 

was in extracting the necessary logistical information from 

the habitually secretive Soviets. When asked what supplies 

were needed, the Russians inevitably responded with astro¬ 

nomical and unrealistic requests. 

Certainly the Russian requests for equipment were 

realistic when judged solely on the basis of what was need¬ 

ed ultimately to defeat the Germans; however, the amounts 

of equipment requested far exceeded Britain's capacity to 

deliver on short notice. What London needed, and the Sov¬ 

iets would not provide, was some account of the nature of 

warfare on the Eastern front, so that supply priorities 

could be established. 

In order to get a better line on just what the Rus¬ 

sians needed, President Roosevelt sent his personal re¬ 

presentative, Harry Hopkins, to Moscow in late July. Hop¬ 

kins would, it was hoped, work out a reasonable schedule 

for delivery of Anglo-American supplies for the USSR. On 

28 July, Churchill sent Stalin a telegram introducing Hop¬ 

kins, who had stopped in Britain on the way to the USSR, 

telling the dictator; "I must tell you that there is a 

flame in this man for democracy and to beat Hitler." And, 

trying to avert further demands for a second front, the 

Prime Minister wrote: "A terrible winter of bombing lies 

before Germany. No one has yet had what they are going 
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to get." 

Hopkins was encouraged by his visit to Moscow, cabling 

Roosevelt from Scotland after his return: "I feel so con¬ 

fident about this front... there is unbounded determination 

to win." (30) Hopkin’s confidence was premature though 

since, only four days after this telegram, Russian resis¬ 

tance ceased within the Smolensk pocket. In this gigan¬ 

tic Kesselschlacht the Germans netted over 300,000 Soviet 

prisoners, 3,205 destroyed or captured tanks, and roughly 
( 31 ) 

the same number of guns. v A gaping hole had been torn 

open on the direct route to Moscow. Hopkins' mission was 

not terribly successful either since he got no more en¬ 

lightenment from Stalin than Sir Stafford Cripps had al¬ 

ready been able to extract—which was not very much. The 

conclusion Churchill drew from Hopkins' visit was that fur¬ 

ther high-level meetings would be needed to wheedle more 

information out of the Soviets. 

Russian troubles were very much on the minds of Chur¬ 

chill and Roosevelt when they met at Placentia Bay off New¬ 

foundland in August. Although the Americans were not yet 

in the war, the outcome of the Conference made it clear 

that, as the Atlantic Charter—the main product of the 

meeting—announced, the United States was committed to 

(32) "the final destruction of Nazi tyranny." 

The Atlantic Charter^—which, incidentally, seems 

never to have been signed by either the British or the 
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Americans—was a superb enunciation of the broad wartime 

goals of the Western Democracies. Sadly, the negotiations 

prior to publication of the Charter highlighted the differ¬ 

ences in outlook between the two great democracies. Bri¬ 

tain was still an Imperial Power of the first magnitude and 

its leaders felt uncomfortable with such concepts as free 

trade and unbridled self-determination. In the fourth 

point of the Charter, that guaranteeing equal access to 

the raw materials of the world, Churchill demanded the in¬ 

sertion of the modifying phrase "with due respect for (the 

signatories’) existing obligations." Britain could not 

lightly abandon "Imperial Preference." 

To say this is not to question the sincerity of Chur¬ 

chill's commitment to the principles of the Charter, which 

he and Sir Alexander Cadogan had largely drafted, nor to 

doubt his long held belief in the centrality of Anglo- 

American cooperation. He was deeply stung by critical ac¬ 

counts of this occasion, which he called "tales of my reac- 

tionary, Old-World outlook...." Nevertheless, British 

and American interest inevitably clashed at times, a fact 

which was easily forgotten amidst the bouyant spirit of 

Placentia Bay. 

The second point of the Charter, announcing the "de¬ 

sire to see no territorial changes that do not accord with 

the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned," was 

(31) to cause much friction in Anglo-Russian relations. v 

Did the reference to territorial changes mean those changes 
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dating from September 1939» June 1941» or from the date of 

the Charter? This question proved difficult to answer and 

would cause a good deal of strain later. 

The second most important decision at the Roosevelt- 

Churchill meeting—after the Atlantic Charter—was the de¬ 

cision to send a high-level Anglo-American team to Moscow 

to finish the work Hopkins had begun. On August 12th the 

President and Prime Minister dispatched a joint message to 

Stalin congratulating him on "the splendid defense that you 

are putting up against the Nazi attack," and proposing a 
(35) 

Moscow supply conference. ' ' 

Returning to Britain after the Conference, Churchill 

began the painful process of allocating resources in ad¬ 

vance of conferring with the Soviets. Russian needs would 

henceforward receive high priority, as Churchill wrote to 

Lord Beaverbrook, the Minister of Supply, on August 30, 

1941: 

It is our duty and our interest to give the utmost 
possible aid to the Russians, even at serious sacri¬ 
fices to ourselves. However, no larger flow can begin 
till the middle or end of 1942.... 

Such an attitude on the part of the British Prime Minister 

—the note was not written for publication—makes the re¬ 

peated Russian claims that Anglo-American aid was parsimo- 
(37) 

nious seem unfounded and ungracious. 

Sending supplies to the Soviet Union naturally involv¬ 

ed stripping British forces of much needed equipment; Chur¬ 

chill has written that "The Service Departments felt it was 
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like flaying off pieces of their skin.” Nevertheless, 

despite the wails and moans from outraged department heads, 

realocation proceeded apace. To cite just one example: 

Archibald Sinclair, the Air Minister, wrote to Eden that 

he could not comply with Maisky*s request for Merlin air¬ 

craft engines; Sinclair wrote: 

So serious is the situation that we have had to refuse 
to supply the Admiralty with Merlins for their motor- 
boats. What I have refused to (A. Vj) Alexander (the 
First Lord of the Admiralty} on the grounds of the ex¬ 
treme urgency of the RAF requirements I cannot give 
to Maisky. 

Eden’s terse reply was illustrative of War Cabinet think¬ 

ing; he wrote Sinclair that "It depends who will use (the 

enginesD better." ^9) 

In the meantime, pressed hard by the Germans Moscow 

cried out for quicker and more massive aid from the West. 

Even if the Russian desire to receive the war supplies im¬ 

mediately was understandable in the circumstances, it did 

not take sufficient account of the obstacles to swift de¬ 

livery. There were problems with ship tonnage, U boats, 

inadequate Soviet port facilities and—on the Persian 

route—the severely limited capacity of the Basra rail 

line, which the British eventually had to double. Soviet 

complaints that Anglo-American supplies did not reach the 

USSR in mass until after the German Army had ground to a 

halt in the Winter of 1941 simply ignore the logistical 

problems confounding Western efforts to deliver more and 

faster. 
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In order to clear Russia’s supply route from the Per¬ 

sian Gulf, to suppress German influence, and to secure the 

Mosul oilfields, the British and Russians collaborated in 

late August and early September in occupying Iran. After 

the Shah had refused to accept a joint Anglo-Russian ulti¬ 

matum, Iran was invaded from both north and south on August 

25th. As Oliver Harvey wrote in his diary: "Our first act 

of 'naked aggression! i A(jithonj^ E(den) rather ashamed of 

himself, so too is P.M. But I tell him it is essential for 

us to get our base and the oilfields secure while the going 
( / i ) 

is good." 1 The occupation of Persia—so difficult to 

justify in retrospect—was regarded as a necessary measure, 

if one of Russia's few supply routes was to be kept open. 

Strangely, the Foreign Office was criticized as being far 

too lenient on the pro-Nazi Shah in a "curiously persis- 

( L2) tant press campaign." 1 Geoffrey Dawson of The Times 

was the ringleader of the attack. Nevertheless, the Per¬ 

sian incident was ruthless enough, and stands as proof 

that the Anglo-Russian alliance against Nazism had its 

darker side. 

Lord Beaverbrook and Averell Harriman were chosen to 

lead the British and American delegations to the Moscow 

Conference. Harriman, the scion of a wealthy railroading 

family, replaced the ailing Hopkins as Roosevelt's Ambas- 

sador-at-large. Beaverbrook, a millionaire freebooter and 

a Canadian who owned the largest newspaper group in Bri¬ 

tain, was a very odd bird who loved power for its own sake 
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and courted powerful people. After Hitler's invasion of 

Russia, Beaverbrook became enamoured of the Soviet Union 

and especially of Stalin, acting, as Churchill has written, 
( /o\ 

as "the champion in the War Cabinet of aid to Russia." 

There was a certain element of political calculation in 

such a stance. The advent of the Second World War found 

the Labour Party in disarray and some felt it would split 

into moderate and radical parties. Beaverbrook who, first 

as Minister of Aircraft Production and then as Minister of 

Supply, had extensive contacts with factory workers, hoped 

to ingratiate himself with the moderate Left by posing as 

the advocate for Russia, organizing a "Tanks for Russia 

Week," and pressing hard for an immediate second front. In 

mid-September he wrote Churchill, proposing "a raid of a 

major nature" in Northern France; he set out his reasons: 

This raid would have effects of great importance. It 
would surprise the enemy and encourage our friends. 
It would be evidence to the Russians of our good faith 
and to the world of our growing strength. And it 
might well force the Germans to withdraw first class 
troops from the Eastern Front in/anticipation of fur¬ 
ther more extensive operations. '■44; 

What he did not say, of course, was that it would also help 

advance the cause of Lord Beaverbrook. 

Churchill was less inclined to pave the way to a 

Beaverbrook Premiership with the bodies of British sol¬ 

diers. Remembering Britain's enormous losses in the first 

World War, Churchill eould not blithely accept a hasty in¬ 

vasion of France. 
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Beaverbrook's advocacy of an immediate second front 

was prompted by a note from Stalin to the Prime Minister 

sent on September 13th, in which the Russian dictator 

wrote: 

It seems to me that Britain could safely land 25-30 
divisions at Archangel or ship them to the southern 
areas of the USSR via Iran for military cooperation 
with the Soviet troops on Soviet soil in the same way 
as was done in the last war in France. 

Gabriel Kolko, the revisionist historian, accepts Stalin's 

arguments uncritically and faults the British for having 

"no intention of sending their men to die in what appeared 

to be a losing situation." ' But what Stalin did not 

seem to understand was that British resources were far more 

thinly stretched in 1941 than they had been during the 

first World War. Britain simply did not have the manpower 

Stalin maintained she had. 

Ambassador Cripps delivered Churchill's reply to Sta¬ 

lin on September 19th and had a long talk with the General 

Secretary in the Kremlin. According to Cripps, Stalin ap¬ 

peared "more confident and less worried than he had been at 

my previous interview." This was probably true. The Ger¬ 

man offensive into the Ukraine, which had resulted in the 

surrender of Kiev and the capture of over 600,000 Soviet 

soldiers—this shock had prompted Stalin's September 13th 

note to Churchill—had been followed by a lull in German 

activity as Hitler prepared for what he thought would be 

( Z.7) the final push on Moscow. v*'/ Stalin might have felt that 

the German attack had at long last run out of steam. 
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In his note to Stalin, Churchill avoided an outright 

rejection of the proposal to send a British force to Rus¬ 

sia, deflecting the request with the bland assurance that: 

All possible theatres in which we might effect mili¬ 
tary cooperation with you have been examined by the 
Staffs. The two flanks North and South certainly pre¬ 
sent the most favourable opportunities. 

The Prime Minister refused to be more specific. British 

reluctance to commit ground forces to the Russian front is 

understandable, considering the mishandling of the Russian 

forces and the capture by the Germans of millions of Soviet 

soldiers. The prospect of placing several hundred-thousand 

British soldiers under Soviet command must have sent a 

shudder through Churchill. Nevertheless, Churchill's as¬ 

surances that the British General Staff was studying the 

possibilities of sending Britain's troops to the USSR was 

not entirely honest. As we shall see in his later ex¬ 

changes with Sir Stafford Cripps, the Prime Minister had 

no intention of pursuing such a course. Churchill closed 

his note by expressing the hope that Britain and Russia by 

their combined efforts, including promises of British for¬ 

ces, might bring Turkey into the war on the Allied side. 

(48) 

Cripps, in his discussions with Stalin, complained of 

Soviet secretiveness and a lack of cooperation with the 

British Military Mission. Stalin, though admitting that 

Soviet liason efforts sometimes "lacked order and method," 

quickly reverted to the attack, claiming that "not all the 
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members of the British Mission conducted themselves as they 

should.” He accused a British officer stationed in Sevas¬ 

topol of "anti-Soviet activity,” and impugned the reliabil¬ 

ity of British intelligence. Though satisfied with Anglo- 

Russian cooperation in Iran, Stalin complained that Ameri¬ 

can supplies of steel plate were niggardly: 

He had asked for 100,000 tons of steel plates, and had 
been promised only 1,000 tons. He would of course ac¬ 
cept that amount, or anything else that might be of¬ 
fered, but in view of the fact that the American out¬ 
put amounted to many millions of tons he considered 
that the Soviet Union was getting very little. 

When Cripps countered this by telling Stalin of Beaver- 

brook's "Tanks for Russia Week”—about which Stalin had not 

heard—this seemed to have the desired effect, as Stalin 

soothingly replied: 

he did not wish Great Britain to go short of war ma¬ 
terial needed for her own defence, either by sending 
material manufactured in England or by foregoing what 
we should otherwise have received from the U.S.A. 

Sir Stafford understandably felt that the interview had 

proceeded better than his previous audiences with Stalin. 

(49) 

Cripps was not, however, pleased with his treatment 

at the hands of Beaverbrook and Harriman after the supply 

mission arrived in Moscow on September 28th. Beaverbrook 

and Harriman decided that Cripps and the American Ambassa¬ 

dor, Laurence Steinhardt, should be excluded from the 

meetings with Stalin, since it was felt the two Ambassadors 

were not in Stalin's good graces. Once again, as so often, 

newcomers on the scene felt that the first essential step 
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in working with the Russians was to gain Stalin's trust 

and, if possible, his friendship. Beaverbrook had other 

reasons for excluding Cripps: 

He was always ill at ease with teetotalers, he ex- 
plained to Harriman, particularly Socialist teetotal¬ 
ers who were candidates for sainthood. 

What Harriman does not mention in his account is that Bea¬ 

verbrook intended the Moscow Conference to be entirely his 

own show; he did not want that long-time advocate of Anglo- 

Russian rapprochement, Sir Stafford Cripps, sharing the 

limelight. But what were Cripps' deeply-held political 

beliefs about forging East-West friendship smacked of cyni¬ 

cal political opportunism coming from Lord Beaverbrook. 

Some of Beaverbrooks' measures to keep Cripps in the 

dark were petty and ill-judged; for example, Cripps did not 

even see an account of the Moscow talks until'.over a 

month later—and even then only a severely abridged ver¬ 

sion. Beaverbrook even poked fun at Cripps when confer¬ 

ring with Stalin. The Russian dictator had asked what the 

British felt of Ivan Maisky, Beaverbrook answered, and then 

asked how his hosts felt about Cripps. According to Bea¬ 

verbrook' s notes: 

Stalin gave what I thought was a. negative shrug and 
said: M0h, he's all right" without enthusiasm. I 
said: "He's a bore?" and Stalin said "Like Maisky?" 
I said, "No, like,Mme. Maisky." Stalin enjoyed the 
joke immensely. 

This sort of badinage, combined with Cripps' exclusion, was 

obviously intended to undercut Cripps' effectiveness, and 

did so. 
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Before leaving London, Beaverbrook had tried to assure 

the success of his mission to Moscow by convincing a re¬ 

luctant Churchill to authorize offering the Soviets nearly 

everything they might request, within the bounds of reason. 

Cripps, pro-Soviet though he was, was fed up with Russian 

secretiveness and advocated hard bargaining tactics, ex¬ 

tracting military information from the Soviets in exchange 

for aid. When Beaverbrook arrived in Moscow, the Ambassa¬ 

dor tried to sell this approach but Beaverbrook would have 

none of it: 

The one way to break down the suspicious attitude 
which had given rise to Russian secrecy was to make 
clear beyond a doubt the British and American inten¬ 
tion to satisfy Russian needs to the utmost in their 
power, whether the Russians gave anything or not. It 
was to be a Christmas-tree party, and there must be 
no excuse for the Russians thinking they were„not get¬ 
ting a fair share of the gifts on the tree. 

The first meeting with Stalin on Sunday, 28th Septem¬ 

ber, was successful, and the two emmissaries returned to 

(53) 
their hotel v ' "well satisfied with the results," as 

General Ismay, the ranking British military representative, 

has recorded. Beaverbrook tried to assure Stalin of 

Britain's intention to send troops to aid the Soviets: "He 

indicated that the British were building up divisions in 

Persia which might be joined in the Caucasus with the Rus¬ 

sians." Stalin was not so easily assured, responding tart¬ 

ly and with some justice: "there is no war in the Caucasus 

but there is in the Ukraine." Stalin seemed more anxious 

to get British troops committed to the Russian front than 
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to a second front in France, and he pressed for a British 

force to be sent to Archangel or the Ukraine, but said "he 

didn't know enough about the situation (in France} but had 

confidence in Churchill's judgement." 

Discussing peace terms, Beaverbrook stressed the im- 

portance of American public opinion in forming the post¬ 

war world "and urged Stalin to use the American press to 

build up a better understanding in America of Russia." 

According to Harriman's notes; 

I asked him (Stalin) whether he had any other ideas 
about peace terms. He turned to Beaverbrook and said 
"Are the Eight Points Çpf the Atlantic Charter) going 
to satisfy you?" Beaverbrook was non-commital and I 
asked what Stalin had in mind. Stalin said "What a- 
bout getting the Germans to pay for the damage." Bea¬ 
verbrook dodged the answer with some generality about 
"We must win the war first." (55) 

This is one of the earliest examples of a tendency that 

persisted throughout the war; Western leaders consistent¬ 

ly were more reluctant than Stalin to discuss specifics 

about a post-war settlement; they were more inclined to fo¬ 

cus narrowly on the purely military measures needed to win 

the war. 

The Russians, by contrast, remained unwilling to di¬ 

vulge military information which the British felt was nec¬ 

essary to arrange for supplies. The Soviets would simply 

demand ever more material. According to General Ismay, 

who conducted the separate meetings of the military staffs; 

When we tried to elucidate the basis of their astrono¬ 
mical requirements of equipment, we could get no an¬ 
swer out of Cthe Russians}. We asked, for example, 
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how many anti-tank guns were alloted to a division, 
adding that our divisions had seventy-two. The reply 
was, "It depends on what sort of division." When we 
suggested that an infantry division might be taken as 
an example, the,reply was. "That depends on where it 
had to fight." 15.67 

Such conversations could be extremely frustrating for the 

British military men. 

In a peculiarly characteristic Soviet pattern, Beaver- 

brooks’ second meeting with Stalin was less congenial than 

the first; the Anglo-American representatives returning 

from the talk on the 29th "in the depths of depression." 

(57) Stalin had been rude, and persistently claimed his 

allies were not doing enough in the way of supplies. 

On the 30th Stalin raised for the first time the issue 

of a formal Anglo-Soviet "alliance not only for war but for 

post-war as well" to build upon the base of July’s Joint 

Agreement. "Stalin remarked that all the Soviet Government 

officials favoured the proposal," as if that were a major 

consideration. Beaverbrook "answered that he personally 

favoured it" and promised to champion the idea when he re¬ 

turned to Britain. (58) 

During the final ceremonies of the Conference, Gen¬ 

eral Ismay had a fascinating ten minute talk with Stalin 

about post-war military matters. Stalin told the British 

general that "England ought to have a large army." He 

continued in the same vein saying that, 

he quite understood why we could not at the moment 
establish a Western Front, (though he continued to 
press for a British contingent on the Eastern Front) 
He then continued in the following sense: The whole 
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situation in Europe had cnanged. Never again can Eng¬ 
land rely on her navy alone. She must have conscrip¬ 
tion and a large army in time of peace. There will 
always be "Petains" in France and therefore no reli¬ 
ance can be placed in the future on the French Army 
or people. Japan finds it possible to maintain a 
large army_in addition to a large navy. So why not 
England? 

This is a fascinating insight into Stalin's strategic 

thinking—interesting too is his complete equation of 

"England," as he called it, with Japan. After all, both 

were bourgeois "island races." 

The negotiation of the treaty which Stalin had pro¬ 

posed, which was to be between Britain and the Soviet 

Union, excluding the United States, was to cause the first 

major wartime rift between the two Western Democracies. As 

we shall see, the Soviets exploited the differences between 

the Americans and British to further their own ends, and 

came within a hair's breath of full success. 

Returning from Moscow, Beaverbrook touted the Moscow 

Conference as a complete success and, given his personal 

political standards, it probably was. The two Western 

Powers had agreed to supply Russia with essential war ma¬ 

terial—what Ismay has called "our life's blood." The 

terms of the agreement stated that the supplies would "be 

made available at British and United States centres of pro¬ 

duction." But in the end Anglo-American ships carried 

ninety percent of the supplies along the treacherous Mur¬ 

mansk route only to be greeted by Stalin's complaints that 

his allies were shirking their responsibilities. 
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Nor, as Cripps feared, did the evidence of Western larg¬ 

esse prod the Soviets towards greater openness regarding 

military intelligence. 

As if to illustrate how negligible the effect of Wes¬ 

tern supplies would be on Soviet contrariness, during the 

Moscow Conference, on September 30th, three British Naval 

officers in the Moscow Military Mission were expelled from 

the Soviet Union with no reasonable explanation. Meeting 

with Molotov to protest the expulsions, Cripps, in Sir 

Orme Sargent's words, "went off the deep end." Still an^ 

gry, Cripps fired off a telegram to the Foreign Office: 

We would not allow this to pass without a good deal 
of action on our part... the only possible, and al¬ 
most inevitable, action would have to be the with¬ 
drawal of the Naval Mission in Moscow and from the 
Black Sea on the basis that we would not expose them 
to further risks of anonymous accusations/and conse¬ 
quent action by Cthe) Soviet Government. 

On October 2nd the War Cabinet decided to turn the other 

cheek rather than force a showdown with Moscow over such 

a matter. So Eden telegraphed Cripps the next day, telling 

the Ambassador to ignore the expulsions. ' ' Throughout 

the war the British continued to tolerate churlish behavior 

on the part of their ally from the fear, entirely unfound¬ 

ed, that the Soviet Union might sign a separate peace and 

that, if treated kindly, the Russians would lose their sup¬ 

posed fear of the West. Even Churchill—his post-war 

claims to the contrary—at times flattered himself think¬ 

ing he could handle Stalin. 
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General Mason-MacFarlane, the head of the British 

military mission in the Moscow Embassy, allowed his frus¬ 

tration with such treatment by the Soviets to boil over in 

a telegram to the War Office: "The Russians are not nor¬ 

mal," he wrote, "Neither do they acknowledge services ren¬ 

dered except on the rarest of occasions." The ^ip- 

lomatic community in Moscow, isolated from the Soviet 

people, generally kept in the dark, and summoned by their 

hosts only when a specific service was required, tended to¬ 

wards gloominess. Life in Moscow could be frustrating in¬ 

deed, and the strain was not eased by the evident reluc¬ 

tance of the London Government to respond firmly to Soviet 

high-handedness. 

In the meantime, the tenuous equilibrium on the Rus¬ 

sian front was shattered when, on September 30th, the Ger¬ 

mans launched their final attack on Moscow, advancing 50 
//i \ 

miles on the first day. v bt} Soviet losses in men, equip¬ 

ment and territory were greater than in any previous stage 

of the war, with some German units coming within sight of 

the Kremlin’s towers. 

The worsening military situation had an immediate im¬ 

pact in the diplomatic sphere: a worried Stalin sent Chur¬ 

chill a note praising the success of the Moscow Conference 

which, he said, "had a most favourable effect." He then 

came to the point: 

I admit that our present requirements in military 
supplies, arising from a number of unfavourable cir- 
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cumstances on our front and the resulting evacuation 
of a further group of enterprises, to say nothing of 
the fact that a number of issues have been put off 
until final consideration and settlement in London and 
Washington transcend the decisions agreed at the con¬ 
ference. 

Stalin wanted more. 

Churchill’s reply was poorly thought out. He had al¬ 

ready sent Stalin a message which had reached the Kremlin 

on October 1st in which he warned of trouble in Persia: 

"There are in Persia signs of serious disorder among the 

tribes," Churchill had written, "and of a breakdown of 

Persian authority." The Prime Minister felt that if such 

"disorder" continued it "will mean wasting our divisions 

( 66 ) 
in holding down these people." ' ' Now, answering Sta¬ 

lin's note, Churchill wrote on October 12th that Britain 

would best help the USSR by freeing Soviet divisions in 

Iran for duty on the Eastern front; he wrote: 

About Persia: Our only interests there are; as a bar¬ 
rier against German penetration eastwards, and second¬ 
ly, as a through route for supplies to the Caspian 
Basin. If you wish to withdraw the five or six Rus¬ 
sian divisions for use on the battlefront, we will 
take over the whole responsibility for keeping order 
and maintaining and improving the supply route. I 
pledge the faith of Britain that we will not seek 
any rightful.Russian interest during the war or at 
the end. (°7) 

Cripps, whose unpleasant duty it was to deliver the Prime 

Minister’s message, gave the note to Molotov on the 14th, 

telling the Foreign Office afterwards, "I do not think he 

liked the suggestion about Persia very much...." Sir Staf¬ 

ford went on to ask the obvious question: 
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If as the Prime Minister's message suggests, we have 
enough forces to take over the occupation of the whole 
of Persia, would it not be possible for us to send 
some into the Caucasus and let the Russians leave a 
few troops in the North of Persia? 

Churchill did not reply to Cripps until ten days la¬ 

ter, but his explanation was reasonable and convincing. 

He described Stalin's earlier request for twenty-five to 

thirty-five British divisions as "a physical absurdity" 

and proceeded to explain the limits imposed by logistical 

reality: 

It took eight months to build up ten divisions in 
France only across the channel when shipping was 
plentiful and U. boats few. It is only with the 
greatest difficulty that we have managed to send the 
50th division to the Middle East in the last six 
months...all our shipping is fully engaged...the mar¬ 
gin by which we live and make munitions of war has 
only narrowly been maintained. 

Churchill then explained the problems associated with 

shifting British units north from the Caucasus: 

(The):’Russians have five divisions in Persia which 
we are willing to relieve. Surely these divisions 
should defend their own country before we choke one 
of the only supply lines with the maintenance of our 
forces to the northward. To put two fully armed Bri¬ 
tish divisions from here into the Caucasus or north 
of the Caspian would take at least three months.pv 
They would then only be a drop in the bucket. 

Churchill's argument may have made good logistical sense, 

but it was poor politics. True, as Churchill said, a Bri¬ 

tish contingent would have been a drop in the bucket and, 

arriving as it would in three months, the immediate crisis 

would by then have passed. But failing to send even a 

troop of bagpipes—as President Johnson would later say of 
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the British and Vietnam—left Churchill open to the not 

entirely unfounded accusation of wanting to see Germany 

and the USSR claw each other into oblivion. 

The Russians, for their part, did nothing to ease the 

situation. No matter how many soldiers the British might 

send to the Soviet Union the Russians would surely have 

spurned it as a pittance. Nor were they very helpful to 

the British advocates of sending forces. When Cripps, 

trying to be encouraging, asked Mikoyan how British sol¬ 

diers might be supplied when in Russia, the latter snap¬ 

ped back that there was no need to discuss such problems 
( 71 ) 

as the troops were not in the USSR yet. ' ' Also, pres-, 

sing hard for British divisions, Stalin at no time lowered 

his demands for Anglo-American supplies, in fact upping the 

ante day by day. Stalin wanted to haver his cake and eat it 

as well. 

Cripps who, along with the rest of Moscow's diplo¬ 

matic community was ordered to evacuate the capital on Oct¬ 

ober 15-16 from fear of the German threat, felt that his 

Government was not fully alive to the imminence of a Rus¬ 

sian collapse and did not place as much emphasis on Russian 

behavior as did London. On the 16th the normally cowed 

population of Moscow broke into a panic as the Germans 

approached and the NKVD disappeared. Even Stalin fled the 

city for two days and the authorities did not restore 

order by putting the city under martial law until the 19th. 

(72) 



Having witnessed some of the chaos, Cripps wrote the 

Foreign Office on the 25th: 

I make full allowance for the fact that Molotov and 
others are stressing this point C&bout a British 
forcO for reasons of policy, but I am satisfied be¬ 
yond a doubt that there is a wide-spread general ob¬ 
session with this question. Officially I am begin¬ 
ning to be anxious as to (th<£) result of this on mor¬ 
ale during the winter, 

Cripps took note, he said, of the logistical obstacles; 

but wrote that the urgency of the situation demanded "the 

immediate dispatch of a force not less than a corps, with 

an adequate proportion of RAF...." The British Military 

Mission at the Embassy agreed with this assessment, Cripps 

wrote, "but (±he£) desire that I should stress the fact 

that these suggestions are only a temporary remedy, and 

that whatever we send, the Russians will inevitably press 

for more." ^3) 

The next day, in another telegram, Cripps responded 

to the Prime Minister's message of the 24th, accepting the 

military arguments against sending a large British force 

but urging that, "a drop or two in a bucket may make a 

great deal of difference when a stimulant is urgently 

needed." Sir Stafford felt that he and General 

Mason-MacFarlane should return to London to discuss meas¬ 

ures to overcome the crisis. In a phrase which stung 

Churchill, Cripps wrote: 

We have never yet explained to them frankly over here 
our own position. (The Russian0 are now obsessed 
with the idea that we are prepared to fight to the 
last drop of Russian blood as the Germans suggest in 
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their propoganda. 

Churchill had what he no doubt felt would be the final 

word in this exchange, showing that more lay behind his 

reluctance to send British soldiers to the Russian front 

than concerns about rail and shipping capacity. On October 

28th he wrote Cripps saying that "it would be silly to send 

two or three divisions into the heart of Russia to be cut 

to pieces as a symbolic sacrifice.” Churchill continued: 

I fully sympathise with you in your difficult posi¬ 
tion, and also with Russia in her agony. They cer¬ 
tainly have no right to reproach us. They brought 
their own fate upon themselves when by their pact with 
Ribbentrop they let Hitler loose on Poland and so 
started the war. They cut themselves off from an 
effective second front when they let the French Army 
be destroyed. If prior to June 22nd they had consult¬ 
ed with us beforehand, many arrangements could have 
been made to bring the great help we are now sending 
them in munitions earlier. We did not however know 
till Hitler attacked them whether they would fight or 
what side they would be on. We were left on our own 
for a whole year while every Communist in England, 
under orders from Moscow, did his best to hamper our 
war effort.... That a government with this record . 
should accuse us of trying to make conquests in Af¬ 
rica or gain advantages in Persia at their expense 
or being willing to fight to the last Russian sol¬ 
dier leaves me quite cool. If they harbour suspi¬ 
cions of us it is only because of the guilt and self- 
reproach in their own hearts. 

As for Cripps' suggestion that he should return to London, 

Churchill wrote: 

I do not think it would be any use for you and Mac- 
Farlane to fly home now. I could only repeat what I 
have said here, and I hope that I shall never be 
called upon to argue the case in public. ' 

Churchill, for one, had lost none of his old distaste 

for Communism. His arguments against sending British 

soldiers to disappear in Russia were unimpeachable—as 
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it turned out—but they would have looked petulant and ill- 

judged had the battle for Moscow gone otherwise. The last 

line of his telegram also is interesting: the façade of 

Allied unity would be preserved in public while behind the 

scenes—at least so far as Churchill was concerned, though 

not with men like Eden and Beaverbrook—the old differences 

would persist. Ultimately, as the Grand Alliance neared 

victory over Nazi Germany, the Prime Minister would face a 

difficult task steering public opinion around to recognize 

the Russian threat to Europe. How could a public that had 

been told the war was being fought for universal democra¬ 

tic principles also be told that their great eastern ally's 

war aims were fundamentally opposed to these principles? 

Cripps still felt Churchill did not understand the 

tenuousness of Russia's resistance; after what he describ¬ 

ed as "the fullest consideration," he sent a reply to the 

Prime Minister on the 29th, claiming that Churchill's ar¬ 

guments "are of no assistance to me" in answering the Rus¬ 

sian accusations and demands. Cripps wrote that, "I am 

not concerned now any more than you are by Russian re¬ 

proaches from any moral point of view..." but, he argued, 

he was worried about the effect of British dilatoriness 

on Russian morale. 

The main thrust of Cripps’ telegram was that he, as 

Ambassador, was neither sufficiently informed, nor authori¬ 

tative enough to argue Britain's case. He recalled Eden's 

visit to the Middle East and Greece earlier in the year and 
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contrasted this with the fact that the Foreign Secretary 

had not yet visited Russia. "And yet,” he argued, "it 

could hardly be denied that the Soviets are now more im¬ 

portant to us as Allies than the Greeks ever were." Cripps 

also suggested that General Ismay should return to the USSR 

for high-level military coordination. (Having been exclud¬ 

ed from the Beaverbrook-Stalin meetings, Cripps could not 

have known that the former offered to have Ismay discuss 

strategic matters with his Russian counterparts, a sugges¬ 

tion which met no Russian response.) Cripps wrote cor¬ 

rectly: 

We seem to be trying to carry on two relatively un¬ 
related wars to the great benefit of Hitler instead 
of a single war upon the basis of a combined plan. 
(76) 

The telegram was well-reasoned, persuasive, and moderate, 

and it planted the seed of Eden’s eventual trip to Moscow 

in December. In a second telegram, Cripps argued that he 

should attend the lower-level military mission talks al¬ 

ready under way in Tiflis while Eden could handle the ,r, 

(77) greater political questions. 

While the debate between Britain’s Moscow Embassy and 

the London Government was raging over whether or not to 

send British soldiers to Russia, a Trade Union Conference 

(T.U.C.) delegation, led by Sir Walter Citrine, it’s Gen¬ 

eral Secretary, visited Moscow to confer with their Rus¬ 

sian fellow trade unionists. The visit sheds light on the 

development of British public opinion towards Russia. 
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Citrine was known as a vocal anti-Communist because of 

the Soviet Union's frequent efforts to infiltrate and sub¬ 

vert the British Trade Union Movement. For this, and other 

reasons, Cripps and Citrine had long been at loggerheads. 

Russia's newfound friends also held Citrine's anti-Commun- 

ism against him, as shown by this extract from Oliver Har¬ 

vey's diary: 

Moscow...is menaced with a visit from that bogus 
booster, Citrine and a T.U.C. party. How Cripps 
will hate it! Citrine comports himself as a little 
Führer, ordering Cabinet Ministers (jpr his secretar¬ 
ies) about.... He hates Soviet Russia and is one of 
those Labour leaders who are throwing dust in the eyes 
of Laboür. He could easily become an appeaser for 
fear of Communism. 

Harvey's opinions aside for the moment, Citrine's re¬ 

action to visiting the USSR illustrates the ever increasing 

sympathy in Britain for the Soviet Union and the strange 

schizophrenia of Britain's Labour Party to the "Soviet ex¬ 

periment," as it was called. Citrine was indeed a bitter 

opponent of domestic Communism; as he wrote of the Commun¬ 

ist Party in 1964* "Here was a body that was determined to 

use every available means to undermine the faith of trade 

unionists in their elected officers and to convert that 

movement into a revolutionary force no matter what distress 

(79) 
this might bring to the average worker...." 7 But in 

1942, in a book describing his visit to the USSR in the 

Autumn of 1941» Citrine told a different story: 

We (jof the TUC) had at all times proclaimed the right 
of the Russian people to work out their own destiny in 
their own way.... It was our deep conviction that the 
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great social and economic achievements of the past 
twenty years in Russia, were founded on the right 
principle of collective ownership and control. Bri¬ 
tish Labour believed that the goal of production for 
use and not for profit, which Russia had striven to 
apply, was one which other countries would eventually 
have to emulate. v80) 

The Russians had merely "chosen" a different road to the 

same goal. "Russia is ruled by a dictatorship," Citrine 

admitted, "but it is not a personal dictatorship in the 

sense of one man ruling the country. It is the dictâtor- 

(81 ) ship of a Party." ' ' British workers were more advanced 

—so the underlying assumption ran—and would therefore not 

require the stern tutelage as administered by the Kremlin. 

Such upbeat accounts of the Soviet war effort, assur¬ 

ing the British public that the USSR would both remain in 

the war, and that, though admittedly using methods quite 

unacceptable in Britain, the Russians shared Britain’s 

long-range goals, swelled the growing tide of pro-Soviet 

( 82 ) sympathy in Britain. v ' 

But in reality, Anglo-Soviet cooperation was never as 

smooth as wartime accounts claimed. In contrast with Cit¬ 

rine’s glowing public account, the major meeting during the 

TUC delegation’s visit, between Cripps, Citrine, and Molo¬ 

tov in Kuibyshev on October 23rd, had not gone at all well. 

As Sir Orme Sargent wrote upon reading an account of the 

talk: "The interview seems to have degenerated into an un¬ 

seemly wrangle between Molotov and Sir C. Cripps." After 

brief, and irrelevant, pleasantries about the desire for 
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growing cooperation between the two nations' trade unions, 

Molotov got down to the more serious business of charging 

the British with evasion of their responsibilities. Molo¬ 

tov said: 

The efforts of the Soviet and British armies should 
be united on one common front or on two fronts and the 
sooner this was done the better...the ultimate outcome 
of the war would be decided by the armies and if they 
fought together victory would come all the sooner. 

Molotov complained that "we have not received any answer, 

neither a negative one nor a positive one," to Stalin's re¬ 

quest for 25-35 British divisions. Cripps denied Molotov's 

accusation, claiming that Churchill and General Sir John 

Dill had told Maisky in London "why we could not accept 

this proposal (by Stalin)." Molotov said that, according 

to Soviet records there had been no such British response 

and continued: 

Sir Stafford Cripps has spoken very often about send¬ 
ing English troops to the Caucasus but there is no 
front. There had been a question of sending English 
troops to fight on the front through Iran, Archangel 
or through the Caucasus to the second front in the 
South but we have received no answer. 

Sir Walter Citrine tried to smooth things over by suggest¬ 

ing that this was no matter for telegrams and that he would 

personally raise the matter with Churchill after the TUC 

delegation had returned to London. 

This suggestion upset Cripps, who saw it as a personal 

slight, and claimed that "the matter had better be dealt 

with by him...." Molotov put the Ambassador on the spot 

by siding with Citrine, and Cripps ended up feeling humil- 
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liated. 

His humiliation was intensified when, on November 

1st, he finally received accounts of Beaverbrook's meet¬ 

ing with Stalin. Among the other unpleasant news in these 

telegrams, such as the fact that Beaverbrook had offered to 

leave General Ismay in Moscow for strategic talks, Cripps 

learned that Molotov had been right on October 23rd, and 

that the Soviets had not, in fact, received a clear-cut 

response to Stalin's request for 25-35 British divisions. 

It is hard not to sympathise with Sir Stafford, who on Nov¬ 

ember 5th telegraphed the Foreign Office: 

It must be remembered that Molotov was present at all 
these discussions (yith Beaverbrook and Harriman), but 
that a Beaverbrook's request, and since the conversa¬ 
tions were only to concern the matters which he came 
out to discuss—-which I understood to be questions of 
supply—-I was not present. This has, of course, put 
me in as entirely false position as regards Molotov 
and probably explains a phrase which he used to me the 
other day and to which I did not then attach any sig¬ 
nificance. When I was pointing out that I had urged 
upon His Majesty's Government a certain course of 
action, he remarked that he was afraid that I had no 
power of persuading them. 

Beaverbrook's obtuseness had caused a significant snarl-up 

in Anglo-Russian relations. Cripps continued that, "In 

these circumstances I can see no use in my remaining here 

to act as an occasional post-box...." The only thing that 

could induce him to stay, Cripps wrote, was if the British 

Government should decide to negotiate a full treaty of al¬ 

liance with the USSR to replace the Joint Agreement of 

July, an alliance which Stalin hinted he wanted in conver¬ 

sation with Lord Beaverbrook. Then, Cripps said, he might 
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still be useful in Moscow. Cripps also argued that, since 

Stalin had raised with Beaverbrook the issue of post-war 

treatment of Germany, and the idea of post-war Anglo- 

Russian cooperation, the British should discuss the "Whole 

question of peace objectives and of (the) Atlantic Charter 

..." with the Russians. 

Before answering Cripps, Eden met with Maisky on Nov-, 

ember 6th and at long last formally reponded to Stalin's 

request of September 15th for British divisions. Eden 

told the Ambassador that "The Prime Minister had made it 

plain that it was quite outside our powers to dispatch 

such a force." Eden continued: "We had offered to relieve 

Soviet troops in North Persia and send a small force to 

the Caucasus, but the Soviet Government had not accepted 

these offers." Eden was only being partly truthful: the 

British had indeed offered to relieve Soviet troops in 

Persia and had more than once offered to send a British 

force into the Caucasus, an offer derided by both Molotov 

and Stalin. But Churchill had never given Stalin a clear 

rejection, instead making counter-proposals and allowing 

the Soviets to draw their own conclusions. This said, Sta¬ 

lin and Molotov were in no position to bemoan British un¬ 

responsiveness. The Soviet leaders had, as we have seen, 

frequently given no answer whatsoever to British approaches 

prior to June 22nd. 

On the 10th Eden wrote apologetically to Cripps, try¬ 

ing to downplay the importance of the political side of the 
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Beaverbrook-Harriman-Stalin meetings; the talks were al¬ 

most totally centered on supply issues, Eden told Cripps, 

stretching the truth, and Beaverbrook "asks me to assure 

you that there were no diplomatic talks at all." 

Turning to Cripps' proposals to set Anglo-Russian 

relations on a firmer basis, Eden wrote that the British 

had proposed staff talks with the Soviets, but had received 

no response. As for the suggestion for a discussion of 

post-war frontiers, Eden wrote: 

at the present stage when it is so impossible to pre¬ 
dict what the situation at the end of the war will be, 
it is really quite impracticable to formulate our 
peace objectives for discussion with our allies more 
definitely than is done in the Atlantic Charter. 

In this, Eden was simply relaying a "logically defensible" 

decision already reached in August 1940» that "political 

relations produced during this war ought not to be recog- 

(85) nised de jure pending a general peace settlement." v ■ 

His Majesty's Government's first interest was in forming 

a war-winning coalition, and Britain's leaders were well 

aware of the fact that this would mean reconciling—at 

least for the war's duration—-widely divergent and often 

contradictory interests. Excessive concern for matters 

such as post-war frontiers would likely disrupt a fragile 

equilibrium. To cite just one example: the Free Poles and 

the Russians, the British felt, could hardly work comfort¬ 

ably in harness if they were squabbling about whether to 

include Vilna in Poland or the USSR. Far better, the Bri¬ 

tish Government felt, to leave such abrasive issues to a 
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comprehensive post-war conference. This decision had draw¬ 

backs however: Russia was in a much weaker position vis- 

a-vis Britain in 1941 than she would be in 1945. Also, 

since London’s decision to place territorial questions in 

limbo was made unilaterally, the Russians did not feel 

bound by this policy. London's efforts to prevent such 

problems as Russo-Polish maneuvering were doomed from the 

start. 

Though unprepared to discuss a comprehensive European 

post-war order, the British Government was prepared to sign 

a longterm treaty of friendship with the Soviets, Eden told 

Cripps. This step, which had been judged politically un¬ 

acceptable in July would now be alright, a sign of how far 

British opinion had moved in four months. Eden identified 

the purpose of such a treaty: 

The important thing is surely that the Russians should 
know that we are prepared to carry forward our colla¬ 
boration with them into the peace and beyond. This 
has been explained to M. Maisky and I shall be grate¬ 
ful if you will emphasise our general attitude in this 
respect-to.Stalin or Molotov at any convenient oppor¬ 
tunity. (8b> 

In closing, Eden tried to reassure Cripps about his cen¬ 

trality in Anglo-Russian relations and of the necessity 

for him to remain in Moscow preparing the groundwork for 

future talks. In a following telegram Eden wrote: "If 

opportunity offers, I hope myself at a not too distant 

date to pay you a visit and join you in this and other 

work." 

Cripps, understandably, felt Eden had given him very 
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little to build upon. As the Ambassador had found to his 

chagrin, the Russians did not regard him as privy to inside 

information. And now the Foreign Secretary was telling him 

to assure the Russians of Britain's goodwill, but in the 

meantime to explicitly avoid discussions of a post-war 

settlement or, indeed, the discussion of any detailed 

questions. On the 13th Cripps replied to Eden: "I find 

it difficult to know how I am to prepare the ground in a 

hard frost without any implements." As for the idea of 

reserving territorial questions for a peace conference, 

Cripps wrote: 

I am not in the least criticising your method of deal¬ 
ing with Qhis matter^ which may well be the best un¬ 
der the circumstances. I merely record the fact that 
I can do nothing to help. 

The time had come, Cripps felt, for his return to Britain, 

since "I came here to do a special job and not as a pro¬ 

fessional diplomatist, and it was understood that when the 

job was at an end I should leave." 

In the meantime Churchill intervened, apparently with¬ 

out consulting Cripps, to attempt to allay Soviet suspi¬ 

cions and to undo the damage done by the confused and in¬ 

complete signals passing between Moscow and London. There 

were four major outstanding issues: 1) The British were 

anxious to begin high-level military consultations while 

the Russians seemed content with low-level technical as¬ 

sistance: 2) Stalin wanted either a second front or a Bri¬ 

tish force sent to the Soviet Union? 3) The Russians were 
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adamant that Britain should press the Governments of Fin¬ 

land, Bumania and Hungary, if not declare war on them, 

whereas Britain was reluctant to declare war; 4) Stalin 

wanted a full discussion of post-war plans. In his message 
« 

to Stalin on November 7th, Churchill addressed points one 

and three, again dodging the touchy subject of a second 

front. The Prime Minister offered to send General Wavell, 

the Commander in Chief in India, Persia and Iraq, "to meet 

you (Stalin) in Moscow, Kuibyshev, Tiflis or wherever you 

will be." Accompanying Wavell would be General Paget, 

Commander in Chief designate for the Far East. 

Turning to the matter of Germany’s three allies, Ru¬ 

mania, Hungary, and Finland, Churchill urged Stalin to 

"consider whether it is really good business that Great 

Britain should declare war..." on the three nations; the 

Prime Minister added, "My judgement is against it" since 

"Finland has many friends in the United States" (and, he 

might have added, in Britain). As for the other two coun¬ 

tries: 

these countries are full of our friends: they have 
been overpowered by Hitler and used as a cat’s paw. 
But if fortune turns against thatvRuffian they might 
easily come back to our side. 

Stalin’s reply, dated the 8th, was received in London 

on the 11th. Stalin complained that Anglo-Soviet relations 

were hampered by a "lack of clarity." (How different it 

must have been to work with the confusing British after 

Hitler and company.) Stalin attributed the friction be- 
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tween the two countries to two factors: 

a) There is no definite understanding between our two 
countries on war aims and on plans of the post war 
organisation of peace, b) There is no agreement be¬ 
tween the USSR and Great Britain on mutual military 
assistance against Hitler in Europe. 

The rest of Stalin's message was harsh and uncompromising. 

Referring to Churchill's proposal to send Generals Wavell 

and Paget for military consultations, Stalin said he would 

be willing to meet them if they were prepared to negotiate 

a treaty based on the two points above: 

If, however, the mission of the Generals is confined 
to the questions of information and to the considera¬ 
tion of secondary matters, it would not be, I think, 
worth while to intrude upon the Generals. In such 
a case it would be also very difficult for me to find 
the time for conversations. 

Turning to the issue of Britain's attitude towards Rumania, 

Hungary and Finland, Stalin wrote that "It seems to me an 

intolerable situation has been created in the question of 

the declaration of war by Great Britain...." Stalin ac- 
s r 

cused his allies of bad faith and a "negative attitude," 

asking these questions: "Why is all this being done? To 

demonstrate the lack of unity between the USSR and Great 

Britain?" 

The British were taken aback by the harsh tone of Sta¬ 

lin's note. Meeting with Maisky on the 12th, the next day, 

Eden told the Ambassador that the note raised "very large 

issues," and that a British response would follow after a 

period of consideration. Eden said: 

At the same time I cannot conceal from you that the 
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Prime Minister and the Cabinet were surprised and 
pained at the tone and the contents of the message. 

Reporting his talk with Maisky to Cripps, Eden laid out 

the Government's course: 

M. Stalin's message betrays a mood which we must do 
our best to transform,- but we feel for the moment 
that any reply, whether argumentative or apologetic, 
would only make matters worse. A few days for yg?:\ 
flection on both sides may be all to the good. *'u' 

What should one make of Stalin's note? There is a 

certain amount of justice, it would seem, in his demand 

that his allies should declare war on all the nations wag¬ 

ing war against Russia. However, Churchill's arguments 

made some sense: the British might be able gradually to 

increase pressure on the three nations and would have more 

influence over them if relations were maintained. Also, 

American public opinion—which was, as Churchill argued, 

strongly pro-Finnish—was as important to Britain as Sta¬ 

lin's peace of mind, if not more so. It is difficult to 

believe that the average Russian was clamoring for a Bri¬ 

tish declaration of war. 

Stalin's note should not simply be seen as a manifes¬ 

tation of his suspicions, but rather of his characteristic 

desire to have as many loose ends as possible tied down. 

The German offensive on Moscow was at its most critical 

point, but Stalin was already thinking of the post-war 

world. The General Secretary was undoubtedly receiving re¬ 

gular reports of Britain's pro-Soviet shift from Ivan Mais¬ 

ky, and may have reasoned that now was the moment to press 
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the British to recognize what Vojtech Mastny has called 

Stalin's "minimum aims"; in other words, the Soviet Union's 
foi) 

gains from the era of the Nazi-Soviet Pact, v ' Britain's 

refusal to declare war on Finland and Rumania—Hungary was 

only thrown in for good measure—was an overt indication 

that London had not yet accepted Russia's acquisition of 

Bessarabia, North Bukhovina and those parts of Finland 

seized by Russia in 1940. Having declared war on Rumania 

and Finland, Britain would be in no position to defend 

those nations' territorial claims against the USSR at the 

peace conference. 

The theory that what lay behind Stalin's requests was 

a desire to force recognition of his earlier territorial 

gains is confirmed by his speech to the Soviet people over 

the radio on November 6th. Though paying lip service to 

the principles of the Atlantic Charter, the Soviet dictator 

spoke of the need to expel the Nazi invader from Soviet 

territory, including specifically Estonia, Latvia, Lithua¬ 

nia, Belorussia, Bessarabia and North Bukhovina. The issue 

of these territories was clearly on his mind, though few 

in London seemed to realize this. 

Cripps, reading Stalin's note, drew quite different 

conclusions. He felt that Stalin suffered from "the Rus¬ 

sian Georgian suspicion of Western European countries" and 

that the General Secretary "has never had any real contact 

with Western ways and diplomatic usages." Cripps argued 

that Stalin's suspicion was deep rooted; 
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Stalin is not convinced that we are in the war with 
the Russians wholeheartedly and without reservations. 
He has his own ideas as to tests which will convince 
him one way or the other or will predispose him to 
such ultimate conviction. 

In an immediately following telegram, Cripps continued 

this line of argument with a familiar refrain: "I feel 

that the present is the most critical moment in our rela¬ 

tionship (with the Soviet Union) and that action taken now 

will go far to déterminé the whole course of those rela- 

tions during and after the war." w ' 

The problem with Cripps* argument is that Stalin con¬ 

tinued to devise such "tests" of British goodwill long af¬ 

ter he should have been assured. Cripps, having dealt with 

the Kremlin for a year and a half should have know this. 

Nevertheless, solely to appease the Soviets, Britain de¬ 

clared war on Rumania, Hungary, and Finland on December 

6th, even going so far as to launch naval-air raids on 

Petsamo, the Finnish nickel mining town. It was ironic 

that the British should choose December 6th, the day be¬ 

fore Pearl Harbor, since the Soviets would not declare war 

on Japan until 1945. Evidently Stalin was never troubled 

by the urge to assure his allies of his sterling character 

and good intentions. 

Churchill felt he had had enough of Cripps demands to 

do more for the Russians. The Prime Minister read Sir 

Stafford’s request to return to London as a veiled poli¬ 

tical threat designed to drum up support to pressure the 
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Government to pursue a more forthcoming policy towards the 

USSR. Taking up the challenge, Churchill dictated a note 

to Cripps threatening the Ambassador with political obli¬ 

vion should he argue his pro-Soviet case in public. After 

assuring Cripps that he had "read all your telegrams," 

Churchill wrote: "All the same I am sure that it would be 

a mistake from your point of view to leave your post and 

abandon the Russians and the Soviet cause..." While the 

USSR's affairs were in such a parlous state. Churchill 

then came to the point: 

Your own friends here would not understand it. I 
hope you will believe that I give you this advice 
not from any fear of political opposition which you 
might raise over here by making out we had not done 
enough etc. I could face such opposition without any 
political embarrassment though with much personal re¬ 
gret. The Soviet Government, as you must see upon re¬ 
flection -■c.tjulld never support you in an agitation again¬ 
st us because that would mean that we should be forced 
to vindicate our action in public which would neces¬ 
sarily be detrimental to Soviet interests and to the 
common cause. Force of circumstances would compel 
them to make the best of us. After all, we have 
wrecked our Air and Tank expansion programmes for 
their sake, and in our effort to hold German air pow¬ 
er in the West we have lost more than double the pi* 
lots and machines lost in the Battle of Britain last 
year. You must not underrate the strength of the case 
I could deploy in the House of Commons and on the 
broadcast, though I should be very sorry to do so. 
The Government was never so strong or unchallenged 
as it is now. Every movement of the United States 
towards the war adds to that strength. You should 
weigh all this before engaging in a most unequal 
struggle which could only injure the interests to 
which you are attached. I have taken full note of 
your wish to come home. Indeed you told me about it 
before you returned last time. You may be sure I 
will tell you when to come at the right moment for 
you and for the cause. It may be for some months yet. 
(93) 

This note, which probably was an example of Churchill 
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thinking on paper, was rejected by the Cabinet on the 17th, 

undoubtedly under the influence of Eden. It was poorly de¬ 

signed to convince Cripps, who would have received it as a 

personal challenge. Also, Cripps* arguments for return¬ 

ing had been based—-at least overtly-—not on a desire to 

do combat with Churchill, but rather on the fact that he 

was poorly informed and no longer effective in Moscow. 

Both arguments had some truth, but Churchill, who was an 

old politician, had sensed a political challenge. Chur¬ 

chill's note is most interesting from a political angle, 

illustrating as it does the sort of pressure a British 

Prime Minister faces. Opposition can coalesce around any 

issue at any moment; it is equally interesting that Chur¬ 

chill's note was rejected by his Cabinet colleagues as too 

harsh. 

The Cabinet's response to Cripps was couched in sooth¬ 

ing language and, though the argument was repeated that 

"it would be difficult for His Majesty's Government at the 

present time to define at all precisely" just what sort of 

post-war collaboration there might be between Britain and 

the Soviet Union; the Cabinet promised Cripps that Eden was 

prepared to visit Moscow to iron out the problems. 

The Cabinet's decision to send Eden to Moscow was a 

direct result of the strident tone of Stalin's latest 

telegram. Relations between the two allies had never gone 

swimmingly; but the General Secretary's note seemed to the 

British to signal Moscow's growing suspicion of the extent 
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of the British war effort. As we have seen from the Prime 

Minister’s notes to Cripps, he at least felt that Stalin 

had little for which he could reproach his allies; but the 

fact that Churchill felt compelled repeatedly to counter 

the arguments of those who belittled Britain’s military 

measures showed that he was sensitive to such attacks, 

however unfounded he felt them to be. 

On December 4th Eden discussed Stalin’s note with 

Winant, the American Ambassador, showing how seriously 

Britain’s leaders regarded Soviet accusations. Eden said, 

The terms of this message were such as to leave 
no doubt that Stalin was in a mood of suspicion and 
even resentment to a degree that might adversely af¬ 
fect the cooperation of the/two Governments in the 
prosecution of the war.... 

In the re-worded message to Cripps, the Cabinet told the 

Ambassador that the proposed visit of the Foreign Secre¬ 

tary would hopefully reassure Russia of Great Britain’s 

good intentions. 

At the Cabinet meeting on the 17th, during which this 

telegram was drafted, Churchill continued to argue against 

a British declaration of war on Finland, Rumania and Hun¬ 

gary. In his diary Oliver Harvey wrote of the situation: 

P.M. most obstinate. At the same time Maisky con¬ 
tinues to insist on profound misgiving which this 
policy is causing in Russia. A.E. doesn’t see how 
to advance matters now. /He^has next to no support 
except from the Beaver. 

Though the Cabinet refused to specify Britain’s post-war 

aims, or to declare war on all those nations fighting in 

Russia, the decision to send Eden was an important step 
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towards acceptance of at least part of Stalin’s demands. 

The peculiar dynamics of high-level political missions — 

at least in democratic countries—is that they force the 

participants to agree to something in order to avoid leav¬ 

ing the meeting empty-handed. Stalin, who had few public 

opinion pressures, could afford to be obstinate; Eden 

could not, even if he'had wanted to, which he certainly 

did not. Eden, as Cripps and Beaverbrook before, was de¬ 

termined to go down in history as the man who had recon¬ 

ciled Britain and Soviet Russia. Also, by the time the 

British Foreign Secretary arrived in Moscow on December 

15th, the German attack on Moscow had run out of steam 

and the Russian counter-attack was dealing Hitler his 

first major reverse of the war. Pro-Russian sympathy 

swelled in Great Britain, making a tough British negotia¬ 

ting position politically untenable. 

Far more important than the events around Moscow, so 

Churchill felt, was the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. 

Almost as soon as he heard the news, the Prime Minister 

determined to visit Washington as soon as possible. As 

he wrote in his memoirs; "I never had any doubt that a com 

lete understanding between Britain and the United States 

outweighed all else, and that I must go to Washington at 

once with the strongest team of expert advisors who could 

be spared.” (96) The prTme Minister left Britain by sea 

accompanied by Beaverbrook; Field Marshall Dill, former 

Chief of the Imperial General Staff; Air Marshall Portal, 
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Chief of the Air Staff; and Admiral Pound, First Sea Lord. 

It was a weighty delegation. 

Eden, who was leaving London for Moscow as the news 

of Pearl Harbor reached Britain, was strongly opposed to 

the idea of Churchill's Washington trip. Eden argued that 

so many leaders should not leave Britain all at once; but 

Churchill was deaf to the Foreign Secretary's entreaties. 

Eden had other reasons for wanting Churchill to remain in 

London. Oliver Harvey, in his diary, called Churchill's 

proposed visit to the United States "lunatic," and on the 

12th December he wrote; "A.E. very anxious to know whether 

P.M. had gone or not, fears if he does it will take all the 

limelight off the Moscow visit." (97) 

Like Beaverbrook before him, Eden tried to assure the 

success of the Moscow Conference before leaving London. The 

important thing, Eden felt, was to calm Stalin's suspicions 

of Britain by being as forthcoming as possible. When he 

learned that Churchill had ignored his advice and would go 

to Washington, Eden rushed to secure authorization to as¬ 

sure Stalin that this was not an anti-Soviet move. As 

Harvey wrote: "We must work with Stalin on basis of ab¬ 

solute confidence." (98) Tke j>oreign Secretary pressed the 

Chiefs of Staff to release a British contingent for service 

on the Russian Front and, when his request was rejected, 

tried to secure an increase of British material aid to the 

Soviet Union; he was determined not to appear empty-handed 
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in Moscow. 

On his way to Washington, the Prime Minister tele¬ 

graphed Eden: 

Before you left you asked for views of Chiefs of 
Staff on the question whether it would be to our 
advantage for Russia to declare war on Japan. Chiefs 
of Staff considered views are as follows: Russian de¬ 
claration of war on Japan would be greatly to our ad¬ 
vantage, provided, but only provided, that the Rus¬ 
sians are confident that it would not impair their 
Western front either now or next spring. vIOOJ 

Churchill wrote that if Stalin volunteered to declare war 

on Japan then Eden should not discourage him, but that 

the British should not press the Soviets too closely. As 

it turned out, when Eden met Stalin the former was so busy 

fending off the General Secretary's demands and accusa¬ 

tions that he had no time to corner Stalin on the subject 

of Japan. 

The war against Japan was only one of many new problems 

facing Britain's leaders in December 1941» in a very short 

time the war had changed course dramatically. After the 

bombing of Pearl Harbor the United States had, finally, 

become a combatant rather than an interested—albeit 

deeply involved—neutral; the diplomatic ramifications of 

America's changed role began quickly to surface. At the 

same time, in the frozen countryside west of Moscow, the 

Wehrmacht's seemingly irresistable forward motion had been 

checked, at long last. Russia's victories, like America's 

entry into the war, profoundly altered the diplomatic equa¬ 

tion; only five months previously Britain had stood alone among 
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the great powers in resistance to Hitler’s quest for world 

domination, by December 1941 London was alone no longer. 

The destinations of Britain’s leaders were symbolic 

of that country’s changed status in the war effort? Chur¬ 

chill was steaming towards Washington and Eden to Russia: 

London was now only one of several focal points of the Al¬ 

lied war effort, and no longer necessarily the most impor¬ 

tant. The London Government now faced taxing political 

questions which previously had lain dormant while more 

pressing military problems were attended to. From Decem¬ 

ber 1941 onwards Allied leaders began to pay greater atten¬ 

tion to shaping the post-war world. And the destinations 

of Churchill and Eden represented the very different courses 

open to British decision makers: the Prime Minister, by 

going to Washington as soon as possible after Pearl Harbor 

clearly signalled, entirely intentionally, the great value 

he placed on the transatlantic tie. He had not chosen to 

go to Moscow, indeed he had not seriously considered doing 

so; for Churchill, alliance with the United States meant 

far more than the utilitarian link with Russia, it was, 

rather, a union of both power and of ideals. For Eden, 

on the other hand, the emotional link which Churchill felt 

with the other great English-speaking democracy was largely 

lacking. The Foreign Secretary would self-consciously dis¬ 

tance himself from Churchill’s pro-Americanism: as we shall 

see later, Eden keenly felt Britain’s position as a European 
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power, and hoped to develop a correspondingly European- 

centered foreign policy. 

Eden’s generation had twice witnessed a German drive 

for European domination and one can therefore understand 

why, for the Foreign Secretary, the primary task of Bri¬ 

tish diplomacy appeared to be to prevent a recurrance of 

the German menace. With the collapse of French power, 

Britain had to choose with which other great power to co¬ 

operate as a balance against post-war Germany. For Chur¬ 

chill the choice was obvious: he looked west, hoping that 

shared Anglo-American values would lay the foundation for 

a lasting alliance. But Eden recalled how the United 

States had shown such promise as an international actor 

in 1918-19, only subsequently to withdraw into isolation. 

We shall see Eden reminding his colleagues that, whereas 

America could afford to isolate herself once again after 

the war the Soviet Union was, like Britain, a European 

power with a vested interest in restraining Germany, and 

that Moscow was their natural ally. Focusing as he did 

on a possible renewal of the German threat, Eden underes¬ 

timated the extent to which the USSR might replace Germany 

as a threat to European, and British security—once the 

cement of the Nazi threat no longer bound the Grand Alli¬ 

ance together. 

Eden and Churchill represented opposing trends in that 

curiously ambivalent British friendship with the United 
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States, a friendship the state of which has since the war 

years, always directly influenced Anglo-Russian relations. 

From December 1941 onwards the differences between the 

three Allies' perspectives emerged even more clearly. 
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Britain’s Russian policy was in some disarray when 

Eden arrived in Moscow. The War Cabinet was not of one 

mind concerning the desirable degree of cooperation with 

Soviet Russia. As we have seen in the previous chapter, 

Churchill was inclined to limit such cooperation to mili¬ 

tary matters, leaving political and territorial problems 

in abeyance until the war's end. The Prime Minister was 

concerned primarily with defeating Nazi Germany and, in the 

process, with forging a strong and lasting Anglo-American 

alliance; thus his voyage to Washington almost immediately 

after Pearl Harbor. Churchill was actuated in part by a 

desire to strengthen the unity of the English speaking peo¬ 

ples; but he also hoped that the democratic bloc would act 

as a counterweight against the European dictatorships; Sta¬ 

lin’s tyranny as well as Hitler’s. 

Other voices in the Cabinet sounded a markedly differ¬ 

ent note. Lord Beaverbrook persistently advocated an in¬ 

crease in material aid to the Soviet Union along with the 

opening of a Second Front, and Anthony Eden felt that Sta¬ 

lin should be assured of Britain’s good intentions. On 

November 29, 1941 Eden presented a memorandum to his Cabi¬ 

net colleagues, in which he argued that the object of his 

forthcoming trip to Moscow should be to assure Stalin that 

Britain did not desire an "Anglo-American peace," and that 

Great Britain intended to destroy German military might. 

(This latter point was designed to calm Stalin’s supposed 

fears stemming from British reluctance to open the Second 



Front.) 

It is difficult to pinpoint '.Eden’s motives in pressing 

for a more forthcoming British attitude to Russia; however, 

we have it on the authority of Oliver Harvey that Eden fer- 

(2) 
vently hoped to make a big splash in Moscow. Churchill 

had taken an early and dominating role in Anglo-American 

wartime relations, and it is likely that Eden, as Foreign 

Secretary, naturally concentrated on that sphere of his 

authority where he could personally play a greater part. 

The Prime Minister—though wanting to establish a direct 

relationship with Stalin—was not nearly as inclined to 

interfere in the details of Anglo-Russian affairs as he was 

with the transatlantic connection. Anglo-Soviet relations 

would be Eden's domain. 

Eden's hour in the spotlight had already been eclipsed 

to some extent by the Prime Minister's trip to America; 

therefore he was not inclined to share his moment of glory 

with any other Briton in Moscow. Remarkably, in light of 

the troubles ensuing from Beaverbrook's secretiveness in 

October, Eden almost repeated the former's mistake by ex¬ 

cluding Ambassador Cripps from the talks with Stalin. As 

Oliver Harvey wrote: 

Talked to A.E. Thinks it best to have first talk with 
Stalin entirely alone, without Cripps as Stalin has 
evinced a strong preference for this. It is difficult 
to leave Cripps out,but the important thing is to get 
S. to talk freely. *3) 

Cripps, it seems, was too vociferous and dogged about 

pressing the Soviets for military information in exchange 
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for Anglo-American supplies and, perhaps, men. To be sure, 

Sir Stafford was ready to recognise Russian territorial ac¬ 

quisitions made prior to June 22nd, but, he argued, such 

British recognition should have a price tag. Stalin, 

for his part, had already heard everything Cripps had to 

say, and he evidently found Cripps’ persistence to be wea¬ 

rying. Sir Alexander Cadogan, the Permanent Under-Secre¬ 

tary for Foreign Affairs., who had accompanied Eden and Har¬ 

vey to Moscow, remembered the troubles caused by the exclu¬ 

sion of Cripps from the Beaverbrook-Harriman-Stalin meet¬ 

ings and persuaded Eden to include the Ambassador this 

time. <5) 

During an air raid on the 16th Cripps and Cadogan com¬ 

bined their talents to produce a British draft agreement 

to be given to the Soviets the next day. v 1 The main 

points of the draft were: that the Atlantic Charter would 

be the basis of any peace settlement; that Britain and Rus¬ 

sia would ”collaborate in every possible way until the Ger¬ 

man military power has been so broken as to render it in¬ 

capable of further threatening the peace of the world;" 

that neither nation would sign secret agreements with third 

parties dealing with post-war matters; promises of post-war 

mutual economic assistance; and collaboration in the post- 
(7) 

war reconstruction of Europe. v 7 

The talks again followed the peculiar Soviet pattern 

of friendliness in the first meeting, followed by a harsh 

second session. The Russians also produced a draft, not 
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differing markedly from the British document, and filled 

with the same bland generalities. But in the first session 

of the conference late on the 17th, Stalin made it clear 

that the Soviet draft was intended primarily for public 

consumption. What he really wanted was "a secret protocol 

concerning the map of Europe after the War...." Stalin 

then proceeded to list the Soviet desiderata for post-war 

Europe: Germany, Stalin felt, should be dismembered, Aus¬ 

tria reconstituted as a separate nation, and thé Sudetenland 

should be restored to Czechoslovakia. Italy should lose 

territory to Yugoslavia, and Hungary should suffer the same 

fate at the hands of Rumania and Czechoslovakia. Turning 

closer to home Stalin told Eden: 

As to the frontiers of the Soviet Union we should 
like to see the frontier in Finland and the Baltic 
Provinces restored to its position in 1941» immedi¬ 
ately before the outbreak of war. So far as the fron¬ 
tier with Poland is concerned the Curzon line should 
form the basis for this with perhaps some slight var¬ 
iation one way or the other. 

(8) The use of the "Curzon line" v 1 would involve a consider¬ 

able loss of territory for Poland. But she could be com¬ 

pensated, Stalin said, by being given East Prussia and by 

a cession of German territory up to the River Oder. The 

Soviet Union, Stalin said, must also have bases in Finland 

and Rumania. 

Showing that he had an open mind in such matters, 

Stalin suggested that Britain should receive similar con¬ 

cessions; that is, 

on the French coast, some military and naval bases, 
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such as Boulogne and Dunkirk; also Belgium and Holland 
should be in open military alliance with Great Britain, 
who should have the right to maintain in those coun¬ 
tries naval and air bases.... 

This was the way that Stalin had dealt with Hitler, and he 

evidently felt that the same rules applied with the Brit¬ 

ish. The public declaration issued by the two sides would 

consist of uplifting generalities, while the real business 

was done in the secret protocols. 

But if this is what Stalin thought, then he was mis¬ 

taken. Before Eden left Britain, the U.S. Secretary of 

State, Cordell Hull, had telegraphed that, in the opinion 

of the American Government, the British should refrain from 

signing any secret protocols. Even had Hull not telegraph¬ 

ed, the British would not have committed themselves to de¬ 

finite territorial agreements during the Moscow Conference. 

As we have seen above, the War Cabinet had decided upon 

such a policy as early as August 1940. 

Eden was surprised at the detailed nature of Stalin's 

comments and told the General Secretary; "I must confess 

that we have not gone so far as to examine this in detail 

as you have here, and I would not commit my colleagues on 

such a question without first consulting them.” Trying 

hard to gain Stalin's confidence, Eden said; 

I want to be quite frank about this matter. Even 
before Russia was attacked Mr. Roosevelt sent a mes¬ 
sage to us asking us not to enter into any secret ar¬ 
rangements as to the post-war reorganisation of Europe 
without first consulting him. This does not exclude 
our two countries from discussing a basis for the 
peace. 
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Eden tried to steer the talks towards a discussion of mili¬ 

tary questions by asking if Stalin would not like to com¬ 

bine the British and Russian draft treaties and thereby 

dispose of political questions for the moment. In an often 

quoted response, Stalin said: 

I think that what you have subnitted is a kind of 
declaration, whereas ours are two agreements. A dec¬ 
laration I regard as algebra, but an agreement as 
practical arithmetic. I do not wish to decry algebra, 
but I prefer practical arithmetic.... 

When Eden hedged, Stalin returned to the point: "What about 

the attachment of the secret protocol?" Stalin had easily 

gained the initiative, putting the British Foreign Secre¬ 

tary on the defensive. Eden answered apologetically: 

I am afraid we have a troublesome Constitution, and, 
apart from the question of America, we have to con¬ 
sult the Dominions, who are helping us in the war and 
naturally expect to be consulted as to what we arrange 
as regards national frontiers after the war. 

Eden was evidently concerned that he had not yet captured 

Stalin's trust—the whole object of the conference as far 

as the Foreign Secretary was concerned. So he tried to re¬ 

assure the General Secretary about the British intention to 

fight Germany to the end: 

I can assure you that we are entirely realistic in 
our determination to stop the Germans from repeating 
their aggression, and I very much hope that you fully 
understood that. 

But Stalin was not concerned with Britain's determination 

to win the war—on this point he had few doubts. What he 

wanted was a redrafting of Europe's frontiers. He told 

Eden: 
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My desire is to establish that the war aims of our 
two countries are identical, as then our alliance 
will be all the stronger. If our war aims were dif¬ 
ferent then there would be no alliance. 

A veiled threat, to which Eden responded with an astound¬ 

ing phrase: "I agree. I see no reason why our war aims 

should be different....” 

After discussing the Japanese attack, and various 

supply problems the Allies faced with the opening of a 

new theater of operations, Stalin revealed why he now felt 

in a sufficiently strong position to press Russia’s post¬ 

war claims. Blatantly lying, he told the credulous Eden 

that; "The war policy of the Soviet Union has so far been 

that of a fighting retreat." In fact Russia’s greatest 

defeats stemmed from a misguided Soviet propensity to 
( q) 

launch premature offensives. Confidently predicting 

ever widening Soviet offensives now that the German tide 

had begun to turn, the dictator boasted: "The German Army 

is not so strong after all. It is (strong) only because 

it has an enormous reputation." So sanguine was Stalin, 

that in a comment—little noted by those who are eager to 

find evidence of deceptive Anglo-American promises for a 

second front—he actually promised to declare war on Japan 

in 194-2. The British minute ’records.’ Stalin saying: 

'We can do nothing now, but in the spring we shall be 
ready, and then will help.' He made it quite clear 
that the antagonism between Russia and Japan could 
only be settled by force. 

The session then ended in a sumptious feast, which, as 

the British guests noted, contrasted sharply with average 
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Russian fare. 

Harvey judged the first meeting a success, writing 

that night: 

A.E. got back about 11 after 4 hours with Stalin in¬ 
cluding a champagne supper at the.end. I think he 
has made amost successful start. (10; 

Eden felt that he had stood up to Stalin’s demands for a 

secret protocol. But, as his telegrams to the Foreign Of¬ 

fice show, he was uneasy with the flow of the talks. He 

felt that his arguments against signing a treaty dealing 

with post-war frontiers had been "in vain." However, 

summing up, Eden said that the "conversation was not cordial 

throughout." 

On the 19th the War Cabinet reassured Eden that he 

was correct to refuse Stalin’s demands for an immediate 

comprehensive treaty, settling post-war frontiers. They 

wrote : 

If we publicly abandon this principle we shall have 
no defence against territorial claims put forward by 
other Allies, such as Poles, Czechs and Greeks. On 
the other hand, a secret engagement is, as you al¬ 
ready told Stalin, out of the question. 

Moreover, the telegram continued, any treaty to which Bri¬ 

tain could be a party must conform with the Atlantic Char¬ 

ter and must also dovetail with American opinion: 

but Stalin’s present demand might well be held by 
the United States’ Government to infringe the 2nd and 
3rd clauses of the Charter, or at any rate to consti¬ 
tute a doubtful interpretation which they would not 
accept... recent correspondence with the representa¬ 
tives of the Baltic States by the United States Gov¬ 
ernment, who have publicly refused to recognise the 
annexation of these States, have clearly implied that 
they consider the Atlantic Charter applies to their 
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case. 

Eden did not answer the Cabinet’s telegram until late 

on the 19th, thanking London for its "most helpful" sugges¬ 

tions. But by this time Eden had already met twice again 

with Stalin, finding that the dictator's veneer of cordial¬ 

ity had vanished. 

Again, true to the peculiar Soviet pattern—-too fre¬ 

quently repeated to be mere accident—Stalin appeared at 

the second meeting in a gruff mood. He immediately brush¬ 

ed aside Eden's attempts to discuss drafts of a public 

agreement with the curt response: "I am more interested 

in the question of the future frontiers of the USSR." 

And, true to his word, Stalin doggedly pursued this ques¬ 

tion throughout the meeting. The dictator candidly re¬ 

vealed why the British had been unable to outbid the Ger¬ 

mans in August 1939s 

The Soviet Government is very interested in this ques¬ 
tion (of Central and Western European frontiers of the 
USSR} because during the time of the Chamberlain Gov¬ 
ernment in the earlier negotiations they broke down 
on this very question of the Baltic countries and Fin¬ 
land, and we want to know what is the position on this 
matter of the present British Government. 

Stalin called recognition of the Soviet Union's pre-June 

22nd frontiers "axiomatic," and rudely told Eden that this 

issue should be decided immediately and should not be a 

matter for discussion by the British Cabinet. 

Eden prevaricated, telling Stalin: 

The present position (of the British Government} is 
that we do not recognise the independent existence of 
any of these States. They have no diplomatic status 
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with us.... 

This was simply not true. In fact, the three Baltic States 

maintained consulates in London (and still do). 

Stalin was persistent. Revealing the depth of his 

confidence about the military situation, he told Eden: 

We might reoccupy the Baltic States in the near fu¬ 
ture, and how are we to know in that event Great Bri¬ 
tain will not deny to us these frontiers? 

Using a transparent bargaining device, Stalin feigned in¬ 

dignation when Eden persisted that he could not indepen¬ 

dently determine British policy regarding territorial 

changes : 

"If you say that," (Stalin saic0 "you might well say 
tomorrow that you do not recognise the Ukraine as 
forming part of the USSR." 

The British certainly might have. Anti-Soviet activity 

flourished in the Ukraine, both during and after the war, 

and Stalin well knew the tenuous hold of the Soviet Union 

on the southwestern portion of its Empire. Stalin's re¬ 

mark to Eden, like the old trap-question: "When will you 

stop beating your wife?", was meant to ensnare the ques¬ 

tioner's target by an implicit assumption. 

Eden was too harried and disconcerted by Stalin's 

changed mood to sense the implications of the question. 

He responded: 

That is a complete misunderstanding of the position. 
It is only changes from the pre-war frontiers that we 
do not recognise. The only change in the Ukraine is 
its occupation by Germany, so of course we accept the 
Ukraine as being part of the USSR. 

This comment gave Stalin the opening he wanted and he re- 
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turned to comparing Churchill’s Government with Chamber¬ 

lain's; an emotionally-charged insult, the significance 

of which is difficult, but important, to comprehend. 

Eden tried to be conciliation itself, promising that 

"If you wish for it and attach great importance to this 

point, then I will try and get a favourable answer for you 

upon it." Eden also pointed out that the analogy to Cham¬ 

berlain's policy was flawed since the Baltic States were no 

longer regarded in London "as independent states." 

But Stalin was better informed than Eden thought him 

to be, and would not allow this remark about non-recogni¬ 

tion to pass unchallenged. He pressed the question: "Where 

is the evidence of that (non-recognition)? You still have 

their representatives in London." After hearing Eden's 

Jesuitical and embarrassed explanation, Stalin termed the 

Baltic position "very curious." After a further exchange, 

and more epithets, Stalin said that the question of the 

Baltic States and of the USSR's western frontiers "is 

really what the whole war is about," later calling the mat¬ 

ter "the main question for us in the war." Stalin, taking 

a page from Eden's book, argued that the Baltic States 

were included in the Soviet Constitution as an integral 

part of the USSR, claiming that "We are bound by the pro¬ 

visions of our Constitution." 

Eden’s reply reflected the decision by the British 

Government not to confront the Soviets on touchy issues. 

He told Stalin: 
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Of course you are and we have no objection whatever to 
that, but we are not bound by your Constitution....! 
didn't hear of these frontiers which you now propose 
until I came here last night and I.cannot agree to 
them until I have consulted both ny own Government 
and America. 

This was another prevarication. Eden had, of course, 

known the Soviet territorial claims as they had been the 

bone of contention between Britain and Russia since his 

return to the Foreign Office in December 1940, and indeed 

before. 

After further argument of a similar nature to that 

quoted above, Stalin threatened not to sign any new treaty. 

Eden was disappointed and said that British and Dominion 

opinion would be upset since "Nothing in these agreements 

in any way weakens the claims that you have put forward as 

regards frontiers." 

Stalin countered, again clothing his designs in the 

trappings of democratic language: 

We too, have our public opinion here and they would 
certainly be horrified if they learnt that Great 
Britain was not prepared to support us on the question 
of our frontiers in the Baltic States. 

He accused the British and Americans of so wording the At¬ 

lantic Charter as to be "directed against the USSR." He 

asked: "Why does the restoration of our frontiers come into 

conflict with the Atlantic Charter?" 

Eden's reply was a serious admission: "I never said 

that it did." He continued to argue that recognition of 

post 1939 territorial changes would open an exceedingly 

wriggly can of worms. 
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But Stalin showed just how reasonable he could be. 

The question of the Baltic States was a simple matter be¬ 

tween Britain and Russia; no third parties need be in¬ 

volved. On other questions, the dictator reassured his 

guest, the Soviet Union would remain admirably flexible; 

The Polish frontier remains an open question and I do 
not insist upon settling that now.- What I am most in¬ 
terested in is the position in Finland, the Baltic 
States and in Roumania. 

Stalin’s success in getting the British to declare war on 

Rumania and Finland was now, he hoped, going to pay divi¬ 

dends . 

From the British point of view, the second meeting 

had not gone at all well. Stalin had refused to sign the 

British draft treaty and had successfully bullied Eden. 

The latter was proud of the fact that he had stood up to 

Stalin by refusing immediately to recognise Soviet border 

claims. However, much like his resignation from the For¬ 

eign Office in 1938, Eden had defended form rather than 

substance. He had simply refused to exceed his powers as 

Foreign Secretary, while at the same time assuring Stalin 

that he would champion the Soviet cause back in London. At 

no point had he questioned the legitimacy of the Soviets' 

claims, indeed implying that he fully sympathised with 

these claims. Nor had he countered Stalin's accusations 

with his own. The Nazi-Soviet pact was, for example, 

never mentioned. In all, Eden had rendered a feeble per¬ 

formance . 
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The next day, the 18th, Stalin returned to the attack. 

But this time his approach was more subtle. He rewrote 

article 4 of the British draft agreement—that guarantee¬ 

ing post-war cooperation in the political and economic life 

of Europe—to read: 

The two contracting parties undertake to work together 
for the reconstruction of Europe after the War with 
full regard to the interests of both parties in their 
security as well as to the interests of the USSR in 
the restoration Of the frontiers violated by Hitler’s 
aggression.. .7” ' (emphasis mine) 

Eden could not, of course, accept such wording as it im¬ 

plied an acceptance of Russia’s gains during the period 

August 1939—June 1941. 

Stalin acted hurt, saying: "I want to emphasise the 

point that if you decline to do this (accept the redrafted 

articl0 it looks as if you were creating the possibility 

for a dismemberment of the Soviet Union.” Eden rushed to 

assure the worried dictator "That is not in the least the 

case.” Stalin then employed an extraordinary argument in 

defense of his redraft: ”1 must insist that these should 

be left untouched, because there has been much talk in 

Europe of our intentions to Bolshevise Europe and to keep 

other people’s territory, and etc. so that I would like to 

have these principles clearly stated to remove all appre¬ 

hension from people’s minds on the point.” 

Eden argued that if he were to accept the Soviet word¬ 

ing he would, in fact, also be recognising the pre-June 

22nd Russo-Polish border. When Stalin played down this 
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idea, saying he "would give a letter to make that quite 

clear" that the Polish frontier was not part of the agree¬ 

ment, Eden replied: "Yes, but that is how it will be read 

throughout the world." 

The impasse reached between the two sides is shown in 

the following exchange toward the end of the meeting. Re¬ 

ferring to the Soviet draft, Eden said "I am afraid I can¬ 

not possibly accept it.", to which Stalin replied: "That is 

very regrettable." 

Again, according to the familiar Soviet pattern, the 

final meeting, on December 20th, was more cordial. Stalin 

was reconciliation personified, telling Eden: 

I do not think that failure to sign the treaties now 
should be regarded in too tragic a light. If the 
treaty is signed in London in two or three weeks time, 
it will come to much the same thing. Our relations 
will be based on the July agreement, and they will be¬ 
come closer. 

After all, Stalin could afford to be friendly. Eden had 

been so hard pressed protesting his inability immediately 

to sign the treaty desired by the Soviets, that he had 

done little to actually modify the Russian position. 

Reading the British account, one can almost hear Eden 

sighing in relief at Stalin’s changed tone; saying "I am 

very glad to hear what you say about Anglo-Soviet relations 

and your view that these are going to improve...." Tell¬ 

ing Stalin what he wanted to hear, Eden continued: 

As regards the question of the frontiers, I do not 
regard this as an obstacle to the development of our 
future relations....The main point is that these 
agreements, as drafted, in no way prejudice the Soviet 
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Government's territorial claims; on the contrary, 
they would help to further them. 

This last comment could easily serve as an epitaph for the 

Moscow Conference. 

Since June 1940 and through most of 1941» as we have 

seen, Britain had refused to recognise dé facto Soviet 

sovereignty over Russia's ill-gotten gains along her west¬ 

ern border. Indeed, in 1939 Chamberlain had baulked at ac¬ 

cepting the Soviet formula for "indirect aggression" 

through the Baltic States—a clause upon which Stalin had 

insisted. British refusal to sign away the Baltic States 

and Finland had cost her dearly: the Soviets had leapt 

into bed with the Nazis (who had no such moral scruples 

about defending the rights of other nations.) In June 1940 

the Soviets cashed their check for abetting Nazi aggression 

by occuppying the Baltic States. But even after the fall 

of France the British Foreign Office, in desperate staits 

to be sure, had ignored Sir Stafford Cripps' repeated ap¬ 

peals to try and buy Soviet friendship—-or neutrality—by 

recognising Moscow's ownership of Estonia, Latvia and Lith¬ 

uania. Anthony Eden had come perilously close to recogni¬ 

tion in April; but Soviet disinterest had meant that the 

British would get nothing by surrendering on this point of 

principle. 

And now Anthony Eden was telling Stalin that he would 

return to London with the intention of convincing his Gov¬ 

ernment to recognise Russian claims. The Foreign Secretary 
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had abandoned his contention that territorial matters must 

be left to the peace Conference, in direct violation of the 

instructions he had received from the Cabinet on the 19th. 

Why was he prepared to argue a course which Britain had re¬ 

fused to take when that nation had been in much hotter 

water? After all, in December 1941 the U.S. entered the 

war and the Nazis had been repulsed at the Gates of Moscow. 

Germany's ultimate defeat had never looked likelier. Eden, 

after his return to London, elucidated his reasons for ac¬ 

cepting Stalin's demands on January 5th in a telegram to 

the Prime Minister, who was still in Washington. Reflect¬ 

ing the influence of Sir Stafford Cripps, Eden wrote: "I 

am clear that this question is for Stalin Qthe) acid test 

of our sincerity and unless we can meet him on it his sus¬ 

picion of ourselves and the United States Government will 

persist." Eden listed three reasons "for immediate re¬ 

cognition:" 

1) essential need at present time for really close and 
intimate collaboration and consultation with (the) 
USSR, which, if we do not meet them on this will be, 
I feel sure, limited to matters on which they require 
our help and that of (the} United States of America. 
This may make all the "difference after the war as well 
as now. 
2) Fact that nothing we and United'States of America 
can do or say will effect Csic") situation at end of 
(the) war. If Russians are victorious they will be 
able to establish these frontiers and we shall cer¬ 
tainly not turn them out. 
3) Russians have (a) strong case on ground of secur¬ 
ity. So far as their claims in Finland and (the} Bal¬ 
tic States are concerned it is in our interest too 
that they should be in (a) strong position in the Bal¬ 
tic . 
I realise, of course, that (the} great difficulty with 
Q;he} United States Government must be apparent con- 
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flict with (theQ Atlantic Charter. (Russians would, 
of course, contend that there is no conflict with 
first clause since they were in possession of terri¬ 
tory in question when attacked by Germany. In regard 
to second and third clauses, they claim that as far as 
Baltic States are concerned these voted themselves in¬ 
to (j,he) Soviet Union and although this is hard to 
swallow, it is equally hard to make this point to our 
allies.) I think that Cthe~) Russians having endorsed 
(the) Atlantic Charter might agree to C~a~> fni-mina 
designed to meet Lthis) difficulty, since they would 
foresee no obsiacle, when- time came, in arranging for 
necessary vote in their favour. We might try to make 
this (_aj condition of our according recognition they 
demand. 

While I do not for a moment minimise difficulties 
of persuading Qthe) United States Government to treat 
matter on basis of stark realism, I am convinced that 
Qbhe) attempt should be made, and I hope that you will 
see your.way to make it while you are at GsicD Wash¬ 
ington. '‘49 (Emphasis mine) 

Churchill was not as concerned as his Foreign Secre¬ 

tary about allaying Stalin’s fears of an "Anglo-American 

peace." Indeed, the Prime Minister was at that very time 

trying to create the basis for just such a peace along with 

President Roosevelt. The cynical tone of Eden’s telegram 

ran counter to Churchill's mood, a fact which explains the 

tenor of the latter's response. Like Eden's note, Chur¬ 

chill's telegram deserves to be quoted at length, repre¬ 

senting as it does the opposite pole of British thinking: 

Tour (telegranD surprises me....We have never recog¬ 
nised the 1941 frontiers of Russia except de facto. 
They were acquired by acts of aggression in shameful 
collusion with Hitler. The transfer of the peoples 
of the Baltic States to Soviet Russia against their 
will would be contrary to all the principles for 
which we are fighting this war and would dishonour 
our Cause. This also applies to Bessarabia and to 
Northern Bukovina and in a lesser degree to Finland 
which I gather it is not intended wholly to subju¬ 
gate and absorb. 

Churchill admitted that Russia could successfully press her 
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tegical grounds;” such as with the approaches to Leningrad, 

and certain Baltic islands. However, the Prime Minister 

argued: 

In all other cases transference of territory must be 
regulated after the war is over by freely and fairly 
conducted plebescites very differently from what is 
suggested in your paragraph 3 section 4. (my emphasi£) 
In any case there can be no question of settling fron¬ 
tiers until the Peace Conference. .1 know President 
Roosevelt holds this view as strongly as I do and he 
has several times expressed his pleasure to me at the 
firm line we took at Moscow. I could not be an ad¬ 
vocate for a British Cabinet bent on such a course. 

I regard our sincerity to be involved in the 
maintenance of the principle of the Atlantic Charter 
to which Stalin has subscribed. 

Turning to Eden's arguments in favor of recognition, Chur¬ 

chill reminded his Foreign Secretary: 

About the effects on Russia of our refusal to pre¬ 
judice the peace negotiations at this stage of the 
war, or to depart from the principles of the Atlantic 
Charter, it must be observed that they entered the 
war only when attacked by Germany having previously 
shown themselves utterly indifferent to our fate, 
and indeed they added to our burdens in our worst 
danger. 

As for Eden's arguments that, if Russia occupied the dis¬ 

puted territories at the end of the war the Americans and 

British would be unable to eject them, Churchill showed 

just how far removed his thinking was from that of Eden. 

The Prime Minister pointed out that Eden was "making a 

very large assumption about the conditions which will then 

prevail." 

No-one can forsee how the balance of power will lie, 
or where the winning army may stand. It seems pro¬ 
bable however, that the United States and the British 
Empire, far from being exhausted, will be the most 
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powerfully armed and economic bloc the world has ever 
seen, and that the Soviet Union will need our aid for 
reconstruction far more than we shall need theirs. 

Churchill repeated his vow: 

But there must be no mistake about the opinion of 
any British Government of which I am the head; namely, 
that it adheres to those principles of freedom and 
democracy set forward in the Atlantic Charter....I 
conceive, therefore, that our own answer Çbo Stalin) 
should be that all questions of territorial frontiers 
must be left to the decision of the Peace Conference 
(15) 

Evidently, Churchill was not yet a convert to Anthony 

Eden's brand of "stark realism." Interestingly however, in 

his post-war account of this matter, written in 1950, Chur¬ 

chill quoted this telegram extensively, but omitted the 

underlined section ("in your section 3 paragraph 4”) with- 

out acknowledging that he had done so. v ' Anthony Eden 

was by that time a potential Conservative Prime Minister, 

and Churchill did not wish to damage his friend's reputa¬ 

tion. The effect of the omission, of course, is to lead 

the reader to believe that the suggestion for fraudulant 

plebescites in the disputed territories was Stalin's, 

whereas, in fact, the idea was entirely Eden's. 

Once the genie was out, of the bottle, however, it 

could not be returned as easily as Churchill hoped. Eden, 

true to his promises to Stalin, had consulted the leaders 

of the Dominions about the Soviet demands. The response 

of the Australian Prime Minister, John Curtin, is instruc¬ 

tive. Australia was paralyzed by fear of a Japanese in¬ 

vasion, and minor European territorial disputes seemed 
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somewhat recondite. On December 24th, Curtin telegraphed 

Churchill: 

Attitude we are inclined to recommend is to accede to 
Stalin's wishes as far as possible providing that he 
undertakes to commence the war against Japan in the 
near future. We imagine that the United States atti¬ 
tude would be much the same, i.e. one of complete 
realism. ''' ' 

As we shall see later, Curtin was wrong in his estimate 

of the American response. 

When, on January 17th, Churchill returned to London 

from his Washington sojourn, the issue of the Soviet 

Union's western frontiers immediately became one of the 

thorniest disputes dividing the War Cabinet. On the 28th 

Eden submitted a six page memorandum entitled "Policy 

Towards Russia," in which he elaborated the themes of his 

January 5th telegram to Churchill. The Foreign Secretary 

advocated immediate British recognition of Soviet sover¬ 

eignty over the Baltic States, Bessarabia, and North Buk- 

hovina. The problem of the Russo-Polish border could, 

Eden felt, be left in limbo for the time being. 

In his memoirs, published in 1965, Eden, by then the 

Earl of Avon, employed a deceptively convincing argument 

justifying his 1942 position: 

We did not want to recognise any Soviet position in 
the Baltic States, but it seemed inescapable that, 
if Hitler were overthrown, Russian forces would end 
the war much deeper in Europe than they had begun it 
in 1941» It therefore seemed prudent to tie the Sovir 
et Government to agreements as early as possible. 

This sounds plausable, and in all probability by 1965 Eden 

had convinced himself that such reasoning underlay his 
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judgment in 1942. But this is only part of the story. 

Eden quotes large segments of his January 28th memorandum 

in his memoirs, but he deletes those parts which do not 

tend to support his argument. The memorandum begins: 

On the assumption that Germany is defeated and German 
military strength is destroyed and that France re¬ 
mains, for a time at least, a weak power, there will 
be no counterweight to Russia in Europe. 

Eden quotes this passage, supporting as it does the impres¬ 

sion that the primary object of British diplomacy in this 

case consisted in restraining a rapacious Russia. However, 

he does not quote the sentence immediately following in 

his memorandum in which he enumerated his reasons for ac¬ 

cepting Stalin’s territorial demands: 

But it may yet be necessary to maintain cooperation 
with Russia a) because she might be tempted to colla¬ 
borate with Germany in view of the historical tenden¬ 
cy to, and economic urge for, those two powers to work 
together; b) in order to recreate in our own interest 
the balance of power in Europe against the possibitity 
of a revived Germany, which has been destroyed by the 
collapse of France; c) in order that, militarily 
speaking, Germany should be encircled. 

Further on in the memorandum, also in a passage he did not 

choose to include in his postwar account, Eden pursued the 

idea of facilitating the growth of Soviet power: 

Looked at purely from the strategic point of view it 
may well be in the British interest that Russia should 
be established once again on the Baltic, so as to be 
able better to dispute with Germany the naval command 
of that sea than she was able to do during the period 
since 1918, when her access to the Baltic was limited 
to Kronstadt. 

From these passages we can see that Eden was urging 

acceptance of Stalin’s detnands not, as his postwar account 
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would lead one to believe, solely to restrain future Soviet 

demands, but rather to augment the Soviet strategic posi¬ 

tion as a balance against a possibly renascent Germany. 

To be sure, Eden noted that the Soviet Union might 

present a threat to Europe. If Russia were to defeat Ger¬ 

many "before the war potential of Great Britain and Amer¬ 

ica is fully developed," Eden argued, "Russia's position 

on the European continent will be unassailable." The vic¬ 

torious Soviet Government might set about erecting Commu¬ 

nist governments in the liberated areas. Eden continued 

rather hopefully: 

But this possible development is in itself a reason 
for establishing close relations with the Soviet 
Union now while their policy is still in a fluid 
state, in order to exercise as much influence as pos¬ 
sible on the moulding of their future course of ac-: 
tion. 

Eden’s theory was; if Britain could ingratiate herself with 

the USSR now, then after the war she could exercise the in¬ 

fluence of a friend. The Foreign Secretary acknowledged 

his intellectual debt to Sir Stafford Cripps: 

Our acquiescence or refusal cannot affect Russia's 
post-war frontiers one way or the other: if she is 
in occupation of the territory involved at the end 
of the war, neither we nor America will turn her out. 
Probably, however, M. Stalin's demand is intended as 
an acid test to find out how far His Majesty’s Govern¬ 
ment are prepared to make unpalatable concessions in 
order to obtain the post-war cooperation of the Soviet 
Union: in other words, to see what value we attach 
to that cooperation and what sacrifice of principle 
we are prepared to make in order to achieve it. If 
this is really M. Stalin's object, hë is not likely 
to be prepared to accept any smaller or alternative 
concession in its place. Sir S. Cripps, whom I have 
consulted since his return from Russia, holds that 
this is a case of all or nothing, and that our refusal 
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to satisfy M. Stalin will be the end of any prospect 
of fruitful cooperation with the Soviet Government in 
our mutual interests, and that Soviet policy will re¬ 
vert to the pursuit of purely selfish aims.,,. 

Accepting Stalin's demands would not be a simple matter, 

Eden admitted: 

There is bound to be difficulty in practice in har¬ 
monising day to day Anglo-Russian cooperation with 

. Anglo-American cooperation. Soviet policy is amoral; 
United States policy is exaggeratedly moral, at least 
where non-American interests are concerned. In Amer¬ 
ica there is still a widely-spread feeling of distrust 
and dislike of Russia, which the Pact with Hitler and 
Russia's attack on Finland greatly augmented. As 
United States opinion, however, becomes more realis¬ 
tically minded under the stress of war, this feeling 
may be gradually modified.... 

Continuing in the same vein, Eden wrote: 

The question of the Baltic States is the first example 
of this conflict of principle between the United 
States and the Soviet Government. The Soviet Govern¬ 
ment have endorsed the Atlantic Charter, but at once 
seek leave to by-pass one of its principles, while 
the United States Government, for the present at 
least, regard them as sacred, (jrhe second sentence 
of this passage was also omitted from Eden's post¬ 
war account 0 

Having decided to surrender on this point of princi¬ 

ple, Eden maintained that concessions must now be extracted 

from Stalin in exchange for British acquiescence. Employ¬ 

ing curious logic, the Foreign Secretary wrote: 

It would not do to make this, or indeed any concession 
to M. Stalin without requiring a suitable quid pro 
quo. He would, in his oriental mind, interpret such 
an omission as a sign of weakness. 

Stalin, Eden was saying, must be treated as a village ba¬ 

zaar trader made good. The "suitable" counter claims for 

which Britain should press, Eden thought, should be: re¬ 

cognition by Russia of the need for a defensive federation 
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of the Balkan States; a guarantee of postwar Anglo-Soviet 

cooperation; and Soviet support for the establishment of 

British bases on the European coast, in keeping with Sta¬ 

lin's suggestions at the Moscow Conference. 

The remarkable thing about these British counter de¬ 

mands is that they were hastily formed as an afterthought, 

rather than as an integral part of geniune negotiations 

with the Soviets. And they are airy and imprecise when 

constrasted with Stalin's concrete demands. Significantly, 

Eden did not include in his list a demand, or even a.^re¬ 

quest, that the USSR commit itself to a declaration of war 

against Japan by a certain date. Nor did the Foreign Se¬ 

cretary mention the American desire for emergency aircraft 

landing rights in Siberia. Instead, Eden seemed satis¬ 

fied that "our answer to M. Stalin's demand might well, in 

certain circumstances, affect the Russian decision to make 

war on Japan or to refrain from doing so." In other words, 

once Soviet confidence had been won, and if the war against 

Hitler was going well, Stalin might of his own volition de¬ 

clare war on Japan to assist his allies. How different was 

Eden's reasoning from that which had prompted Stalin to 

demand that Great Britain declare war upon Finland, Ruma- 

(19) nia, and Hungary the previous Autumn. 

In order to understand why Eden's arguments were not 

met with hoots of derision, it is necessary to take a look 

at the military situation in early 1942. The Grand Alli¬ 

ance's long-term prospects for victory looked very good, 
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since the combined might of Russia, Great Britain, and the 

United States was potentially awesome. But it would take 

time to bring that power to bear. In the meantime there 

had been a long string of Anglo-American military fiascos. 

In the Far East, British military prestige was at a low 

ebb with the loss of two of her greatest capital ships, 

the "Prince of Wales" and the "Repulse," both sunk on De¬ 

cember 10th. This was followed two months later by the 

fall of Singapore, the "Gibraltar of the East"—believed 

by many to have been impregnable. Nor in the west did Bri¬ 

tain’s fortunes fare better. On February 12th, Sir Alex¬ 

ander Cadogan vented his frustration in his diary, reflect¬ 

ing Britain’s malaise: 

The blackest day, yet, of the war. Singapore evident¬ 
ly only drawn-out agony. Burma threatened....So China 
will go out of the war when Burma collapses. Mean¬ 
while, "Scharnhorst," "Gneisehau" and "Prinz Eugen" • 
cockily steamed out of Brest this morning and up the 
Channel in broad daylight, and so far I have been un¬ 
able to hear that we have been able to knock any 
paint off them. We are nothing but failure and in¬ 
efficiency everywhere and the Japs are murdering our 
men and raping our women in Hong Kong....I am running 
out of whiskey and can get no more drink of any kind. 
But if things go on as they’re going, that won't 
matter. 

The Americans too were suffering their own reverses. 

Only Russia, it seemed, was able to knock the wind 

out of the Axis sails. The Russian counter-offensives— 

limited at first—threatened to rout the entire German 

army as panic spread among Hitler's men. British sympathy 

for the Soviet Union, which had steadily climbed throughout 

1941» soared in the new year, to the benefit of one fami- 
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liar figure. The American Ambassador, John G. Winant, men¬ 

tioned the new British mood in a dispatch to Washington 

on January 13th: 

There has been growing popular appreciation here be¬ 
cause of Russian war efforts. I do not feel that this 
is based on Communistic ideology but respect for a 
power that had been underrated and was meeting the 
test of stopping the German war machine." 

Sir Stafford Cripps, returning to Britain January 23, 

1942 after eighteen months in the USSR was, as one histor¬ 

ian of British politics during the war has noted, "acclaim- 

(22 ) 
ed as though sent by providence to set the world right."' 1 

As the conservative Northern Daily Mail noted, a touch 

ironically: 

The emotional hopes encouraged on Sir Stafford Cripps’ 
return to (?from) Russia, the great and hopeful spirit 
that he breathed into his speeches somehow led people 
to believe that here was the man who was going to put 
a fresh crusading spirit into the War Cabinet and set 
it building a new heaven and new earth whose door > 
would be flung open on the first day of peace. ' 

The fact that Cripps had been singularly ineffective as 

Ambassador, and had in fact been virtually ignored in the 

end by his hosts, was not widely known and did not prevent 

him benefiting from Soviet prestige., The popular imagina¬ 

tion envisioned him as personally responsible for bringing 

Russia into the war on the Allied side. 

Sir Stafford did little to dispell such public mis¬ 

conceptions. Quite the contrary, he identified himself 

completely with the war effort of the USSR. On Sunday 

February 8th he addressed the nation over the radio, 

painting an image of the new world supposedly desired 
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by all the Allies: 

We are anxiously reaching out to that time, when the 
new world for which the peoples are longing, and for 
which almost every man and woman is daily hoping, be¬ 
gins to show itself in clear outline on the horizon. 
Not the New Order of brutalised domination with which 
Hitler had sought to delude the people, but a world of 
new values, cleansed of the old evils and offering 
a full and free manhood to the people of every class, 
religion, nation, and colour—that practical ideal for 
which we equally as the people of Russia and of the 
occupied countries of Europe are in reality fighting, 
that hope which makes all our sacrifices seem worth 
while, that positive achievement which we are deter¬ 
mined shall issue from this ghastly war, itself the 
brutal negation of every teaching of our Christian 
civilisation. 

Cripps then suggested that in Great Britain, both Govern¬ 

ment and people were not giving their all for the war ef¬ 

fort when contrasted with the heroic feats of their Soviet 

allies. He asked his listeners "some simple questions:" 

Can you do more than you are doing now to help the 
common cause? Are your hardships and sacrifices com¬ 
parable to those of the Soviet citizens who are fight¬ 
ing your battle just as you are fighting their battle? 
Are you making a 100 percent effort? 
I have felt in this country since my return a lack of 
urgency; I may be wrong but I feel in it the atmos¬ 
phere in contrast to what I felt in Russia, I feel 
that we are,not "all out" in our effort and deter¬ 
mination. '^2/ 

It is easy to see from this speech why Sir Stafford would 

later be known as "Austerity Cripps." But in February 1942 

Cripps1 seriousness evidently struck the right chord among 

the British public many of whom were disillusioned with 

their Government's performance. "Mass Observation," a 

sort of British Gallup poll, noted that Cripps' speech 

sparked a "sensational effect" among the unusually high 

(25) 
number of listeners. ' 
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Churchill, responding to the public will, offered 

Cripps the Ministry of Supply without a seat in the War 

Cabinet. But the latter, who was not oblivious to his 

new-found popularity, refused to accept this largely ad¬ 

ministrative job which would have given him little say in 

the formation of policy. Cripps remained aloof from the 

Government, continually dropping hints about the "Colonel 

Blimps" in charge of the British war effort. 

The campaign worked, and on February 23rd Cripps en¬ 

tered the War Cabinet as Lord Privy Seal and Leader of the 

House. Cripps, whose left-wing credentials were impec¬ 

cable, easily eclipsed Beaverbrook as the darling of the 

pro-Soviets, and continued advocating accession to Soviet 

demands. The party system remained in its wartime flux 

and Sir Stafford entertained hopes of leading a new party 

in the future—-as had Beaverbrook before. In an interview 

with the newspaper of his constituency, Cripps said "I 

don't propose, so long as I remain a member of this Gov- 

ernment, to ally myself with any party or creed." ^ ' 

Anthony Eden, whose domestic political antennae were 

better developed than his statesmanship, was also sensi¬ 

tive to the shifting political wind, and wanted to "dish 

the Whigs" as it were. Eden whose support came from the 

left wing of the Conservative Party, knew that considerable 

political advantage would accrue to the man who was seen as 

linking East and West. And now was the moment to strike. 

His memorandum to the Cabinet must be seen in this light. 
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Eden also formed a group called the "Anglo-Soviet public 

relations committee," "in order," as one Foreign Office 

memorandum said, "that there should be a responsible body 

dealing with the public aspects of Anglo-Soviet relations 

and that they should, if possible, steal the thunder of 

irresponsible left-wing bodies." But the experiment was 

unsuccessful since, as the memorandum continued, "This the 

(27) committee has... conspicuously failed to do." ' ' Never¬ 

theless, Eden remained undaunted by this setback; he was 

committed to transforming Anglo-Russian relations. This 

is not to say that the Foreign Secretary was an unreliev- 

edly cynical opportunist, willing to sacrifice his princi¬ 

ples for temporary personal political gain. On the con¬ 

trary, he had been convinced by Sir Stafford Cripps, and 

by his meetings with Stalin, that Anglo-Russian coopera¬ 

tion was possible, if only the issue of the disputed terri¬ 

tories could be settled. And as with so many politicians, 

or indeed with most of us, personal, political, and na¬ 

tional advantage seemed to lie at the end of the same road. 

Political realities made Eden’s acceptance of Cripps’ ar¬ 

guments a much simpler matter than it might have been had 

the mood of the British public been less ardently pro- 

Soviet . 

At a critical meeting oh February 6th the war Cabinet 

considered the Russian demands. On the previous day they 

had decided to limit discussion to one question: how the 

Russian claims should be presented to President Roosevelt. 
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cons of accepting the Soviets’ demands. Beaverbrook opened 

the- talk with a strongly worded argument for acceptance: 

"Relations with Russia were deteriorating," he said, and 

something must be done to check the slide. Also, he told 

his colleagues: "It was worth remembering that so far Rus¬ 

sia had contributed far more to the war effort than the 

United States to whom we had made such concessions." 

Therefore, excessive-—in Beaverbrook’s opinion—deference 

should not be paid to American scruples. 

Eden agreed, using arguments he had employed frequent¬ 

ly already. He wanted his colleagues to look at "Anglo- 

Russian relations in their wider sense:" 

In this matter our part should be to reconcile the 
divergent points of view of Russia and the United 
States... such reconciliation was by no means out of 
the question. One way of doing it would be to accept 
M. Stalin’s demand as it stood; subject, of course, to 
success in obtaining the acquiescence of the United 
States. 

Clement Attlee, the Lord Privy Seal and future Labour 

Prime Minister, evinced his distaste for the whole matter; 

saying that he "thought the proposal outlined by the For¬ 

eign Secretary was dangerous and might, indeed, stultify 

the causes for which we were fighting." He said the whole 

question of territorial demands was "too reminiscent of 

what had been done in the last war," and that acceptance of 

Stalin’s claims was "both wrong and inexpedient." 

On this occasion Churchill was able to convince most 

of his colleagues that Stalin's demands should be sent to 
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Roosevelt, accompanied by a "balanced statement" from the 

British, pointing out both the pros and cons of acceptance. 

His own preference, he repeated, was "that all these mat¬ 

ters should be settled at the Peace Conference." But he 

would agree, as a compromise measure, to submitting the 

matter to Roosevelt. v ' 

The Prime Minister, knowing that his views were not 

shared by a majority of the Cabinet, had deferred judgment 

and had promised to abide by the American President's de¬ 

cision, hoping that Roosevelt would side with him. On the 

other hand, Eden had sensed victory, and felt that the sup¬ 

posedly self-evident expediency of accepting Stalin's de¬ 

mands would convince the recalcitrant Roosevelt. He agreed 

to submit the matter to Washington, confident of success. 

One member of the War Cabinet was not at all pleased. 

Lord Beaverbrook wrote a sulky memorandum the day after the 

Cabinet meeting, attacking the decision to refer the prob¬ 

lem to the United States: "This, in my judgement was a mis¬ 

take—flinching from our clear responsibility." He ex¬ 

plained his opposition to the Cabinet's decision: 

At the moment we entered into alliance with Russia, 
the past was all forgotten. No basis for a confident 
collaboration was possible, except that which recog¬ 
nised Russian territories as they stood at the moment 
when the German onslaught made the Russians our al¬ 
lies. The Baltic States are the Ireland of Russia. 
Their strategic control by Moscow is as essential to 
the Russians as the possession of the Irish bases 
would be valuable to us. 

Beaverbrook was sufficiently agitated over the matter 

to threaten the Prime Minister with a press campaign at- 
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tacking Churchill's unwillingness to recognize Russia's 

1941 frontiers. Attlee and Ernest Bevin, the Minister of 

Labour, were infuriated by Lord Beaverbrook's high-handed¬ 

ness; the former even threatened to resign if Britain were 

to recognise Russia's territorial gains. Beaverbrook re¬ 

called the incident, and presented a dubious justification 

for his February 18 resignation, in a paper he wrote in 

March: 

Atlee's resignation when in the wrong would have been 
more important than mine when in the right. For At¬ 
tlee has a party, I have none. Attlee had political 
friends, I stand alone. ^u/ 

In spite of the disgruntled Beaverbrook, Eden pressed 

ahead with the Cabinet's plans. On February 10th he dis¬ 

patched a telegram to Lord Halifax, now Britain's Ambassa¬ 

dor in Washington, summing up Stalin's demands and asking 

Halifax to speak to the President. Eden confessed to 

still being a bit troubled by the proposed course: how 

could he say yes to Stalin "without doing violence to the 

Atlantic Charter?" He continued: 

If we cannot (gccede to Stalin's claims), is it wise 
to offer Stalin a part only, of what he wants? I am 
advised by Sir S. Cripps (and our experience of 1939, 
as you will remember, would tend to confirm this) that 
any appearance of haggling may only increase his sus¬ 
picions. But I am apprehensive of a flat negative. 
(31) 

Eden posited two alternative compromise formulae 

should the Americans find recognition of Russia's fron¬ 

tiers to be unpalatable: a) The Soviets might be granted 

the right to have bases in the Baltic States: or, b) a 
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promise from the Prime Minister to support Russian claims 

at the Peace Conference. Again showing signs of Cripps' 

influence, Eden wrote: 

These two offers are based... on requirements of Rus¬ 
sian "security," for which ([the} Soviet Union have 
been striving ever since Qthe[) 1917 Revolution in 
order that Cthe} Soviet Government may be enabled to 
complete Cthe} unfinished social and economic experi¬ 
ment within Russia without danger of foreign interven¬ 
tion or war. 

That a Conservative Foreign Secretary could write with such 

an argument is evidence of a sea change in British regard 

for the USSR. 

Eden ended his telegram with the suggestion that Pre-. 

sident Roosevelt might want to join in the game, by extrac¬ 

ting his own counter-concessions from Stalin in return for 

(32) acceptance of the Soviet demands. The Foreign Secre¬ 

tary sounded confident that President Roosevelt would yet 

see the light and cease being "exaggeratedly moral." 

Eden’s hopes proved premature. On the 17th Halifax 

met with President Roosevelt and then with Sumner Welles, 

the anti-Soviet American Under-Secretary of State, and the 

results were not all the British Foreign Secretary might 

have hoped. The President refused to be cornered, saying 

that he "thought that it was largely a question of inter¬ 

pretation but that it would be undesireable to get into too 

much detail at this stage which would involve us both in 

a secret treaty, difficulties of which were obvious." 

This was discouraging; but Halifax cautioned that 

"The President was really thinking aloud and too much im- 
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ion at this stage." It looked as if Churchill's gamble had 

paid off: Roosevelt's original inclination had been similar 

to the Prime Minister's own views. 

Welles was even less inclined to accept Stalin's de¬ 

mands outright than had the President. Halifax presented 

Eden's case faithfully, but the American appeared unmoved: 

Welles said he must have time for reflection. He 
thought that it was (the} most important question of 
policy that had arisen and was fully alive to its ur¬ 
gency.... His first reaction was not to like either 
of your Owen's} alternative suggestions--and he spoke 
about the necessity of building a new world on prin¬ 
ciple--^ it was not again to crash sooner or later 
let us stick to>the Atlantic Charter. If we gave 
away principles now, what would prevent an indefinite 
sequence of further Russian blackmail later? If we 
once started subordinating peoples to a regime they 
repudiated, we were sowing the seeds of trouble. 

Referring to Stalin's argument that Soviet occupation of 

the Baltic States was necessary as a buffer against a re¬ 

vanchist Germany, Welles continued; 

He (Welles^ sometimes looked forward to a divided Ger¬ 
many, which might minimise all these future dangers 
for which we were now being pressed to make Gûvsac¬ 
rifice of principle of doubtful expediency. 

Halifax ended his account with a warning to Eden: 

Neither he (Welles^ nor the President was expressing 
anything but first reactions....1 think on this sort 
of thing Welles' advice, whatever it is, will finally 
prevail. 

Having given Welles and the President time to ponder 

the problem, Halifax met with the two American leaders 

again on the 20th. Clearly Welles' first reaction had pre¬ 

vailed, as Halifax told Eden: 
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After full consideration the President did not like 
either of your suggestions. He felt that both were 
difficult to reconcile with the Atlantic Charter, 
and that it was premature to attempt detailed treat¬ 
ment of the problem. 

The President proposed to talk with Maxim Litvinov, former¬ 

ly Soviet Commissar for Foreign Affairs, now Ambassador to 

Washington, hoping that he might be able to reach some com¬ 

promise solution with the Soviets. 

Halifax, who knew the difficulties of dealing with the 

Russians, suggested that Roosevelt might be underestimating 

the obstacles. He also pointed out that, if the President 

were to involve himself, this might put Eden in a bad light 

since, as Halifax said: "It was with us and not with (the 

Americans) that Stalin wished to sign a treaty, although 

Stalin said that he understood the necessity of... re¬ 

ferring to the Americans and would be glad to have their 

assent." 

After receiving this telegram, Eden met with Sir 

Alexander Cadogan and other Foreign Office officials to 

discuss what should come next. The Foreign Secretary was 

upset at being thwarted by President Roosevelt and vented 

his feelings at the meeting. Cadogan recorded the inci¬ 

dent in his diary: 

Meeting....about Stalin's frontier demand. Americans 
are sticky about it—quite rightly. How funny A. 
(jithony Eden) is! Because it fits in with his trip 
(to Moscow), he is quite prepared to throw to the 
winds all principles (Atlantic Charter) which he has 
not drafted. This amoral realpolitik line was never 
his. We shall make a mistake if we press the Ameri¬ 
cans to depart from principles, and a howler if we do 
it without them. But P.M. can be trusted to see to 
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that! 

On February 25th the War Cabinet discussed Halifax’s 

telegram, and once again the familiar divisions surfaced. 

Churchill argued that Roosevelt’s willingness to deal dir¬ 

ectly with the Soviets was ”of advantage to us," since the 

president would undoubtedly urge a Russian declaration of 

war on Japan. 

The bland notes of the Cabinet record do not/identi- 

fy who was speaking, but the transcript notes that ’’the 

view was expressed” that ”It would be particularly unfor¬ 

tunate if the United States tried to bargain agreement on 

this matter for a Russian declatation of war with Japan.” 

(The speaker was most probably Eden.) At any rate, the 

Foreign Secretary argued that the President was ”not aware 

of the difficulties” involved in dealing with the Kremlin. 

In the end, over Churchill’s objections, Eden was 

authorised to draft a note to Winant, the American Ambassa- 

( 36) 
dor. J The Foreign Secretary did so and later the same 

evening delivered the message to the Americans in which he 

argued that Roosevelt was ’’unduly optimistic.” He warned 

that Stalin "will not be willing to discuss the rights and 

wrongs of the situation"—though how Eden knew this is a 

matter of conjecture since the record does not indicate 

that he had ever tried such an approach during the Moscow 

talks. 

As we have seen, as long ago as November Eden had told 

the War Cabinet that Stalin must be given no grounds to 
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fear an Anglo-American condominium. Now, in the note hand¬ 

ed to Winant, Eden claimed he hoped for a successful re¬ 

sult from the Roosevelt-Litvinov talks. But, he continued: 

We fear that if the President were to argue this mat¬ 
ter alone with M. Stalin, the latter might suspect 
that we had agreed to this procedure in order that the 
United States Government might bring pressure tg_bear 
upon him, and he might resent it accordingly. 

Eden’s willingness openly to oppose Churchill over po¬ 

licy towards Russia may have been due as much to personal 

reasons as to political conviction. Although Churchill 

was, and would remain, the British public’s first choice 

(38) as a wartime Prime Minister , many M.P.s thought that 
Churchill was slipping, and that holding the offices of 

Prime Minister, Leader of the House of Commons, and Min¬ 

ister of Defence as he did, he was trying to do too much. 

Parliamentary discontent was given sharper focus when, on 

February 18th, Beaverbrook resigned his War Cabinet post. 

The reasons for his resignation are unclear. As we have 

already seen, he later explained his actions as being 

prompted by a belief that the Government was not doing 

enough to help Russia; however, Beaverbrook may have been 

trying to cash in on Churchill’s political embarrassment, 

making his own bid for the Premiership. 

If that was Beaverbrook's aim then his resignation was 

an unmitigated disaster. Churchill was forced to conduct 

a Cabinet reshuffle; but Sir Stafford Cripps, not Lord 

Beaverbrook, was the beneficiary. The Prime Minister bow¬ 

ed to public pressure, giving up one of his own posts, 
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Leadership of the House, to Sir Stafford who thereby got 

a seat in the War Cabinet. 

According to Oliver Harvey, this move miffed Eden who 

had been ’’rather .bitten...with leading H. of C. as a step¬ 

ping stone to being P.M. later. He QSdei^ doesn't want 

( 30) 
Cripps to groom himself for P.M.” v ' The Foreign Secre¬ 

tary must certainly have thought that the role of peace¬ 

maker between the Soviet Union and Great Britain would pro¬ 

vide the limelight denied him by the Cabinet reshuffle. 

For a while Cripps was whispered about as a possible 

replacement for Churchill. But an American observer 

astutely noted a flaw in Cripps' personality that would 

cripple his chances, in spite of his apparent popularity. 

Assessing the potential opposition to Churchill, Harriman 

wrote to President Roosevelt on March 6th: 

Cripps wears a hair shirt and wants everyone else to 
do the same. The British are prepared to make any 
sacrifice to get on with the war but are not interest¬ 
ed in sacrifice for its own sake. ^41; 

Simply because Cripps did not present a long-term threat 

to Churchill's leadership, there was little cause for com¬ 

placency by the Prime Minister. Unlike Roosevelt, who be¬ 

tween elections was secure in office, Churchill faced pos¬ 

sible challenges to his authority throughout the war. 

On February 26th Eden wrote Halifax that, in order to 

prevent future Allied disagreements, "all big political 

questions arising out of the war shall be dealt with by 

means of tripartite discussions.” Eden continued, writing 

that: ’’The ideal forum for such tripartite discussions 
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would be informal meeting between Mr. Winant, M. Maisky 

(42) and Myself.” ' This would have been handy indeed: as 

Foreign Secretary, Eden would have outranked the two am¬ 

bassadors. He was determined both to dominate relations 

with Russia and to exclude the meddlesome American Presi¬ 

dent as far as possible. 

In the meantime, Maisky had been pestering the Bri¬ 

tish for an answer to Stalin's demands. The continued 

success of the Red Army—as opposed to the lackluster Bri¬ 

tish performance-—seemed to many in Britain to entitle 

Russia to her territorial claims. Then, on February 23rd, 

Stalin addressed the Red Army, speaking of the need to 

eject the Nazi invader from the Socialist Motherland; but 

not mentioning Anglo-American assistance and, in speaking 

of Germany, differentiating between the "Hitler clique" and 

(43) the German people. This last note sounded ominous in 

London. Was Stalin laying the groundwork for a separate 

peace? The Foreign Office was satisfied that he was not, 

though Alexander Cadogan noted: "one must be uneasy with 

Stalin as an ally. He is always reinsuring...." 

Stalin had in fact said nothing in his speech to the 

Red Army that he had not already said before. As early as 

July 1941 be had distinguished between the Nazis and the 

German people, and in his agreement with Britain he had 

promised to sign no separate peace with "Hitlerite Ger¬ 

many." But Eden seized on the Soviet dictator's February 

23rd speech to bolster his case for recognition of Soviet 
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demands. In a telegram to Halifax, the Foreign Secretary 

warned that Stalin's tone might be signalling a "switchover 

to propaganda preparatory for separate peace with Germany, 

if so desired." (45) Eden was usinS the threat of a sepa¬ 

rate Russo-German peace to make his point, but he did not 

regard such a possibility as even remotely likely, as he 

admitted later in his memoirs. 

The pressure was mounting on Churchill to accede to 

Stalin's demands. Because of the discouraging course of 

the war and his supposed reluctance to do more to help the 

Soviets, Churchill sensed he was facing an imminent re¬ 

volt in his Government. Cadogan noted that Churchill was 

"losing his grip," writing on March 4th: "Poor old P.M. 

in a sour mood and in a bad way. I don't think he's well 

and I fear he's played out." (4^) 

Eden kept the heat on, writing a personal message to 

Churchill on the 6th urging him to send a message to the 

President advocating strategic talks with Stalin. Eden 

wrote: 

But for such exchanges to take place with any chance 
of success... it is indispensable that we should first 
clear this frontier question out of the way. Other¬ 
wise Stalin will neither talk nor listen. 

Churchill's defences were exhausted, and on the 7th 

he caved in; dispatching a resigned and curiously disjoint 

letter to President Roosevelt: 

The increasing gravity of the war has led me to feel 
that the principles of the Atlantic Charter ought not 
to be construed so as to deny Russia the frontiers 
she occupied when Germany attacked her. This was the 
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basis on which Russia acceded to the Charter, and I 
suspect that a severe process of liquidating hostile 
elements in the Baltic States, etc., was employed by 
the Russians when they took these regions at the be¬ 
ginning of the war. I hope therefore that you will 
be able to give us a free hand to sign the treaty 
which Stalin desires as soon as possible. Everything 
portends an immense renewal of the German invasion of 
Russia in the Spring and there is very little we can 
do to help the only country,that is heavily engaged 
with the German armies, '47/ 

This was obviously a crucial telegram. As we have seen, 

almost exactly two months previously—on January 8th— 

Churchill had threatened resignation rather than accept 

Stalin’s demands. In his post-war account Churchill is 

evasive about the reasons for his about-face. He claimed 

he was still opposed to acceptance, 

But... under pressure of events, I did not feel that 
this moral position could be physically maintained. 
In a deadly struggle it is not right to assume more 
burdens than those who are fighting for a great cause 
can bear. My opinions about the Baltic States were, 
and are, unaltered, but I felt\that I could not carry 
them forward at this time. ' 

Writing in the post-war glow, Churchill was following his 

own famous advice by practicing ’’Magnanimity.’’ v^7/ Ear¬ 

lier in his book Churchill acknowledges growing doubt among 

^ some M.P.s during late February and early March about his 

ability to remain in charge of Britain’s war effort with 

undiminished authority. Churchill claims that such pres¬ 

sure came from those below ministerial rank, and continues: 

’’There was no whisper of intrigue or dissidence, either in 

the War Cabinet or in the much larger number of Ministers 

of Cabinet rank." 

If Churchill’s account is accurate, then the Prime 
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Minister must certainly have been anxious to retain the 

support of his ministerial colleagues. As we have seen, in 

the War Cabinet only Clement Attlee and Ernest Bevin un¬ 

reservedly sided with Churchill in strongly opposing accep¬ 

tance of Soviet demands. The others were, like Archibald 

Sinclair, either lukewarm to the prospect of crossing the 

Soviets, or, like Eden and Cripps, adamantly in favor of 

placating Stalin. Churchill must have reasoned that, in 

the end, personal preferences must go by the boards, and 

that this was not an issue worthy of risking the breakup 

of his coalition Government. 

Another factor may have influenced Churchill’s deci¬ 

sion. As he said in the last line of his note to President 

Roosevelt, the Prime Minister had information hinting at 

a renewed German assault against the Soviets in the Spring, 

and this would bring with it further pressure to open a 

Second Front immediately. By bowing to Stalin's demands 

now, Churchill may have reasoned, he would in the future 

be able to resist American pressure for committing British 

forces in what he judged to be a premature assault on Nazi- 

occupied Europe. Churchill was walking a tricky tightrope; 

his moral sense opposed giving Stalin what he wanted, and 

yet at the same time he had to balance the interests of his 

allies against his personal inclinations. As one historian 

has commented: "At this juncture (JhurchillQ wanted neither 

to discourage his ally Stalin... nor to thwart his friend 

Roosevelt, who might give in to popular clamor to concen- 
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trate in the Pacific and abandon Atlantic First." ’ 

The clamor to emphasise the Pacific theater would have in¬ 

creased had the American public sensed a British unwilling¬ 

ness to get on with the war against Hitler. Even though 

Churchill had excellent reasons for his reticence to open 

a second front, his arguments for delay would have carried 

little weight with an impatient American public, thirsting 

for quick moves to win the war. By accepting Russian poli¬ 

tical demands, indeed going further in this respect than 

Washington was prepared to go, Churchill was trying to pre¬ 

empt American calls to do more for the Soviets. Such a po¬ 

licy, though hardly ideal, might at least have the benefit 

of avoiding what Churchill feared most, another Paschen- 

daele. 

However, if this was the Prime Minister's aim, then he 

was overly optimistic. On April 8th, the day after Chur¬ 

chill had written to Roosevelt, the American President, un¬ 

der General Marshall's influence, sent his first suggestion 

for the opening of a Second Front in Europe during the Sum¬ 

mer of 1942 to his friend, the "Former Naval Person:" 

I am becoming more and more interested in the esta¬ 
blishment of a new front this Summer on the European 
Continent, certainly for air and raids....And even 
though losses will doubtless be great, such losses 
will be compensated by at least equal German losses 
and by compelling Germans to divert*large forces of 
all kinds from Russian fronts. ' 

Roosevelt's talk of a Second Front may partly have 

been meant as an alternative to accepting Stalin's demands, 

to which course he remained opposed. Delivering the Prime 
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Minister's note on March 8th, Halifax spoke with the Presi¬ 

dent who 

professed (the^ strong conviction that we need not be 
afraid of Russia quitting the war.on this. He stres¬ 
sed the difficulty of Cthe} United States concurring 
in action that you (phurchill} desire to take and the 
danger of our proceding alone—a fact which will sure¬ 
ly come out. 

But Roosevelt's was not the principled opposition of Sumner 

Welles: 

(The President's} mind is already (?moving) along the 
only remaining line, i.e, of saying to Stalin that we 
all recognise his need for security, that to put any¬ 
thing on paper now is impossible and would lead to 
dangerous opinion here (in the United State0, that 
Cbhet) future of Qhe) Baltic States clearly depends 
upon Russian military progress, and that if during or 
after the war the Russians reoccupy the Baltic States, 
neither Qthq) United States nor Great Britain would 
or could turn them out. Why then should Stalin worry? 
(53) 

The Foreign Office were split in their reaction to 

Roosevelt's attitude. Sir Orme Sargent wrote that the Pre¬ 

sident had misunderstood the British object; London was not 

worried about the possibility that Stalin might sign a sep¬ 

arate peace. The "main point" behind giving in to the Sov¬ 

iets was "to get into real contact with the Russians on the 

conduct of the war." Beaverbrook had tried to gain the 

same elusive Soviet trust back in October 1941 by holding 

what he had called a "Christmas tree party," handing out 

Anglo-American goodies to Stalin. That angle had not work¬ 

ed, so, Sargent and those who agreed with him reasoned, 

Stalin's paranoia must be deeper than first thought. If 

material aid could not do the trick, perhaps a gift of 
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little nations would. 

Sir Alexander Cadogan opposed this drift in British 

thinking. On March 10th he wrote: 

If we knew that compliance with Stalin's demands wd. 
make an essential difference to his conduct of the 
war, would ensure his loyal and intimate consultation 
and cooperation with us and would not merely lead to 
further demands, I should say that we could risk 
trouble in America. But, personally, I feel little 
assurance on any of these points, and I shd. be very 
much afraid of getting the worst of both worlds. 
Rightly or wrongly we decided to consult the II.S. 
(I don't know how we could have avoided it), and I 
shd. take it as axiomatic that we can only go ahead 
on lines agreed with them, 

Cadogan was swimming against the tide. The Foreign 

Secretary had long ago vanquished any doubts he might have 

felt about acceding to Stalin's demands. On the 9th, Eden 

sent Halifax a telegram asking him to dissuade Roosevelt 

from his intention to talk directly with Litvinov; this 

was followed the next day by another telegram from the For¬ 

eign Secretary after Eden had read Halifax's communication 

of the 8th. This message is interesting, showing as it 

does Eden's true reasons for wanting to accept Stalin's de¬ 

mands. Addressing Halifax, the Foreign Secretary wrote: 

You have reported that Cthe) President holds (the) 
firm conviction that Russia would not quit the war on 
this matter. This leads us to fear that (the) Presi¬ 
dent does not grasp the real reason for the importance 
which we attach to giving Stalin (a) satisfactory 
answer....We regard it of highest importance at this 
stage of the war to leave nothing undone which would 
enable us to get into real contact with Stalin, to 
exchange ideas freely with him on all subjects con¬ 
nected with the conduct of the war and thus give our¬ 
selves maximum chance of securing that (the} Soviet 
Government should pay some attention to our views and 
those of (th£) United States Government. To take one 
example alone, we cannot conceive that Stalin will 
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enter the war against Japan, or would pay .the slight¬ 
est attention to suggestions that she Çsic) should 
consider doing so, until his demands are out of the 
way. 

Eden did not, however, make acceptance of Stalin’s demands 

contingent upon a Soviet declaration of war against Japan 

by a certain date, as we have already seen, nor would he 

do so at any time. Eden called the present lack of con¬ 

sultation with Stalin "deplorable," and thought it the 

"height of unwisdom" to "deprive ourselves of establishing 

such contacts by refusing to admit Stalin's claims to the 

Baltic States...." Eden was nettled by Roosevelt's argu¬ 

ments against acceptance. After all, the President had 

never met Stalin, whereas he, Eden, had done so and could 

claim greater knowledge of the man. The Foreign Secretary 

continued: 

President's reply ammounts to saying that we rather 
hope Russia will not regain the Baltic States but re¬ 
cognise that we could not do anything about it if she 
did. This will surely appear to Stalin as so uncolla- 
borative a state of mind as to confirm his suspicion 
that he can expect no real consideration for Russian 
interest from ourselves or the United States; that we 
wish Russia to continue fighting purely for British 
and American ends ; and that we would not mind seeing 
Russia and Germany mutually exhaust each other. . This 
would confirm (th0 natural Russian inclination to 
have no regard for anything but Russia's own interest 
and would make impossible any fruitful collaboration 
with Russia at this critical juncture. 

In the meantime, as Eden was telling Halifax how to in¬ 

struct the President, Churchill, off his own bat, dispatch¬ 

ed an extraordinary note to Stalin on the 9th. Along with 

assuring the General Secretary that British supplies would 

be sent in undiminished volume, and that the British air 
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campaign against Germany would be renewed with increased 

ferocity as the weather improved, Churchill made an aston¬ 

ishing gaffe. He wrote: 

I have sent a message to President Roosevelt urging 
him to approve our signing the agreement with you 
about the frontiers of Russia at the end of the war. 
(56) 

Cadogan was aghast: Churchill's note would appear in Wash¬ 

ington as an attempt to force the President's hand. Hith¬ 

erto the debate about acceptance of the Soviet demands had 

been a closed affair between the two democracies. Now 

Churchill was informing Stalin that only Roosevelt blocked 

British recognition of Russia's claims. Eden had known of 

Churchill's intention to send the note, but had failed to 

inform Cadogan; for which omission the Foreign Secretary 
( 57 ) 

felt compelled to apologise. ' ' Eden did not want the 

President's intervention to divert British policy. 

But if Roosevelt was actually peeved by Churchill's 

note to Stalin, then he did not complain; there is no evi¬ 

dence to suggest that the President took any notice. He 

was, however, angered by the activity of another member 

of the War Cabinet. Sir Stafford Cripps gave an inter¬ 

view to the Daily Mail on March 7th and had allowed simul¬ 

taneous publication in Life magazine in the United States; 

Cripps told readers that the Baltic States had once belong¬ 

ed to Tsarist Russia and had been snatched away from the 

Bolsheviks at Versailles "expressly....to weaken that 

country strategically." (Be did not mention the concept 
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of national self-determination^ Cripps, whose inclina¬ 

tion to argue the Soviet cause seemed to increase propor¬ 

tionately to his distance from Moscow, continued: 

To protect Leningrad it is essential that the Russians 
should control the Gulf of Finland and the Baltic 
Coast; it is also necessary that there should not 
exist small States close to the vital points of 
Soviet industry.which can be made use of by hostile 
powers as a base for attack. 

Cripps assured Life’s readers that "The Soviet Government 

has no intention and of this I am certain, to demand any¬ 

thing more in the way of territorial aggrandisement.” Sir 

Stafford prophesied that "The Russians would not... attempt 

to impose any specific economic system upon the Germans 

provided they give up their allegiance to Hitler....This I 

can say with certainty... that the Russians do not want to 

interfere with the internal affairs of other countries." 

Showing that his stint in Russia had done nothing to dull 

his left-wing edge, Sir Stafford denied that Communism’s 

inefficiency had hampered the Soviet war effort. Quite 

the contrary: "In fact, the war has shown that they are the 

only people of Europe who have been able to meet the blitz 

tactics of Hitler with success." Surely, Cripps argued, 

this was a resounding affirmation of the need for a plan¬ 

ned ecomomy; evidently vastness and population had added 

(58) nothing to; the Soviet strength. v'? ' 

Meeting with Halifax on March 12th, President Roose¬ 

velt objected to the tone of Cripps’ interview. Welles, 

who was present, complained that "this.... looked rather 
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ment . " 

The discussion then turned to other matters. In spite 

of Halifax’s objections that if Roosevelt were to speak 

directly with the Russians it would be "in the highest 

degree embarassing" for Eden, the President persisted in 

his notion of meeting Litvinov. Speaking with Halifax af¬ 

ter the meeting, Welles made no secret of his intention to 

oppose Stalin's demands to the end. In Halifax' account: 

^Welles} is strongly opposed to the President using 
the argument to Litvinov about Stalin being able to 
hold the Baltic States after the war if he gets them 
whatever the United States or we may feel, and he 
will do his best to prevent the President following 
this line when he sees him early tomorrow. 

Welles would appeal to the President to stand against the 

Russian demands on principle: the Undersecretary's argu¬ 

ments won him few friends in London. Dredging up the worst 

epithet he could, Harvey wrote that Welles "is another 

Wilson only 20 years out of date." 

Welles' arguments evidently had the desired effect on 

the President who, when he met with Litvinov on the 13th, 

did not hint that a Russian; fait accompli at the end of 

the war would get Stalin what he wanted. Instead, Roose¬ 

velt "made it clear that he was somewhat put out by the 

fact that Stalin had not approached him directly...." The 

President said that, 

under no conditions would he subscribe to any secret 
treaty. Nor could he subscribe to any open public 
treaty with regard to definite frontiers until the 
war had been won. 
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The President assured Litvinov that Stalin had no reason to 

fear that the United States would support a post-war set¬ 

tlement leaving the Soviet Union vulnerable to a new German 

attack "ten or fifteen years after the war." The United 

States Government would, the President stated, support any 

"legitimate steps" designed to assure Russian security, 

"solely provided that these steps were in reality based on 

the legitimate needs of the Russian people for their secur¬ 

ity." The President frequently used the term "legitimate," 

leaving the Soviets to guess what he meant. 

The Foreign Office reacted rabidly to news of this 

meeting. The author of one memorandum called Roosevelt's 

approach "pitifully inadequate" and opined that, "it is 

very unfortunate that Mr. Welles should have restrained the 

President from mentioning the only sensible idea which he 

seems to have had in his head." Sir Orme Sargent chimed 

in, writing that the American President: 

intends that we shall have no independent policy in 
Europe if he can prevent it and that when he applies 
his veto he intends that it shall be obeyed. Unless 
therefore Stalin saves the situation by withdrawing 
his demand, we shall find ourselves forced to decide 
whether we will use this as an occasion for asserting 
our independence or whether by submitting to the Pres¬ 
ident's wishes Csic") ruling we will abandon our lib¬ 
erty of action in regard to our future relations with 
the Soviet Government." 

Anthony Eden added his own opinion in this fiesta of hyper¬ 

bole. He called Roosevelt's performance—and who should 

know better than Eden—"a dismal tale of clumsy diplomacy." 

(62) 
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Some insights into the reasons for this extraordinary 

outburst (the language was much more vindictive than that 

used to discuss problems with the Soviet Union), is pro¬ 

vided by an entry in Harvey’s diary, where he wrote that, 

Whilst F.D.R. can legitimately claim that we should 
decide nothing without consultation with him, he can¬ 
not properly claim that he can over-rule our foreign 
policy or deny us a foreign policy at all. Russia and 
we were allies before USA came in. We_are both Euro¬ 
peans and nearer the German menace. 'k-'' 

Britain had stood alone against Nazi Germany for a year, 

and, although their prospects for victory had been slimmer 

during this time than they were in 1942, there had been a 

certain freedom of action in being alone. American entry 

into the war meant that the British cause was much strong¬ 

er; but there was considerable resentment among British 

diplomats at the way in which their new transatlantic al¬ 

lies threw their weight around. Why this resentment was 

never levelled at the Soviets—who, after all, were far 

more demanding and far less approachable than were the 

Americans—is one of the curious aspects of wartime dip¬ 

lomacy. Later in the war the Americans would reciprocate 

this attitude, often being more suspicious of the British 

than of the Soviets. It was as if the ease with which the 

two democracies generally cooperated bred contempt, where¬ 

as the inaccessibility of the Soviet Union somehow made it 

more enigmatic, and therefore attractive. 

Churchill, for his part, felt uneasy with the deci¬ 

sion to accept Stalin's demands which he nevertheless felt 
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were necessary, and understood Roosevelt’s hesitations 

more easily than did the Foreign Office. To try and over¬ 

come the President’s doubts, the Prime Minister asked his 

friend Lord Beaverbrook, a true believer, to go to Washing¬ 

ton to present the best possible British case. Beaverbrook 

left Britain by sea on March 20th. 

The Soviets were far less agitated about Roosevelt’s 

meeting with Litvinov than were the British. When Eden 

spoke to Maisky on the 17th, the latter —in Eden’s words — 

"seemed resolved not to take a tragic view of the Presi¬ 

dent’s attitude." Stalin used the occasion of the 

Anglo-American tiff to drive a wedge between his two al¬ 

lies. In his reply to Roosevelt, Stalin simply said the 

Soviet Government "had taken note of Qhe President's} 

communication." And, as Maisky told Eden when the two met 

again on the 23rd, the Soviet Government had not solicited 

the American opinion, only wishing to consult with Great 

Britain over this matter. Churchill’s airing of the Anglo- 

American difference of opinion was bearing fruit; 

Churchill's note to Stalin had confirmed for the Soviets 

the Anglo-American difference of opinion. The Kremlin 

could afford to ignore Roosevelt's objections, secure in 

the knowledge that the British Prime Minister was not only 

prepared to accept Soviet frontier claims, but that Chur¬ 

chill had actually urged Roosevelt to concur. 

In the meantime, as the Foreign Office fumed, Presi¬ 

dent Roosevelt evidently had enjoyed his foray into rela- 
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tions with the Soviet Union. The President became the next 

in the long, monotonous line of Western diplomats who 

thought they alone had the right stuff to manage Stalin. 

On the 18th Roosevelt wrote to Churchill: 

I know you will not mind my being brutally frank 
when I tell you that I think I can personally handle 
Stalin better than your Foreign Office or my State 
Department. Stalin hates the guts of all your top 
people. He thinks he likes,me better and I hope he 
will continue to do 

This was the beginning of Roosevelt's disastrous courtship 

of the Soviet dictator. The situation was not without its 

comic aspect, wrapped as it was in a thick blanket of tra¬ 

gedy: while the British Foreign Office was busily denounc¬ 

ing Roosevelt for his allegedly neanderthal attitude to 

the Soviet "experiment;" across'the ocean the President 

confidently was writing that the Foreign Office was out 

of touch with Moscow's mood. 

While Roosevelt was dreaming of the possibilities of 

single-handedly reversing Soviet foreign policy, Stalin 

responded to Churchill's note of the 9th. On March 14th 

the dictator wrote: 

As to paragraph one of your message—concerning the 
frontiers of the USSR—I think we shall have to ex¬ 
change views on the text of an appropriate treaty, if 
it is approved for signing by both parties. * 

The draft agreement worked out between the British and So¬ 

viets in Moscow might need more work, Stalin was saying. 

The British had accepted the principle of Soviet annexa¬ 

tion of the Baltic States, now Stalin was reserving his 

options to press for more. 

v, 
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Russian willingness to play their two democratic al¬ 

lies off against each other left the British with a knotty 

problem. As Cadogan recorded in his diary on March 23rd: 

Maisky had told A.(pthony Eden} of Soviet reaction to 
U.S. communication about Stalin's demands. It amounts 
to "Thank you very for the information" and a renewal 
of the demand to us! Just what I feared.--A. will want 
to go ahead. I shall have to resist. 

A Foreign Office meeting the next day was all Cadogan had 

feared. He wrote: 

Meeting with A. and others about Russia. I had to go 
into opposition. I'm sure its all wrong in view of 
President's attitude, to give Stalin all he as 
evidently annoyed, but I can't help that.... ' 

The general direction of Foreign Office thinking can be 

seen from this entry. 

The War Cabinet meeting on the next day, March 25th, 

was decisive. Anthony Eden argued that "he thought the 

best course was to explain our difficulties to the United 

States Government and say that we felt bound to go ahead 

with the negotiations Grith Russia^." The Foreign Secre¬ 

tary felt that "delay was dangerous." His arguments won 

the day, and the War Cabinet concluded that they "had taken 

all possible steps to consult the United States Government 

on this matter" and hoped that, after the British proceed¬ 

ed to sign an agreement with Stalin, Roosevelt "would not 

take any step that indicated a marked divergence of view." 

(70) jjjg British had resented the fact that Roosevelt had 

tried to block British recognition of Soviet conquests — 

even though they had solicited the President's opinion— 
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and now the War Cabinet decided to forge ahead without Am¬ 

erican support, at the same time hoping that Roosevelt 

would not air Anglo-American differences in public. It is 

an extraordinary story. 

At any rate, the next day Eden transmitted the Cabi¬ 

net’s decision to Lord Halifax in Washington. Eden wrote 

that, since Stalin’s answer to Roosevelt had left the Bri¬ 

tish with a choice, the decision had been to proceed along 

the course begun in the Moscow Conference. He continued: 

I fully realise that the President will not like it 
if we now tell Stalin that we are prepared to go ahead 
with our treaty negotiations on the basis of his fron¬ 
tier claims, and that in doing so we shall be creating 
trouble for him with his public opinion. Had circum¬ 
stances been more favourable I should have naturally 
wished to spare him this embarrassment, but things be¬ 
ing as they are I cannot take the risk of keeping 
Anglo-Russian relations in a state of suspended anima¬ 
tion any longer. 

In a second telegram Eden justified the British course: 

this country, as a European Power for whom collabora¬ 
tion with a victorious U.S.S.R. after the war will be 
essential, cannot afford to neglect any opportunity 
of establishing intimate relations of confidence with 
Stalin. Fact is that at present time there is no 
frank discussion with Russians at all on major ques¬ 
tions concerning conduct of the war. However unrea¬ 
sonably, Russians take the attitude that question of 
Stalin’s demand must be cleared out of way before such 
frank relations can exist. 

Halifax was asked to speak to the President, and to ask him 

to "abstain from any covert action which would indicate 

that there is any divergence between us." At any rate, 

Eden argued, this was not a matter for a major rift since: 

"Looked at from the practical point of view the concession 

which we are called upon to make does not involve us in any 
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( 71 ) 
onerous commitment." ' 7 

Eden took an irreversible step when, two days later, he 

told Maiksy of the British intention to press ahead without 

American support; "to conclude with (the Russians^ a treaty 

on the lines discussed between M. Stalin and myself in 
( 70) 

Moscow," as Eden said. w 1 

The Americans were told of the War Cabinet's decision 

on March 30th, three days after Eden spoke with Maisky. 

Halifax, speaking to Welles, presented Eden's arguments 

faithfully, but confessed to a hint of doubt: 

For my own part I recognised, as I had no doubt did 
the Cabinet, the difficulty of understanding Stalin's 
insistence on any purely logical grounds. 

Reffering to Russia's years of paranoia, supposedly the re¬ 

sult of capitalist encirclement, Halifax drew on former 

American Ambassador Joseph Davies' Mission to Moscow to 

support his argument that Russia must be assured of securi- 

(73) ty and equality among the Great Powers. Welles ac¬ 

cepted the unwelcome news quietly. 

By this time Beaverbrook had arrived in Washington. 

Halifax told the Foreign Office that he had met with Bea¬ 

verbrook "and put him wise" about the Cabinet's decisions 

made while the latter was at sea, so that Beaverbrook would 

be well informed when he would meet the President later in 

the day. Lord Halifax also told Eden that he had been less 

than candid with Welles the day before. He had not told 

the American about Eden's talk with Maisky since, "I think 

he, and probably the President will be surprised at your 
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(jSden'eTJ having said so much to Maisky before hearing the 

( 7 A) President's reactions.” w^y Hearing this, Eden hurried to 

ask Halifax not to tell the Americans the details of his 

meeting with Maisky; instead asking the Ambassador simply 

to say that the Soviets had been informed of the British 

position. 

When Beaverbrook met the President he did not belabor 

the Baltic issue. Beaverbrook's biographer mistakenly at¬ 

tributes this lack of discussion to the fact that he took 

up the issue of a Second Front as being a larger and more 

attractive couse with which to captivate Britain's shop 

stewards. While there may be some truth in this, surely 

the main reason Beaverbrook did not press the President 

about accession to Soviet demands is that the War Cabinet 

had already decided to act unilaterally. What was left to 
( 75 ) 

discuss? v ' According to standard Beaverbrookian proce¬ 

dure, the Foreign Office was left guessing about the con¬ 

tent of his talks with the President; Beaverbrook sent them 

no record. 

Halifax met with Sumner Welles the next afternoon, 

April 1st, recording that the "General atmosphere was sor¬ 

rowful, but much less resentful than I had feared." Roose¬ 

velt had not changed his mind, though he would make no pub¬ 

lic display of opposition Welles said. But, Welles told 

Halifax, "He (Roosevelt) could certainly indicate no appro¬ 

val, and it must be expected that this silence would be 

construed as disaproval." The President felt the whole 
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idea was ill-advised, and that surrendering to Stalin’s 

claims about the Baltic States ’’would only encourage fur¬ 

ther demands.” The President had instructed Welles to 

insist on one condition in return for American quiescence: 

It would be helpful from the point of view of the At¬ 
lantic Charter and United States public opinion if you 
could get some stipulation inserted, whereby, when 
Russia was again able to take over these countries, 
Stalin would agree that any people who wished to emi¬ 
grate could be entitled to do so with their property. 
This should also apply to the parts of Finland and 
East Poland that might be concerned* 

On the Foreign Office copy of this telegram Churchill pen¬ 

ned ’’Surely this is right!” next to the passage above. 

Evidently he remained uncomfortable with the whole matter. 

In conversation, Halifax correctly predicted that the 

Soviets would object to such a condition being attached to 

a treaty. He told Welles: ”1 anticipated that Stalin would 

think that acceptance of it would be destructive of his 

main case.” How could the Russians admit that people want¬ 

ed to leave the Soviet Union—much less being allowed to 

take their property with them—without revealing how bogus 

the Baltic States plebescites, voting to enter the USSR, 

had been? 

Now that the decision had been made to press on with¬ 

out the Americans, the Foreign Office concentrated on two 

points: what the treaty with Russia should actually con¬ 

tain; and how best to sell the whole idea of Russian occu¬ 

pation of the territories in question to the American pub¬ 

lic 
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On April Fool’s Day a weighty group of Foreign Office 

officials met to discuss the latter point. (It was only 

the first of many such meetings: the Foreign Office file 

dealing with how Britain should present her case in Amer¬ 

ica is over one inch thick.) All present knew that Bri¬ 

tain's recognition of Russia's 1941 boundaries would not 

settle well with the American public, whose opinion was 

considered vital, while at the same time being thought of 

as backward and unreasoningly anti-Communist. The British 

hoped to present the War Cabinet's decision to sign the 

treaty with Russia in such a light that it would not appear 

to violate America's war aims, as stated in the Atlantic 

Charter. With this in mind, the Foreign Office group 

agreed that "The less said about the Atlantic Charter the 

better, and in particular no play should be made with the 

plebescites which had been held in the Baltic States." 

Six main points, the group felt, should be stressed in 

selling the upcoming treaty to the American public: 1) 

Soviet demands were "essentially modest compared with what 

they might have asked;" 2) Russian domination of the Bal¬ 

tic was preferable to German; 3) "The Baltic States were 

bound to fall under the domination of any victorious great 

power in Eastern Europe;" 4) "The Soviet treatment of na¬ 

tional minorities had been excellent in the cultural field. 

Stalin had personally been responsible for this policy, and 

it would be applied now to the Baltic States;" 5) Anglo- 

Russian wartime cooperation was "vital," and this treaty 
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would facilitate friendly relations; 6) "The Communist 

bogey was far more dangerous if the Russian demands were 

not met than if they were." (A hungry tiger is more danger¬ 

ous than a bloated one.) 

The group had discussed only propaganda dealing with 

Soviet gains in Finland and with the annexation of the Bal¬ 

tic States. As for Russia's conquests in the southwest: 

"It was felt that nobody was particularly interested in 

Bessarabia,, and that point could be more or lésé ignored." 

A decision had been made that the American public 

must be hoodwinked. American voters were not as sophis¬ 

ticated as the assembly of realists in the Foreign Office; 

consequently, the Soviet Union must be made to look a le¬ 

gitimate and worthy ally if Nebraskans doubts were to be 

overcome. The American public could not, it was felt, di¬ 

gest the complex workings of wartime diplomacy. It would 

not be enough simply to claim that British power was limit¬ 

ed and that the Soviet Union was a necessary, if regret¬ 

table, partner in the Grand Alliance. Instead, the public 

would be told that things were not as bad in the Soviet 

Union as-vmany had thought before the war. No need to worry 

about Russian conquests, the Foreign Office was claiming; 

after all, Stalin had personally guaranteed cultural auto¬ 

nomy for each and every nationality within the USSR. The 

pre-war fear of Communism's aggressiveness had been merely 

a "bogey." 

Towards the end of the war, and indeed after May 1945» 
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as it became clear to the Foreign Office that Stalin’s 

conception of the ideal post-war world was radically dif¬ 

ferent from Britain’s, public opinion would not be easily 

turned around. Lying to the public—or at least distorting 

the truth—had been a mistake of the first magnitude. 

One must remember, in reading these proposals, that 

the Foreign Office had long been seen as the main stumbling 

block in the path of true Anglo-Soviet cooperation. In¬ 

deed, in November 1940, Sir Stafford Cripps had told the 

American Ambassador in Moscow, Laurence Steinhardt, that 

the Foreign Office "were so hostile to the Soviet Union 

that they would prefer to risk the Empire rather than per- 

(77) mit a rapprochement to take place." When Cripps had 

made this remark there had been some truth in the accusa¬ 

tion, as an entry in Cadogan’s diary shows: referring to 

Eden's return to the Foreign Office in late 1940, Cadogan 

wrote: "Glad to find A(}ithony Eden} not ’ideological' 

(about the USSE0 and quite alive to uselessness of expect¬ 

ing anything from these cynical, blood-stained murderers." 

( 78 ) 
' * As we have seen, by April 1942 Cadogan had become no 

less sceptical about the prospects of general cooperation 
t 

with Moscow. But he was, unfortunately, only a civil ser¬ 

vant, not an elected official. Nine months of alliance 

with the Soviet Union had seen a change of opinion where it 

really counted: the Foreign Secretary returned from Moscow 

a convert to that most dangerous of religions, "real- 

politik." Others had failed in working with the Kremlin, 
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Eden reasoned, because they had been ’’exaggeratedly moral." 

No-one would in the future be able to accuse him of that 

fault. 

On April 5th Eden submitted a draft treaty to his War 

Cabinet colleagues which included the statement that the 

British Government took "full regard" of "the desire of 

the TI.S.S.R. for the restoration of its frontiers violated 

by the Hitlerite aggression...." This was much the same 

wording upon which Stalin had insisted in December. For 

the time being—also as agreed in Moscow—the treaty 

draft left the Russo-Polish border dispute in abeyance; a 

simmering problem. Eden also suggested that, since Molotov 

had accepted an invitation to visit the United States, the 

Foreign Commissar should be prevailed upon to visit London 

(79) en route, to sign the proposed Anglo-Russian treaty. 

On the 8th the War Cabinet discussed and approved the For¬ 

eign Secretary's proposals. 

In four short months the British Government had rever¬ 

sed the position it had held since June 1940: a tenacious 

refusal to recognise Russia's gains made, in Churchill's 

words, "in shameful collusion with Hitler." From shortly 

after Cripps' arrival in Moscow until March 1942 the dis¬ 

puted territories—especially the Baltic States, Estonia, 

Latvia, and Lithuania— had been the central bone of con¬ 

tention in Anglo-Soviet relations. Now the British Gov¬ 

ernment, under the influence of Eden, had accepted Stalin's 

arguments and reversed it position. And in doing so they 
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sided with the Soviets, against their American Allies. 

In fact, there was more than a little contempt among 

the British for the supposedly unsophisticated attitude 

of their American allies. On April 11th Halifax wrote 

an assessment of the likely impact in the United States of 

an Anglo-Russian agreement including recognition of Rus¬ 

sia’s territorial gains. The Ambassador wrote that the 

proposed treaty would be attacked by "the great mass of 

the people who are strongly sentimental and vaguely ideal¬ 

istic” and by "Isolationists and professional anti-British¬ 

ers.” Liberals "who, though they may profess to admire 

Russia, are even more attached to the Wilsonian ideals of 

self-determination," might also not bow unquestioningly to 

the force of the British case. 

Nor were all members of the Foreign Office inclined 

to adopt Roosevelt’s proviso that all those wishing to 

emigrate from the territories in question be allowed to 

do so. In a memorandum written on the 11th, Mr. Warner 

reminded his colleagues that such measures were unneces¬ 

sary since, "Under the Soviet Constitution of 1936 the 

constituent republics enjoy a considerable degree of local 

autonomy, cultural and otherwise." To be fair, such sen¬ 

timents—though not specifically contradicted—represented 

the minority opinion. The majority view is best reflected 

in the sheepish comment by the author of one memorandum 

who wrote that, when it came to selling the treaty to the 

public, "the more window dressing we had the better." ' / 



Evidently even arch, realists have their moments of doubt 
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Democratic leaders find it hard to play the game of 

realpolitik consistently; the obstacles are both too large 

and too frequent. Whereas secrecy sufficient to practice 

an amoral foreign policy can be maintained for a time, 

sooner or later some concessions must be made to public 

scruples. The result is often the worst of two worlds; a 

foreign policy which is neither moral nor wholly effective. 

The democratic Machiavelli may find that one of the strong¬ 

est weapons in his diplomatic arsenal, his moral probity, 

has been cast off with no corresponding gain in real terms. 

And once lost it is not easily recovered. The vascilla- 

tion in foreign affairs often attributed to democratic 

governments, the almost contemptible inability to mold 

events, is a direct outcome of this unsettled, and possib¬ 

ly intractable, conflict. 

This is the problem that faced the British, and more 

exactly Anthony Eden, in the Spring of 1942. The attempt 

to buy Stalin’s friendship by recognizing the legitimacy 

of his territorial demands was doomed to failure from the 

start since the Soviets and the British were playing by a 

different set of rules. 

Eden hoped to achieve three positive results by ac¬ 

quiescing to Stalin: 1) to prevent a separate Russo-German 

peace. Such a peace was not regarded as a likelihood by 

the Foreign Office, but, as Sir Alexander Cadogan had warn¬ 

ed, one could never be sure with an ally like Stalin; 2) 

recognizing Soviet sovereignty over the disputed territo- 
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ries would, it was hoped, both limit the future Soviet 

appetite, and at the same time incline the Kremlin towards 

making counter-concessions to the British. Eden had devel¬ 

oped this theme in his January 28th memorandum to the War 

Cabinet î 

Superficially this demand (for recognition of his 1941 
boundaries) is very reasonable when we recall how much 
M. Stalin might have asked for.... It may, of course, 
be argued that we have no right to suppose that M. 
Stalin’s present demand is final, and that it will be 
followed in due course by others. But, even so, the 
fact that we had granted this demand would not pre¬ 
vent us from resisting further demands which he might 
subsequently make. Indeed it would strengthen our po¬ 
sition for doing so. ' ' 

Eden’s third and most important reason for accommodat¬ 

ing Stalin was, as he admitted at the time, but failed to 

mention in his memoirs, to gain Stalin's trust. Acknow¬ 

ledging the influence of Sir Stafford Cripps, the Foreign 

Secretary wrote in his January memorandum that Stalin re¬ 

garded the frontier issue as "the acid test" for judging 

the sincerity of Britain's friendship. Two months later, 

in a telegram to Halifax on March 10th, Eden wrote that the 

object of gaining Stalin's confidence was "the real reason 

for the importance which we attach to giving Stalin GO 

(2) satisfactory answer." v ' In the same telegram the For¬ 

eign Secretary specifically denied that British motives 

were primarily to prevent a separate Russo-German peace. 

British goals were grand enough, but the end results 

would depend upon what Stalin made of this display of Bri¬ 

tish goodwill. And, for the London Government, recognizing 
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Soviet sovereignty over the disputed territorities was a 

genuine concession. Though there were some in the Foreign 

Office who were enamoured of the Soviet Union, and were 

therefore enthusiastic about extending recognition, most 

British leaders, certainly Churchill and Eden, felt that in 

an ideal world it would be best to deny the Baltic States 

to the Soviet Union. The misconception underlying British 

policy, and on this point Eden had completely fooled him¬ 

self, as had Churchill to a lesser extent, was that the 

Russians would see British acquiescence in the same light; 

that is, as a sacrifice of principle. They would not. As 

we shall see, during his visit to London in late May, Molo¬ 

tov would claim that it was his Government, not the Brit¬ 

ish, which had made "a great concession on their part" by 

leaving the Russo-Polish border question open for the mom¬ 

ent . 

By recognizing the legitimacy of Stalin’s claims, by 

refusing to question the bogus nature of the Soviet-run 

plebescites in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, the British 

had not bolstered their bargaining position, as Eden had 

confidently predicted, but had actually undercut it. Hav¬ 

ing decided to avoid an unseemly and possibly damaging 

wrangle with their ally over the legitimacy of Communist 

methods, the British could not easily turn round and claim 

recognition as a concession of principle. Furthermore, 

in his future dealings with his Anglo-American Allies Sta¬ 

lin would now feel free to cloak his distinctly un-democra- 
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tic designs with the trappings of democratic phrasing,with¬ 

out fear of contradiction. 

Eden should have anticipated future difficulties when 

he presented the two draft treaties to Maisky on April 13th. 

(There were two separate drafts, one military and one po¬ 

litical.) The Soviet Ambassador was non-committal; but at 

the same time unenthusiastic about the British documents. 

He immediately pounced on the wording of Article 1 in the 

political draft. It read that the two parties 

Undertake that, in the settlement of post war ques¬ 
tions connected with the organisation of peace and 
security in Europe, they will act by mutual agree¬ 
ment and in concert with the other States concerned. 
(3) 

The Soviet Union would surely not want the Balkan States 

nor Poland to interfere in such important matters as the 

organization of security in post war Europe. Besides, 

this talk of "the other States concerned,” did that in¬ 

clude the defunct Governments of Estonia, Latvia, and Lith¬ 

uania? Maisky smelled a rat. Eden rushed to assure his 

guest that the reference to other States was only intended 

to include the United States. 

The British drafts also included two other points the 

impact of which Eden tried-to soften. The first concerned 

the frontiers of Poland. Eden had, in his draft, diluted 

the wording which Stalin had proposed on December 18th. 

Instead of merely referring to both parties' desire for 

security, and for the restoration of the USSR's "frontiers 

violated by Hitler's aggression," Eden included the phrase 
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"in accordance with the two principles of not seeking ter¬ 

ritorial aggrandisement for themselves and of non-interfer¬ 

ence in the internal affairs of other nations." Also, the 

Foreign Secretary had added, "It is understood that the re¬ 

ference to the Frontiers of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics... does not affect the frontier with Poland." 

Eden told Maisky, rather apologetically, that this was 

the best method for handling the tricky Polish problem 

since "while all Poles might not be reasonable people, I 

was most anxious not to make any difficulties with General 

Sikorski and Count Raczyinski." 

The second point Eden felt he had to explain was Ar¬ 

ticle 4» included upon President Roosevelt's insistence; 

stating that after the war people, along with their "mov¬ 

able property," would be allowed to leave those territories 

which had, or would, change hands dating from "1st January, 

1938." Eden told the Ambassador that he "hoped very much" 

that the Soviet Government would accept this provision as 

it would help soothe American public opinion. The For¬ 

eign Secretary was evidently oblivious to the fact that, 

by making this article appear solely as a sop to the Ameri¬ 

cans, he was not facilitating its acceptance by Moscow. 

The talk had not been as cordial as Eden might have 

hoped, especially as the British were giving the Soviets 

most of their demands. But then Maisky had no real author¬ 

ity and his captiousness could be dismissed as a healthy 

unwillingness to put his neck on the line. One had to be 
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cautious as a Soviet diplomat since Moscow could find 

grounds for objection in even the most apparently favor¬ 

able treaty. 

Three days later Maisky returned with further objec¬ 

tions about wording. Although he assured Eden that he had 

not yet received an official response from Moscow, Maisky 

nevertheless, in Eden’s words, "put me through a catechism 

on the draft texts of our treaties." The Ambassador’s ob¬ 

jections were similar to those he had voiced on the 13th, 

but naturally more refined, having now had time to study 

the documents. He added one more point: why should there 

be a confederation of States in Central, Eastern, and South 

Eastern Europe while there was no corresponding arrange¬ 

ment in Western Europe or Scandinavia? 

Eden could hardly voice the real reason; that such 

confederations were needed to offset Soviet power. At any 

rate, Maisky must surely have known this. The Foreign 

Secretary dodged an answer, saying "I hardly thought that 

confederation in the west was as likely." 

Eden then did a rather curious thing. Apparently 

without prompting from Maisky, judging from Eden’s own re¬ 

cord of the talk, he told the Ambassador that "I would like 

to put to his Excellency unofficially a suggestion which 

had occurred to me." He referred to the article in the 

draft political treaty guaranteeing the right of emmigra- 

tion for those who did not wish to remain under Soviet rule 

after the war: 
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While I understood that the Soviet Government might be 
reluctant to embody any such declaration in the treaty 
itself, they might not have the same objection to mak¬ 
ing it simultaneously but separately, more especially 
since I understood that such a declaration would be 
consistent with the terms of the Soviet Constitution 
itself. 

Eden suggested that Maiksy's "Government might feel able, 

at the time of the signature of thè treaty, to make (this) 

declaration either in the form of a letter from the Ambas- 
( K) 

sador to me or by some other method.” w/ 

This was very strange. So far in the two talks Mais¬ 

ky, though objecting to much else, had not questioned this 

particular article. In both conversations Eden had raised 

the issue himself, thereby implying that he did not feel 

comfortable with Roosevelt's proviso. The Foreign Secre¬ 

tary's motives are hard to fathom. Perhaps, anticipating 

a hostile reception in the Kremlin, he was simply suggest¬ 

ing alternatives in advance. However, Eden's extraordinary 

behavior was probably nothing more than a case of wounded 

amour propre, a reluctance to be dictated to by Washington. 

We have already seen how he resented what he felt to be 

Roosevelt's 'intrusion' into Anglo-Soviet relations, and 

Eden's memoirs shed further light on this attitude: 

I accepted the fact that the United States must in 
time become the dominant partner in Anglo-American 
councils. In 1942 this was not so....I had to judge 
how far in meeting (the problems of Anglo-Russian re¬ 
lations) I could, at the Foreign Office, insist on 
my point of view, how far be unreservedly for Mr. 
Churchill/in his sentiment for his transatlantic 
allies." K0} 

Eden also refused to be sentimental about the travails of 
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those unfortunate enough to live in the Baltic States. His 

object was to gain Stalin’s trust: embarrassing articles, 

foisted upon him by Washington, implying that the Soviet 

Union was a rapacious power would certainly not help. 

American opinion was a persistent problem for the For¬ 

eign Office, though it was felt that many of the ill ef¬ 

fects which the signature of the proposed treaty might cre¬ 

ate in America could be assuaged by proper presentation and 

lively propaganda. On April 19th Eden telegraphed Halifax 

that, in his opinion, extensive publicity of the Anglo- 

Soviet treaty would be harmful; but in all events the 

story, when it finally came out, as come out it must, 

should be fed first to the press in Britain "in order,” aé. 

Eden wrote, ’’that it may be sent from here by American cor¬ 

respondents and radio commentators in this country after 

they have received guidance.” The nature of the tutelage 

which lay in store for London’s press corps was outlined in 

a second telegram from the Foreign Secretary to the British 

Embassy in Washington. He wrote that ”we propose to adopt 

the policy of justification of our action rather than apo¬ 

logetic excuse.” The main thrust of the two page note was 

that Russian domination of the Baltic was in every way pre- 

ferrable to German, and that control of the Baltic States 

was one of Russia’s "vital interests”: 

It is obvious from experience that Leningrad and the 
adjacent region can never be secure against a major 
aggressor unless Russia is established in the Baltic 
States. 

The treaty, Eden argued, must be portrayed as restricting 
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the USSR, not as letting her loose on Europe: 

We are not, as enemy propaganda has put out, selling 
Eastern Europe to Russia. The terms of the treaty 
show that her demands have been limited to safeguard¬ 
ing her frontiers. The interests of Poland and other 
Eastern European countries are safeguarded and Russia 
admits British interest in the post-war settlement 
in Eastern Europe. 

It is clear from these telegrams that Eden still felt 

the Soviet aims were both limited and defensive, and that 

he had composed the best possible formula both to guaran¬ 

tee Russian security and to safeguard the independence of 

other Eastern European nations. However, the Foreign 

Secretary should perhaps have waited before indulging in 

such optimism: he had not yet received Stalin's response 

to the British drafts. 

Unsophisticated American opinion was not alone in be¬ 

lieving the direction of Britain's Russian policy to be 

both unsound and immoral. As the April 22nd entry in Oli¬ 

ver Harvey's diary shows, there were many malcontents 

closer to home: 

Victor Cazalet Ql.Pj) is flopping about the H. of C. 
stirring up opposition to our Soviet treaty because 
of the Baltic States. This is part of the Polish 
offensive Qhe Poles were understandably upset by the 
prospect of any treaty moving the USSR westwards} but 
it threatens to assume serious proportions. There is 
only too much anti-Soviet feeling about in influen¬ 
tial quarters on both sides of the House to make 
trouble easy. The Chief Whip is by nature on that 
side, the Cabinet itself is lukewarm, even or espe¬ 
cially the Labour members. But Cripps is now back, 
thank goodness and,I.hope Stalin doesn’t make matters 
worse by haggling.'8' 

Clearly many of Britain's leaders remained untouched by 

the wave of pro-Soviet sympathy sweeping the country. 
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Eden was staking much on his confident prediction that 

Stalin would prove reasonable. The trouble with advocat¬ 

ing a more accommodating line towards Moscow, the Foreign 

Secretary would discover, is that while one could expect 

to be roundly denounced by the British Right for ’soft¬ 

ness* to Communism, Stalin would never seem to be grateful. 

If nine-tenths of the Soviet demands were met, the Kremlin 

would inquire suspiciously about the missing tenth, while 

in the meantime raising new requirements for passing the 

test of friendship. The whole process could be excruciat¬ 

ingly unrewarding. 

The Foreign Secretary's hopes were dashed when Sta¬ 

lin's reply arrived on May 1st. In a telegram addressed 

to the Prime Minister the Russian dictator said the Bri¬ 

tish draft: 

differed in some material aspects from the text of 
the agreement which were under discussion while Mr. 
Eden was in Moscow. In view of the fact that these 
drafts reveal fresh divergences of opinion which it 
would be difficult to solve by correspondence, the 
Soviet Government have decided, despite all obstacles, 
to send M. Molotov to London in order, by means of 
personal discussion, to dispose of all the matters 
which stand in the way of the signing of the agree¬ 
ments. 

This seemed reasonable enough; but the Russian re¬ 

draft of the treaty, delivered to Eden by Ivan Maisky, was 

received by the British like a blow to the solar plexus. 

The military segment of the treaty was essentially unchan¬ 

ged; but the political portion had been altered beyond re¬ 

cognition. The article guaranteeing the right of emmigra- 
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tion was, perhaps predictably, axed; 

The Ambassador said that the Soviet Government wished 
to omit altogether our proposal which would allow the 
inhabitants of such territories who may wish to do so 
the right to leave such territories without hindrance 
and to carry their movable property with them. Qlais- 
kÿ) said that, so far as the Baltic States were con¬ 
cerned, this matter had already been dealt with and 
plebiscites had already been held. 

Eden remonstrated that the Russian position took insuffi¬ 

cient account of "American susceptibilities." But the Am¬ 

bassador was unmoved. As for the suggested guarantee of 

autonomy for the Baltic States, Maisky stated coolly that 

he "had no instructions from his Government." Moscow 

would continue to ignore this particular British point. 

Most disconcertingly, Stalin had now upped the ante 

in his■"defensive" demands. Eden’s memorandum of his talk 

with Maisky continues: 

(The Russians) wish to sign a secret protocol with us 
in which we would make plain the desire of both par¬ 
ties for their Joint security. To give effect to this 
His Majesty’s Government would declare its willingness 
to agree to a pact of mutual assistance between Rus¬ 
sia and Finland and Roumania under a guarantee of the 
independence of these latter two States and at the 
same time the Soviet Government would agree to a simi¬ 
lar pact of mutual assistance between ourselves and 
Belgium and Holland. 

This new Soviet demand for such a secret protocol was both 

disquieting and ironic, as Oliver Harvey noted: 

This makes me laugh. It was the Bolsheviks who in 
1917 published all the secret treaties of the last 
war and put the democracies to shame. So much so 
that H.M.G. at last learned their lesson and will 
never ha nother secret treaty, not even to please 
Stalin 

Maisky was told that Britain could not possible sign a se- 
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cret protocol. 

The harshness of Stalin's response came as no surprise 

to at least one person: Sir Alexander Cadogan felt that his 

warnings about the futility of appeasing Moscow had been 

vindicated. On May 3rd he wrote in his diary: 

Maisky has given Soviet reply to our draft treaties. 
Pretty bad: they cut out all we have put in to save 
the Polish case and American susceptibilities. It 
is curious that A.Çnthony Eden), of all people, should 
have hopes of 'appeasement'!! Much better say to the 
Russians 'We can't discuss post-war frontiers: we want 
to work with you now and later; lets have a mutual 
guarantee. Frontiers can easily be agreed on later... 
.' I believe, still, it would be better not to crawl 
to the R^gj^ans over the dead bodies of all our prin¬ 
ciples . 

A chastened Eden presented the Russian drafts to the 

War Cabinet on May 4th. The Foreign Secretary pointed out 

that the Soviet documents differed from the British draft 

on four critical points (excluding Maisky's proposal for a 

secret protocol which had not been submitted to the British 

in writing): a) there was no provision for emmigration; b) 

"the Russians had tightened up the provisions in regard to 

the Baltic States, and now asked for a more definite state¬ 

ment of our position," (i.e. Stalin would no longer accept 

a simple reference in the treaty to the Soviet frontiers 

"violated by the Hitlerite aggression"); c) the Soviet 

drafts made no mention of the inclusion of Great Britain 

in future negotiations concerning the Russo-Polish fron¬ 

tier, and; d) there was no mention of the British desire 

for a Balkan Confederation. In other words, all the coun¬ 

ter-concessions for which Eden had confidently argued 
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Britain must press had been either rejected or ignored by 

Stalin. 

The War Cabinet, which as a body had been from the 

start considerably less enthusiastic about accommodating 

Stalin than had Eden, dug in its heels at this latest Rus¬ 

sian line. The talk with Maisky had even had a cathartic 

effect on Eden who, as Cadogan wrote, "realises we can at 

least go no further, and no use haggling." Only one War 

Cabinet member still felt Stalin had not gone too far. 

Cadogan continued: "All members of the Cabinet (are) sound 

(except perhaps Cripps, who didn't know what he was talking 

(13) about, as he hadn't read the drafts of the treaties.)" v 

The British leaders were particularly appalled by Maisky's 

suggestion that Britain sign a secret protocol, creating 

mutual assistance pacts between the Soviet Union and Fin¬ 

land and Rumania; a proposal which the Cabinet viewed as a 

thinly veiled framework for Russian domination of these 

countries. Eden was authorized to draft a response which, 

as the minutes record, 

should not state, in terms, that we are not prepared 
to make any further concessions; but it should set out 
in detail the reasons why we felt unable to make any 
concession^Tj?^yond the position set out in the draft 
treaty.... 

Eden strove valiantly to tone down the Russian demands 

when he met Maisky the following day. But the Ambassador 

was adamantine as ever, alleging that his country "had to 

bear virtually the whole burden" of the war, and that this 

had "created a measure of resentment, even bitterness, in 
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Moscow." Maisky then delivered a long soliloquy, stressing 

the enormous sacrifices made by the USSR and belittling the 

British war effort, ending with a crass attempt at extor¬ 

tion: 

If (the British) were unable, for whatever reason, to 
give Russia help on the military side, then it seemed 
more than ever desireable to help her politically. 
That was why (Maisky's) Government had hoped that we 
would be willing to agree to their draft of the trea¬ 
ty. 

Maisky would not budge on any point. He refused to admit 

the necessity of mollifying American opinion by including 

the article granting the right of emmigration, saying that 

"he thought it quite likely that American opinion would not 

like the treaty. But would Article 4 really help with the 

United States? He thought not." 

Eden complained that the Soviet draft contained no 

provision for British participation in delineation of the 

Russo-Polish border, and that the Soviets had eliminated 

the passage, which the British draft had contained, speci¬ 

fically exempting the Polish border from London's promise 

to recognize the USSR's 1941 frontiers. Eden told the Am¬ 

bassador that, with the exception of the Baltic States, 

Bessarabia and Bhkhovina, His Majesty's Government "were 

not prepared at this stage to commit themselves on ques¬ 

tions affecting the peace settlement, particularly ques¬ 

tions of frontiers, considering that these should be left 

for settlement at the end of the war." The Soviet draft, 

if accepted, would have been a de facto recognition by 

Britain of Stalin's gains in Poland from the days of the 
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Nazi-Soviet Pact, and would have been a betrayal of the 

Poles. Stalin had seemingly accepted British reluctance 

to decide the Polish issue during Eden's visit to Moscow. 

But now that the question of the Baltic States appeared 

settled, the Soviet dictator evidently felt free to push on 

to new pastures. 

Eden was surprised by the resurrection of this demand, 

and "made it quite clear" to Maisky "that unless we could 

be met in respect of Poland, we could not be expected to 

sign the treaty." When the Ambassador said that agreement 

on frontiers need not be public, Eden once again told his 

guest that Britain could not be a party to secret treaties 

divvying up Europe. 

Maisky persisted: if Britain could not guarantee Sov¬ 

iet security in a secret protocol, then it became "essen¬ 

tial that (British) approval of Qh0 prososed pacts bet¬ 

ween Russia and Finland and Roumania should be embodied in 

the (publi<0 treaty or in some other declaration at the 

same time." This was too much for the exasperated Eden 

who rather pathetically "pointed out to the Ambassador that 

this demand had never been made in Moscow. It was despair¬ 

ing," Eden said, "to try to negotiate with the Soviet Gov¬ 

ernment when they invariably raised their price at' every 

meeting." Indeed it must have been. 

Getting nowhere on this point, Eden tried to get Mais¬ 

ky to relent on the idea of a Balkan confederation-—the 

"quid pro quo" for which Stalin's "oriental mind" was sup- 
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posedly geared. 

His Excellency then embarked on a long and somewhat 
involved explanation, the general effect of which was 
that, while the Soviet Government were not at all op¬ 
posed to confederation, they were unwilling to declare 
here and now that it was the right solution for this 
part of Europe. To do this would be to encourage the 
exiled Governments here Qn London} in all sorts of 
political/exercises, some of which might not be very 
helpful. v15) 

This was rather amusing: in December Stalin had dismissed 

a similar British argument, that territorial questions be 

left for the Peace Conference. Maisky was unconsciously 

negating his Leader's argument. 

Clearly an impasse had been reached. The British, or 

at least those who had advocated accommodation with Stalin, 

had seen themselves as being admirably flexible. They were 

nonplussed by the Soviet response, having expected some 

display of gratitude from Moscow. What they got instead 

was a slap in the face accompanied by a demand for more 

concessions. Eden found himself in a tight spot and scram¬ 

bled to find some formula which would assuage the Russians 

without doing further violence to British interests. In a 

talk with Oliver Harvey, who was also a committed advocate 

of a pro-Russian foreign policy, Eden decided that, as a 

form of insurance, another treaty draft should be prepared; 

one that "would have no mention of frontiers, would avoid 

that issue and it could be offered as an alternative to the 

other treaty if the Russians won't have it." v ’ Alexan-> 

(17) der Cadogan had suggested such a course in late April. 
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On May 7th the full Cabinet discussed, and decisively 

rejected, the possibility of accepting the Soviet draft. 

Only Cripps, who arrived late for the session, argued in 

favor of acceptance. Enest Bevin, the Minister of Labour 

and Britain*s most important trade unionist, was adamant 

that Roosevelt's proviso on emmigration be included in any 

treaty. And Clement Attlee was equally dogged about the 

need for a Balkan Confederation. With this newly height¬ 

ened mood against accommodating the Soviets amongst his 

Cabinet members, Churchill felt free to vent his spleen at 

the Soviets. Cadogan records the Prime Minister saying; 

"We must remember that this (recognition 0f the USSR's 1941 

frontiers) is a bad thing. We oughtn't to do it, and I 

(18) shan’t be sorry if we don't." v 1 If this comment reflec¬ 

ted the Prime Minister's feelings about the proposed Trea¬ 

ty, then his thinking had undergone a change since he had 

spoken to Winant on the 4th. According to the American's 

account of the talk: 

My conversation with the Prime Minister on this sub¬ 
ject was very brief. I feel that he reluctantly came 
to the conclusion that acceptance of the Russian posi¬ 
tion was necessary. Both the Prime Minister and Eden 
feel that Stalin has made the Baltic States-Finnish 
issu© the basis of trust in Britain as a friendly 
ally. They believe that if mutual confidence could 
be established it would mean a great deal in the pro¬ 
secution of the war and in building the future peace. 
They do not believe that failure to meet Stalin's . . 
wishes would lead to a Russian-German arrangement, v19) 

Evidently Churchill had never been as comfortable with the 

proposed Treaty as Eden. The first signs of Russian ob¬ 

tuseness had galvanized his latent anti-Soviet prejudices. 
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After the Cabinet meeting a quick telephone call to 

Maisky convinced Eden that, for the moment at least, the 

Russians would not budge. The Foreign Secretary asked 

whether Maisky's Government had sent a reply to the ques¬ 

tions he had raised in the conversations of the 1st and 1 

5th. "M. Maisky said that he had none so far, and that he 

was hoping for a further communication from (Eden)." 

Obviously nothing could be extracted from Maisky, 

since his role in such an important affair was merely that 

of a glorified postman. Stalin had promised to send Molo¬ 

tov to London to iron out the outstanding differences: the 

British would have to wait until his arrival before any 

real progress could be made. 

For two weeks the British anxiously awaited Molotov's 

visit. An aura of mystery surrounded his planis: the Rus¬ 

sians refused to be specific about the time of the Foreign 

Commissar's arrival in Britain, merely asking the Foreign 

Office for general permission to land a four-engined plane 

in Scotland. As if to heighten the sense of intrigue, 

Maisky insisted that Molotov, after landing in Britain, 

should be transported from Scotland to London by train. 

Evidently the Russians wanted to forestall an arranged 

"accident" aboard an R.A.F. airplane. For fear of possible 

assasination attempts, or perhaps from uncertainty about 

the receptiveness of the British public, Molotov also re¬ 

quested that news of his visit to London, and afterwards 

to Washington, be witheld from the press until his return 
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to Moscow. Indeed Molotov seemed genuinely frightened tra¬ 

velling to London, the nexus of the world's greatest Imper¬ 

ial Power. After his arrival, when staying at Chequers, 

the Prime Minister's country residence, Molotov demanded 

that his hosts provide him with the room keys of the en¬ 

tire mansion, and had his bed sheets arranged in such a 

fashion that he could leap out of bed instantly and grab 

the revolver placed on his night stand. Years of living 

in Stalin's Kremlin evidently developed odd habits in one. 

(21) 

As the British waited for Molotov to descend from the 

skies, Oliver Harvey became impatient with the delay. The 

enemies of accommodation with Russia were afoot, and using 

this interlude to rally the opposition. On May 15th Har¬ 

vey wrote in his diary: 

Still no Molotov. This delay is tiresome because un¬ 
informed and obstructive opinion against the negotia¬ 
tions is taking shape. The Foreign Affairs Committee 
of the House of Commons is working itself up. The 
egregious Simon (Lord Chancellor) has written to the 
P.M. about it on the high moral tone: Duff ^Cooper 
M.Pr) tpo0is anti. So the sooner we get it over the 
better.'*** 

Eden had his own explanation for Môlotov's tardiness. He 

told the American Ambassador on May 7th "that his (Eden'0 

insistence on the inclusion of the clause suggested by the 

(Americans) to permit the evacuation of dissenting inhabi¬ 

tants, with other changes in the Russian text, was respon- 
( 03) 

sible for Molotov's postponement." v ' The Foreign Secre¬ 

tary still did not feel comfortable with the American ! 

clause. 
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Finally, on the 20th, Molotov arrived in Scotland. 

The next day he met with Churchill, Eden, and Attlee at 

Number 10 Downing Street. The Foreign Commissar wasted no 

time on pleasantries, getting down to business at once. He 

told his hosts that "he was authorised to conduct negotia¬ 

tions in London concerning two questions." He continued, 

reading a prepared statement: 

The first question raised several points arising 
out of the discussions which took place in December 
last. There were two draft treaties, the protocol 
proposed by the Soviet Government and the draft let¬ 
ter from M. Stalin on the Subject of Poland. 

The second question concerned the opening of a se¬ 
cond front in Europe. 

Molotov told his listeners that although the draft treaties 

were vital, the Soviet Government "considered the (second 

front) as on the whole more important." He implied that 

the opening of such a front would be in the best interests 

not only of Russia, but of Great Britain and the United 

States as well. 

It was a carefully worded statement in which Molotov 

had discreetly pressed certain points, while at the same 

time camouflaging Soviet weaknesses. Evidently Stalin had 

determined that the Polish border issue should be on the 

agenda, though significantly Molotov had not mentioned the 

Baltic States. The Soviets had already won that round; 

from now on they would pretend to assume that the futures 

of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania had been settled. And 

they would expend their energies on other, more hotly dis¬ 

puted topics. 
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Most interesting of all, perhaps, was the way in which 

Molotov had mentioned the second front. While he admitted 

this question was of paramount importance, he carefully ar¬ 

gued that the opening of such a front would be in his al¬ 

lies’ own interests; that a landing by Great Britain and 

the United States on the coast of Europe would not be seen 

in Moscow as a favor to be given or withheld by the West¬ 

ern Democracies. The Russians were determined to avoid 

paying a heavy political price for their allies’ military 

cooperation, though they were not above reversing the pro¬ 

cess and demanding political favors for their own military 

feats, as we have seen. 

After a short discussion about the need to maintain 

the secrecy enshrouding Molotov's visit, the Foreign Com¬ 

missar reverted to the purpose of his visit: he asked for 

a clear exposition of British objections to the Soviet 

draft treaties. But Churchill, who did not want the con* 

versation to degenerate into a philosophical debate, avoid¬ 

ed specifics, saying the Soviet draft was: 

not at all free from grave difficulties as far as 
this country was concerned. It could be argued that 
it contravened the spirit of the Atlantic Charter. 
At the same time it was quite clear that President 
Roosevelt would not favourably endorse the Treaty, 
either in the British or in the Soviet form, and that 
very sharp criticism would arise in the United States 
which would be reflected in England and which would 
certainly lead to serious controversy detrimental to 
our common effort. 

In spite of these drawbacks, Churchill said, the British 

were prepared to sign their own draft as proof of their 
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genuine friendship towards the USSR. 

Molotov, who was not the type to be swayed by Chur- 

chillian oratory, replied that "so also the opinion of his 

own country must be considered." The Soviet Government, 

he claimed, faced constraints similar to those confronting 

the British: 

The Soviet draft stated the minimum conditions accep¬ 
table to the Soviet Government and public opinion, 
and it would be difficult—perhaps, indeed, impos¬ 
sible—to make any further concessions. 

He did not say just what concessions his Government had 

already made. 

If Soviet public opinion imposed its constraints upon 

the kind of treaty which Molotov would be prepared to sign, 

he at least faced no restrictions—as Churchill had—in 

addressing specific points of the proposed treaty. Molo¬ 

tov was not afraid of offending his hosts. He continued: 

When he spoke of ’minimum conditions*’ he meant that 
his Government insisted on recovering the territory 
violated by Hitler, and they could make no concessions 
in this respect. Further, it was not sufficient sim¬ 
ply to restore what existed before the war: the Sov¬ 
iet Government must secure their territory on their 
north-western and south-western frontiers. Without 
some guarantee in this respect Qie was referring to 
the proposed Pacts of mutual assistance), no one in 
the Soviet Union would approve the Treaty. If within 
these limits it should prove possible to find an ag¬ 
reed draft, that would be very good. If, however, it 
was not found possible to come to terms with His Maj¬ 
esty’s Government on this basis it might be better to 
postpone the whole matter. 

To this Churchill replied that winning the war was 

the first priority, and that any appearance of discord be¬ 

tween the three Allies must be squelched lest it give com- 
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fort to the Nazis. Then the Prime Minister outlined some 

of the problems faced by the Anglo-Americans in preparing 

a cross-channel invasion; an exposition Molotov took in 

good part. After this the meeting adjourned until later in 

the day. 

Churchill was not present at the second meeting, which 

was held at 3;30 P.M. The discussion was much more detail¬ 

ed than it had been that morning, with the two sides plow¬ 

ing through the Soviet draft, article by article. An at- M 

tempt by Eden to raise the issue of emmigration was cut 

short by Molotov, who said "he would like to deal first 

with the points which had already been discussed in Mos¬ 

cow, and then with others that had been raised since." 

The Polish question soon emerged as the central bone 

of contention. As we have seen, the British draft politi¬ 

cal treaty had included a clause specifically exempting 

the Russo-Polish border from a British recognition of the 

Soviet Union's 1941 frontiers. Molotov took exception to 

this, saying; 

his Government had been somewhat surprised at the Bri¬ 
tish draft. M. Stalin and he himself had had the im¬ 
pression that it was agreed that the Soviet Government 
and the Polish Government would reach direct agreement 
as between allies. 

The Soviet Union was prepared, Molotov said, to leave the 

question open until a later date; but the matter should be 

settled between Moscow and the Poles. Molotov stated that 

his Government "was prepared to give a letter to the Polish 

Government (promising to settle the exact boundary later), 
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which should not, however, be mentioned in the treaty." 

Eden replied that "He saw no objection to dealing with 

the matter outside the Treaty by means of an exchange of 

letters." Indeed, although he did not mention it, this is 

the method the Foreign Secretary had suggested to Stalin 

in December. What his Government did object to, Eden con¬ 

tinued, was that the Soviet draft letter, which Molotov 

proposed to substitute for the disputed article in the 

treaty, did not include a referrence to a possible British 

role in the delineation of the Russo-Polish border. 

Molotov replied that he would readily sign an agree¬ 

ment based on the Curzon Line; evidently intending to con¬ 

vey by this remark that, since the Line had been drawn by 

a British Minister, His Majesty's Government had already 

had their say in the matter. Molotov continued, saying 

"This remained the Soviet aim, in view of the great sacri¬ 

fices made by the USSR." But, Molotov "added that certain 

minor alterations would have to be made in the Curzon Line 

in favour of the Soviet Government." The Foreign Commissar 

did not elaborate upon what these "minor alterations? 

would be. 

Eden was clearly disconcerted. Molotov was taking no 

notice of the considerable distance the British Government 

had already travelled towards meeting Russian desires. 

The Foreigh Secretary resolved to remind his guest of this 

important fact: 

(jCden} recalled that when he was in Moscow he had no 
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authority to agree to the Soviet proposals concerning 
the Baltic States. Now on that point His Majesty's 
Government were prepared to agree; they had made this 
concession... the only thing they wished to do was to 
to safeguard their position with Poland.... 

Molotov seemingly ignored this allusion to the Bal¬ 

tic States, replying instead that Poland had no reason to 

worry about losing territory to the USSR, since she could 

easily be compensated by the gift of East Prussia after 

Germany's defeat. The Soviet Government was being admir¬ 

ably flexible, Molotov continued, since they were prepared 

either to settle the Polish frontier issue at once, upon 

the basis of the Curzon Line, or to postpone the whole is¬ 

sue for the time being. Countering Eden's allusion to Bri¬ 

tish concessions, Molotov said: 

In proposing to leave the Soviet-Polish frontier open 
to further discussion, his Government were leaving un¬ 
decided the greater part of their Western frontier. 
This was a great concession on their part and he ask¬ 
ed what concession His Majesty's Government were pre¬ 
pared to make. The concession he asked of His Majes¬ 
ty's Government was that the latter should not main¬ 
tain their support of the Polish cause. 

This was nothing if not forthright. Eden had felt abashed 

about alluding directly to the appropriateness of Russian 

counter-concessions: his Russian counterpart suffered from 

no such qualms about demanding the reverse. Molotov was 

asking the British to desert the cause for which they had 

ostensibly entered the war. 

In the face of this astonishing request, Eden tried to 

respond in a conciliatory manner: he said he concurred with 

the proposal to hand East Prussia to the Poles, calling the 
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idea "very wise." But he disputed Molotov's contention 

that the British were siding with Poland against the USSR. 

Molotov persisted, saying that in exchange for a note 

from Stalin delaying the settlement of the Polish question, 

he wanted the British to agree to the pre-June 1941 fron¬ 

tier. He said that "M. Stalin in his recent Order of the 

Day had claimed the restoration of all frontiers violated 

by Hitler, and this point could not be abandoned." 

As Eden well knew, Molotov's proposal amounted to no 

'concession' at all, it was merely so much window-dressing, 

covering a promise to accept Russian demands in their en¬ 

tirety. All the Russians were offering in return was that 

British acceptance would not be made public during the war. 

Eden tried yet again to evoke a glimmer of recognition from 

Molotov of the concession which Britain had already made. 

He recalled that in Moscow the Soviet Government had 
already made plain that they would leave open the 
question of the Soviet-Polish frontier. But they 
then asked His Majesty's Government to recognise their 
claim to certain other frontiers (i.e. the Baltic 
States^ . To that His Majesty's Government how agreed 
and he was therefore somewhat surprised that the Sov¬ 
iet Government seemed to think that they were entitled 
to ask some further concession of His Majesty's Gov¬ 
ernment . 

Abandoning his earlier reticence about pressing for coun¬ 

ter-concessions, Eden asked Molotov if the latter had any 

objection to inserting into the treaty a referrence to the 

need for a Balkan Confederation. 

M. MOlotov agreed that this question had been discus¬ 
sed in Moscow. The Soviet Government had certain in¬ 
formation to show that some federations might be dir¬ 
ected against the Soviet Union. The question was for 
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the future and he thought that it might be better to_x 
deal with it when it was raised in definite form. ' 

Eden might here have taken a page from Molotov's book by 

touting postponement of this matter as a serious concession 

by Britain; but instead he hurriedly assured his Russian 

guest that Britain "would never, of course, be (a party} 

to any scheme directed against the Soviet Union." On this 

note the' meeting brbke up for the day. 

And quite a day it had been: the whole tone Of the 

talks had come as an eye-opener to Anthony Eden. After 

the Foreign Secretary met with Cadogan early the next day 

the latter noted: "Don't think A. has got many illusions 

left." Molotov's attitude towards the Polish problem 

had been particularly disquieting. He had tried to drive 

a wedge between the Poles and Great Britain, and Eden knew 

that without British diplomatic support—perhaps even with 

it—the Poles would find themselves locked in an unequal 

struggle negotiating with the Soviet colossus. 

Curiously, Eden had readily assented to Molotov's 

suggestion that Poland be given East Prussia after the war. 

He did so before giving much thought to the ominous im¬ 

plications of such an enormous proposal. What if Russia 

were to sign a compromise peace with Germany before occupy¬ 

ing East Prussia? After all, Stalin was only pledged to 

fighting "Hitlerite Germany." How would Poland be compen¬ 

sated in that case? Even more sinister was the motive un¬ 

derlying this example of Soviet largesse. The westward 
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transportation of Poland, at Germany's expense, was inten¬ 

ded, as George F. Kennan had pointed out, to transform Po¬ 

land into a vassal State, a State which would forever be 

dependent on the Soviet Union for protection against German 

(271 
revanchism. N 7 

The talks resumed inauspiciously the next afternoon 

with a renewal of the squabble over Poland. Molotov re¬ 

peatedly accused Eden of wanting to restore Poland's pre- 

1939 frontiers. The latter parried each of Molotov's 

thrusts, denying that an agreement to leave the matter in 

abeyance for the time being would prejudice the Soviet 

cause. Molotov was not mollified. Finally, trying to lay 

the matter to rest, Eden resorted to a lie, saying 

that the Anglo-Polish treaty did not recognise Po¬ 
land's old frontiers, nor did it recognise the fron¬ 
tiers of 1939. It neither recognised the original 
frontiers nor the changes that had been subsequently 
made in them. 

This was too much for one anonymous figure in the Foreign 

Office who penned a large question mark next to his Mini¬ 

ster's comment. Britain had indeed recognised Poland's 

old frontiers. 

The rest of the meeting was equally unproductive: 

Eden inquired- as to why the Soviets had omitted any re- 

ferrence to the right of people to emmigrate from lands 

which would change hands during the war. The Foreign 

Minister sweetened the pill with a hypothetical example: 

If it was agreed to transfer E. Prussia to Poland, 
it would certainly be desireable that arrangements 
be made enabling the German population to be removed. 
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Molotov was not so easily fooled. He replied: 

That he quite agreed that this principle should be 
applied in the case of E. Prussia, but he did not 
indicate that he would accept this article in the 
treaty. He said that it introduced a new and com¬ 
plicated question, and to include it in the treaty 
would encourage all kinds of propaganda on the part 
of dissatisfied elements. 

To allow free emmigration from any of the Soviet Repub¬ 

lics would have posed a severe risk for the rulers in the 

Kremlin, since it would open the floodgates and advertize 

to the world the failure of the Soviet "experiment.” It 

would need more than a polite suggestion from Eden to make 

theoSoviets accept the disputed clause. The British min¬ 

utes note laconically that "it was consequently agreed to 

leave this article for further discussion." 

Turning to the next point, Molotov inquired about the 

British attitude towards the secret protocol which Maisky 

had suggested earlier in the month, the protocol creat¬ 

ing mutual assistance pacts between Russia and Finland and 

Rumania. 

Without committing himself, Eden asked what the na¬ 

ture of the proposed pact would be. Why were the Soviets 

so anxious to obtain British participation when the matter 

clearly involved only the nations concerned? 

Molotov answered evasively, saying that Rumania and 

Finland had both broken their treaty obligations by parti¬ 

cipating in the German attack on Russia. What he was pro¬ 

posing, Molotov said, was nothing more than a return to 

the status quo ante. 
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This explanation did not satisfy Eden, who replied 

that he still did not understand the need for British par¬ 

ticipation in the proposed pacts. If Rumania and Finland 

were to retain their independence, as Molotov assured him 

they would, then the Foreign Secretary thought that the 

matter should be handled with those countries' representa¬ 

tives after the war. Eden brushed aside Molotov's assur¬ 

ances that the Soviet Government was prepared to accept 

similar pacts between Britain on the one hand and Holland 

and Belgium on the other. Eden said that the British Gov¬ 

ernment "for their part were not contemplating pacts" of 

this nature. 

Molotov then explained the need for the proposed se¬ 

cret protocol: 

The Soviet Government considered it necessary to in¬ 
sist on the restoration of the previously existing 
treaties in order to prevent the recurrence of events 
which took place in 1941» If the conclusion of trea¬ 
ties with Belgium and Holland did not interest His 
Majesty's Government, that of course was the affair 
of the latter. He agreed that it might be possible 
to submit a draft of the Protocol, (as Eden had re¬ 
quested} but what interested him was QSden's) attitude 
to the question, and he would like this explained more 
fully. He recalled that the question was raised in 
December last, when it was discussed on broader lines. 
He asked, finally, whether the idea was accepted in 
principle. 

Molotov was persistent as ever: he wanted Eden to commit 

himself there and then. But the latter protested that he 

must first see a Russian draft before he could give an 

informed answer. 

On this inconclusive note the third meeting broke up. 
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Molotov's purposes in pressing for British acceptance 

of a secret protocol are clear now as they must have been 

to Eden at the time. That the protocol was to be secret 

belied Molotov's assurances that Rumania and Finland would 

retain their independence. The latter two countries were 

still at war with the USSR: a strange sort of independence 

this which would enable the Soviet Union to determine their 

post war foreign policies. By getting Britain to impart 

her blessing on the proposed secret pacts, Stalin would be 

creating a form of insurance. Should the Soviet Union at 

some time in the future decide to march into either Rumania 

or Finland, in response to threats real or imagined, Stalin 

could point to Britain's imprimatur. There might be howls 

from London certainly, but publication of the protocols 

would divide British opinion. 

Eden had wisely resisted Molotov's pressure immediate¬ 

ly to assent to the protocols. Indeed, the Foreign Secre¬ 

tary was not in the mood to accommodate the Russians at 

all. Eden had subscribed wholeheartedly to Sir Stafford 

Cripps' theory that once the Baltic States issue had been 

laid to rest the Russians would be transformed into cooper¬ 

ative and genuine allies; but now he was thoroughly dis¬ 

illusioned. Molotov, rather than moderating his demands 

in response to gestures of British friendship, continually 

devised new claims. 

Eden's policy lay in ruins: he now faced the task of 

devising a new approach. Should it prove impossible to 
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reach agreement on the thorny questions raised by.the 

existing draft treaty, then perhaps, Eden felt, it would 

be better to submit for Russian consideration the alterna¬ 

tive, and less comprehensive treaty drafted by Sir Alexan¬ 

der Cadogan. As we have seen, Eden had authorized the pre¬ 

paration of such an alternative draft earlier in the month,, 

after his discouraging meetings with Maisky. This new 

draft treaty now seemed to offer the only way out of the 

Anglo-Russian deadlock. 

Cadogan*s draft contained little that could be re¬ 

garded as controversial. The first section was a re-state¬ 

ment of the July 1941 Anglo-Russian Agreement, announcing 

an alliance and ruling out any separate peace by either 

party "with the Hitlerite Government or any other Govern¬ 

ment in Germany that does not clearly renounce all aggres¬ 

sive intentions...." Only the second part of Cadogan*s 

draft contained anything new. In this section the two 

parties pledged themselves to an alliance against Germany, 

and German revanchism. Both Governments promised to co¬ 

operate "to render impossible a repition of aggression and 

violation of the peace by Germany...." and to assist one 

another in the post war reconstruction of Europe. Most 

importantly, the draft included no referrence to frontiers. 

(29) 

The document was first shown to Molotov by Eden and 

Churchill during an informal meeting on the night of the 

22nd. (30) -plie next day, when talks resumed, Eden asked 
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his guest what he thought of the new draft. The Russians 

had clearly not studied the document—not a good sign—so 

to give them time to do so the British delegation left the 

room. 

After the British returned, Eden explained that his 

motive in submitting the new draft had been to circumvent 

the impasse over the Polish question and also over the em- 

migration clause. The new document was not intended as a 

substitution for a full treaty, Eden explained, but rather 

as an interim agreement. When Molotov asked what the main 

differences between the new and old drafts were, Eden con¬ 

tinued: 

the new draft introduced the idea of a 20 year pact 
of mutual assistance which could only be ended if a 
general system of security was set up with which both 
countries were satisfied. At the same time he felt 
confident (though he had not consulted them) that the 
American administration would have no objection to the 
present draft, which would carry British co-operation 
with the Soviet Union into the after-war period.... 
Though the treaty admittedly did not deal with vexed 
questions such as frontiers, it was obvious that if 
we were to have a 20 year pact, it must be our desire 
that Russia, as our ally, be strong and secure. 

Molotov responded coolly to the new British draft. He 

could not have accepted it immediately, even had he wanted 

to, without the approval of Stalin. But in the meantime he 

had been sent to London with what must undoubtedly have 

been explicit instructions. Molotov said the draft, "with 

certain additions, could certainly be considered....(bu-0 

he thought it would be impossible to discuss it with his 

Government from here by telegraph." He then said that 
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there were a number of questions still unresolved in the 

old draft and that "he would prefer to finish the discus¬ 

sion of these while leaving open the question of this new 

alternative treaty." 

An inconclusive discussion ensued in which Eden re¬ 

solutely countered Molotov's advocacy of a secret protocol. 

The two also clashed over the emmigration clause. Molotov 

said that his Government had no objection to "national 

minorities," such as Poles in Lithuania, being allowed to 

emmigrate. But he felt that if for example, Lithuanians 

were allowed to leave Lithuania itself, this "would inevi¬ 

tably incite the inhabitants of the territorities in ques¬ 

tion to make claims against the Soviet Government." 

Eden continued his curiously tepid defence of the 

clause, pointing out 

That the British draft was not very far-reaching. It 
only recognised the desireability of making appropri¬ 
ate provision in the eventual peace settlement. It 
thereforexhardly ammounted to much more than a pious 
hope. (my emphasis) 

As Eden saw it, the emmigration clause would be no more 

than a sop to Western, particularly American, public opi¬ 

nion. He had evidently not yet completely abandoned his 

belief in the efficacy of realpolitik. 

Certainly Cadogan still had his doubts about the firm¬ 

ness of the Foreign Secretary's attachment to principles. 

His uncertainty was compounded by the fact that Eden's 

private secretary, Oliver Harvey, was still urging a pro- 

Soviet line a la Cripps. On the evening of the 23rd Cado- 
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gan recorded his worries in his diary: 

Must keep A. firm on Polish question. I think he'll 
be all right. But he is subject to temptation and 
that ass Harvey's advice.'^ ' 

Cadogan need not have worried; Eden had already been stung 

once by the Russians, he was not in a conciliatory mood. 

When talks resumed at 4^E-»M._Jthe next_day,_±he_24th, 

it soon became obvious that neither side had moved on any 

of the fundamental disputes. Molotov would still not con¬ 

sider the British draft, insisting that discussions center 

on the Soviet document. Eden argued on the other hand that 

the new British draft contained little except clauses upon 

which agreement had already been reached. The only major 

addition had been the proposed 20 year mutual assistance 

guarantee. And that, Eden said, with some exaggeration, 

represented "a bigger offer than His Majesty's Government 

had ever made in the course of history." 

But his eloquence was wasted on Molotov, who felt 

that the Soviet draft was more appropriate, and argued that 

as regards American opinion... he believed that there 
was no foundation for saying that this treaty would 
be disapproved there. There were friendly elements 
in America who-would certainly not raise any objec¬ 
tions to it. 

The rest of the meeting was consumed by cavilling over 

semantics. The Russians did drop their insistence on a se¬ 

cret protocol; but this was only a cosmetic change since 

they demanded that all the protocol's provisions now be 

embodied in the treaty proper. 

It now seemed to the British that there would be no 
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agreement. The Russians would not accept the British al¬ 

ternative draft, which was a thoroughly innocuous document, 

and the British themselves could not ratify the Soviet 

treaty. So far the only clear result of all the negotia¬ 

tions between the two sides since the December Moscow Con¬ 

ference had been the British promise to recognize Soviet 

sovereignty over the Baltic States, Bessarabia, Northern 

Bukhovina, and those parts of Finland captured by the USSR 

in the Russo-Finnish War. Britain had received nothing in 

return. 

Sir Alexander Cadogan was pleased that the Soviets 

would at least get no more out of the British. On the 

evening of the 24th he wrote of that day's meeting between 

Molotov and Eden: 

(jSden) has wisely come to the conclusion he should 
press our alternative mutual assistance treaty on the 
Russians....(the Soviet^) still won't look at our al¬ 
ternative treaty, so we went through the drafts of 
the others and agreed to put the points to the Cabinet 
tomorrow. (jïhe Russians} are extraordinary people to 
deal with—they wear their suspicions on their sleeve! 
A. now longing to get our of his promise about fron¬ 
tiers (Winant has been twisting his tail.) But it's 
a bit late for that now! 'J,4y 

There seems to have been another meeting during the 

evening of the 24th, though no record of the talk exists 

in the Foreign Office files, nor does Woodward mention it 

in his official history. However, both Harvey and Cadogan 

refer to the occasion in their respective diaries. The 

Russians evidently modified their position on the Polish 

border issue "to the extent," Harvey wrote, "which even 
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Alec Cadogan says would be difficult for us to refuse." 

(35 ) For once Cadogan and Harvey agreed, since the former 

moaned in his diary: "Unfortunately (the Russians) had come 

a long way on the Polish frontier question, and it will be 

difficult to break on that!" 

Some insight into Eden's thinking, and also into the 

kind of influence Oliver Harvey was able to exert on the 

Foreign Secretary, is provided by fthe continuation of the 

private secretary's diary entry of the 24th: 

A.E. getting hesitant about the treaty because of... 
American opposition coupled with that of elements in 
the H. of C. Even Cardinal Hinsley ÇÂrchbishop of 
Westminster) has written to express abhorrence of it. 
A.E. now obviously eager to get away from the old 
treaty and on to the new. I tell him it is no use 
listening to the Catholics, they are on the side of 
darkness anyway. As for the H. of C. opposition it 
is of the worst and wettest elements. And in asses¬ 
sing American criticism we must bear in mind the un- 
liklihood of America cooperating in policing Europe 
after the war. Russia and ourselves are part of Eur¬ 
ope and we must contrive to work together or be pre¬ 
pared to fight each other. We should be very care¬ 
ful, after the Russians have come so far, not to break 
with them lightheartedly. /They would snap back into 
a dangerous isolationism. ' ' 

But Harvey was losing the battle for Eden's soul. The 

Foreign Secretary had advocated accommodation of the Rus¬ 

sians in order to convert them into genuine allies, and 

also so that he could reap the rewards as the great con¬ 

ciliator. It was now becoming quite clear that, not only 

were the Russians no friendlier, but that the political 

risks of accommodating Moscow were growing daily. 

Eden was not the same diplomat he had been at the 

Moscow Conference. Then he had been very much in the glare 
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of world attention; to have returned from Moscow empty- 

handed would have broadcast failure. But news of Molotov's 

visit was being kept from the public and there were not 

the same pressures bearing down on the Foreign Secretary. 

Besides that, Eden was now on his home turf, backed by 

Cabinet colleagues who were less pro-Soviet than the gen¬ 

eral British public. Eden was not as anxious to reach 

agreement with the Russians whatever the cost, as he had 

been in Moscow. 

Molotov had evidently sensed a stiffening of the Bri¬ 

tish position and was pulling back. This would account for 

the moderation of his Polish demands. In this more com¬ 

pliant mood the Foreign Commissar and Maisky received 

Winant at the Soviet Embassy at 10 P.M. on the 24th. Mo¬ 

lotov inquired about the American attitude towards opening 

a second front in Europe during the Summer of 1942. Fol¬ 

lowing the account Winant sent to Roosevelt: 

I explained to (the Russians) that we were trying to 
cooperate with them, that we (the United States and 
Great Britain) were both interested in a second 
front.... I also told them very frankly that I did 
the best I could to present the Russian point of view 
to (President Roosevelt) and to Mr. Hull, but that 
(they) were both definitely opposed to a British- 
Russian treaty containing agreements on frontiers. 

This comment had the desired effect on Molotov, who said 

that the President's opinion was "a matter for their ser¬ 

ious consideration.” This was quite a change from April 

when the Soviets had merely "taken note" of the President's 

objections to the course of the Anglo-Soviet talks. 
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Molotov asked if Winant had seen Eden's draft treaty, 

which did not mention frontièrs. The American answered 

that he had not only seen it, but had in fact collabor¬ 

ated with the Foreign Secretary over the wording of cer¬ 

tain sections. Winant then records: 

(Molotov) told me that he would reconsider the draft 
treaty and perhaps refrain from making any decision 
until after he had talked with the President. 

Winant ended his telegram to Roosevelt with his analysis of 

the reasons for the change in the Soviet position: 

The Russians are deeply interested in establishing 
a second front. They feel that both the Prime Minis- -- 
ter and Eden have great sympathy for their point of 
view, but that (General Sir Alan Franci0 Brooke 
(Ghief of the Imperial General Staff) is reluctant 
to move and that they could-get_no definite commit¬ 
ments on action this year. " 

This had clearly been a critical meeting. Prior to 

Winant's visit to the Soviet Embassy the Anglo-Soviet talks 

had been stalled. To be sure, Molotov had modified his 

position on Poland somewhat; but he had still refused to 

consider the new British draft treaty. The impasse had 

(39) been summed up in one adjective by Harvey: "worrying," v 7/ 

But Winant1s intervention had broken the logjam, 

much to the Ambassador's surprise. He wrote: 

I had just gotten back to our Embassy when I got a 
call from Eden, saying that Molotov had called him 
in the interim asking for an appointment tomorrow 
morning to discuss the (new) draft treaty. ' 

Writing in 1965 about this episode, Eden evidently 

no longer, remembered what had convinced the Soviets to 

assent to his new treaty. He wrote: 
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The Russian motive in accepting this new text, which 
contained no mention of frontiers, after battling so 
long and so obdurately for our recognition of their 
"minimum conditions," is obscure. The chief purpose 
in the Soviet Government's negotiation was to secure 
a second front in Europe as soon as possible. At 
some stage in our talks Molotov probably became con¬ 
vinced he could not get his way over frontiers and 
decided more was to be gained in the military field 
by accepting our new terms, and going to Washington . 
with the Treaty signed, than by failure to agree. '41; 

Eden's account is accurate as far as it goes, but it gives 

little credit to American intervention, and to the persis¬ 

tent American refusal, thanks largely to Sumner Welles, 

to impart their approval upon British recognition of war¬ 

time territorial changes. Nevertheless, Eden's tenacious 

refusal to cave in to Molotov's hammering on the Polish 

issue certainly played its part. Molotov thought he was 

facing a solid Anglo-American bloc; had he only known how 

shaky this united front was, he might not have agreed to 

the new text. 

The talks resumed the next day in an altogether more 

cordial atmosphere. Molotov said that he had informed his 

Government that the Americans would prefer the new draft 

treaty and that he had therefore been authorized to discuss 

the terms of the new document. "He had not yet had final 

instructions concerning the new treaty, but he hoped that 

he might receive these either to-night or to-morrow morn- 

ing." '*■ y A few minor semantic changes were agreed to by 

both sides before the meeting broke up. Signing of the 

Treaty was scheduled for the next day, subject to Moscow's 

approval. 
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The Americans, and most of the British, were delight¬ 

ed that the Soviets had accepted a treaty containing no re¬ 

ference to frontiers. Sumner Welles told Lord Halifax 

that he thought the outcome of the negotiations had been 

"a miracle,'» and that "it was certainly a great load off 

his mind." 

But at least one Briton was disgruntled. Oliver 

Harvey had seen his advice ignored, and wrote that night 

in his diary; 

I'm not sure I like this treaty as much as the old 
because of this extension into the post-war period. 
The old treaty would have fixed the frontiers of 
Russia and nothing much more. As to the future our 
hands were not tied. If I were America Çsic~), I 
would be more shocked by this new treaty than by.the 
other. However we have Winant's word for it. 

But Harvey's was a lone voice crying in the wilder¬ 

ness. The mood of the War Cabinet was jubilant, and great 

praise was heaped on Anthony Eden. All agreed that the 

new treaty was "greatly to be preferred" over the Russian 

draft—and even for that matter over the older British 

draft. The Prime Minister said: 

the War Cabinet were greatly indebted to the Foreign 
Secretary for his skillful handling of the negotia-i 
tions and for the-very satisfactory result which has 
been achieved. 

Explaining to his colleagues what he felt were the reasons 

for Molotov's abrupt reversal, Eden said: 

that he was now convinced that M, Molotov was an¬ 
xious to cooperate with us after the war. It was 
also quite evident that M. Litvinoff (Soviet Ambas¬ 
sador to the United States} had not kept the/IJSSR 
authorities informed of opinion in the USA. ^ * 
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Eden’s became the generally accepted explanation for the 

Soviet’s behavior. Even Sumner Welles offered a similar 

explanation to Lord Halifax when the two met on June 2nd: 

(Welles) thought that M. Molotov, when he got to Lon¬ 
don had realised how strong the revulsion of feeling 
in the (United,States) would be against the earlier 
draft treaty. . 

On the 26th Molotov, evidently receiving the required 

permission from his boss, signed the Treaty amid scenes of 

general rejoicing. Harvey wrote that Churchill was ’’beside 

himself with pleasure at A.E.'s new treaty which saves him 

(48) from the old." ' Cadogan, who knew the background of 

the whole story, found the acclamation of Eden’s work a 

trifle ironic. He wrote: "Winston relieved and delighted, 

and bouquets were heaped on A.!" 

The Treaty signed, Molotov was whisked off to Washing¬ 

ton for further talks, with President Roosevelt. And dur¬ 

ing his visit to America, as Sumner Welles wrote eight 

years later, Molotov "made no demand that the American 

(sic) and British reconsider their refusal to recognise 

Russia’s frontiers prior to June 1941•" To many peo¬ 

ple at the time, at least to those who did not know the 

whole story, the Eden-Cripps approach to dealing with the 

Soviet Union seemed to have been a resounding success. 

Molotov had shelved Soviet aspirations in deferrence to 

Western public opinion, and Britain and Russia had pledged 

themselves to twenty years of friendship and alliance. 
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But just how successfully had the British served their 

interests in signing the long-awaited Anglo-Soviet Treaty; 

was the treaty as great a triumph as those involved in the 

negotiations felt at the time? Although the mood among 

Britain’s leaders, especially Churchill, was bouyant, what 

had Britain actually gained by evading the Soviet draft 

treaty? In order to answer these questions it is first u 

necessary to understand what considerations impelled Molo¬ 

tov to execute his Volte face, why he dropped his insis¬ 

tence that the British immediately accept his Government’s 

"minimum conditions." The key to this understanding 

lies in the military situation of late May, 1942. 

The Soviet Communists had, as a result of their ideo¬ 

logy, a greater feel for the interrelation of politics, 

strategy, and military power than did most of their Wes¬ 

tern counterparts. When Pierre Laval once asked Stalin to 

encourage Catholicism in the USSR as a sop to the Pope, the 

dictator replied: "The Pope! How many divisions has he 
( 51 ) 

got?" ' ' This was more than an offhand comment by a bru¬ 

tal tyrant; it reflected the way the Soviets looked at the 

world. The father of the USSR, Lenin, had exhibited a deep 

interest in military affairs, annotating Clausewitz’s 

works, and writing of the latter’s famous saying that war¬ 

fare was an extension of politics: "The Marxists have al¬ 

ways considered this axiom as the theoretical foundation 
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(52) for the meaning of every war." ' ' Indeed the history of 

the Soviet Union from 1917 through Stalin’s reign suggests 

that the line separating peace and war in that unfortunate 

nation was exceedingly thin at times; the ’class war' be¬ 

ing pursued vigorously enough to prompt one Western his-' 

torian to term Stalin's collectivization drive "the war 

( 53 ) against the nation." ' 7 

But if war against the Kulaks was regarded by Stalin 

as necessary, war between the USSR and its capitalist 

neighbors he considered inevitable. All those who did not 

uncritically accept the political line of the vanguard of 

the proletariat, that is the program of the Communist Par¬ 

ty of the Soviet Union, might serve as temporary allies of 

the Kremlin, but to the Communist way of thinking such al¬ 

lies remained potential mortal enemies of the Worker's 

State, in spite of their temporary complicity. Thus, when 

the Soviets negotiated with the British they were not only 

conferring with an ally, but also with a latent enemy. To 

Moscow, the outside world remained unrelievedly hostile to 

the USSR. In 1928, at the 6th World Congress of the Com¬ 

munist International, one of the theses adopted stated 

that: 

The overthrow of capitalism is impossible without 
violence, i.e., without armed uprisings and wars 
against the bourgeoisie. In our era of imperialistic 
wars and world revolution, revolutionary civil wars 
of the proletarian dictatorship against the bourgeoi¬ 
sie, wars of the proletariat against the bourgeois 
states and world capitalism, as well as national re¬ 
volutionary wars of oppressed peoples against imperi- 
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alism are unavoidable as has been shown by Lenin. (54) 

As can be seen from this passage, the distinctions between 

revolutions, civil, and international wars were consider¬ 

ably blurred in the minds of the Communist leadership. 

War of one sort or another occupied such a prominent place 

in their mentality, and in their political outlook, that 

to discuss the political and military considerations of the 

Kremlin, as though the two could be separated into water¬ 

tight compartments, is to commit a basic error in under¬ 

standing. 

Molotov’s behavior in London quickly revealed how he 

regarded political and military matters as two parts of the 

same equation. In the first meeting he told his hosts that 

he had come to Britain to discuss two questions: the poli¬ 

tical treaty and the issue of the second front, and that 

of these two questions the latter was by far the most im¬ 

portant. When Churchill suggested that the Foreigh Com¬ 

missar discuss the practicability of the second front with 

the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Molotov "expressed 

a preferrence for a discussion in the first place on the 

(55) political plane." ' ' Molotov’s assertion, repeated 

throughout his visit to the West, that the decision to open 

a second front was a political, rather than military ques¬ 

tion was more than a bargaining ploy designed to force his 

Allies’ hand, it was based on an unquestioned assumption. 

His Allies’ protestations that an invasion of France would 

depend primarily upon military factors undoubtedly height- 
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ened Molotov’s already considerable suspicions. 

The Soviet leaders’ perception of the interrelatedness 

of politics and warfare meant that, to a far greater degree 

than the Western Allies, the Russians based their political 

demands on a cold-blooded analysis of comparative military 

advantage. Thus, in December, 1941» as the USSR’s armies 

were flinging the Nazis away from the gates of Moscow, and 

it seemed as though German strength was less formidable 

than previously imagined, Stalin bombarded Anthony Eden 

with a numbing list of territorial demands. 

But in late May, 1942, the Soviet military position 

deteriorated dramatically. Stalin had pressed his luck too 

far by continuing his offensive operations into the spring, 

when the warmer weather and drier roads enabled the Germans 

once again to turn their greater mobility and superior 

tactical organization to advantage. The Soviet offensive 

from the Izyum salient into the Ukraine was cut to ribbons 

by wèll-executed and timely German counter-attacks. More 

than 200,000 Red Army soldiers were captured by the Germans 

in this battle of encirclement which raged from 20-30th 

May. ' Russian military disasters multiplied with a- 

larming rapidity as the tenuous equilibrium in the Crimea 

vanished as it had in the Ukraine, and the Germans, encour¬ 

aged by their successes, launched their summer offensive 

towards Stalingrad and the Caucasus oilfields. 

Molotov began his meetings with the British on May 21 ; 

that is, just as Soviet martial fortunes began to wane. 
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Day by day Stalin was faced with fresh evidence that, al¬ 

though the Germans had taken their knocks during the win- 

ter, the USSR would face a formidable challenge to its 

existence in the second consecutive summer of savage Ger¬ 

man attacks. The General Secretary no longer confidently 

predicted victory in 1942 as he had done repeatedly earlier 

in the year. The gloomy outlook at the front was reflected 

in the changing Soviet diplomatic position. When Molotov 

departed for London the battle for the Ukraine was still 

hanging in the balance; the Foreign Commissar’s instruc¬ 

tions had been to press for full British acceptance of the 

Soviet draft treaty. But by the 24th the German pincers 

had closed, and Molotov had evidently been told by telegram 

that the first priority was to secure a commitment by the 

Anglo-Americans to opening a second front, to relieve the 

pressure on the Red Army. 

Molotov had sensed that the British, and even more im¬ 

portantly the Americans, were refusing to commit themselves 

to opening a second front because of their objections to • 

Soviet territorial demands. This was a misperception; Bri¬ 

tish reluctance to land in France owed more to memories of 

Ipres and the Somme than to any anxiety for Polish indepen¬ 

dence. Nevertheless, the Kremlin interpreted the situation 

differently; if- acceptance of the harmless British Draft 

Treaty, and the temporary suspension of frontier discus-:i 

sions was the price the Western Democracies seemed to be 

asking in exchange for commitment to an invasion of France, 
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then it was a price Stalin would gladly pay. Molotov's 

meeting with Winant on the night of May 24th had convinced 

the Foreign Commissar that Soviet acceptance of Eden's 

draft treaty would put the Americans in a more compliant 

mood, which would in turn prod the British. It is uncon¬ 

vincing to claim, as Eden did when reporting to the Cabinet 

on May 25th, that Stalin had been poorly informed by Lit¬ 

vinov of American objections to the Soviet draft treaty; 

surely Litvinov sent Moscow an account of his talk with 

Roosevelt in April, when the President had dwelt at some 

length on these objections. The Russians had not just sud¬ 

denly learned of American protests; rather, Stalin now had 

his reasons for listening to Washington. 

And Washington must have seemed to Molotov as the best 

place to press for a second front. As we have seen, Chur¬ 

chill and his generals were hesitant to hurry into an in¬ 

vasion of Europe. When Molotov was in London he got almost 

no encouragement regarding an early invasion; but the Amer¬ 

icans seemed more willing to commit themselves. The For¬ 

eign Commissar's impressions in this respect were apparent¬ 

ly confirmed when, during his visit to Washington, he ex¬ 

tracted from President Roosevelt a written promise that the 

United States would invade Europe in 1942. 

As for the Anglo-Soviet Treaty itself: it contained 

nothing objectionable to the Russians. Indeed, in at 

least one respect Stalin had gained his objective before 

the Treaty was even signed. The British had more than 
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orice promised to accept Soviet sovereignty over the Bal¬ 

tic States, even though this promise had not been enshrined 

in the Treaty. This promise was something the British did 

not always later care to remember. Writing in 1950, Chur¬ 

chill said "There was no doubt... where the right lay. 

The Baltic States should be sovereign independent peoples." 

He lamented Soviet domination of these hapless nations, and 

proudly claimed that Britain had refused to do more than 

recognise de facto this particular manifestation of Com¬ 

munist Imperialism. Stretching the point, Churchill wrote: 

"Juridically this is how the matter stands now." 1 

This may indeed have been the juridical position of the 

British Government, as Churchill claimed, but Stalin remem¬ 

bered that London had at one time been prepared to extend 

de jure recognition. Knowing this, he undoubtedly felt 

that British objections to Soviet occupation of the Baltic 

States after the war were merely pro forma, designed for 

public consumption. And in the post-war world Stalin’s 

assumption was undoubtedly correct; by 1945 the British had 

far more to object to in Soviet conduct than Russian domi¬ 

nation of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. 

So, although the Soviets had been forced to execute a 

diplomatic retreat by their need to secure some relief from 

the German attacks, they had not lost sight of their per¬ 

manent objectives. Their conciliatory behavior towards 

their Western Allies had in no way compromised the Soviets' 

ultimate goals. Stalin had postponed advocacy of his ter- 
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ritorial aims, he had not renounced them. 

If Soviet political and military efforts were well co¬ 

ordinated, the British, and the Americans as well, showed 

a marked inability to unify these two aspects of their war 

effort. In a comment to Fitzroy Maclean, a former foreign 

service officer and commando who was preparing to act as 

British liason with Tito's partisan movement in Yugoslavia, 

Churchill shed some light on his own attitude towards the 

political-military balance. Maclean had inquired about the 

wisdom of sending British aid to Communist partisans: 

So long, Qhurchill) said, as the whole of Western 
civilisation was threatened by the Nazi menace, we 
could not afford to let our attention be diverted 
from the immediate issue -by considerations of long¬ 
term policy. We were as loyal to our Soviet Allies 
as we hoped they were to us. (Maclean'0 task was 
simply to find out who was killing the most Germans 
and suggest means by which we could help them to kill 
more. Politics must be a secondary consideration. 
(59) 

To be sure, the British decision to prosecute the war 

against Germany, even if it meant sacrificing other desi¬ 

derata , was itself a political decision. Such a decision 

might in fact have been unavoidable. The inflexibility of 

Britain's will to crush Nazism completely, the constancy of 

Britain's goal, was a result of the dynamics of a democracy 

at war. The Anglo-American crusade against Nazism, to bor¬ 

row Eisenhower's term, was in many ways more 'ideological' 

than was the Soviet war effort—rhetorical excesses aside. 

At no point, for example, would the Western democracies 

angle for a separate peace with Germany, as, the Soviets 
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evidently did in 1943. 

J. F. C. Fuller, the conservative military historian 

and theoretician, has attributed this inflexibility of 

democracies at war to a "tribal morality": "The motive ■ 

force of democracy is not love of others," Fuller wrote, 

"it is the hate of all outside the tribe, faction, party 

or nation. The 'general will' predicates total war, and 

hate is the most puissant of recruiters." This is 

somewhat overdrawn, if perhaps understandable coming from 

one who experienced two world wars. 

However, Fuller's comment is perceptive; democracies 

seem to face difficulties mustering the political will 

needed to fight limited wars involving less than a conflict 

between absolute principles, as the United States has found 

to its cost. The moral differences between thé democratic 

side and that of its opponents must be drawn in the most 

stark fashion if a war effort is to be sustained for long. 

Concepts such as national interest and political advantage 

are very often deemed unworthy motives for sacrificing hu¬ 

man lives. A vivid example of this attitude came in 1945 

when Churchill was pressing Eisenhower to capture Berlin 

before the Russians; the latter responded by saying that 

he would be "loath to hazard American lives for purely 

political purposes." 

Eisenhower's reluctance to see the casualty lists grow 

is commendable, and his reasoning would immediately be un¬ 

derstandable to most Western readers. However, one could 
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hardly hope for a clearer illustration of the way in which 

the Western attitude towards the division between the poli¬ 

tical and military in wartime differed from the Soviet 

view. The irony in Eisenhower's comment was, of course, 

that the war against Germany was being fought precisely for 

"purely political purposes." Like it or not, war always 

is. 

Fortunately, during the Second World War—when so much 

was at stake—Hitler's Germany did indeed approximate ab¬ 

solute evil. As a result, there was broad agreement a- 

mong the British electorate of the need for unity to defeat 

Germany. Unlike the United States, Britain formally sus¬ 

pended party politics during the war—though of course po¬ 

litical activity flourished and there were numerous Cabinet 

reshuffles. No General Election was called between 1935 

and 1945, the idea being that all domestic political quar¬ 

rels paled into insignificance in the face of the Nazi 

threat. It was the duty of all men of good will to cooper¬ 

ate in furthering the Cause. The sense of wartime national 

unity is something those who experienced it often remember 

fondly. 

But with unity came restrictions. As we have seen 

above, Churchill was certainly not able singlehandedly to 

formulate British foreign policy; his was a coalition Gov¬ 

ernment, and the goal of the coalition was the defeat of 

Hitler, and later Imperial Japan. Beyond these two broad 

aims Churchill had no clear mandate. The Soviet Union was 
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fighting on the side of the angels; and not everyone ac¬ 

cepted the link with Moscow with the same reservations so 

eloquently expressed by the Prime Minister in his famous 

speech of June 22, 1941-» when he announced that he would 

unsay nothing he had said about the USSR in the previous 

20 years. 

Unfortunately, some British politicians, such as 

Cripps and Eden, felt that differences in the Grand Alli¬ 

ance could be suppressed for the sake of unity as easily as 

the truce had been declared in domestic British politics. 

This was certainly the idea behind the British Government’s 

decision to postpone consideration of territorial questions 

until after the war. So, for the sake of Alliance unity, 

the British refused to wield some of the political weapons 

which were in their arsenal during wartime, but which would 

slip away by 1945. In 1941 and 1942 the Russians without 

doubt needed British help far more than vice versa, at 

least in the short term; however, at no time did London 

outline a firm policy towards the Soviet Union, nor did 

the British ever attach a price tag to the aid they gave 

the USSR. 

Could a united Anglo-American diplomatic hedgehog de¬ 

fence have kept the Soviets from absorbing the Baltic Sta¬ 

tes? It is highly doubtful, but not beyond the realm of 

possibility; Moscow might at least have settled for domina¬ 

tion as opposed to outright annexation. Certainly the Sov¬ 

iets later proved reactive to Western pressure in such 
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places as Iran, Greece, and Austria. Litvinov later sug¬ 

gested that, had the West made their objections to Soviet 

demands more clearly than they did, Moscow might have 

pulled back. In an October 1944 interview with left-wing 

journalist Edgar Snow, the former Foreign Commissar was 

uncommonly frank when reflecting on the causes of growing 

East-West tension: 

Diplomacy might have been able to avoid Q.he growing 
rift} if we Cthe West) had made clear the limits of 
our needs, but now it,is too late, suspicions are 
rife on both sides. 

Litvinov might have added that by 1944 Anglo-American lev¬ 

erage was no longer what it had once been. Instead of set¬ 

ting clear limits upon what they would consider legitimate 

Soviet territorial demands, the British at times were more 

anxious to avoid the appearance of an Anglo-American con¬ 

dominium. To be sure, during the London talks with Molotov 

Eden stubbornly refused to accept Soviet demands regarding 

Poland; however, rather than telling the Soviets what 

Russo-Polish boundary Britain would find acceptable, Eden 

remained deliberately vague. He even resorted to a lie a- 

bout British obligations to Poland, simply to avoid quar¬ 

reling with Molotov. 

Rather than engaging the Soviets in frank negotia¬ 

tions, facing the fact that such a policy would entail some 

unpleasant confrontations, the British leaders, one after 

another in dismal succession, persisted in their misguided 

attempts to build a genuine and lasting friendship with 
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Moscow. Such friendship remained a chimera, and one can 

only wonder why anyone ever thought otherwise. The ques¬ 

tion is frequently asked why the Soviets were such exas- 

peratingly effective diplomats. One answer is that, un¬ 

like Western diplomats, the Russians accepted the hostility 

of every other State as a fact of international life, and 

considered any alliance with a foreign power to be a pas¬ 

sing phenomenon. Stalin and Molotov were able to press for 

full acceptance of their demands unhindered by the compul¬ 

sion to find a reasonable compromise with their allies of 

the moment. 

The most tragic, or perhaps pathetic attempt during 

our period to buy Soviet friendship, as though it were a 

commodity for sale in an oriental bazaar, was certainly 

the British decision to sanction Soviet absorbtion of the 

Baltic States. Even Churchill was not entirely free from 

the pull of this extraordinary delusion. In a talk with 

General Sikorski in April, 1942, the Prime Minister had 

defended his Government's course, saying 

In spite of the opposition in Great Britain on the 
part of Parliament, the Anglican clergy, not to men¬ 
tion the Catholics, the conservative aides, etc., 
and in spite of the objections raised by the United 
States Government, a political treaty with Russia 
will be concluded. It is not an ideal one. It might 
cause some deception; nevertheless, this attempt has 
to be made. ^b4' 

British appeasement of the Soviets might have made 

sense had the Foreign Office, or the Cabinet, developed 

clear counter demands prior to recognizing Stalin's ter- 
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ritorial claims. But they did not. There were three argu¬ 

ments advanced to support British accession to Soviet 

claims: first, the British public, and to some extent Par¬ 

liament, had been impressed by the Red Army's performance 

against the Wehrmacht, especially when contrasted with the 

lackluster accomplishments of Britain's own armed forces. 

Opinions of this sort may have been the crucial considera¬ 

tion where Churchill was concerned; the evidence regarding 

his opinions about recognition of Soviet claims is contra¬ 

dictory; in January he had told Eden that he would resign 

rather than head a government which would be a party to an 

agreement recognizing Soviet claims; by March he had chang¬ 

ed his mind, and was asking Roosevelt to acquiesce to Bri¬ 

tish recognition. It seems clear that, for Churchill at 

least, the primary consideration in accepting Stalin's de¬ 

mands was the need he felt to quiet those who were clamor-, 

ing, ever more loudly, for some Allied effort to ease the 

pressure on the Red Army. Churchill was deeply convinced ’ 

that a premature invasion of Europe would be a fiasco, not 

helping the Red Army and perhaps permanently crippling Bri¬ 

tish strength, at the very least incurring enormous British 

casualties. Churchill decided that, given the choice be¬ 

tween thousands, perhaps hundreds of thousands, of British 

dead and recognition of Soviet sovereignty over the Baltic 

States, the latter was the better option. But as we have 

seen, even in late May the Prime Minister expressed doubts 

to the Cabinet about the ethics of such a course. 
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The second, and superficially more compelling, reason 

advanced in favor of recognizing Stalin's demands was a 

concern lest the Soviet dictator sign a separate peace 

with Hitler. The Red Army was an enormous asset to the 

Allied cause: at no point in the war after June, 1941 did 

the Western Allies face more than one quarter of the Wehr- 

macht. Should Stalin have decided to come to terms with 

Hitler the damage to Allied chances for victory would have 

been incalculable. Surely, one might argue, prevention of 

a separate peace was sufficient cause to appease Stalin. 

Close examination of this second argument shows it to 

be largely hollow. If Stalin had decided to approach Hit¬ 

ler it is highly doubtful that he would have been restrain¬ 

ed from doing so by remembering British largesse over the 

Baltic States. Stalin had not allied the Soviet Union with 

the West because it was the better side, he had become Bri¬ 

tain's ally when he had been forced to do so. It is a col- 

lossal overestimation of the importance to Stalin of Bri-: 

tish friendship to assume that he would have been deterred 

from approaching Hitler by displays of London's flexibili¬ 

ty. Also, it is necessary to remember, Hitler himself had 

already once given his imprimatur to Soviet sovereignty ~ 

over the disputed States and he would most probably have 

done so again as part of any armistice with Moscow. 

At any rate, in the spring of 1942 there were no hints 

in the West of a Russo-German rapprochement and, as we 

have seen, the British did not take the threat of such a 
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rapprochement seriously. This brings us to the third rea¬ 

son, the Cripps-Eden motivation for accepting Stalin's de¬ 

mands. On several separate occasions Eden wrote that, 

though he did not fear a separate Russo-German peace, he 

felt that Stalin was demanding a British sacrifice of prin¬ 

ciple to overcome all the suspicions clouding Anglo-Soviet 

relations since 1917, and which would provide the basis for 

a new and genuine Anglo-Soviet friendship. 

British appeasement did not lead to the creation of 

such a lasting friendship; indeed the immediate result of 

British flexibility over the Baltic States was—much to 

Eden's consternation—increased Soviet pressure over the 

Russo-Polish border dispute. Molotov maintained that the 

British had not made any sacrifice of principle, but had 

simply acceded to legitimate Soviet demands. There would 

be no counter-concessions from Moscow. Most importantly, 

the divisions separating the Soviet Union from 'capital¬ 

ist1 Britain did not magically disappear thanks to British 

flexibility. 

In the end the British had found themselves in a tight 

spot. They had the worst of both worlds: they had sacri¬ 

ficed a principle and had received nothing in return. 

Only haphazard American intervention and Russian reverses 

on the Eastern Front saved Churchill's Government from re¬ 

cognizing by treaty Soviet sovereignty over the disputed 

territories. It is tempting to draw a parallel between the 

British experience in the spring of 1942 and the much bet- 
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ter known, and far more serious, experience of appeasement 

before the war. In neither case was the British Govern¬ 

ment able to moderate the appetite of its adversary. Evi¬ 

dently the pre-war lesson had gone unlearned. What the 

British Government never did realize was that the Soviets 

were already cooperating more closely with America and Bri¬ 

tain than they had done with any other nation since 1917. 

The highly xenophobic and suspicious nature of Stalin's 

Russia precluded a more intimate alliance. Opening the 

USSR to the outside world, after Stalin had taken such 

great pains to quarantine his empire from foreign influ¬ 

ences, would have required a fundamental change in Soviet 

Government and society; anmubh greater change than could 

be effected by British diplomacy. Stalin had become Bri¬ 

tain's ally overnight when the 'objective circumstances,' 

i.e. the German attack, had compelled him to do so. He 

would have renounced the alliance equally quickly had it 

suited his interests to do so. British flexibility over 

the Baltic States would do nothing to change this. 

In June, 1946 Maxim Litvinov granted an interview 

in the Kremlin with another American journalist, Richard 

C. Hottelet. Litvinov, who was soon after dismissed from 

the Soviet Government—an event perhaps not entirely un¬ 

related to this extraordinary interview—made some remarks 

which shed light on the futility of British attempts to 

appease Moscow. He told the American that the "root cause" 

of the growing Cold War was "the ideological conception 
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prevailing here Qn the USSR) that conflict between Com¬ 

munist and capitalist worlds is inevitable... there has 

been a return to the outmoded concept of security in terms 

of territory—the more you’ve got the safer you.are." 

Hottelet then asked the crucial question: 

Suppose the West were suddenly to give in and grant 
all Moscow’s demands...? Would that lead to good will 
and easing of the present tension? 

It would lead (^Litvinov answered} to the West's 
being faced after a more or less short time, with 
the next series of demands, vbpj 

Clearly appeasement of such a government was bound to be 

an exercise in futility. 

This was not to say that no agreement was possible 

with the USSR, or that the Soveits were devils with whom 

one could not talk without becoming defiled. Cooperation 

with Russia was possible, desireable, aiid, necessary, 

on certain questions. But the experience of Britain's re¬ 

lations with the USSR from 1940 to 1942 surely teaches us 

one thing: one must expect that cooperation with the Krem¬ 

lin will be limited to those issues upon which the Soviets 

feel agreement is in their own interests, and that rela¬ 

tions should, above all else, be conducted in as unsenti¬ 

mental and calm a manner as possible (One is reminded of 

Talleyrand’s famous warning against zeal ift foreign af¬ 

fairs.) One thing is absolutely clear: unilateral gestures 

by the West designed to win Soviet confidence by sacrific¬ 

ing Western interests or principles were hopelessly naive. 

There is no evidence that actions of this sort have the 
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desired effects quite the contrary, if Moscow takes any 

public notice whatsoever of such gestures—which they 

rarely do—then the Western sacrifices will be ascribed 

to weakness, or to overwhelming pressures of public opin¬ 

ion, The Soviets do not expect goodwill gestures, they 

discount Western sincerity, and, most importantly, they 

do not respond in a like manner. British experience with 

the Baltic States question graphically illustrates the fu¬ 

tility of such one-sided friendship offerings. Unfortun¬ 

ately, given the fact that political pressures to reach an 

accommodation with Moscow are generally very strong in¬ 

deed, and the fact that most of those who call loudest for 

such an accommodation are also the least well informed a- 

bout the details of complex negotiations, emotionally de¬ 

tached conduct of relations with the USSR is frequently 

impossible. 

It is terribly easy to criticize statesmen from the 

safe distance of 40 years. Britain’s leaders faced prob¬ 

lems with which most of us, thankfully, shall never have 

to deal. That many in the British Government showed a 

genuine concern for the fate of the people in Eastern 

Europe while Britain's own existence was threatened, 

speaks well of those involved. And it would be unfair 

to dismiss their efforts to prevent absorption of the 

Baltic States as inadequate without proposing alterna¬ 

tives which they might have pursued. 

In retrospect, the decision to defer territorial 
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decisions until the Peace Conference must be called into 

question. In Spring 1942 Sumner Welles studied the record 

of the Versailles Conference, trying to find lessons to 

apply in the second World War. Looking back in 1950 he 

wrote î 

The more I read about the negotiations of 1919» the 
more I was convinced that our wisest course would be 
to try to work out with our allies now» before V-Day, 
as detailed an agreement as possible. Our armed 
strength, our material resources, the moral authority 
of President Roosevelt (and he might have added of 
Winston Churchill) and, even more perhaps, our allies' 
need of us, would give us infinitely greater leverage 
now than we would have after thé victory was won. 
(66) 

This judgement, by one so intimately involved in the course 

of events, is difficult to dispute. The Anglo-American 

allies allowed a promising opportunity to slip past for 

exercising a greater influence over the post-war world 

than they were able to exert later in the war. 

It is perhaps excessive to expect the Anglo-American 

alliance, arguably the most intimate wartime collaboration 

between two nations in history, to have achieved more than 

it did. Nevertheless, it is unfortunate that the two demo¬ 

cracies did not unite their political as effectively as 

their military efforts. Early in the war, as we have seen 

here, the British were reluctant to tie themselves too 

closely to American diplomacy. There were a number of rea¬ 

sons for this: the Americans had withdrawn into isolation 

in 1919 and the British were afraid they might do so again 

after the second war; Eden wanted to assure the Russians 
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that the British and Americans would not combine to impose 

their version of order on the post-war world, as if that 

would have been a bad thing; and there was understandable, 

if regrettable resentment by the British at ever increasing 

political and military domination by the supposedly unsoph¬ 

isticated Americans. 

In time the Americans turned the tables on the Bri¬ 

tish; Roosevelt pressured his Allies to divest themselves 

of their Empire and tried, a la Eden, to assure Stalin that 

he and Churchill were not going to combine against the 

USSR. The President’s efforts in this direction cul¬ 

minated in his unfortunate conversation with Stalin in 

Teheran in 1943, from which Churchill was deliberately ex¬ 

cluded. One historian has rightly condemned Roosevelt's 

"deplorable technique of stressing and exaggerating the 

difference between his and Churchill's views on the world's 
/ 4 ry \ 

problems." ' Eden may have set the precedent for this 

sort of thing, but the^President should have known better 

than to try to befriend a man like Stalin. 

One of the more striking aspects of our story, at ‘ 

least during the period from December 1941 until May 1942, 

is the almost total lack of Western diplomatic unity, a 

disunity foreshadowing many of the diplomatic disputes 

which arose later in the war. Had the spirit of Anglo- 

American cooperation emanating from Churchill's visit to 

Washington in December, 1941 been sustained throughout the 

war, the world might now be a better, and safer place. 
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